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This report is the second report of the Expert Panel on Quantification of
Seismic Margins. The Panel's first report, was entitled, "NRC Seismic Design
Margins Program Plan.' The objective of this report is to discuss progress to
date in studying the issue of quantification of seismic margins in nuclear
power plants. In particular, it deals with progress towards the establishment
of review guidelines that would be useful in studying how much seismic margin
exists. The guidelines themselves will be the subject of the next Panel
report.

The work presented in this report is th. resu't of a detailed study of seismic
Probabilistic Risk Assessments, histurical ,tarthquake performance of the
nuclear and non-nuclear facilities, and teat data, augmented by the individua l
experience and expertise of tne Panel members. The major development
discussed in this report is the HCLPF concept, which demonstrates margin by
showing that there is a Hich Confidence of a Low Probability of Failure for a
given earthquake size.
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EXECUTIVE SUKKARY

S. 1 INTRODUCTION

In order to provide technical guidance to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission on the subject of' seismic margins at nuclear power plants, the NRC
in tod-1984 formaed en mExpert Panel on Quantification of Seismic Margins.0"
The members of the Panel are supported by contracts with Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, which has also furnished key te.-hnical personnel for the
Panel's work. The panel is charged to work closely with an in-house NRC
staff, "WorkinK Group on Seismic Margins," to address key regulatory needs in
the area of seismic margins.

Th- Panel's first report was published in the fall of 1984, entitled, 'NRC
Sexsenic Design Margins Program Plan.0 That report outlines a proposed NRC
program in the seismic margins area, and sets forth how the Panel's work is to
be accomplished, including a schedule, tasks, and their relationship.

The objective of this report is to discuss progress accomplished to date in
studying the issue of quantification of seismic margins in nuclear power
plants. The report contains background material that introduces the reasons
why the margins issue is important, material describing how the Panel has
identified the near-term objectives of its work, descriptions of the Panel's
accomplishments to date, and discussions of future work to be undertaken.

In particular, this report covers progress accomplis'ned toward the
estaDlishment of review guidelines that would be useful in assessing whether a
nuclear power plant has a high confidence of a low probability o? failu:e when
subjected " to a postulated seismic event selected for a marain review.
AlthOugh these interim review guidelines are not fully developed in this
report, the basis is laid for such developme.nt. Guidelines will be developed
in interim form as the next task of the Panel. The plan is for these interim
review guidelines to be used on a trial basis for one or more plants, after
which their true value would be assessed. After this trial use, they will be
modified, and then made available for general use.

The panel's charter is quite broad and covers several aspects of the issue of
seismic margins. In its earliest meetings, the Panel worked closely with NRC
Working Group members and other NRC staff in order to identify the NRC staff's
perception of its most irdportant regulatory needs. These sre ultimately
refined into a' list that has provided the basic framework for the Panel's
overall effort. The most important regulatory need identified, and the one
which has provided the focus for all Panel activity to date, is as follewss

There is a need to understand how such seismic margin exists.
Margin in this context is to be expressed in terms of how much

larger must an earthquake be above the safe sbutomwn earthquake
(SSE) before it cooiromises the safety of the plant.

The Panel noted that in meetinq thio need, it is not necessary (Or even
desirable) to determine core melt frequency as is done in a Probabilistic Risk
Assexsment (PRA). This makes the margin review process independent of site
hazard curves. Additional regulatory needs, not addressed in this report, are
summarized in Appendix A.

I



S. 2 NARROWING THE PANEL'S SCOPE FOR THIS REPORT

Since the scope of the Panel's charter is so broad, a narrowing of that scope
was found to be essential so that the Panel's work could be successfully
accomplished in the short term. For this phase of the work, the scope was
narrowed in five key areas:

Rather than determining a mar'gin earthquake level for a plant,
the review methodology determines whether or not a plant has a
high confidence of a low probability of failure for an
earthquake selected for margin review.

Plants in high-seismic-activity areas such as coastal
California are excluded.

Not all plant designs are equally covered, because there is
more information about some plant types and designs than about
others.

" The Panel believes it is technically more useful and feasible
to identify the earthquake motion level at which 'there is a
high confidence of a low probability of failureO (HCLPF) than
to identify the median point of failure. This HCLPF point can
serve as a conservative estimate of the actual earthquake size
where the plant (or any component, structure, or system within
the plant) has a small probability of being compromised.

" The Panel concentrated on the development of 'interim review
guidelinesO that could be applied to a few planto on a trial
basis. This report concentrates on the compilation and
analysis of the information required as the technical basis for
developing these guidelines. The guidelines themselves are not
included in this report, but will be the subject of a future
report.

The information used for this report includes a number of published and
unpublished seismic PRA-, historical earthquake performance data for both
nuclear and non-nuclear industrial facilities, performance data from testing
programs, and the individual experience and expertise of the Panel members.

S.3 DEFINITIONS OF SEISMIC MARGI AND THE HCLPr OJUCEPT

The general definition of "seismic marginO that the Panel has adopted follows:

A general definition of seismic margin is expressed in terms of -

the earthquake motion level that compromises plant safety,
0pecifically leading to wmlting of the reactor core. In this
context, margin reds to be defined for the whole plant. The
margin concept also can be extende to any particular structure,

function, system, euipment item, or component, for which
mcompromising safetym means sufficient loss of safety function to

contribute to core melting if coabined with other failures.
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Ncte that this definition emphasizes that the maroin is to be expressed in
terms of earthquake ground motion level, often referred to here as earthquake
.- Ize. The Panel aqreed to use as an indicator of 'earthquake size" the "pedk
qround acceleration (pqa)," defined as the average of the two horizontal peak
components of free-field ground-surface acceleration coupled with the
additional descriptors as discussed in Section 5.1..

The measure of margin adopted by the Parel is a high-confidence, low
probb-bility-of-failure (HCLPF) capacity. This is a conservative
representation of capacity and in simple terms corresponds to the earthquake
level at wh.zh It is extremely unlikely that' failure of the component will
occur. From the mathematic-1. perspective of a probabil~ty distribution on
capacity developed in seismic PRA calculations, the HCLPF capacity values are
approximately equal to a 95 percent confidence (probability) of not exceeding
about a five percent probability of failure. It is possible to derive this
point from a full set of fragility curves; however, this is not necessary and
to us- this procedure in every case would defeat the Panel's purpose. HCLPF
values for specific types of' components are derived from a combination of
engineering data, either test data or data from real earthquake experience,
and engineerinq analyses The Panel feels that it is much easier to identify
this point directly, and we have much more confidence in the identification of
.his point than in the identification of the median, randomness, and
uncertainty parameters which would be required to derive full fraility curves.

The Panel expects that a qroup of enqineers would agree on a ground motion
level that i component has a high confidence of a low probability of failure;
althouah they are not likely to agree that the confidence can be expressed
exsctly as 95% -. 5%. This contrasts with the total lack of aar-ement which
the Panel believes is likely to occur if the median capacity level and
associsted variabilities were selected as the parameters of interest. This is
the reajon th.e panel believes that the HCLPF concept is a more useful way to
deal with the whole question of "eeismic margins" than an approach usinc the
median fraility values.

S.4 GWDBAL INSIGHTS FROM SEISMIC STUDIES

There has been significant progress in recent years in our understanding of
tne behavior of nuclear power plants in earthquakes. The understanding comes
from three sources: analysis of the behavior of non-nuclear power plants and
similar facilities in actual earthquakes; experimental test data such as
shal.e-taDle tests; and better analyses of the response of reactors, includina
prooabilistic systems analyses, fragility analyses, and deterministic analyses
of plant response.

The key broad insights, which form part of the underlying basis for the work
of tnis project, are as follows:

I) Much information about the behavior in earthquakes of non-nuclear power
plants and other similar facilities reveals that most of the key components,
-;tructures, and piping perform well for earthouakes above O.3g poa. For many
of these, this is true above 0.5q pqa.

3



2) Seismic PRAs have revealed that earthquake-initiated accidents as a class
are important enough that they must be considered in any overall study of the'
safety of a specific reactor; we now understand that no overall assessment
would be complete or adequate without such consideration.

3) For most U.S. plants, there is generally high confidence that the plant
can survive earthquakes in the range up to about 0.3g with quite low
probabili'ty of failure leading to melting of the reactor core. For -some
plants, this confidence may extend up to about 0.5g.

4) For plants in the eastern U.S. whose design earthquake (SSE) is generally
below about 0.25g, the contributions to core melt "requency appear to be
dominated by earthquakes in the range± of about 0.5 to 1.0g. Earthouakes below
or near the SSE are found not to contribute significantly, which is not
surprising in light of the generally conservative design practices used.

5) The components, equipment, and structures whose failures are the dominant
contributors to earthquake-induced core melt frequency and offsite risk are
plant-specific in some cases, and it / is --au•ie difficult to make statements
about any plant without a specific review. Existing information iadicates
that margins are aJecuate in most .cases and many specific features have been

/identified in seismic studies. ,

/
6) The larce concrete containment buildings themselves are found to be
generally of very high seismid capacity.

7) Loss of offsite electrical power is found to occur at earthquake levels
much lower than the levels at which most other equipment and structures are
believed t> fail. Therefore, most earthquake-induced accidents leadinq to
serious consequences essentially begin with offsite power loss. This fact
places a heavy burden on the .on-site emergency power systems (diesels,
batteries, etc.) to maintain function.

S.5 THE IMPOTA.CE OF PLXNT SYSTEMS AND FUNCTIONS

A major part of this phase of the Panel's work was to assess the importance of
plant safety Zunctions and systems to seismic core melt. The results of eiqht
seismic PRAs were reviewed for this task. These were the utility-sponsored
PRAs for Zion, Indian Point 2, Indian Point 3, Millstone 3, Limerick,
Seabrook, and Oconee, and the NRC-sponsored Seismic Safety Marains Research
Program (SSMRP) study of Zion. The review was very detailed and concentrated
on answering the following questions.

" What core melt phenomenologiso dominated seismic core melt? For
example, were the melts early or late, were thev I)CAs or
transients, and what was the status of containment cooling?
Which plant eafety functions failed, resulting. in these

phenomenologies?

" What particular event sequences dominated (which syptem success
and failure combinations)?-

4



Which individual system failures were the driving force behind
these dominant sequences and phenomenologies?

Which specific component failures dominated these sequences and
phenomenologies?

This detailed review allowed the Panel to reach a number of conclusions
regarding the use of functional/systemic insights to simplify the seismic
margin review process.

It is possible only to come to conclusions reqardin4 the
importance of plant' systems and safety functions for PWRs, for
which six plants were studied (one by two different methods).
No functional/systemic conclusions can be made about BWRs
because the results of' only one study are available at this
time. Within the next year, we expect that several more BWR

seismic PRAF will become available which will allow equivalent
review guidelines to be developed for BWRs.

For PWRs, It is possible to categorize plant safety functions
as belonging to one of two groups, one of which ii important to
the assessment of seismic margins and one of which is not. The
important functional group involves only two functions which
must be considered for estimating seismic margin. These two
functions are shutting down the nuclear reaction and providing
cooling to the reactor core in the time period immediately
following the seismic event.

It is possible to reasonably estimate the seismic margin of the

plant by performing a study only involving the analysis 6f the
plant systems and structures which are required in order to
perform those two functions. Such an analysis must include an
assessment of a complete set of seismic initiating events.

Notwithstanding the previous conclusion, there are a number of
limitations and restrictions on the analysis. Further, there
is a reed to conduct more research in certain areas which have
not been adequately treated in prior plant seismic PRAs.

S.6 ASSESSKENT OF AVAALSLE FRAGILITY rNPOEATION

The other major part of this phase of the Panel's w•k Is the review and
assessment of fragility information. This is largely based on the detailed
fragility analyses of nuclear power plants performed for the PRAs previously
mertioned, augmented by similar analyses from a group-of unpublished PRAI. In
addition, the collective experience of the Panel members with actual

earthquake experience at nuclear and Pon-nucloar industrial facilities,
performance teot data, and other analy!es is Included in the assessment.

The availabl& ao-.rces of fragility data are considered in arrivino at
conclusions on c-nesrvative quantitative capacities for the various nuclear
power plant, compcnents. The seismic PRA data base provides a comprehensive
attempt at quantifying realistic failure capacities. However, this



infcrmation was developed primarily by Structural Mechanics Associates And the
results in some cases are believed to be conservatively biased.

The PRA information is supplemented by recent systematic investigations >f
historic earthquakes which 'have been performed by the Seismic QualificatLon
Utilities Group (SQUG). The past earthquake performance data for eight

classes of equipment obtained by SQUG have been reviewed by the Senior Seismic
Review and Advisory Panel jSSRAP). Currently, work is ongoing to document the

historic earthquake performanc- and qualification data for additional

components such as piping, valve operators,. penetrations, diesel generators,
battery racks, and electrical equipment. This work is being conducted by

SQUG, EPRI, and the ASCE Dynamic Analysis Committee. Preliminary indications
of the results to be published in the near future have been reflected in the
Panel's assessment.

Finally, each Panel member has his own experience based on the analysis,
testing, and review of past earthquake performance.

In making statements about HCLPFs for each component, three pga ranges were
used: (1) less than 0.3g, (2) 0.3q to 0.5g, and (3) greater than 0.5wg.
Because of the many variabilities and different situations that exist, it ii
difficult to refine these categories further.

The fragility conclusions of the Panel can be summarized in simplified fo-rm by
breaking the components evaluated into the following groups.

When reviewinq for margin for an earthquake up to 0.3g, the follovin4
components within or affecting important functional groups should be
subjected to a review:

- steel containments *
- reactor internals *
- block walls
- beat exchanger supports
- tanks
- batteries and racks (walkdown inspection may suffice)
- soil liquefaction (for susceptible sites)
-Idams, levees, and dikes

When reviewing for an earthquake between 0.3q and 0.5g, in addition
to the above components the followir•q components should be subjected

to a review:

- BWR recirculation pump supports
- major containment penetrations
- control rod drive mechanisms
- unusual features of bvildings
- piping between buildings

- motor-operated valves on small lines
- active electrical. equipment
- diesel generator peripherals

p Wot enouoh data was available for the Panel tD reach any conclusions.
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- pumps (certain *.ypes)
- fans and cooler unit supports
- dicting betwee.n buildirgs

- cable trays and cables

- cont-ol room cetlinqgi

When revieving for margin f'r an ea~rthquake above 0.5Vq, all
components should b.. subjected to a detailed review.

N

The above is a simplif.ied summary, as there are many comments that apply to
each component class in the above groups (given in Chapter 5). These comments
and eiallifiers give guidance as to which, failure modes are Key to the review
process and also explain potential exceptions to the groupings shc'wn above.

S. 7 AN APPROAC4 70 SEISMIC MARGIN REVIWS

The Panel comtined their insights on systems, functions, and fragiliti"s and
developed the outline of an approach for pcrforming a seismic margin review.

It is important to point out a few limitations on the approach.

The systems screening part of. the approach presently applies
only to PWRz.

" Design and construction errors are not covered.

" Possible vulnerabilities in very small-bore hydraulic systems
associated with sensors and pneumatic systems are not fully
covered.

~f
&;lectrical and control systems are incompletely covered because
urrecoverable relay chatter and breaker trip cannot be
rdequately treated from a systems standpoint at this time.

Evaluations of the effects of wear and aqinq on equipment
functions are not fully covered.

possible adverse human responses caused by earthquake-induced
stress are not covered.

it is recognized that many of these topics are extremely important and deserve
additional study.

The review approach consists of eight steps, the first of which is the
selection of an earthquake level for which it is desirable to demonstrate
margin. This would be of the form 'Show that the plant has seismic capacity

up to an earthquake of O.Ng.O The approach attempts to demonstrate the
existence of that margin by showing that the plant core melt RCLPF is at least

O.Ng. The eight steps are outlined in Section 6.2 of this report.

The steps which make up the review guidelines constitute three mUJor
processesu screening, HCLPF determination, and systems analysis. The
screening process uses the functional/systemic inslqhts developed from the

review of the available PRAs and the fragility insighte developed from the



available Lragility information to reduce the size of the margin review. By

applying theve insights, it is possible to "screen out t (remove from further

analysis) lar0e numbers of components and structures. The product of this
process is a list of componer.s and structures which potentially have HCLPF
values lower than the review level (i.e., cannot be said to have a high
confidence of a low probability of failure at the review level: without
performing an engineering analysis) and are involved in the performance of the
important plant functions (i.e., the failure of which can lead to an
initiating event or to the failure to shutdown the nuclear reaction or provide
cooling to the reactor core in the time period immediately following the
seismic event).

This list of components and structures is carried forward to the other two
processes of the review guidelines. In the HCLPF determination process,
detailed analyses are performed to derive a HCLPF value for each of the
components and structures. In the systems analysis process, a list is
developed which represents the combinations of failures of these components
and structures which can lead to a core melt. Combining these two products
will result In one of two outcomes. First, it is possible that there will be

no combinations of failures that have an overall HCLPF lower than the review
level. This specifically means that the overall core melt HCLPF is at least

ecual to, and probably greater than, the review level. The second possible
outcome is that there will be combinations of failures that have an overall
HCLPF lower than the review level. The product in this instance will be a
numerical value of the overall core melt HCLPF, along with /an identification
of which component and structural failures in what specific combinations are
responsible for these HCLPF values.

The Panel plens to develop detailed interim review guidelines in the next
phase of its work. These guidelines will then be applied on a test basis to a
few plants, and from the insights gained during the testing phase the

quidelines will be revised and finalized.

S.8 SEISMIC LARGIrS RESEARCH IUDS

In the course of its work, the Panel has identified a number of areas where
further *information is needed in order to better Quantify seismic margins

statements. In some cases this information exists- but is proprietary; in
other cases further research is needed to improve our understanding. Briefly,
these areas are:

SE16MIC HAZARD
FRAGILITY
SYSTEM AND OPERATOR INTERACTION DURING AND AFTER EARTHQUAKES
DESIGN AND CONBTRUCTION ERRORS
MODELING AND ANALYSIS
CONTINUING REVIEW OF MEW PRAS TO UPDATE AND IMPROVE THIS WORK

a
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ACCIDENT SEQUENCE

A combination of failures or successes of plant systems or func-,ons beginning
with an initiating event. Accident sequences are branches of event trees.
Several accident sequences are possible for a given event tree, each
describing a different branch. Each accident sequence describes a unique
combination of event failures or successes.

ATWS

Anticipated transient without scram. Transient initiating event with an
associated failure to effectively stop the Zission chain reaction.

BASIC EVENTS

The lowest level of event representation on a fault tree. A basic initiating
fault requiring no further development.

BEST ESTIMATE VALUE

Any reasonable statistic can be considered as the proper choice of estimator
of a: given parameter. The question of choosing the best estimator is
ambiguous until *best* is defined. Desirable properties of an estimator could

be, for example, being unbiased or promising the minimum mean square error.

The best estimate fragility is chosen by the Panel as the median curve. In
this report, the best estimate of a parameter, A, is indicated as (A)BE.

B0OLEAN EXPRESSION

Boolean algebra deals in situations involving dichotomy. Switches are either
open or closed, valves are eitner open or closed, events either occur or they
do not occur. It is defined as the algebra of events the product of which is
a set of logic equations which summarize the possible states of a system. A
fault tree can be thought of as a pictorial representation of those Boolean

relationships among fault events that cause the top event to o-cur.

CAPACITY

The ability of a component to sustain a load measured in terms of the load

level (e.g., stress, moment, or acceleration) below which the component
continues to perform its functions. Not to be confused with fraqility. In

Fig. GL-l on the following page, curve 2 is associated with a component having
higher capacity (strong component) than the one associated with curve 1 (weak
component).

For a pga equal to Cl, the weak and strong components both have a low

probability of failure (i.e., low fragility). At the level G2, the weak

component (i.e., the one with low -- pacity) has a high probability of failure

(i.e., high fragility) and the strong component (i.e., the one with high
capacity) hat a low probability of failure (i.e., low fragility).
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CODE MARGIN

Standard design practices are qoverned by a set of code specifications. A
given plant system, structure or component, may have been provided with a
capacity hiqher than that vhich would have been provided by designin, it
strictly using code specifications. This creates a margin above the code.

COmMON CAUSE FAILUTRES

The primary failures (component failures) on a fault tree do not necessarily
have to be independent. A single more basic cause may result in multipl.
component failures. When that basic cause Is not intrinsic within the
components, but rather is the result of an effect external to the components,
it is a common cause failure. For example, an operator may have miscalibrated
all the sensors, a steam line break may cause all Instrumentation-to fail In a
control panel or an earthquake may result in multiple component failures.

COM PONENT

A qeneral term used for a structural element, system, An electrical or
mechanical piece of equipment, a piping system, or an electrical cable system.
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CORE MEFLT BINS

See "PLANT- DAMAGE STATE.

CORE MELT FREQUENCY

An estimate of the annual frequency of occurrence of all accident sequer-es
involving core melt.

CUT SET (Minimal)

A minimal cut set is the smallest combination of component failures that, if
they all occur, will cause the top event to occur. It is a combination
(intersection) of primary events sufficient for the top event. The
combination is a "smallest' combination' in that all the failures are needed
for the top event to occur; if one of the failures in the :ut set does not
occur, then the top event will not occur (by this combination).

DAMAGE (Seismic)
/

Any economic loss caused by earthquakes.

DES IGN ACCELERATION

A specification of the ground acceler:rion, such as the SSE, at a site in
terms of a single value such as .Lie peak. It is used for the earthquake-
resistant design of a structure (or &N a base for deriving a design spectrum).

DESIGN EARTHQUAKE

A specification of the seismic ground motion at a site; used for the
earthquake-resistant design of a structure.

DESIGN EVENT, DESIGN SEISMIC EVENT

A specification of one or more earthquake source parameters, usually magnitude
and the location of energy release with respect to the site of interest; used
for the earthquake-resistant design of a structure.

",ESIGN GROUND MOTION

See 'DESIGN EARTHQUAKE.'

DESIGN SPECTRA

A set of response spectra for design purposes. (See ORESPONSE SPECTRA.0)

DOMINANT PLAN? DAMAGE STATE

The plant damage state that contributes most to the, frequency of cort melt.
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DOUBLE, DOUBLET, DOUBLETON

A minima] cut set made of the intersection of cwo basic events (i.e., for the
top event to occur, both baslc events have to occur).

DURATION

A qualitative or quantitative descripticnw of the lenath of time durina which
ground motion at a site shows certain characteristics (e.g., perceptibility,
violent shaking, etc.).

EARLY MELT

A term used to indicate the time at which the core melt event occurs in
relation to the operation of safety systems designed to prevent it. Early
core melt occurs as a tasult of failure of safety systems designed to provide
core cooling immediately upon initiation of a severe accident.

EARTHQUAKE SIZE

,s used here and in most Nuclear Power Plant related risk studies, the size of
kn earthquake is measured in terms of the pqa, rather than magnitude,
:ntensity or any other geophysical parameter. (See Chapter 2.)

ErENT TREE

This term defines sequences of system failures that may lead to the release of
radioactive material. Each tree is associated with an initating event. The
event tree method begins with an initiating event, tracks subsecauent events of
various plant systems, and determines the probability of the various accident
sequences

EXCEEDANCE PROBABILITY

The probability that a specified level of ground motion or specified social or
economic consequences of earthquakes will be exceeded at a site or in a regio-
during a specified exposure time.

EXPOSURE TIME

The time period of interest for seismic-risk calculations, seitmic-hazard
calculations, or design of structures. For struictures, the exposure time is
often chosen to be equal to the design lifetime of the structure.

FAI LRE MODE

wgillures are basic abnormal occurrences. A failure mode specifies exactly

which aspects of component failures are of concern. Failure atodes should be
realistic and consistent within the context of the system operational

requirementn, environmental factors, and the numerical data base.



FAULT TREE

A fault tree analysi.s can be simply described as an analytical technique,
whereby aij undesired state of the system is specified (usually a state that is
critical from a safety standpoInt), and the system iq then analysed in the
context o1 i's environment and operation to find all credible wayo in which
the undesired event can occur. 1%he fault tree itself is a graphic
representation of the various parallel and sequential ccrmbinations of faults
that will result in the occurrence of the predefined undesired event.

FRAGIL1TY

Conditional probability that a component would fail for a specified ground
motion or response-parameter value as a function of that value. (See
CAPACITY.)

F,-AGILITY CUTOFF

The lower tail of a fragility curve may be truncated at some peak ground
"acceleration iPGA) value on the basis that seismically qualified components do
not fail below this value.

FREQUENCY (of occurrence)

In this reportz rate per unit of time. The mean rate of occurrence of
earthquaKes is a measure of frequency.

GROSS ERRORE

Design and construction errors are those deviations that place the component
capacity outside the range of natural variation; 9 ross errors are those that
have signific&nt impact on components or plant margins.

GROUND ACCELERATION CAPACITY

The seismic capacity of a compornnt measured in terms of the peak ground
acceleration value at which the component would fail.

RAZARD CURVE (seismi.c)

Frequency of exceeding a pga versus pga, usually expressed on a per-year basis.

HCLPF

High Confidence of low Probability of Failure. The concept of the HCLPF is
discuaved in Section 2.3.

INHERENT RANDOMNESS

The variability observed from sample to sample of a physical phenomenong it
cannot be reduced by more detailed evaluation or by qathering of more data.
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INITIATING EVENTS

Events which exceed the operating allowable limits of a nuclear power plant
therefore requiring that the plant be shut down. An event tree is arsociated
with each initiating event. Two major categories of initi3ting events are
recognized: pressure-boundary rupture and transient initiation. These
categories are subdivided according to the capabilities of the particular

plant systems required to maintain the plant in a safe condition. An example
of a pressure-boundary rupture is the rupture of a large pipe. A transient
initiation does not involve rupture; an example is the trip of a turbine.

INTERNAL INITIATING EVENT

An initiating event that is caused by occurrences or failures that are
internal to the physical cystems of the plant. These events are in contrast
to external initiators that result from occurrences external to the physical
plant systems such as earthquakes, tornados, floods, fires, aircraft impact,
and explosions.

LATE MELT

A term used to indicate the time at which the core melt event occurs relative
to the operation of safety systems designed to prevent it and the amount of
radioactivity present in the core. Core melt is "latem when it occurs after
the successful operation of safety systems designed to provide core cooling
immediately upon the initiation of a severe accident and the failure of
systems designed to provide core or-containment cooling in the long term.

LOCA

Loss-Of-Coolant Accidentt an accident caused by a break in the reactor
coolant system pressure boundary.

MAGNITUDE

Kagnitude is a measure of the size of an earthbuake and is related to the
energy released in the form of seismic waves. It is given by the logarithm of
the amplitude of the trace of a seinnometer, corrected to represent a set of
fixed conditions. There are several magnitude scales which are representative
of different frequency ranges of the incoming seismic energy.

MEAN PEAK GROUND ACCELZRATION (MEAN pga)

In thia report, the mean value of the peaks of the two horizontal components
of acceleration.

M4EDIAN VALUE

The value of a variable that represents the 50th percentile of the probability
distribution function. That Is, for any given subset of the population, It is
equally likely that the result of a trial will vield a value above or below
the median. In this report, the median of a parameter, A, is indicated as

and the beat estimate of its median is indicated as (AO)BE.
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MINIMAL CUT SET

See "CUT SET."

OFFSITE RISK

The probability that social or economic consequences of earthquakes will equal
or exceed specified values at a site, at several sites, or in an area, during
a specified exposure time.

OPERATING BA-IS EARTHQUAKE (OBE)

An earthquake which, considering the regional, local geology, seismology, and
specific characteristic of local subsurface material, could reasonably be
expected to affect the plant site during the operating life of the plant. It
is that earthqueke which produc'es the vibratory ground motion for which those
features of the nuclear plant necessary for continued operation without undue
risk. to the health and safety of the public are designed to remain

functional. (See 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A: Reactor Site criteria)

PEAK GROUND ACCELERATION (pga)

See OMEAN pga4.

PLANT DAMAGE STATE

A grouping of accident sequences that cause similar physical responses in the
plant. The characteristics of each plant damage state are used to define
initial conditions for the subsequent analysis of containment failure mode and
radioloqical release (see release categories). Same as plant damage bin,
core melt bin, and core damage state.

PLANT LEVEL FRAGILITY

The conditional probability that plant systems would fail and lead to severe

core damage (or release) for a specified earthquake ground motion parameter
value.

PLANT SYSTEM AND SEQUENCE ANALYSIS

The identification of the sequences of events signifying the success or
failure of safety systems, beginning with the specified initiating event,
progressing through a planned reactor shutdown or severe core melt, and
terminating in radiological releases to the environment. The frequencies of
various events in these sequences are estimated using Boolean expressions and
component fragilities.

PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT (PRA)

See Appendix E.
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RANDOM FAILURE

Those failures that occur normally during plant operation not affected by
seismic events.

RELEASE CATEGORIES

A measure of the type, amount, energy and timing of radioactive material
released from the plant. These are functions of accident sequences and
containment failure mbdes.

RELEASE FREQUENCY

Frequency of occurrence of a group of accident sequence resulting in a
specific release category.

RESPONSE SPECTRA

A set of curves calculated from an acceleration time history that give the
maximum values of response (acceleration, velocity, or displacement) of a
damped linear oscillator, as a function of its natural period of vibration for
given damping values.

SAFE SHUTDOWN EARTHQUAKE (SSE)

A regulatory design requiremc.,c defined as follows: that Earthquake which is
based upon an evaluation of the maximum earthquake potential considering the

regional and local geology, seismology, and specific characteristics of local
subsurface material. It is that earthquake which produces the maximum
vibratory grouni motion for which certain structures, systems, and components
are designed to remain functional. These structures, systems, and components
are those necessary to assure: (1) the integrity of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary, (2) the capability to shut down the ,reactor and maintain it
in a safe shutdown condition, or (3) the capability to prevent or mitioate the
consequence of accidents which could result in potential off-site exposures
comparable to the guideline exposures z i0 CFR Part 100.

SCRENING

The action of narrowing the scope of the analysis frL'm all functions and
components of a plant to a smaller set of functions and components whose HCLPF
values are clearly above the review level.

SEISMIC CAPACITY

See OCAPACITYM

SEISMIC CATEGORY I 4

For licensing purposes, nuclear plant structures and eouipment are divided
into two categories according to their function. and the deqree of integrity
required to protect the public. These categoriea are Category I and non-



category I. Structures, systems, and components important to safety, as well
as their foundations and supports, are designed to withstand the effects of an
OBE and an SSE, and are thus designated as Seismic Category I. These plant
design features are those necessary to assure: a) the integrity of the reactor
coolant pr-ssure boundary, b)' the capability to shut down the reactor and
maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, or c) the capability to prevent or
mitigate the consequences of accidents that could result in potential offsite

exposures comparable to the guideline exposures of 10 CFR Part 100.

SEISMIC HAZARD

Any physical phenomenon (e.g., ground shaking, ground failure) associated with
an earthquake that may produce adverse effects.

SINGLE, SINGLET, SINGLETON

A minimal cut set made of a single basic event.

S QUG

Seismic Qualification Utility Group. A group of Utilities joined together t(

gatner experience data on component behavior in past earthquakes.

S SMRP

The Seismic Safety Margins Research Program was a U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission program conducted by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.' It
developed a complete, fully coupled analysfs procedure for estimating the risk
of an earthquake induced radioactive release from a commercial nuclear power
plant. The procedure traces the seismically induced failure modes in a
reactor system down to the individual co,.ponent level 'and takes into account
the common-cause earthquake-induced failures at the component level.

SSRAP

Senior Seismic Review and Advisory Panel. A panel comprised of: R.P. Kennedy
(chairman), Paul Ibanez, Ansel Schiff, Walt von Riesemann, and Loring Wyllie,
whose function is to review and interpret the SQUG data.

STATION BLACKOUT

Total loss of all (on-site and off-site) AC power sources.

TOP EVENT

The undesired event on the top of a fault tree. A- fault tree is constructed
for each system. Under seismic excitation, components fail, leading to the
system's inability to serve its functions. The system.s inability to serve

its functions is the top event for the fault tree. I
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 IITRODUCTION

In order to provide technical guidance to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
commission on the subject of seismic margins at nuclear power plants, the NRC
in mid-1984 formed an "Expert Panel on Quantification of Seismic Margins.,
The members of the Panel are supported by contracts with Lawrence Livermore
rational Laboratory, which has also furnished key technical personnel for the
Panel's work. The Panel is charged with working closely with an in-house NRC
staff, "Working Group on Seismic Margins,"-to address key regulatory needs in
the area of seismic margins. The Panel's function is primarily to carry out
idvanced technical work as a working Panel, but it also provides advisory
services to the NRC as needed in the area of its expertise.

The Panel's first report was published in the fall of 1984, entitled, ONRC
Seismic Dcsign Margins Program Plan," (Ref. LLNL, 1984). The first 8 pages of
this report have been reproduced in Appendix A. This report outlines a
proposed NRC program in the seismic margins area, and sets forth how the
Panel's work is to be accomplished, including a schedule, tasks, and their
:elationship. The Program Plan also sets out a number of milestones over the
.984-1985 time period, of which this report is the first milestone.

The objective of this report is to discuss progress accomplished to date in
studying the issue of quantification of seismic mzrgins in nuclear power
plants. The report contains background material that introduces the reasons
why the margins issue is important; material describing bow the Panel has
identified the near-term objectives of its work; descriptions of what the
Panel has accomplished to date; and discussions cof future work to be
undertaken.

In particular, thJa re!-o'rt covers progress accomplished toward the
establishment of revie% guidelines that would be useful in assessing whether a
nuclear power plant has a high confidence of a low probability of failure when
subjected to a postulated seismic event selected for a margin review.
Although these interim review guidelines are not fully developed in this
report, the basis is laid for such development'. Guidelines will be developed
in interim form as the next task by the Expert Panel. The plan is for these
interim review guidelines to be used on a trial basiJ for one or more plants,
after which their true value would be assessed, they will be modified, and
then made available for general use.

1.2 BACKGR3unD

Recent studies, includinq numerous probabilistic risk assessments carried out
by the nuclear industry and the NRC under the Seismic Safety Margins Research
Program (Ref. SSMRP,1983), have concluded that the major contributions to
seismically induced core melt frequoncies for plants located in the eastern
United States come from earthquakes in the peak ground acceleration range fros

about 2 to 4 times the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) acceleration. Other
studies indicate that Beismic Category I structu, a' and PWR primary coolant
piping have similar or greater margins against failure induced by
earthquakes. Another important type of information is the performance of
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conventional, non-nuclear power plants and other industrial facilitieL in past

earthquakes: the record indicates that substantial capacity exists for
important structures, components, piping, and other elements similar to those
found in nuclear plants.

This growing body of information indicates that it is likely that nuclear
power plants located in the eastern United States are ca.able of withstanding
earthquake motion substantially greater than the SSE. However, there has not
been any systematic program accomplished, either by the industry or the NRC,
to quantify this "margin" between the design basis (the SSE or something
related to it) and the actual capacity of the plants.

From a licensing perspective, there is a continuing need for consideration of
the inherent quantitative margin against earthquakes, among other reasons
because of the changing perceptions of the seismic hazard. If a soundly based

program could identify how much margin actually exists in important
safety-related components, structures, systems, and the like in nucle-r
plants, it would assist the NRC in a number of ways. In partic'ilar, if the
NRC and the industry possessed an efficient and effective method for
ascertaining how much margin exists for a given plant, the method could be
applied when a question might arise about the seismic capacity of a plant.

Such an analysis method would need to be- based on realistic analysis of
behavior in earthquakes, including seismic probabilistic risk assessment as
well as other engineering methods, for the technical basis of its findings.

This report is intended to provide information that is a first step in such a
program. As mentioned above, the objective of this phase of the Panel's work
is the establishment of review guidelines useful for determining whether a
plant can resist with high confidence a specified earthquake greater than the
SSE. This approach is in contrast to another possible approach, not taken by
the Panel for reasons explained in the report, in which the actual earthquake
level that compromises plant safety would be determined Quantitatively.
Because of the nature of the technical issues, the approach of the Panel has
been to develop interim review guidelines that could be used for trial studies
on a very few reactor plants, perhaps one or two, so that their advantages and
limitations can be better understood. It is anticipated that a second version
of the review guidelines, incorporating lessons lesrned in the trial plant
reviews, can be developed after those reviews are completed, probably sometime
in middle or late 1986.

Chapter 2 covers the methodology the Panel has used in this first phase of its
work. This is followed by a discussion in Chapter 3 of key insights about
seismic margins that are already available from work performed to date. The

main body of the report is in Chapters 4 and 5, where the technical basis is
developed for studying seismic margins throuqh a screening approachý Chapter 6

introduces the, Panel's thinking about how interim review guidelines might be
formulated. Chapter 7 discusses information and research needs identified by
the Panel. The Appendices include, background material about the Panel's
activitiesy technical detail considered too lengthy for inclusion in Chapters
4 and 5; a fragility data basel background material for systems analysiss and
a discussion of how seismic PRAs are performed. The name of the author of
each appendix is indicated on a title page at the beginning of each appendix.
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A Glossary of terms is provided before Chapter I to make the information in
this report more accessible to the reader.

1.3 APPLICATIONS FOR SEISMIC MARGIN STUDIES

The data and procedures specified in this report can be used to assist the NRC
and industry in many areas.

The first application is to determine seismic margins for plants where the

review earthquake may be larger than the SSE. This has direct applications to
plants in the regions affected by the issues associated with the New Brunswick

and Charleston Earthquakes.

A second area where seismic margins information can be helpful is to assist in
foc-upir', and &Žveloping a "checklist" of important systems, components, and
equitor,.nt foL use by the NRC in their continuing review of existing plants and
propcard new plants.

Another area of application would be to help define what to do after an
earthquake greater than an OBE occurs at a plant. Results of this document can
help to identify important areas of the plant to review. Seismic marains

information can also help in developing post-OBE plant review plans prior to
an earthquake.

1.4 REFERENCES FOR CHAPTER 1

,LLNL,, 1984 G.E. Cummings, J.J. Johnson, and R. J. Budnitz, ONRC Seismic
Design Margins Program Plan," UCID-20247, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, Livermore, CA (1984).

SSMRP, 1983 Bohn, K. P., et al., "Application of the SSMRP Methodolog.y to
the Seismic Risk at the Zion Nuclear Power plant,"
NUREG/CR-3428, UCRL-53483 (January 1983).
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CHAPTER 2.

METEODOLWGY OF THIS PHASE OF THE ACTIVITY OF THE EXPERT PANEL

2.1. INTRODUCTION

The Panel's charter is quite 'broad and covers several aspects of the issue of
seismic margins. The charter 'is reproduced in Appendix A. In its earliest
meetings, the Panel worked closely with NRC Working Group members and other'
NRC staff in order to identify the NRC staff's perception of its most
important regulatory needs. Thbse were ultimatelv refined into a list that
has provided the basic framework for the Panel's overall effort. The list of
regulatory needs is also found in Appendix A.

The most important regulatory need identified, and the one which has provided
the focus for all Panel activity to date, is as follows:

There is a need to understand how much seismic margin extsts. Margin
in this context is to be expressed in terms of bow much larger must an
earthquake be above the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) before it
compromises the safety of the plants.

2. 2 NARJR ING THE PANEL'S SCOPE

A narrowing of. the Panel's scope wascfound to be essential so the work of the
Panel could be successfully accomplished in the short tern. One such
narrowing has been specifically to exclude high-seismic-activity areas such as
coastal California. Also, the Panel has agreed that not all plant designs
will be covered equally: this is because there is more information about some
plant types and designs than about others, making initial progress more, rapid
than would be the case if the scope were to be more broadly applied.

Perhaps the most significant narrowing of the Panel's emphasis has arisen from
technical considerations involving how well one can accomplish the main
regulatory need: "to understand how much seismic margin exists.0 As work
progressed, the Panel has determined 'that for many important aspects of the
overall issue, it is technically more useful and better supported to identify
the earthquake motion level at which the Panel believes *there is high
confidence of a low probability of failure' (HCLPF) than to identify the
median point of *failure.* This so-called HCLPF point can serve operationally
as a conservative estimate'of the actual earthquake size where the plant (or
any component, structure, or system) has a small chance of being compromised.
Rather than determining a margin earthquake level for a plant, the review
methodology determines whether a plant has a high confidence of a low
probability of failure for an earthquake sklected for margin review. This is
discussed in more detail in Chapter 6. The next section will discuss 'how the
HCLPF point and other ways of viewing margin are defined.

2.3 DEFIiIITIOMS OF SEISMIC MARGI AND OF THE DCLP? CXNCEPT

The Panel struggled for several meetings before arriving at a sati,-fectory
working definition ot''seismic margin.* Part of the problem is Lnat the word
"margin" has many different uses, conjures up many diverse meanings in various
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readers, and, t.jerefcre, requires a quite precise definition for our
purposes. The Panel considered abandoning the word "margin,N but instead
settled on a definition of Oseismic margin" to be used in the first phase of
its work.

The definition that the Panel has adopted is as follows:

A definition of seismic margin is expressed in terms of the
earthquake motion level that compromises plant safety, specifically
leading to melting of the reactor core. In this context, margin needs
to be defined at the plant level. The margin concept can also be
extended to ' any particular structure, function, system, equipment
item, or component, for which Ocompromising safetya means sufficient
loss of safety function to contribute to core melting if combined with
other failures.

Note that this definition emphasizes that the margin is to be expressed in
terms of earthquake ground motion level, ofter referred to here as "earthquake
size.' This naturally leads to consideration of just how earthquake size is
to be expressed, and is particularly tied up with whether a single )figure-of-
merit for earthquake size can be found that can usefully ser-e as a single
parameter. After much discussion, the Panel agreed to use a&- iidicator of
"earthquake size," the "peak ground acceleration (pga)" defined ea the average
of the two horizontal peak components of free-field qround-surface
acceleration coupled with the additional descriptor, discussed in Section 5.1.

The Panel has agreed that the component margins being stvdied are ,not
necessarily any common 'multiple" of the SSE for a given plant, even though
the SSE must often be used in the analysis because the design of many items is
based on and refers to the SSE. The Panel has agreed that the SSE would not
be used as a freference levelu such that seismic margin should necessarily be
expressed as a multi'.le of the SSE. Rather, the margin should be referred to
some acceleration parameter-the speak ground acceleration."

it is important that the definition used here for wseismic margin" be clearly
distinguished from such other uses of the term as in the expressions 'code
margin" or "margin to failure.* Further discussion Is included in Chapter 5.

The measure of margin adopted by the Panel is a high-confidence, low
probability-of-failure (HCLPF) capacity. This Is a conservative
representation of capacity and in simple terms corresponds to the earthquake
level at which it Is extremely unlikely that failure of the component will
occur. From the mathematical perspective of a probability distribution on
capacity developed in seismic PRA calculations, the HCLPF capacity values are
approximately equal to a 95 percent confidence (probability) of not exceeding
about a five percent probability of failure, It is possible to derive this
point from a full set of fragility curves; however, this is not necessary and
to use this procedure in every case would 'defeat the Panel's purpose. HCLPF
values for specific types of components are derived from a combination of
engineering data, either test data 'or data from real earthquake experience,
and engineering analyses. The Panel feels that it is much easier to identify
this point directly, and we have such more confidence in the identification of
this point than in the identification of the median, randomness, and
uncertainty parameters which would be required to derive full fraqility curves.
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The Panel expects that a group of engineers would agree on a ground motion

level that a component has a hiqh confidence of a low probability of failure;

althouch they are not' likely to agree that the confidence can be expressed-

exactly as 95% - 5%. This contrasts with, the total lack of aqreement which

the Panel believes is likely to occur if the median capacity level and

associated variabilities were selected as the parameters of interest. This is

the reason the Panel believes that the HC-LPF concept is a more useful way to
deal with the whole question of "seismic margins" than an approach usinq the
median fragility values.

The discussion in Chapter 5 of this report will present various conservative
screening HCLPF values for specific types of. equipment, structures, and

components. The HCLPF values for a specific plant are likely to be higher
than those presented in Chapter 5. These HCLPF values are derived usinq a

combination of judgment, engineering analysis, and engineerinq data, either

test data or data from real earthquake experience. It is easier to estimate

the HCLPF point than to determine the best estimate value where failure

occurs. This is the reason the Panel believes that the HCLPF concept is a
more useful way to deal witn the whole question of "seismic marginsm than an

approach usina the median fragility values.

it is important that the reader understand the concept of Oseismic fraaility,"
because much of our component and systems margins work will be based on
fraqility. The complete fragility description of any particular component (or
system) includes a representation of both the probabilities of failure vs. pqa

and the uncertainty of the analyst in estimating those probabilities.

("Failure", in our context, refers to inability to perform the assigned safety

function.)

In the absence of variability and uncertainty, the capacity of an elemont

could be defined by a single number, the precise pga at which the element
would fail. Because of earthauake-to-earthquake variations in the dynamic

response and capacity for the same nominal pga, one must recognize that the
capacity can be represented only by a distribution -- specifically, a
distribution of failureprobability vs. pga. Further, because of incomplete

technical knowledge (both theoretical and observational) about the

probabilistic seismic behavior of elements and systems, it is necessary to

describe the uncertainty in these fragility distributions.

Figure 2-1 presents one way of displayinq such a full fragility description.
The curves on this figure 'are very stylized and do not represent any

particular functional form. The solid curve in the middle represents a
Obest-estimateO curve, the Omedian fragility curve." Corresponding to an

ordinate of 0.50 is the ("best estimate' of the) median capacity, Am, Point

A. The pqa corresponding to Point B is the ('best estimateO of the) paa at

which there is only a 5% probability of failure.

The dashed lines (in Fiq. 2-1) reflect the uncertainty in the analyst's
estimation of the probability distribution -- the uncertainty in the pqa value

correspondina to a given probability of failure, or conversely, the

uncertainty in the probability of failure corresponding to a given pga. For

example, Point D corresponds to the 951 (lover) confidence estimate of the
median capacity., Specifically, the analyst is 95% confident that the median



capacity exceeds this pea level. Similarly, Point C represents the high (951)
confidence estimate of the pga at which there is only a small (5%) probability
of failure.

l., those situations in which full fragility descriptions have been developed
(mainly in full-scope seismic PRA studies), we have chosen the HCLPF to be
represented byPoint C. It is important to realize that this choice is only a
convention, because the nCLPF point should not connote such numerical
procision.

In cost PRA practice, it has been conventional to assume a particular model
for the fragility deb:ription. This is the (double) lognormal, in which the
fra&ility can be fully described by only thr-e parameterst the (*best
estimatem of) meeian capacity (Am) I a randomness measure, OR that measures
the slope or spread of the median fragility curvel and an uncertainty measure,
AU, that ib a measure of the separations between the medi&n curve and the
95% and 5% curves in Figure 2-1. Under these circumstances, and assuming that
the lognorma. model exactly characterizes the fragility at issue, it can be
shown that Poirt B is below the median point by a factor of exp(-l.65 OR).
Also, Point D s below the median by a factor of exp(-l.65 BU), and Point C
is below the u~dian by expf-l.65 ({U + BR))}

1.0

0 D

0.5 - . ....

/ Median fragility curve
0.05 ------ #-- -

0
Peek ground mcceleration (logarithmic smle)

Fig. 2-1. Fragility Curves. Peak ground acceleration corresponding to Point
A represents the median capacity. Peak ground acceleration corresponding to
Point C represents the HLpF capacity.

As mentioned above, our discussion in subsqcruent sections of this report will
focus on what we have called the HCLPF value, which is that value of peak
ground acceleratiun (pqa) at which there is high conf idence of a low
probability of failure. The HCLPF is determined for any specific Ite-m (a
structure, or component, or equipnent item) using encmineering methods to be
discussed in the main body of this report.



Our ultimate aim is to derive HCLPF values for the "plant as a whole" (i.e. ,
in terms of core melt). These are determined from the HCLPF values for the
individual items taking into account which items, failing in which
combinations, result in core melt. It Is not difficult, using mathematical
methods, to combine full fragility curves, i* known, for a number of
components or structures. The reader should be aware of. some subtleties in
carrying out such a combination-type analysis. To illustrate the concepts
involved, consider Fig. 2-2, which shows fragility curves for three stylized
components, which we call Components A, B, and C. Shown for each component
are the median point and the HCLPF point, labelled M and H, respectively.
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rig. 2-2. Fragility curves for three componenta.
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Consider a situation in which core melt occuLs when any one of the three
components fails. In the 'ituation shown, the overall median capacity is
virtually identical to the median capacity of Component A, the weakest item
with the lowest capacity. The HCLPF value of the overall system is also
approximately equal to the HCLPF value for Component A.

Consider another situation in which core melt occurs only when all three of
týe components fail. In the situation shown, the overall median capacity is
essentially identical to the median capacity of Cc.-aponent C, the item with the
highest median capacity. The HCLPF value for the overall system, however, is
governed by the HCLPF for Component B, since it is higher than the others.

PRA experience suggests, however, that the frequency ot seismically-induced
core melt is more closely associated with the median corf melt capacity than
with a lower tail value such as the HCLPF point. In this second hypothetical
example where all three components must fail, HCLPF emphasis would point to
the wrong component (Component B rather than Component C) as being the single
most critical to core melt.

2.4 REVIEW GUIDELIFf•

The other important narrowing of the broad Panel charter, which has already
been mentioned above, is to concentrate on developing interim review
guidelines. These review guidelines do not cover all of the 'plant types to
the same degree. Once developed, these interim guidelines should be Siven a
few trial applications to discover how well they work in actual practice. The
plan is that the Panel would then work to improve them.

The review guidelines are not included in this report, but the report is
intended to provide the technical basis for further Panel work that should
culminate in interim review guidelines after appropriate comment and feedback
from interested members of the technical community.
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CZAPTER 3.

INSICGTS ABOUT MARGINS FROM SEISMIC RISK AWALYSES

3. 1 INTRODUCTIO?9

There have been eight seismic PRAP performed so far that have been published
in the opetn literature and about a dozen others that are still unpublished or
are in the process of being reviewed and published. Most of these are parts
of full-scope PRAs that also cover internally initiated accidents, but one
study has been done without a corresponding internal-initiator study. In
addition, there are a number of other non-PRA seismic studies in the
literature.

The seismic PRAs have been extremely valuable in providing engineering
insights, on both plant-specific and generic levels. Some of the insights
come from the numerical results of the studies, but most of them are
qualitative insights, even if their validity is derived from the fact that the
studies themselves are quantitative.

While there is little doubt that the overall uncertainties In the numerical
results of these PRAS are quite large (see item 5 below), this fact does not
invalidate the many insights, which are generally thought to be valid. The
nature of the insights is such that they do not depend in detail on the
numerical results.

Tt.., key insights will be covered in this chapter, but no attempt will be made
here to justify them fully through discussion of the literature from which
they are derived. Many of these insights derive from information pfesented
elsewhere in this report, and the reader is directed to later sections for the
backup detail.

3.2 TECHNICAL YESIC]TS Pam SEISKIC PRAS

The technical insights will be listed here without any particular attempt to
order them by importance, although the first few are probably more important
than those later in the discussior. The discussion will be brief.

1) Seismic PRAs have revealed that earthquake-initiated accidents as a class
are important enough that they must be considered in any overall study of
the safety of a specific reactor; we now understand that no overall
assessment would be complete or adequate without such consideration.

2) For most U.S. plarts, there in generally high confidence that the plant
can survive earthquakes in the range up to about 0.3g with quite low
probability of failure leadinS to melting of the reactor core. For omse
plants, this confidence may extead up to about 0.5g. This confidence is
based on studies that contain important approximations and assumptions
(see item 7 below), and thus is not fully general.

3) For plants in the eastern U.5. whose design earthquake (SSE) Is in the
range below about 0.25g, the oontributions to oore me~it frequency %re
dominated by earthquakes in the range of about 0.5 to 1.0g. Earthquaken
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below or near the SSE are found not to contribute significantly, wh-ch is
not surprising in light of the generally conservative design practices

used.

4) The components, equipment, and structures whose failures are the dominant
contributors to earthquake-induced core melt frequency and offaite risk
are plant-specific in some cases, and it is dJfficult to mak' statements
about any plant without a specific' review. Existing intormation indicates
that margins are adequate in most casea and many specific features have
been identified in seismic studies.

5) There are large uncertainties in the numerical results of the seismic
PRAs. In the Panel's opinion, the uncertainties are such that differences
in calculated seismic-induced core lIt frequencies or offsite risks less
than factors of about 5 or 10 are probably not significant enough to be
used as the basis for decision-making. The main contributors to these

uncertainties are our inadequate knowledge of the site-specific seismic
hazard; our inability to model or characterize the motion to which a

particular structure or equipment item is subjected; and our inadequate
data basa on which to make fragility estimates. Uncertainties in the
systems analysis (discussed in item 7 below) are also important, and are
in addition to the significant uncertainties in the systems analysis for
internally initiated (non-seismic) accidents. Finally, the present
analyses do not adequately account for potential design and construction
errors (see item 12 below) or operator stress (see item 13 below.)

6) Important conservatism. exist in many of the fragility estimates used in
the seismic PRAs, although recent analyses are improved in this respect
over those done in the earlIest studies. The conservatisms are the result
of extrapolations of ýdesign analyses as part of the basis for deriving
some fragilities, and resulting also from the generally conservative bias

of analysts in assigning the point where OfailureO is defined as occurrinq.

7) There are important approximations and assumptions in the systems analysis
part of the seismic PRAs. Some of these assumptions and approximations
are known to be conservative, while others may or may not be. One of
these is the conservative assumption that whenever a structure fails all
equipment and safety items dependent on or underneath that structure also
fail. Another is the (possibly non-conservative) assumption that all
relay chatter and circuit-breaker trips are recoverable by the operators.
A t-brd assumption is that it is impractical to perform adequate fragility
analysis or systems analysis on failures of instrumentation or control
systems. 'Also conservative are the success-or-failure assumptions in the
systems analyses, in which partial success is not treated realistically,
and the conservative assumption that, except for recovery of relays and
circuit breakers, there is no credit takien for recovery of any other kind

by the operators.

8) The large concrete containment buildings themselves are found to be
generally of very high seismic capacity.

9) Loss of offaite electrical power is found to occur at earthquake levels
much lower than the levels at which most other equipment and structures
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are believed to fail. Therefore, most earthquake-induced accidents
leading to serious consequences essentially begin with offsite power
loss. This fact places a heavy burden on the on-site emergency power
systems (diesels, batteries, etc.) to maintain function. Lose of these
on-site electrical systems is a major contributor to calculated core melt
frequencies.

10) The diesels themselves are generally found to be quite strong against
earthquake damage, but their support systems (fuel tanks and lines,
electrical connections, etc.) may be an important source of vulnerability,
although generally at levels greater than the SSE.

11) A few issues have been found generally important enough that any seismic
margins study must look carefully at them to assure that at levels greater
than the SSE there are not weaknesses in the specific plant being
studied. Among these are vertical tankage; unreinforced masonry walls
that might fall on something important to safety; battery racks if poorly
secured; piping runs between buildings; remotely operated electrical
equipment that may not be easily accessible to operators; certain valves
if mounted improperly; and control room hung ceilings.

12) No PRAs up to now have taken account of design errors or construction
errors in a systematic way, although some of these errors comprise part of
the fragility data base in the sense that actual earthquake experience in
non-nuclear facilities includes actual design and construction practices.
This shortcoming may partially invalidate some of the insights derived on
a general basis.

13) No PRAs to date have adequately taken into account the problem of
increased operator strebs during ane after very strong earthquake motion.
AttemptE to account for this factor are rudimentary at best at the present
time.
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CHAPTER 4

ASSESSMENT OF THE IMPORTANCE OF

PLANT SYSTEMS AND FUNCTIONS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses the importance of the various plant systems and
functions to seismic core melt frequency and risk. The primary purpose of
this chapter is to lay the groundwork for the eevelopment of guidelines that
will allow for a seismic margin review by the analysis of a reduced number of
plant safety functions, and thus plant systems. It is based on the results of
seismic PRAs which have been performed and were available to the Panel as of
the end of March 1985. Section 4.2 summarizes the salient features of those
results. For a more detailed discussion, you are directed to Appendix B. In
Section 4.3, the concept of plant safety functions is discussed along with the
insights gained from the PRAs on the significance of the various plant
functions to seismic core melt. Section 4.4 gives-a plant-specific example,
utilizing the Millstone 3 plant, of how these insights would simplify the
analysis of seismic margins by reducing the number of components which have to
be evaluated. Section 4.5 is a demonstration of bow the use of these insiqhts
could have affected the identification of dominant seismic contributors at the
plants studied.

This chapter reaches a number of conclusions regarding the use of
functional/systemic insights to simplify the seismic margin review process.
These are as follows:

It is possible only to come to conclusions regarding the
importance of plant systems and safety functions for PWRs, for
which six plants were studied (one by two different methods).
No functional/systemic conclusions can be mace about BWR8
because the results of only one study are available at this
time. Within the next year, we expect that several more BWR
seismic PRAs will become available which will allow equivaientý
review guidelines to be developed for BWRs.

For PWRs, it is, possible to categorize plant safety functions
• as belonging to one of two groups, one of which is important to

the assessment of seismic margins and one of which is not.

* The important functional group involves only two functions that 2
must be considered for estimating seismic margin., These 'two
functions are shutting down the nuclear reaction and providing
cooling to the reactor core in the time period immediately
following the seismic event (that is, the injection phase or
pre-residual heat removal time period).

* it )is'possible to reasonably estimate the seismic margin of the
plant b7 performing a margin study only involving the analysis
of the plant systems and structures which are required in order
to perform those two functions. This is only if the analysis
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includes an assessment of a complete set of seismic initiating
events.

Notwithstanding the previous conclusion, there are a number of
limitations and restrictions on the analysis. Further, there is
a need to conduct more research in certain areas which have not
been adequately treated in prior plant'seismic PRAs.

These conclusions are used in Section 4.6, along with the conclusions from
Chapter 5, to form the basis of the guidelines for seismic margin reviews.

4.2 SICIARY OF SEISMIC PRA RESULTS

The seismic PRA results summarized in this section are for utility-sponsored
PRAs of Zion, Indian Point 2, Indian Point 3, Limerick, Millstone 3, Seabrook,
and Oconee. These results are generally presented in terms of dominant plant
damage states. Plant damage states are groupings of core melt sequences which
are characterized by similar plant conditions at the time of core melt. These
define the initial conditions, required for the analysis of containment failure
and the accident source term. Although the perception of precisely what
conditions are important has changed with advances in these areas,, the
conditions are generally related to the pressure in the reactor vessel at the
time of core melt, the operability of containment protection safety systems,
and the time of the core melt (compared with t=0 at the time of the initiating
event). The dominant seismic plant damage states are. defined in the text for
each plant and also as a group in Table 4-1.

One thing to note in these results, which applies to all of the plants, is
that loss of offaite power is effectively assumed to occur for all earthquakes
studied as a result of the low capacity of switchyard components. Thus, the
dominant contributors discussed always include this event, even though it is
not mentioned.

4.2.1 Zion 1 & 2 (Westinghouse PWR, Commonwealth Edison)

One plant damage state dominates both the seismic core melt frequency and the
seismic risk. That plant damage state is SE, characterized by a slow loss of
reactor coolant, an early mel't at'high reactor pressure, and failure of all
containment spray and fan cooler systems. The dominant contributors to this
seismic plant damage state are structural failures which result in total loss
of all AC power (station blackout). In th. a case, the small WDCA results from
reactor coolanit pump seal leakage caused by loss of cooling to the seals. The
high confidence, low probability of failure acceleration level for this plant
damage state is 0.3g.,

In addition to the utility sponsored PRA, the Zion plant was studied as part
of the NRC sponsored Seismic Safety Margins Research Prooram. (SSMRP). The
results of this program were presented in the form of dominant accident
sequences rather than plant damage states. Further, the techniques used in
the SSK1P differed significantly from the techniques used In the other PRAs
discussed here. Therefore, the SSKRP results are not discussed here, but
rather are discussed in detail in Section 4.5 where they are used as a
validation check on the suggested screening criteria.
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4.2.2 Indian Point 2 (Westinghouse PWR, Consolidated Edison)

All of the results presentftd in this section are based on the revision to the
original PRA.

One plant damage state dominates tk.e frequency of seismic core melt. This
damage state is SE, which is characterized in the' same way as for Zion. The
dominant contributors are structural failures /of the control buildina and
failure of the diesel fuel oil tank supports, which result in station blackout
conditions. The high confidence, low probability of failure acceleration
level for this plant damage state is 0.34g.

Two other plant damage states contribute to seismic risk, but do not
contribute significantly to core melt frequency. The first is damage state
AE, which is characterized by a rapid loss of coolant (large LOCA), an early
melt at low reactor pressure, and failure of all containment spray and fan
cooltr systems. The dominant contributors are the same as SE plus a
concurrent failure of the RCS pressurizer, which causes the large LOCA. The
high confidence, low probability of failure acceleration level for this damage
state is 0.5g.

Tne other risk significant plant damage state is Z, characterized by a direct
structural failure of the containment. The high confidence, low probability
of failure acceleration level for this damage state is 1.1g.

4.2.3 Indian Point 3 (Westinghouse PWR, New York Power Authority)

All of the results presented in this section are based on the revision to the
original PRA.

Two plant damage states dominate the frequency of seismic core melt. The first
damage state is SE, which is characterized in the same way as for Zion. The
dominant contributor is failure of the diesel fuel oil tanks, which results in
station blackout conditions. The high confidence, low probability of failure
acceleration level for this plant damage state is 0.37g.

The second plant damage state is TEF, which is characterized by transient
conditions (no LOCA), an early melt at high RCS pressure, failure of
containment spray, and containment fan coolers operating. The dominant
contributor is failure of water, storage tanks. The high confidence, low
probability of failure acceleration level is not clear from the available
information, but appears to be around 0.4g. This plant damage state is not
significant to offsite risk because the operation of the containment fan
coolers greatly reduces the release of radioactive effluents by preventing the
overpressure failure of the containment and removing some of the effluents
from the containment atmosphere.

Two other plant damage states contribute to seismic risk, but do not'
significantly contribute to core melt frequency. The first is damage state
AE, which is characterized by a rapid loss of coolant, an early melt at low
reactor pressure, and failure of all containment spray and fan cooler systems.
The dominant contributors are the same as SE plus a concurrent failure of the

RCS pressurizer. The high confidence, low probability of failure acceleration

level for this damage state is 0.59.
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The other risk-significant plant damage state is Z, characterized by a direct
structural 'failure of the containment. The high confidence, low probability
of failure acceleration level for this damage state is 1.0g.

4.2.4 Limerick I (General Electric BWR-4/Mark II, Philadelphia Electric)

The only information available for Limerick is the overall dominant
contributors to seismic core melt frequency. Individual plant damage state
information was' not provided. The dominant contributor to core melt frequency
is loss of all power as a result of relay chatter and breaker trip, which is
considered non-recoverable for this PRA. The next most dominant contributors
are random failure, of the diesels and seismic induced AWS concurrent with
random failure of the standby liquid control system. The high confidence, low
probability of failure acceleration level for core melt is 0.3g.

4.2.5 Millstone 3 (Westinghouse PWR, Northeast Utilities)

All of the results presented in this section are based on Revision 1 of the
original PRA.

Three plant damage states are dominant contributors to seismic core melt
frequency. The first is TE, which is characterized identically to SE except
that the melt occurs under transient (no WOCA) conditions. The consequences
are essentially identical to SE. The dominant contributors to this plant
damage state are structural failure of the diesel/generator building footings
or failure of the diesel oil coolers, either of which will lead to sta,'ion
blackout conditions. In this study, station blackout' was not assumed to lead
to a reactor coolant pump seal LOCA soon enough to assign this event to a
small LOCA (SE) plant damage state. This assumption has no real effect on the
results since the consequences of TE and SE are, as stated above, essentially
the same. The high confidence, low probability of failure acceleration level
for this plant damage state is 0.269.

The second plant damage state is SE., The dominant contributors are failure of

reactor internals (seismic ATWS) along with the dominant contributors to TE or
failure of the RWST. The high confidence, low probability of failure
acceleration level for this plant damage state is 0.4g.

The third plant damage state is AE. The dominant contributors are failure of
large RCS piping along with the dominant contributors to SE (excluding reactor
internals). The high confidence, low probability of failure acceleration
level for this plant damage state is 0.459' The Panel believes this is an
overly conservative estr.mate.

There is one additional plant damage state which contributes to seismic risk;

but does not contribute significantly to core melt frequency. This is plant
damage state V3, which /is characterized identically to AE except that the

containment is bypassed. The dominant contributor is collapse of the
containment crane wall, which is assumed to compromise the leak integrity of

the containment. The high confidence, low probability of failure acceleration
level for this plant damage state is 0.6g. V
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4.2.6 Seabrook (Westinghouse PWR, New Hampshire Yankee)

There are two plant damage states that dominate ae 4.smic core melt frequency.
The first is plant damage state 7FP. This is charactýrized by a late melt at
high RCS pressure, failure to inject water from the RWST (which implies a dry
reactor cavity and no containment sprays), and an unfiltered release through a
small hole in containment (caused by containment isolation' failure). This is
similar in many ways to ýthe SE and TE plant damage states. The dominant
contributors are the seismic induced failures of either the diesel fuel oil
day tanks or the diegel/generator peripherals. Randow failures of the
diesel/generators or the service water system are also dominant contributors.
The high confidence, low probability of failure acceleration level for this
plant damage state is 0.3g.

The other dominant plant damage state is 3FP. This is characterized like 7FP
except that it is an early melt. This is even more similar to the SE and TE
plant damage states. The dominant contributors are the same as for 7FP plus
the concurrent seismic or random failure of the turbine--diven auxiliary
feedwater system pump. The high confidence, low probability of failure
acceleration level for this plant damage state is 0.5g.

4.2.7 Oconee 3 (Babcock & Wilcox PWR, Duke Power)
/

Four core melt bins (identical to plant damage states, this study ;ust uses a
different terminology) dominate the frequency and r4ek of seismic core melt.
High confidence, low probability of failure accele. tions are not given for
these core melt bins because the Panel does not concur with the HCL1E values
calculated based on the PRAs. This is because the Panel believes that the
individual equipment and structural fragilities used were overly conservative.

The first is core melt bin IC, which is characterized by early melt, elevated
RCS pressure, slow reactor coolant leakage rate, and sprays and fan coolers
unavailable. This is essentially plant damage state SE. The dominant
contributors to this bin are failure of the letdown cooler or its associated
piping, structural failure of the auxiliary building, or -failure of the
auxiliary building masonry walls or the condenser along with random failure of
the primary safet!'/relief valves.

The second dominant contributor is core melt bin IIC, which is characterized
by late melt, elevated RCS pressure, slow reactor coolant. leakaqe rate, and
cprays and fAn coolers unavailable. This is essentially plant damage state
7FP. The -4';inant contributor to this bin is failure of the JOcassee dam,
which would flood the plant.

The third dominant contributor is core melt bin IIIC, which is characterised
by early melt, elevated RCS pressure, reactor coolant leakage rate
corresponding to cycling of the primary relief valves, and sprays and fan
coolers unavailable. This is essentially plant damage state TE. The dominant
contributors to this bin are failure of the auxiliary building masonry walls,
the electric busses or bus ducting, the reactor internals, or the condenser
along with random failure of auxiliary service water.
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The fourth dominant contributor is core melt bin VC, which is characterized by
early melt, low RCS pressure, rapid loss of reactor coolant, and spray6 and.
fan coolers unavailable. This is essentially plant damage state AE. The
dominant contributor to this bin is failure of the reactor pressure vessel
supports, which causes the large LOCA, along with failures of lower capacity
electrical components which results in station blackout conditions.

4.3 FUNCTIONAL INSIGWTS ON SEISMIC MARGINS BASED ON SEISMIC PRA RESULTS

Some key insights useful in developing seismic margin review criteria can be
observed by examining the results of the seven available utility-sponsored
seismic PRAH. A list of the plant safety functions generally considered in
PRAs (seismic or otherwise) is as follows:

1) ReActor Subcriticality - shutting down the nuclear reaction such that the
only heat being generated is decay heat.

2) Normal Cooldown - providing cooling to the reactor core through the use of
the normal power conversion system, normally defined as the main steam,
turbine bypass, condenser, condensate, and main feedwater subsystems.

3) Emergency Core Cooling (Early) - providing cooling to the reactor core in
tne early (transient) phase of an event sequence by the use of one or more
emergency systems designed for this purpose. The exact timing of mearly"
is somewhat plart and sequence dependent. However, for our purposes it
ctn be deeeeo to be the time period during which these systems are
initially called upon to operate.

4) Emergency Core Cooling (Late) - providinq cooling to the reactor core in
the late (stabilized) phase of an event sequence by the use of one or more
emergency systems designed for this purpose. In context with the above
definition of learlys, for our purposes Olatea can be deemed to begin with
the switchover to recirculation (for LOC){s) or with the achievement of
residual heat removal actuation conditions (for transients).

,5) Containment Heat removal - removing heat from the containment to the
ultimate heat sink during the late (stabilized) phase of an event sequence
by the use of one or more emergency systems designed for this purpose.

6) Containment Overpressure Protection (Early) - controlling the buildup of
pressure in the containment due to the evolution of steam by condensing
this steam during the early phase of an event sequence by the use of one
or more emergency systems designed for this purpose. "Early* in the
context of containment functions is not the same as early for core
cooling. In this case "early' is deemed to be the time period commencing
when this function is required after the beginning of core melt when these
systems are operating in the injection mode.

7) Containment Overpressure Protection (Late) - controlling the buildup of
pressure in the containment caused by the evolution of steam by condensing
this steam during the late phase of an event sequence by the use of one or
more emergency systems designed for this purpose. In the context of the
previous definition, Olate" in this case is deemed to start when these
systems are operating in the recirculation mode.
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If we examine the seismic PRA results discussed in this chapter and described
in more detail in Appendix B, we note a definite trend. The dominant core
melt plant damage states for seismic events are generally 'early core melt with
early containment failure. That is, they generally involve core melt induced
by combinations of failure of the first three functions listed and are
followed by loss of containment integrity early in the accident progression.
Early, in the context of containment failure, is a somewhat relative term
which is used for all instances where a breach of containment cannot be or is
not delayed by the functioning of containment overpressure protection
systems. Thus, early containment failure can be caused either by direct
seismic induced failure of integrity or overpressure resulting from failure of
containment protection functions. This insight leads us to consider the seven
functions listed above in two distinct groups, as follows:

Group A - Functions 1-3
Group B - Functions 4-7

Examining the dominant plant damage states, which as we stated tend to be
early melt and early containment failure, we can make the following
statements. First, core melt in the dominant plant damage states is caused by
functional failure of Grouzp P and these plant damage states are also
characterized by functional failure of Group B. That is, the actual cause of
core melt results from some combination of system failures of the systems
which proTide the initial quenching of the nuclear reaction and cooling of the
core. This is followed by a failure of systems which provide the Group B
functions so as to preclude the mitigation of consequences by performing
containment protection and cooling. The Group B failure can be defined as
actual failure of the functions or as a failure of containment integrity which
makes Group B functions useless. This statement can be represented by the
following equation:

P(BIEQ,A) - 1

That is, the conditional failure probability of Group B given that an
earthquake has occurred and Group A has failed is, for all intents and
purposes, equal to I (a certainty). Second, core melt for the dominant plant
damage states is generally not caused by a functional failure of Group B
following success of Group A. In fact, if Group A survives the earthquake,
the probability of Group B surviving the earthquake is basically unchanged as
compared to the non-earthquake case. This can be represented by the following
equation:

That is, the conditional failure probability of Group B given that an
earthquake has occurred and Group A has succeeded (not failed) is
approximately equal to the conditional failure probability of Group B given
that an earthquake has not occurred and Group A has succeeded. Although not

done aq part of this report, this insight could be adequately totted and
lustified by comparing the conditional failure rates from seismic and
non.seismic events for the failure of the systems which provide the Group B
functions given that the systems which provide the Group A functions have
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succeeded. it is noted, however, that the form of the information presented
in most of the PRAs reviewed f.s not conducive to this type of evaluitlon, and
therefore the test is not a trivial exercise.

Both of these statements are supported by the results of the seven seismic
PRAs studied. For the transient and small LOCA cases, the limiting failures
which lead to core melt are such things as support system failures (e.g.,
electric power, service water) or structural failures (e.g., control building,
crib house) which are global in nature and would cause failure of both Groups
A and B. Thus, the combined failure of Group A and success of Group B (or the
combined success of Group A and failure of Group B) is virtually precluded

because their weakest links are coupled. For example, in the Zion commercial
PRA, the weak links were the service water pumps, the auxiliary building,

piping between the reactor ouilding and the auxiliary building, and the DC
batteries and racks. For Indian Point 2 the weak links were control building
failure, diesel generator fuel tank failure, and the superheater stack falling
on key buildings. In all these cases, the weak links caused failure of both
functional groups (A and B).

Sometimes, random failures contribute during seismic events, such as Seabrook
where seismic failures of the diesel fuel tanks, the diesels, and emergency
feedwater (turbine pump) were joined by random failures of the latter two
components as dominant contributors. Again, failure of both functional groups
resulted, as a result of the ensuing station blackout which occurred in each
dominant case by either seismic or random means.

The large LOCA/vessel rupture cases are dominated by combined functional group
failure because of the inherent strength of the piping, supports, and vessel.
This inherent strength results in very high accelerations being required to
induce these large breaks. These accelerations always end up leading to
failure of both functional groups because they are well in excess of the
seismic capacities of the safety systems and their supporting systems and
structural "weak linksO. That is, at accelerations high enough to cause large
breaks, the conditional failure probability of the plant "weak links' has
always been essentially 1.0.

Thus, iA all cases the occurrence of the large LOCA assures that high enough
accelerations have occurred to fail all plant safety systems. For example, at
Oconee the median failure acceleration for causing large LOCA ranges aroand
0.76g-0.89g while the corresponding values for the weak links (aux. building
masonry walls, 4160/600V transformers, high voltage bus ducting) ranges around
0.34q-0.69g. For Millstone 3, the corresponding ranges are at least 1.6q for
large LOCA and around 0.9-1.Og for the weak links. Thus, it can be seen that

the occurrence of these plant damage states are governed by the fraqility
associated with large LOCA sensitive equipment. Also, once again the weak
links result in total failure of both Group A and Group B functions.

At this point, it is important to consider two apparent exceptions to the
statements made above which could lead one to believe these insights to be
invalid. The first is the Seabrook PRA, which has as one of its dominant
plant damage states a late mlt with containment failure caused by earthquake
effects (leakage through a small diameter opening - plant damage state 7FP).
This result is not contradictory for two reasons. First, the basis 1y which a
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late melt is assumed is an unsupportable assumption on reactcr coolant pump
seal leakage following loss of seal cooling. The study assumed 20 gpm/pump
leakage for 10 hours with a Jump to 300 gpm/pump at that time, which extended
ccre uncovering to about 10.5 hours, making it a late melt. This is not
supported by tests or analysis, and this scenario (RCP seal leakage IOCA) has
always been considered an early melt in prior PRAs. Second, even if it were a
late melt by virtue of the assumptions made in the Seabrook PRA, the cause of
the melt is still the functional failure of Group A (in this case, emergency
core cooling early).

The second contradictory result is the occurrence of a late melt caused by dam
failure at Oconee. This illustrates an important consideration in the
development of a'screening criteria. This late melt is the result of a very
unique, site-specific condition, a dam failure. What this implies is that it
uill always be necessary to perform some kind of walk-through to look for
unique features which will have to be evaluated in a seismic margins study.
Thus, any screening criteria developed for seismic margins must contain a
provision for investigating unusual site conditions and design features,
however it does not cancel out the generic insights we can obtain from our
review of the results of prior PRAs.

Having dealt with the insights from the PRA results, we can reach some
conclusions regarding the development of seismic margins screening criteria.
It is obvious from the discussion above that Group B is of little concern to
us. The results have shown that failure of Group B is virtually assured if
failure of Group A occurs and that failure of Group B Is unlikely to
contribute to dominant plant damage states given success of Group A. Thus, we
can declare as one of our screening criteria that it is only necessary to
consider the functions in Group A. That is, we can get an idea of the seismic
margin and the frequency of dominant plant damage states if we perform
analysis only on those systems associated with Group A and simply assume that
if a core melt results from failure of Group A that failure of Group B is
assured and an appropriate early melt, early release plant damage state
results. This greatly simplifies the analysis by eliminating a large number of
systems and parts of systems from analysis. For example, event trees need only
go as far as core melt from early system failure, late system failure need not
be conssidered. Support systems only have to be analyzed for their support of
these early systems, since it will be assumed that if support is lost to these
systems, it will be lost to all other systems also. This is obviously r
conservative criterion, however, it will hopefully demonstrate that most
plants have substantial margin even using this criterion under most
conditions, thus reducing the number of things which may have to be
investigated in much deeper detail to estimate the true margin.

4.4 PLANT SPECIFIC EXAKPLZ - MILLSTONE 3

Up to this point the discussion has dealt only with plant functions with vague
allusions to systems. Obviously, the heart of the functions are the systems
which perform them. However, the precise systems which are reoulred in the
performance of these functions can differ greatly from plant to plant. Getting
system insights directly is, therefore, not reasonable. The fact that it was
possible to derive- functional insights speaks to an implication that the
seismic event tends to blur th.ese plant specific differences in system



design. However, for a specific plant undergoing a margin review it is
important that the systems required to perform each function be identified.
Since it is not possible to create a generic list of systems, this section
presents h specific example of the identification process for the Millstone 3
plant, a Westinghouse PWR owned by Northeast Utilities. The text assumes some
understanding of the systems in the plant. For those who are not familiar
with the plant design, a plant description is included in Appendix F.

Table 4-2 shows the front line systems which are used to perform each
function. The leftmost column lists the functions and the systems are listed
across the top. An eX" under a system means that the system is utilized in
the performance of the function in that row. By reading across a functional
row, it is possible to Quickly identify all the front line systems involved in
the performance of the function. Front line systems are defined in the
nuclear PRA field as those systems which are directly used in the performance
of a function. Therefore, since our screening insights infer that we are
interested only in the first three functions for a seismic margin review, the
front line systems list for a margin review at Millstone 3 would be:

- Reactor protection system
- Power conversion system
- High pressure injection system
- Low pressure injection system
- Accumulator system
- Auxiliary feedwater system
- Primary safety/relief valve system
- Secondary safety/relief valve system
- Reactor coolant pumo seal coolina system

The list of front line systems is only part of the problem. Excluded from this
designation are those systems which provide support (cooling, power, control,
etc.) to the front line systems. These are referred to as support systems.
In order to determine what support systems are required in the analysis,
another matrix needs to be constructed. This matrix relates the front line
systems to their required support systems. This is shown on Table 4-3. The
determination of which support systems would have to be included in the
analysis is performed by going across the table for each front line system
from the above listing and finding the "Xs" indicating which support systems
are required. In this case, the support system list would be as follows:

- Engineered safety features actuation system
- AC power system
- DC power system
- Charging pump cooling system

- Safety injection pump cooling system
- Reactor plant component cooling water system

Notice that the turbine plant component cooling water and circulating water
systems have been left off the list, even though they are required for the
power conversion system (PCS). That is because in the support system review
it was found that the PCS recuired offsite power to function, and as discussed
earlier offlte power is assumed not to be available after o seismic event
exceedinq the BSE. Thus, this Observation allows us to realize that the PCS
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will never be available to perform its functior and it can be eliminated from
the front line systems list, along -with any support systems unique to the PCS.

2

The final step is to determine if the support systems already identified on
the list require 'any additional support systems which are not yet included.
That is, are there any support systems which do not 'directly support a

required front line system but which do support a required support system7
The matrix for this is shown on Table 4-4. - Following the procedure ,previodsly
used, it can be determined that one additional support system, the service
water system, must be added to the list.

It may seem that not many support systems have been eliminated, and thus no
great progress has been made. it is very important to note, howeveri that in

addition to screening out some support systems there are large parts of the
support systems retained which do not have to be analyzed. Support systems
are very complex and provide support to many plant systems. When the margins
assessment is performed, it will only be necessary to include those parts of
the suppoit systems which provide support to the recuired front line-systems.

The above exercise has developed a finel list of which systems would pertain
to tht Group A functions for Millstone 3. The list is as follows:

- Reactor protection system
- High pressure injection system
- Low pressure injection system

- Accumulator system
- Auxiliary feedwater system •
- Primary safety/relief valve system
- Secondary safety/relief valve system
- Reactor coolant pump seal cooling system'
- Engineered safety ,features actuation system
- AC power system
- DC power system
- Charging pump cooling system
- Safety injection pump cooling system
- Reactor plant component cooling water system
- Service water system

4.5 DETAILED DISCaSSION OF SCREENING INSIGHTS AND LIMITATIONS

By dividing the plant functions into two groups, it is possible to express the
totality of possible occurrences in the form of a Boolean expression of four
combinations of success and failure of the two functional groups.

jA + ASB + A75 + AB

That is, either both Group A and Group B succeed (do not fail), or Group A
succeeds and Group B fails, or Group A fails and Group B succeeds, or both
Groups A and 8 fail. The first term, where both succeed, does not result in a

core melt. Each of the other three terms could result in a core melt.



The probability of core melt (and' non core melt) can be expressed by
converting the Boolean terms into probability terms and puttinq them in
equation form. In doing this, it is important to consider that the
pro' &bllicy of Group B being in any given state is conditional upon the state
of ror- A, since the state of Group P, is determined first and there are

cs.-tai- ccoaonalities bet-,een the two functional groups. Thus, the following
two e',..Mtions represent the probabilities of core melt and non-core melt:

P{(C) - P(A)P(BIA) + P(A)P(BIA) + P(A)P(BIA)

.,P({2) - P(A)P(BiA)

That is, the probability of core melt is equal to the probability of Group A
succeeding times the probability of Group B faili.2a (given Group A has
succeeded) plus the probability of Group A failing times the probabilitv of
Group B succeeding (given Group A has failed) plus the probability of Group A
failing times the probability of Group B failing (given Group A has failed).
The probability of non-core melt is equal to the probability of Group A
succeeding times the probability of Group B surceeding (given that Group A has
succeeded).

For the earthquake case, our screening insight has led us to the
simplification of these equations. Given an earthquake, we have concluded
based on the PRA results that Groups A and B are very highly dependent. What
this implies is that the first two terms in the core melt probability equation

are essentially zero. This is because we have concluded that the probability
of Group B failing given that Group A has succeeded and the probability of
Group B succeeding given Group A has failed are both very small. In fact,
they are small enough that eliminating these terms should not significantly
affect the seismic PRA results. TallIng this one step furtber, the third term
of the core melt equation is essentially equal to the probability of Group A
failing, since our screening insight states that the probability of Group B
failing given that Group A has failed is essentially 1.0 (a certainty). The
complement to this argument is obviously that the non-core melt equation can

be simplified to just the probability of Group A succeedinq. The equations
therefore become:

P({4IEQ) - P(AIEQ)

P(•riEQ) - P(KIEQ)

Ths'. is, fOL the case in which one assumes that a large enough earthcruake has
occurred, the probability of core melt is approximately equal to the
prcýbability of Group A failing. Further, the probability of, non-core melt is
approximately equal to the probability of Group' A succeeding.

Clearly, then, there are two distinct types of errors which are possible when
making se of the screening insight (only considering Group -A functions) when
compared with a detailed seismic PRA. These errors are as followsI
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Type I Error - This error involves seismic core melt sequenc-Js
which would result from the success of Group A functions and
failure of Group B functions. These sequences will be missed

since the core melt is caused by failure of Group B and the

screening insight assumes that if Group A succeeds then Group B
succeeds, which is a non-core melt. This type of error would

obviously be non-conservative.

Type II Error - This error involves seismic core melt sequences
which result from failure of Group A functions but which are
followed by success of Group B containment protection
functions. These sequences would no. be entirely missed since
the core melt results from failure of Group A, which the
screening insight would find. However, they would erroneously
be considered to have included failure of all the functions of
Group B , since the screening insight implies that success of
the functions of Group B is not probable given failure of Group
A. This type of error would be conservative, since these
Group A failure/Group B success sequences would be placed into
Group A failure/Group B failure plant damage states, which have
higher consequences.

Given that these two error types exist, the real question becomes whether

these errors are significant when attempting to estimate seismic margins. We

can gain some insight into this by ey.!anining the results of the available

seismic PRAs and extrapolating the effect the screening insights. would have

had if they had been used during the PRA. While to a certain extent it can be

argued that this is a sort of gafter-the-fact second guessing,O it is not

unreasonable to expect that we can identify those dominant seismic core melt

and risk contributors which were found in the detailed PRAs and which should
also have been found usinK the suggested screening insights, and whether or
not they would have been properly categorized.

This leaves only the question of whether the insights are sufficiently
"neutral" such that an experienced analyst would in actuality be able to apply
them free of bias and therefore find all the dominant contributors. This
aspect can only be demonstrated by applying the insights in the form of some
criteria to a trial plant review on a plant which is undergoing a detailed PRA
and comparing the seismic results from both approaches.

We have assembled the dominant seismic core melt contributors for six of the
seven PRAs. These PRAs are Seabrook, Millstone 3, Zion, Indian Point 2,
Indian Point 3, and Oconee. For all except Millstone 3, it was possible to
present this in the form of dominant core melt sequences. For Millstone, it
was necessary to put it in the form of dominant plant damage states because of

the difficulty of getting seismic sequences out of Revision 2 of the PRA,
which greatly altered the seismic analysis. In addition, we have added the
dominant sequence list for the Zion SSMRP, which we did not use during the
development of the screening insights, as a check on the validity of the
screening insights. This was done in this way because the SSMRP is the only
study which used a methodology significantly different from the others, and

because it was a strictly seismic study rather than a seismic analysis tacked
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onto an internal events PRA. As mentioned, only six of the seven plants

studied are included. Limerick, the only BWR in the group, was not considered.
By itself it could not serve to represent any populational group of BWRs.
Because of this the Panel feels that generic functional statements and

comparisons can only be made, at this tine, for PWRs.

The lists of dominant core m•elt contributors for these six' plants are shown in

Tables 4-5 through 4-10. It is important to note that these tables represent
the results taken directly from the respective utility sponsored PRAs, without
modification. For Seabrook (Table 4-5), there are six dominant seismic core
melt sequences listed. Each of those sequences involves failure of both Group
A and Group B caused by station blackout. Thus, our screening insights would
have found all of then by looking only at Group A and assuming Group B also
failed, and would not have placed any in the wrong plant damage state. It is
worth noting that all of these sequences involve seismic induced failure of
containment integrity caused by failure of containment isolation, which also
would be found since our insights include containment integrity/bypass to be
part of the review of seismic'initiators. It is also interesting to note that
when dealing with sequences rather than plant damage states the potential
exception to the screening insights which was noted in Section 4.3, regarding
plant damage state 7FP, is not a problem. The sequence descriptions make it
quite obvious that the core melt is caused by failure of Group A despite the
use of a plant damage state which constitutes a late core melt.

For Millstone (Table 4-6), there are three dominant seismic plant damage
states listed. Each of those plant damage states involves failure of both
Group A and Group B, thus again the screening insights would have worked. One
additional plant damage state which is not on the Hlat is seismic induced
containment bypass (V3). This state was important to Millstone despite its
low frequency because of the high consequences associated with it. The
screening insights would have found this plant damage state also, since it is
an initiating event which directly causes core melt by failing all safety
systems, just like a station blackout. In this case, however, the failures
are accompanied by a direct breach of the containment.

For Zion (Table 4-7), there is one dominant seismic sequence listed. This
sequence involves failure of both Group A and Gr'oup B resulting from station
blackout, thus the screening insights would have worked again.

For Indian Point 2 (Table 4-8), there are two dominant sequences listed. Both
of those sequences involve failure of both Group A and Group B. One is caused
by station blackout or total control failure while the other one was the
result of complete containment failure. Again, for the reasons discussed for
the other plant results, the screening insights would have worked.

For Indian Point 3 (Table 4-9), there are three dminant sequences listed.
Two of those, the first and third, are identical to the Indian Point 2 seismic
sequences and, involving, failure of both Group A and B, would have been found
using the screening insights. The second sequence involves failure of Group A

because of the failure of safety system water storage tanks but success of
Group B because one safety system does not require water from these tanks.
This system, the containment fan cooler system, can provide the containment
overpressure protection and heat removal functions of Group B. The core melt
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still results from the failure of Group A, specifically the emerqency core
cooling (early) function which results from the tank failures. Thus, the
sequence would have been found using the 'screening insights. However, it
would have been erroneously assigned to plant damage state TE rather than TEF
since we would have assumed that Group B failed when in actuality it did not.
Thus, this sequence would have been binned with the first sequence _(plant
damage states SE and TE are nominally identical in response following core
melt) which is of higher consequence. This would have resulted in an
overestimation of the frequency of this seismically induced consequence bin by
about 30%, which is both statistically insignificant and conservative.

For Oconee (Table 4-10),-there are eight dominant seismic core melt sequences
listed. In all cases these sequences involve failure of both Group A and
Group B. For three of the sequences, the collapse of masonry walls causes the
failure of all safety systems. Two others result from station blackout.
Another two have seismic induced internal flooding as the cause of the safety
system failures. Obviously, all of these sequences would have been found
using the screening insights. The final sequence is the result of an external
flood caused by the failure of the Jocassee Dam, causing all safety systems to
fail. This last sequence, although resulting from the failure of all safety
systems, was considered to be a late melt caused by the time delay in the
flood waters reaching the plant. It was also pointed out in Section 4.3 as a
potential exception to the functional insights. Again, as in Seabrook, when
working at the sequence level rather than the plant damage state level it is
obvious that this sequence would have been found by looking only at the
Group A functions and assuming Group B failure. However, this sequence does
point out the usefulness of -zeviewing for plant-specific conditions which
could lead to seismic core melt and to incorporate them in the analysis. No
comprehensive list of what to look for could possibly cover all eventualities
similar to the existence of this dam. Similarly, if there were no such
eventualities, then the data presented•in this report would be sufficient.

The final check on the validity of the screening' insights In provided by
reviewing the results of the Zion SSMRP. The dominant sequences from this
study are listed in Table 4-11. Of the eight sequences shown, the first,
second, forth, sixth, and seventh are actually quite similar. Although it
appears that some of the systems which fail are not the same for each
sequence, this is somewhat of an artifact. The difference is due only to the
differing success criteria for each initiating event. That is, the various
events initiated by the earthquake require different systems to respond to
prevent core melt. In actuality, the only difference between these sequences
is the initiator caused by the seismic event (transient, small-small LOCA,
small LOCA, vessel rupture, and large LDCA). Other than that, the dominant

contributors to these sequences are identical. These contributors are barenat
uplift (which severs large amounts of piping) and service water pump enclosure
roof collapse (%.bich fails all service water and results ultimately in failure
of the diesels and station blackout). These sequences all involve failure of

Group A as a result of failure of systems required for emergency ec:e coolinq
(early) and failure of Group B caused by failure of all containment systems.

The third and eighth sequences are also similar to each other, only differing
in the initiating event. In this case, the doninant contributors are failures
of piping pairs between the re*ctor building and AMT building. These piping
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,aira cause failure of the residual heat removal 6nd containment systems.
This constitutes failure of only Group B for these initiators, which uee high
pressure injection and auxiliary feedwater for early core cooling. These
latter systems are not failed by the expected piping failures. Thus, since

the core melt is the result of functional failures in Group B only, the
screening insights would cause these two seauences to be missed. This is the
first example of Type I errors. Missing these sequences would result in the

underestimation of seismic core melt frequency by about 15%, which is
certainly not significant. Further, it is unlikely to have even that much
affect in the estimation of the seismic margin based on the HCLPF value for
the plant. The remaining sequence, fifth on the list, involves loss of early
core cooling caused by interbuilding pipe failures similar to those discussed
above, but the containment systems are not affected. Thus, this sequence
involves core melt caused by failure of Group A, but Group B succeeds. • This
is another example of a Type II error such as that (discussed for Indian
Point 3. This sequence would have been identified as a core melt but would
have been assumed to include containment systems, failure using the screening
insights. This would obviously have had no effect on the core melt HCLPF
estimate and a very small effect on risk.

We have just reviewed all of the dominant seismic core melt and risk
contributors from the six PRAs on PWRs and the SSMRP. In doing so we have
d iscussed a total of 32 seismic seauences or plant damage states. The
conclusion of that review is that 30 of those contributors would have beer,
identified usinq our screening insight of only evaluatinc Group A functions.
Of those, all but two of them would have been correctly identified as
involving failure of both Group A and Group B. The two erroneously identifirt!
sequences would have been conservatively identified as being more serious (in
terms of consequences) than they actually were. This would not have affected
the estimates of core melt frequency or HCLPF. Two sequences would not have
been identified at all because they involved core melt due only to failure of
Group B. Missing these sequences would have resulted in a measurable but
unimportant underestimation of core melt frequency. The effect on the core
melt HCLPF would have been even less significant. There would have been a
slight effect on risk, but even this would not be significant because the
coneequences of the missed sequences are much less than for the sequences
which would have been found.

In addition to these publicly available PRA results, the Panel was able to
obtain unpublished results from seismic PRAs from three other PWRs. These
results were obtained on the condition that the identities of the plants
studied be concealed. These results described a group of dominant seismic
sequences for each plant without giving any numbers. The sequences were
reviewed in a manner similar to that applied to the other plants, and the
Panel's conclusions are summarized in Table 4-12. This table shovs whether,
by using the screening insight, each sequence would have been correctly
identified (OOKO on the table), improperly identified because of Type II error
(OType 110 on the table), or missed because of Type I error ('Type I*). AS
the table shows, there are a total of 28 sequencta. The review concludes that
24 of these sequences would have been identified. Of those, ail but three of
them would have been correctly Identified as involvinq failure of both Group A
and Group B. The three erroneously identified sequences would have been
conservatively identified as being more serious (in terms of consequences)
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than they actuaily were. These Type II errors would not affect the
determination of core melt HCLPF, as previously discussed. Four sequences
would not have been identified at all (Type I errors). Only one of these
(Plant C, Sequence 3) is high enough to affect plant core melt HCLPF, but our
experience shows that, while the effect would be measurable, it would not be
statistically significant.

Based on the above discussions, the Panel feels comfortable in stating that
the suggested functional screening criterion shows itself to be generally
insensitive to both Type I and Type !I errors and should yield a reasonable
estimate of seismic vulnerabilities at pressurized water reactors. There is
also an additional point which can be made regazding the screening criteria in
the area of Type II errors. These er- )rs, which result in a core melt
sequence being assigned to a higher consequence category than it would
actually be in, are only a concern if margin is expressed in terms of risk. If
only the margin against core melt is of interest, then there is no reason to
be even mildly concerned with Type II errors, since the presence of these
errors will not affect the overall plant fragility to seismic core melt. Type
II errors will only affect the plant fragility of certain plant damage states.

There are limitations inherent in these review criteria. One is that it will
be necessary to evaluate the effect of unusual or unique features of specific
plants which could lead to core melt in ways similar to the Oconee dam
failure. Emphasis should be given to the possibility that one of these unique
features could lead to a core melt caused by failure of Group B after success
of Group A. Another limitation is that there is not a sufficient number of
seismic PRAs presently available to eliminate all the possibilities of having
a significant magnitude of Type I and/or Type II errors which could alter the
results. This is particularly true for BWRs, for which there was only one PRA
in our group of seven, hence, we are not quite prepared to declare this
criterion applicable to boiling water reactors. More consideration will be
given to the BWR case as additional BWR Seismic PRAs are completed. Several
will become available within the next year. Additionally, there are concerns
about areas which are not adequately treated in the available PRLAS. For
example, there has not been enough treatment of the relay chatter phenomenon
and its effect on the operation of control systems. Although this may be
found to be limited to a few dozen relays, because of the chattering of
various lockout and other relays, there may be unusual and unexpected
combinations of system failures resulting from aberrations in control
signals. These failures could affect these review criteria, especially since
these phenomems occur at relatively low accelerations. Finally, we expect
that using, these criteria will not result in the conclusion that sufficient
seismic margin exists in all caseal and that more detailed analysis may be
required in a few cases.

4.6 StUMARY OF BASIS FOR RZVIU@ GuIDELIrs - FrnCTIOmAL/sYBToIIC

This chapter discussed the results of seven utility-sponsored seismic PRAS
plus the Zion SSMRP and develop.ed some insights regarding the importance of
various systems and functions to seismic margins. By taking this information
and combining it with the fragility insights which will be discussed in the
next chapter, we can develop sone functional/systemic screening guidelines for
margin studies. This is illustrated on Table 4-13. It is very important to
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remember that this table presently applies only to margins at pressurized
water reactors. At this time we cannot speculate as to the applicability of
these guidelines to boiling water reactors. This is discussed in more detail
in Section 4.5, along with other limitations of our insights. What this table
shows is that it is possible to perform a reasonable seismic margin review by
concentrating on those functions (and their associated systems) which are
required in the early part of a seismic event and eliminating from the review
those functions (and their associated systems) which are not required until
later. Further, depending on the level of earthquake for which it is
desirable to define a margin, certain initiating events would not have to be
considered. This greatly reduces the scope of the analysis.

For example, it would only be necessary to construct event trees up to the
point of determining whether or not there was an early melt. Fault trees
would only have to be constructed for those systems which would appear on
these abbreviated event trees. Further, by combining the component fragility
criteria (Chapter 5) with these models, it would only be necessary to include
on those fault trees the components which have been determined to be required
in the screening analysis. The Boolean expressions which would be required to
perform the margins analysis would be developed from these reduced models. All
of the insights we have gained from our work lead us to conclude that these
Booleans would represent the dominant contributors to seismic core melt
frequency and risk, providing some additional items (discussed in the
following two paragraphs) are considered.

There will be a need for a plant walkdown to identify any aignificant plant or
site specific design features which could affect plant fragility. It must be
emphasized that only major, unique features are a concern. Differepces such
as the number of trains in a safety system or the precise support system
alignment do not appear, based on our review, to be important. Examples of
items which would be considered important and requiring special consideration
are building interactions such as at Indian Point 2 or the presence of a dam
such as at Oconee. These items should be added to the Booleans directly if
they exist.

Another special analysis will be required to determine if the electrical and
control systems in the pl&.nt are susceptible to non-recoverable failures
caused by relay chatter and breaker trip. This could occur at very low
accelerations and lead to totally unexpected plant damage states. An
examination should be conducted of all circuits containing lockout (s.ral-in)
and bypass logic to determine if non-recoverable failures are credible.

In using the criteria sugqested in the table, it is important to consider just
what is meant by seismic margin. If we mean "Can the plant reasonably be
expected to withstand an earthauake of size X?O, then we can use the screening
criterion in Table 4-13. Further, the analysis need only concern itself with
HCLPF (high confidence of a low probability of failure) fragility values.
Perhaps most importantly, this definition of margin means that it iS not
necessary to consider plant damaqe states, just core melt. This means that
the Type II errors discussed in Section 4.5 would have absolutely no effect on
the estimates of margin developed through the screening analysis.
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If, however, one is interested in an estimate of the plant risk, it would be
,necessary to do further analysis, since risk could be dominated by plant
damage states that occur at high acceleration levels but do not contribute
significantly to core melt frequency. These plant damage states would
obviously not affect the margin as defined in the preceding paragraph. In
this casc, the analysis would also have to consider separate plant damage
states ant use complete fragility curves because HCLPF, while being an
interesting parameter from an engineering standpoint, could be deceiving when
dealing in the risk regime. At, this point, it becomes obvious that the level
of analysis would begin to approach that performed in a seismic PRA. Thus,
using this screening criterion for the estimation of risk does not appear to
be very cost effective. However, the Panel feels that Boolean expressions
developed using this criterion (considering only initiating events and Group A
functions) would be adequate for the estimation of seismic risk if combined
with full component fragility curves and seismic hazard curves.
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Table 4-1

Definition of Plant Damae States pound in Seismic PRA Results

Symbol Def inition

SE Small LOCA, early melt, no containment cooling

Z Direct containment failure

T&F Transient, early melt, Containment fan coolers available

TE Transient, early melt, no containment cooling

AE Large LOCA, early melt, no containment cooling

3FP Early melt, high vessel pressure, dry reactor cavity, small
opening in containment, no filtration %no containment cooling).

7FP Late melt, high vessel pressure, dry reactor cavity, small
opening in containment, no filtration, (no containment cooling)

IC Small LOCIA, early melt, high vessel pressure, no containment
cooling

TIC Small LOCA, late melt, high vessel pressure, no containment
cooling

IIC Transient, early melt, high vessel pressure, no containment
cooling

V• Large LOCA, early melt, low vessel pressure, no containment
coolig0
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Table 4-2

Plant Functions vs Front Line Systems Matrix
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Table 4-3

Front Line Systems vs Support Systems Matrix

I

Ca
0

-4
0

-4

CA

0
ad1

U

0
0

CO) V

0

M00Sod)

0

.0
1.0

LA

-4

U

.0

01.

0?

Ca

[Reactor Protection System X X
Power Conversion' System

High Pressure Inj. System X X X XX

Low Pressure Im. System

Accumulator System

Auxiliary Feedwater System

XX X

Recirculation System

XXX X
Qench Spray System " X IXX I
Primary SRV Syrtem

Secondary SRV System

x
RCP Seal Cooling System

x

* Requirev offaite power
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1able 4-4

Support Systems vs Support Systems Matrix

U

4J
U
S

S
Ibi
U
02

5
U

Li

I
U

U

02

Li

I

.4.

U

LO
02
CO

engineered Safety Features Actuation System
** X

AC Power System
X**X X

DC Power System

Charging Pump Cooling System •XXXX

Safety Injection Pump Cooling System

XX X X
Reactor Plant Component Cooling Water System

X XX
Turtine Plant Component Cooling Water Sy' tern

Circulating Water System -

Service Water System XXX**

* Requires offsaiat power

** Not spplicable
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Table 4- 5

Dominant Seismic Core Welt for Seabrook

Earthquake Sequence Frequency Damage
(events/yr) State

0.4t Loss of all AC power, failure of containment 1.5 3-6 7FP
isolation

0.7g Loss of all AC power, failure of containment 1.3 3-6 7FP
isolation

0.5& Loss of all AC power, failure of containment 1.2 9-6 7FP
isolation

0.7g Loss of all AC power and safety actuation, 1.1 1-6 7FP
Failure of containment isolation,

0.7g Loss of all AC power, failure of auxiliary 1.0 3-6 3FP
feedwater, failure of containment isolation .

0.3g Loss of all AC power, failure of containment 1.0 3-6 7FP
isolation

Table 4-6

Dominant Seismic Core Melt Damage States 'for Millstone 3

Damage State Frequency
(events/yr)

TE Transient, early melt, no containment cooling 7.8 1-6

sK Small LOCA, early melt, no containment cooling 7.4 3-6

AE Large LOCA, early melt, no containment cooling 1.2 3-6
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Table 4-7

Dominant Seismic Core Melt Sequences for Zion

Sequence Frequency Damage

(events/yr) State

Loss ,of all AC power 5.6 E-6 SE

Table 4-8

Dominant Seismic Core Malt Sequences for Indian Point 2

Loss of all AC power or cointrol 1.4 E-4 SE

Direct containment failure (Loss of all 6.8 3-7 Z

safety systems)

Table 4-9

Dominant containramnt failure core melt sequences for Indian Point 3

Loss of all AC power or control 2.4 E-6 SE

Loss of water storage tanks (loss of all 7.1 E-7 TEF

safety systems except containment fan
coolers)

Direct containment failure (loss of all 3.7 E-8 Z
safety systems)
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Table 4-10

Dminant Seismic Core melt Sequec-es for Ocome

Sequence Frequcncy Damage
(events/yr) State

masonry wall collapse (loss of HPI, AYWS, 2 3-5 IIIC
and containment systems)

Loss of all AC power 1 3-5 XIlIC

Seismic-induced internal flood (loss of 1 3-5 IIIC
all safety systms)

Jocassee Da.Q failhre (flood-loss of all 3 3-6 IIC
safety systems)

Sei'smic-induced internal flood (loss of 2 9-6 IC
all safety systems) stuck open primary SRV

LU.rge LOCA, loss of all AC power 2 R-6 VC

Large LOCA, masonry wall collapse (loss 2 3-6 VC
of LPI and containment systems)

Masonry wall collapse (loss of HPI, 1 3-6 IC
ATWS, and containment systems) VJck
open primary SRV
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Table 4-li

Dominant Seismic Core Melt Sequences for Zion (SSKRP)

Sequence Frequency
(events/yr)

Transient - loss of auxiliary feedwater. 1.3 E-6
bleed-and-feed (HPI). and all containment

Small-small LOCA - loss of auxiliary feed- 4.1 K-i
water and all containment systems

Small LOCA - loss of residual heat 3.4 K-7
removal and all containment systems

Small LOCA - loss of emergency coolant 3.2 K-7
injection and all containment systems

Large LOCA - loss of emergency coolant 1.3 E-7
injection and all containment systems

Reactor vessel rupture - loss of all 1.6 E-7
containment systems

Large LOCA - loss of emergency cnolant 1.3 K-7
injection anc: all containment systems

Small-small T.DCA - loss of residual 1.2 E-7
heat removal and all containment
systems

* These are base case point estimates which cannot be directly compared with
frequencies quoted in the other tables (see Appendix D. Section 9.i).
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Table 4-12

omparison of Seismic Rtesults
from Three •FR WAs

with the Following Criteria

DOMINANT
SKQUK'CE

NrMimrR
PLANT

A
rLANT

B
PLANT
C

I Type I OK Or
2 OK OK OK
3 OK OK Type I
4 OK OK OK
5 OK OK OK
6 Type I OK OK
7 Type II OK oK
8 Type II OK OK
9 Type I OK Type I

10 OK

SUnI&RY

Sequences: 28 OK: 21 Type 1: 4 Type II: 3
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Table 4-13

Functions Requiring Detailed Evaluations in Seismic Margins Reviews

Function Screening Requirement Remarks

Iritiators:
Ottsite Power F F= Assume Failure
RCS Integrity (LOCA) I
ContainmLnt Integrity X

Functional Group A:
Reactor Subcriticality I -' Margin evaluation
Normal Shutdown F for all potential
Emerg. Core Cooling (Early) X failure modes is

required.

Functional Group B:
Emerg. Core Cooling (Late) A A= Assume failure if
Containment Heat Removal A core melt occurs
Cont.Overpres.Prot. (Early) A resulting from failure
Ccnt.Overpres.Prot. (Late) A of Functional Group A,

assume successful if
functional Group A is
suzcessful in pre-
venting cora melt.
Conditional on plant
walkdown not finding
any extremely gross
plant-specific
differences
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CHAPTER 5

ASSESSKENT OF AVAILABLE FRAGILITY INFOFE4ATION

5.1 INTRDUCTION

Appendix C contains a detailed assessment of the capacities of nuclear power
plant components (both BWRs and PWRs) based on the results of seismic PRAs and
surveys of historic earthquake damage. The Panel has considered this

information along with the collective experiences of the Panel members. Based

on these data, an assessment of the available fragility information was made

by the Panel, and their judgments are documented'in this chapter.

The available sources of fragility data were considered in arriving at
conclusions on conservative quantitative capacities for the various nuclear
power plant components. The seismic PRA data base provides a comprehensive
attempt at quantifying realistic failure capacities. However, this
information was developed primarily by Structural Mechanics Associates and, as
indicated in Appendix C, the results in some cases are believed to be
conservatively biased. This is primarily true where the seismic PRA
calculations were based on capacities which utilized non-failure Qualification
data that were scaled by adjustment factors to obtain median capacities.

The PRA information is supplemented by the lack of earthquake damage to
industrial facilities with components similar to those contained in nuclear
power plants. The Seismic Qualification Utilities Group (SQUG) has performed
recent systematic investigations of historic earthquakes (Ref. 5-1*). As
discussed in Appendix C, the Senior Seismic Review and Advisory Panel (SSRAP)
has reviewed the past earthquake performance data obtained by SQUG for eight
classes of equipment (Ref. 5-2). Currently, work is ongoing to document the
historic earthquake performance and qualification data for additional
components such as piping, valve operators, penetrations, diesel generators,
battery racks, and electrical equipment. Preliminary indications of the.
results to be published in the neat future have been reflected in the Panel's
assessment. The Panel has also considered the potential effects of adverse
corrosive and temperature environments on the capacities of components;
however, the effects of radioactivity have not been included.

Finally, each Panel member has his own experience data based on analysis,
testing, and review of past earthquake performance providing additional input.

The Panel has focused its efforts on earthquakes that could occur in the
eastern part of the U.S., specifically east of the Rocky- Mountains. Because
of limited data on large magnitude events, the assessment of component
capacities is limited to earthquakes of less'than a Richter magnitude of about

6.5, which are characterized by three to five strong motion cycles with a
total duration of 10 to 15 seconds. As the Richter magnitude increases above
6.5, the Panel recommendations may be slightly non-conservative. The
frequency content of the earthquake ground motion is assumed to be represented

by median broadband response spectra, and 'the structures are assumed to have
fundamental frequencies above 1 Hz. Note that for hiqh frequency, high
acceleration, low magnitude earthquakes, the Panel's recommendations are
overly conservative.

* References for Chapter 5 are given in Section 5.4.
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The average of the two horitontal direction, peak ground acceleration (pga)

values measured at the ground surface, in the free field is used as a
descriptor to define the capacity of each component. Although earthquake-

induced damage may be sensitive to other parameters such as velocity or
displacement, pga is a reasonably ,consistent indicator which reflects the
current state of the art. The Panel has conservatively accounted for possible
variations both in the differences between pga and damage (i.e., the relation-
ship between damage and pga is not perfect) and for the effects of different
soil conditions (i.e., soil to rock) which are present at various nuclear

power plant sites. The latter consideration i is important because of
differences in soil structure and system dynamic amplification. For example,
calculated responses for two identical buildings fc ,nded on varying soil
conditions will be different. Thus, the rz-pacities of !wo identical

components in two buildings at different sites i 11 have different values when
measured in terms of pga at the ground level.

The measure Of margin adopted by the Panel is a h., h-confidence, low
probability-of-failure (HCLPF) capacity. This is a co.,.ervative
representation of capacity and in simple terms corresponds to the edrthquake
level at which, with considerable confidence, it is extremely unlikely that
failure of the component will occur. From the mathematical perspective of a
'probability distribution on capacity dev.- ped in seismic PRA calculations,
the HCLPF capacity values are approxi istely equal to a 95 percent probability
of not exceeding about a five percent, probibility of failure.

There is a margin above the conservative capacity values selected by the
Panel. The median capacity, which, corresponds to the 50 percent probability
of exceedance, is generally at least a factor of 2 greater than the HCLPF
capacity. Thus, there is no proverbial 'cliff* or sudden failure which is
expected to occur immediately beyond the BCLPF capacity. From another
perspective, the conservative capacities are close to the lower-bound cutoff
values below which there is no significant likelihood of failure. Although
lower-bound capacity values have not been rigorously established, it is the
belief of many engineers that lower bound capacity values do exist in the
absence of major design and construction errors.

The failure capacity is significantly higher than the design capacity

corresponding to the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) because of conmervatisms
built into the nuclear power plant design process. Specification of the

earthquake input (i.e., response spectra), building and component response

calculations and conservative allowable stress limits all contribute to the
margins that exist. In addition, many components have an inherent ruggednama

which has been built in to resist loads other than seismic. (Note that
failure is defined to be the structural failure or lose of function, whichever
is lower.) Failure for buildings which support equipment corresponds to
significant deformation past the elastic limit which may adversely effect the
functional characteristics of attached equipment. This capacity level is
considerably below catastrophic collapse and is conservative.

5.2 Aszss•mT oF coApCITX3S

In making statements about lower bound capacities for each component, three
pga ranges were usedt (1) less than 0.39, (2) O.3g to 0.5g, and (3) greater



than 0.5g. Because of the many variabilities and different situations that
exist, ýit is difficult to refine these categories further. It should be noted

that the boundary values (i.e., 0.3g and 0.5g) are not rigorously"established
boundaries but represent central values in a broader boundary which spans over

roughly 0.1g. For example, the 0.3g limit should be more realistically viewed
as spanning between 0.25g to 0.35g. Similarly, the 0.5g limit ranges from
0.45g to 0.55g. The accuracy of the collective judgments of the Panel members
is believed to be consistent with this interpretation.

In a practical application, if a component is screened and found to have a
high-confidence, low-probability capacity of less than 0.3g and the earthquake
of concern is 0.5g, it does not mean that the component is inadequate. It may
be adequate, but this conclusion would require additional verification. In
other words, the Panel is merely reporting bounds above which a margin review
should be performed and below which a margin review is judged to be
unwarranted. Again, the Panel does not believe that a steep increase in
fragility occurs immediately above the HCLPF capacity category to which the
component is assigned.

In establishing conservative capacities for nuclear power plant components,
the Panel assumes that a complete plant valkdown and review of the criteria
used in the seismic design will be conducted by 'engineers with training and
experience in earthquake engineering and in determining failure capacities of
components. This is necessary to verify the assumptions that were made by the
Panel in determining the HCLPF capacities. In addition, certain situations
which may adversely affect the capacities such as systems interaction can- be
found by trained engineers. As discussed below for the various components,
the seismic design criteria and, in some cases, the construction drawings must
be reviewed for exceptions which may invalidate the assessment of the
component capacities. Table 5-1 summarizes the capacity assessment of nuclear

(power plant components by the Panel. Section 5.3 addresses additional
concerns which must, be considered but which are not reflected in the
assessment of the individual component capacities.

5.2.1 Containments

Prestressed and conventionally reinforced concrete containment structures have
large seismic margins above the SSE level because they have been designed for
a combined SSE and loss of coolant accident (MOCA). Shear, flexural, and bond
failure modes have been postulated and analyzed. For this category of
containment, the HCLPF capacity is greater than 0.8g pga. There are
insufficient data available to the Panel on the failure capacities of BV`R Mark
I containments, freestanding steel containments, and the ice-condenser support
portion of containmentsg thus, the Panel has limited its attention to only
prestressed and conventionally reinforced concrete containments.

We believe that major equipment penetrations (e.g., containment batch and
personnel airlocks) have large margins above the SSE level. However, there
are very few data available to the Panel to judge how much the DCLPF exceeds
0.3g pgal thus, the HCLPF capacity is limited to this value. For small
electrical penetrations which are protected with gas packing, recent survey
work has found that qualification tests demonstrate that the capacity of these
types of penetrations exceed 2.0g (local) peak acceleration. Since electrical
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penetrations are located generally below grade or slightly above grade, and
will generally experience little dynamic amplification, the HCLPF capacity is
greater than 0.5g pga. For potential failures of penetrating piping caused by
large relative displacements resulting from rocking or sliding, see Section
5.2.7.

It is noted that penetration failure 4 t.zt a threat to core melt, but it is
important to the assignment of this a, :% h.e correct plant damage state. In
addition, the impact of a leaking pee•t~.ation on radioactive release is
considerably different from complete e-. '. • of a major access penetration or
severe degradation of the containment at .,,ture itself.

5.2.2 NSSS Supports

As determined in seismic PRA analyses, the capacities of the supports for
reactor pressure vessels, reactor coolant pumps, and PWTR steam generators and
pressurizers, are conservatively greater than 0.5g pqa. Reactor circulation
pumps for BWR plants have been estimated to have HCLPF capacities below 0.5g
pga in several PRAs. One PWR reactor coolant pump HCLPF capacity was found to
be below 0.5g pga; however, this was the result of an overly conservative
generic fragility analysis. In conclusion, since failure of NSSS supports
will lead directly to core melt, the HCLPF capacity was very conservatively
established at 0.3g pga. Above his level, some margin review is warranted
because )of the potentially severe consequences that would immediately follow
failure.

5.2.3 Reactor Internals

The failure of reactor internals will affect the insertion of the control rods
and may prevent the shutdown of the reactor. Either failure 'of the annular
plate that laterally supports the shroud or yielding or buckling of the
shroud-support cylinder will cause distortion of the reactorCcore. The design
of the reactor internals is performed by NSSS suppliers and information
concerning the stress states for various loading conditions is proprietary and
difficult to obtain.

Several seismic PRAB have calculated failure capacities based on limited
information provided by the NSSS suppliers. The HCLPF capacities have been
estimated to be as low as 0.28g pga. In addition, there have been no seismic
PRA fragility estimates made for Combustion Engineering NSSS systems. The
Panel believes that the HCLPF capacities are probably larger than 0.3qg pga
since the internals are generally designed for an envelope of various severe
loadinq conditions; however, because of a general lack of available detailed
information, no HCLPF capacities are given by the Panel for reactor internals.

5.2.4 Control Rod Drive Mechanisms

?ailure of the control rod drive (CRD) mechanisms will affect the insertion of
the control- rods and, similar to the failure of the reactor internals, may
prevent the shutdown of the reactor. Failure could occur as a result of
housing support failure, bending of the CRD housings, or bindinq caused by
flexure of the fuel.bundle. In contrast to the lack of Information for the
reactor internals, Iwre is publicly known about the performance of CRD
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mechanism assemblies and the available data have been used in seismic PRA
analyses. The HCLPF values have been found to be above 0.39 pga for all
seismic PRAs perfozmed to date. Based on the testing experience of, CRD
mechanisms and seismic PRA calculations, the Panel believes that the HCLPF
capacity for CRD mechanisms is at least equal to 0.3g pga.

5.2.5 Structures

Potential failure of concrete structures has been considered by the Panel.
Because there are few Category I steel-frame structures, HCLPF capacities have
not been established by the Panel for this class of structures. However, -

experience from past earthquakes with acceleration in the range of 0.5g pga
indicates that, at fossil fuel and heavy industrial facilities, no failures
have occurred to either steel-frame or concrete structures. The experience
data base is predominantly for concrete, shear wall type structures that have
been designed for 0.1 to 0.2 static lateral force coefficients. The
capacities for concrete, shear wall structures are categorized by structural
elements (i.e., shear walls, diaphragms and footings), special non-ductile
details and impact between buildings. Each of these categories is discussed
below.

Shear Walls, Diaphragms, and Footings

In past seismic PRAs, capacities of structures have been dominated by failure
modes for either shear walls, diaphragm or footings. For nuclear power plants
designed using the American Concrete Institute Building Code (ACI 318-63), the
HCLPF capacities have in some cesea been estimated to be less than 0.59 pga.
Generally, for Category I nuclear power plant structures designed for either
the ACI 31 8-71 or ACI 349-76 Building Codes, the HCLPF capacities exceed 0.59
pga. One exception Is the footing beneath the emergency generator enclosure
building at Millstone 3 where the median capacity was estimated to be 0.88g
pga and the corresponding HCLPF capacity was 0.309 pga. Both of these values
are conservative, and even if the footing experienced severe yielding it is
unlikely that it would significantly affect the operations of the -diesel
generators. In addition, there is no evidence of structure or equipment
damage resulting from failures of footings from earthquakes with ground
accelerations at or below O.5g pga in Industrial facilities founded on rock or
firm soil.

The Panel believes that the HCLPF capacity for all nuclear power plant
Category I concrete structures is at least 0.3g pga. For Category I
structures which comply with the requirements of either the AC! •318-71 or ACI
349-76 Building Codes and are designed for a SSE of at least 0.1g pga, as long
as they do not have any special problems as discussed below, the ,CLPF
capacity Is at least 0.Sg pga.

Special Pon-Ductile Details

The capacity values given aboie for Category I concrete structures are based
on the assumption that the structures will respond in a ductile manner.
Certain details have been found in some nuclear power plants which are brittle
and limit the capacity past the elastic level. For exam•ple, the common wall
between the auxiliary and turbine buildings at the Zion plant was constructed
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of reinforced concrete with an embedded steel frame. in the utility sponsored
seismic PRA it was assumed that the shear studs that transfer shear forces
between concrete panels are brittle and have little ductile capacity, although
recent investigations suggest that this assumption is overly conservative
(Ref. 5-3). The HCLPF capacity for this failure mode was calculated, based on
the PRA results, to be 0.35g pga. Another example, also from Zion, is the
crib house roof which has large openings over the service water pumps that
disrupt the continuity of the structural slab. Other examples include large
openings in floor diaphragms which are not cdequately reinforced or
reinforcement bars that are not sufficiently embedded to prevent a bond
failure before the yield capacity of the steel is reached.

The Panel believes that for earthquakes less than 0.3g pga selected for
screening, it is very unlikely that non-ductile details will be a problem.
However, for earthquakes greater than O.3g pga selected for screening,
potential problems should be investigated. In a margin review for ground
acceleration greater than 0.3g pga, the construction drawings and design
criteria should be carefully reviewed and simplified analyses conducted to
determine if potential non-ductile problems exist that would require a margin
evaluation.

Impact Between Buildings

impact between buildings may affect the contents of the buildings or
potentially cause relay chatter. For earthquakes below 0.3g pga selected for
screening, it is unlikely that impact would occur, or would lead to a safety
problem if it did occur. For earthquakes between 0.3g and 0.5g pga selected
for screening, the capacity evaluation should focus on the potential for relay
chatter caused by impact. For ground accelerations greater than 0.Sg pga in a
margin review, the potential for building impact should be investigated and
all consequences evaluated. Consideration of impact between buildings will
require a careful review of the construction drawings and design criteria, and
if potential1 problems are discovered, analyses should be performed to
determine the severity and implications of the problems and effects on the
HCLPF capacity.

5.2.6 Block Walls

In older nuclear power plants, non-reinforced or lightly reinforced block
walls were constructed as fire barriers to protect and separate safety-
related components. In recent years, these walls have been reanalyzed for
seismic loads and, in many cases, have been strengthened as part of an
industry-wide effort. However, it Is possible that block walls exist in
nuclear power plants which comply with the design requirements for the SSE,
but which do not have significant margin above this level. The Panel does not
believe that the HCLPF capacity for block walls can be established above the
SSE level without a margin evaluation; hence, in any margin review,
non-reinforced or lightly reinforced block walls should be analyzed.

5.2.7 Piping

The panel believes that, in general, piping systems in nuclear power plants
have HCLPF capacities greater than 0.59 pga. However, certain construction
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details have lead to past earthquake damage in industrial facilitijs.
Examples of potential piping failure modes include the following:

* Valve failure caused by impact resulting from large displacements
of flexible pipes

Pipe failure caused by large displacement of inadequately
anchored equipment (e.g., tanks)

• Failure of small, stiff pipes attached to large, flexible pipes

Failure of piping between buildings as a result of large relative
displacement caused by rrc"ing or sliding of the buildings

• Failure of brittle connections, eroded or corroded piping, and
brittle cast iron piping.

All these failure modes are related to displacement effects in contrast to
inertia-induced stresses.

Experience from past earthquakes in industrial facilities indicates that
piping is rugged aisd can resist earthquakes of at least 0.5g pga, which is the
limit of the experience data. This is also confirmed by recent piping
analyses using the methodoloqy developed in the SSMRP (see Appendix D). PRA
calculations also support this conclusion. In cases where generic piping
fragility values are developed, they are always conservative. Experience also
has shown that even if piping supports fail, failure of piping does not
necessarily follow. Again, failure of piping is primarily caused by large
relative displacements rather than inertial effects.

In order to verify the HCLPF capacity of piping, a plant walkdown by engineers
experienced in earthquake engineering and failure analysis must be conducted.
For earthquakes below 0.3g pga selected for screening, a careful inspection of
typical safety-related piping runs that are accessible should provide a
reasonable sample to verify that no problems exist. Piping sections between
buildings should be carefully investigated. The level of effort for this task
should be minimal (less than two man-weeks).

For earthquakes between 0.3g and 0.5g pga selected for screening, additional

complete inspection of all runs in two or three safety-related piping systems
should be conducted to provide confidence that no low-capacity piping feilure

modes exist. The total effort required for this level of inspection is also
minimal.

Finally, for earthquakes above 0.5g pga selected for screening, a margin
evaluation should be conducted. As part of the evaluation, a walkdown by
experienced engineers of all runs of all safety-related piping systems should
be conducted. The evaluation of a piping system should consider the number of
segments and supports and the probabilistic dependence between their failures.
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5.2.8 Valves

Valves in nuclear power plants can be categorized as compact valves (e.g.,
check valves), motor-operated valves, and air-operated valves. The experience
in past earthquakes in fossil fuel power plants and other industrial
facilities indicates no damage for earthquakes up to 0.5g pga, except for one
air-operated valve which failed in the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake. The
damage was caused by impact against a column caused by large displacement of a
flexible pipe (se- discussion above for piping). In seismic PRAs, the
estimated median capacities for valves are generally high. In a few cases the
HCLPF values- are less than 0.5g kga; however, these values are based on
generic assumptions which are conservative. Recent reviews of qualification
test data for motor operators for valves indicates that the lowest capacity is
20g to 40g, 5 percent-damped spectral acceleration. This capacity is for the
operator per se and does not include the capacity of the operator and yoke
assembly. However, both the earthquake experience data and the capacities
generated in PRA analysis reflect potential failure of the yoke between the
valve and operator. Recent analysis performed with the use of the methodology
developed in the SSMRP confirms that valves have high capacities (see Appendix
D). Finally, data from the U.S. Corps of Engineers shock tests indicate high
capacities for valves. Median spectral acceleration capacities above 30g have
been found.

Except for .motor-operated valves on small pipes above 0.3g pga, the Panel
believes that a HCLPF capacity for valves of at least 0.5g pga can be assumed
if a plant walkdown of the pipinq systems, as discussed in Section 5.2.7, is
conducted. In addition to the concerns expeessed for piping, the engineer
should also look for cases where the operator is anchored to the structure but
the valve or piping immediately adjacent to the valve is not anchored. Again,
the concern is large piping displacements which may severelystrain the yoke
between the valve and operator and cause binding of the operator stem or
leakage past the- stem seals.

5.2.9 Heat Exchangers

The supports for heat exchangers have been estimated in several seismic PRAS
to have HCLPF capacities at or below 0.3g pga. Although experience from past
earthquakes has not indicated that support failures occur, the Panel believes
that an evaluation is required to determine the BCLPF capacity for heat
exchangers for earthquakes selected fur screening above the SSE. The Panel is
primarily concerned that failure of the supports will lead to a tank leak or
rupture causing the immediate area to be flooded. It is unlikely that the
heat exchanoers will collapse catastrophically for accelerations less than
0.5g pga and impinge on adjacent safety-related equipment. The systems
analyst should determine whether local.drains can handle the loss of water and
what equipment would be affected by the water if a heat exchanger fails.

5.2.10 Tanks

Similar to heat exchangers as discussed above, tank supports are the primary
concern in the event of an earthquake. Large flat-bottom tanks have failed in
past earthquakes as the result of buckling of the tank shell leading to the
loss of contents at low accelerations. Except for buried tanks, the Panel
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believes that an evaluation is required to determine the HCLPF capacity for
all other types of tanks for any earthquake selected for screening above the
SSE. The pcssibility of piping failure caused by large relative displacement
of the ground surrounding buried tanks should be investigated as part of the
piping review. Buried tanks warrant a margin review only for accelerations
greater than 0.5g pga.

5.2.11 Batteries and Racks

In the past, the battery racks in older nuclear power plants were often found
to be weak and not securely anchored to the supporting structure. Many of the
racks in older plants have subsequently been strengthened while racks in new
plants generally are rugged. Capacities of racks as determined in Seismic

PRAs have been estimated tc be as low as 0.3g pga.

The Panel believes that an inspection by an experienced engineer can be used
to determine, whether battery racks need further evaluation for earthquakes up
to 0.5g pga selected for screening. The principal concerns are the sturdiness
of the racks, anchorage of the racks to the supporting structure, and adequacy
of spacers between the batteries and shims at the ends of the battery rows.
Also important is the potential failure of space heaters, hanging lights, or
block wall enclosures that could fall and impact the batteries. This is a
systems-interaction concern which is discussed in more detail in Section
5.3.3. For ear thquakes greater than 0.59 pga selected for screening, the
HCLPF capacity should be calculated for battery racks and not just assessed by
inspection.

5.2.12 Active Electrical Equipment

Active electrical equipment includes switchgear, motor control centers,
inverters, battery chargers, instrumentation racks, load sequencers, control
system cabinets, and . other cabinets which contain electrical sensors,
switches, or control instruments. Potential failure modes include relay
chatter, breaker trip, or structural failure. Concern for the important
problem of relay chatter and breaker trip is discussed in Section 5.3.2. The
potential for structural failure of the electrical components or the cabinet
to which they are attached is considered in this section.

In past earthquakes which were surveyed by SQUG and reviewed by SSRAP, it was
found that active electrical equipment can survive ground accelerations up to
0.5g pqa provided that the cabinets and instruments are anchored (Refs. 5-1
and 5-2). The HCLPF capacities calculated in seismic PRAs are generally
larger then 0. 4g pga. Results from qualification tests and the U.S. Corps of

Engineers shock tests indicate that the electrical components are as strong as
the supporting cabinats.

The Panel believes that actie electrical equipment has HCLPF capacities of at
least 0.3g pga. During the plant walkdown, the cabinets should be inspected
to verify that the cabinets or racks are securely anchored to the floor and
the instruments are rigidly attached. For earthquakes between 0.3g and 0.5g
pga selected for screening, an evaluation should be conducted. The focus of
the evaluation should be the cabinet anchorage and attachment of the
instruments. For earthquakes greater than 0.59 pga selected for screening, a
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complete evaluation, including potential failure of the cabinets or individual
instrument-, in addition to the aichorage system, shou'd be conducted.

5.2.13 Diesel Generators

Diesel generators per Be have not been found to be low-capacity components.

The generators in nuclear power plants are similar to generators found in

ships and trains. However, the peripheral equipment required for the diesel

generators to operate can have low capacities. Although many diesel generator
systems have survived earthquakes of 0.5g pga, the peripherals in fossil fuel

plants do not appear to be as elaborate as in nuclear power plants. These
support equipment items include diesel oil day tanks, control cabinets,
accumulators, compressors and motors, lube-oil coolers, fuel oil transfer
pumps, heat exchangers, heating and venting equipment, etc.

The seismic PRA fragility calculations indicate that the HCLPF capa--ity for
these support equipment items is greater +han 0.3g pga. Again, the failure
modes of concern are primarily attachments cf components and anchorage of
equipment units. It is important during the walkdown of the plant that the

anchorage of all the safety-related -components associated with the diesel

generators is inspected and its adequacy visually verified.

The Panel believes that diesel generators and their supporting equipment have

HCLPF capacities of at iast 0.3g pga. An inspection should be conducted to
verify that the equipment is properly anchored. An exception, which must be
evaluated, is the shock mounted diesel generator. Although this situation has
not been encountered in nuclear power plants by any of the Panel members, it
is possible that this situation may exist. The HCLPF capacities for all
shock-mounted equipment in a nuclear power plant should be evaluated for all
earthquakes selected for screening above the SSE.

For accelerations between 0.3g and 0.5g pga, a margin evaluation should be
conducted which focuses on tha anchorage and support of peripherals. For

earthquakes greater than O.5g pga selected for screening, both tbe capacities

of the diesel generator per oe, and, the supporting equipment should be
evaluated.

5.2.14 P

Except for the case of service water pumps with long cantilevered casings,
pumps have been shown to have high capacities. For horizontal pumps, where
the failure mode is assumed to be failure of the drive shaft, the HCLPF
capacities calculated in seismic PRAs have been less than O.5g pga. However,
the Panel believes that this failure mode is conservative and that shaft
bending and pump failure will not occur during or immediately after an

earthquake. There is evidence that pumps wear faster after earthquakes, but
these pumps have operated satisfactorily during and following a seismic
event. The SQUG data indicate that many pumps have survived earthquakes
without damage for 0.5g pga (Ref. 5-1).

Additional qualification data on pumps are currently being put together and
preliminary results show that pumps are rugged. Because of the vibrations and
stresses which occur for normal operations, pumTys have inhfrent capacity to
resist eartnquakoe.
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The Panel believes that all pumps have HCLPF capacities of at lear' 0.3g pga.
For horizontal pumps, and vertical pumps with shafts supported a their ends
and with casings supported laterally at least every 20 feet, the HCLPF
capacities are at least 0.5g pga. In addition, vertical pumps with shafts and
casings less than 20 foot in length where the shafts have not been laterally
supported at their ends have survived earthquakes up to 0.5g pga without
damage. Between 0.3g and 0.5g poa, a margin evaluation is required, to
determine\the HCLPF capacity for vertical pumps with shafts and casings which
do not comply with the support requirevents givers above. For all pumps, an
evaluation is required to determine the HCLPF capacity if the earthquake
sele-cted for screening is greater than 0.5q pga.

5.2.15 Soil Liquefaction

There are some ,ndications that margins for liquefaction are larcier than

originally believed. 'owever, liquefaction is a failure event which is sudden
in nature and devastating if it occurs. There are only a few plants that are
judged to be susceptible to liqutfaction. For these plants, it is the opinion
of the Panel that the HCLPF capacities for liquefaction thould be determined

for earthquakes larger than the plant design basis.

5.2.16 HVAC Systems

.The dominant failure modes for beating, ventilating and air conditioning
(RVAC) systems are anchor bolt and support failures. From the results of
seismic PRAs, the HCLPF capacities for fans and cooler units are larger than
0.3g pga. The BCLPF capacities for ducting are estimated to exceed O.5g pga.
Normally, ducting failure is not explicitly included in seismic PRAs because

of its high capacity. In some seismic PRAs, low capacities have been found
for fan bending and binding. This failure mode is not believed to be credible
for accelerations less than 0.5g pga. Although bending and subsequent rubbing

may occur, the fans will operate during and immediately after the earthquake.

The Panel believes all components In HVAC systems have BCLPF capacities of at
least 0.3g pga. An inspection should be performed to verify that tbe
equipment is properly anchored. The presence of shock-mounted HVAC equipment
is an exception that must be evaluated. This situation is co n in nuclear

power plants and must be systematically investicated during the plant
walkdown. For earthquakes between 0.3g and 0.5g pga selected for screening,
the HCLPF capacity should be evaluated. The analysis should focus on fan and
cooler unit equipment stipports and anchorage systems. For ducting which spans
between buildings, potential failure due to large relative displacements
should be evaluated. ?or earthquakes greater than 0.5g pga selected for

screening, an evaluation should be performed for all potential failure modes

that could lead to failure of the fans, cooler units, and duct'ing.

5.2.17 Cable Trays and Cabling

Cable trays have. not faileA in past earthquakas for ground motions up to 0.54
pqa. Extensive tests parfora.d on cable trays have shown that high capacities
exist. Cable trays in nuclear power plants have been cor.ntructed in the past
differently from design drawings and calculations. The principal failure
modes of concern include failure of, taut cables due to larqe relative



displacement (e.g., relative motio,,s between buildings), severing of cables
caused by sharp edges at the ends of cable trays, and failure of welds,
particularly at connections between cable tray supports and anchor plates.

The Panel believes that cable trays have HCLPF capacities of at least, 0.3g
pga. During the plant walkdown, example cable trays should be inspected to
verify that they are adequately anchored and braced and to confirm that taut
cables will not be affected by anticipated relative displacement or any sharp
edges at the ends of the trays.

For ' earthquakes between 0.3g and 0.5g p-4a selected for screening, an
evaluation should be conducted to determine the HCLPF capacity of, cable
trays. The analysis should focus on anchor plate weld connections, taut
cables, and sharp edges at the ends of cable trays. For an earthquake greater
than 0.5g pga selected for screening, an evaluation should be performed to
determine the HCLPF capicity which considers all potential failure modes.

5.2.18 Control Room Ceilings

Hung ceilings, typical of the types installed in nuclear power plants, have
failed at moderate accelerations in commercial buildings and fossil fuel
plants during past earthquakes. Generally, nuclear power plant ceilings are
better braced than typical coumercial buildings. In addition to the ceilings
per se, equipment above the ceilings also could fail, fall through the ceiling
and injure the operators below, or possibly cause damage to the control
equipment. For example, heavy transite light-reflecti.ag panels found above
the ceiling in the Indian Point nuclear power plant control rooms ,were
determined to be capable of sliding off their supports and falling through the
ceiling to the floor at moderate accelerations. This condition was discovered
at the time of the seismic FRA and the panels were secured.

The Panel believes that the HCLPF capacity for control room ceilings is at
least 0.3g pca. However, this is predicated on an inspection by an
experienced engineer who verifies that the ceilings are adequately braced and
that ,equipment and other objects above the ceiling are properly anchored. For
earthquakes larger than 0.3g pga selected for screening, an evaluation of the
HCLPF cepacity should be conducted. The principal focus of the analysis
gjiould be the ceiling bracing system and the support system for the equipment
and other objects located in the space above the ceiling.

5.2.19 Dams, Levees and Dikes

Failure of an upetream dam (Jocassee) was found to be a major contributor in
the seismic PRA for Oconee. Because dams often are not designed for the same
high structural capacity an required for nuclear power plant components, a
HCLPF capacity fcr.dams, levees, and dikes cannot be assumed, a priori. Thus,
for any earthquake selected for screening that exceeds the design basis, the
NCLP? capacity for any dams, levees, or ,dikes that could fail and affect a
plant should be evaluated.
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5.3 OTHER CONCERNS

In addition to the specific safety-related components discussed above, other
areas of concern should be considered in the assessment of nuclear power plant
capacity. These concerns include design and construction errors, relay
chatter, and systems and operator interactions.

5.3.1 Des__Jr and Construction Errors

Seismic PRA analyses have not systematically considered design and
construction errors which may exist. This is a difficult area to adequately
address since any investigation and analysis cannot ever be absolutely
complete. In reality, the failure modes which are identified, evaluated, and
protected- against will not be the ones that occur and cause a severe
accident. This is because we know their existence and plan accordingly. On
the other hand, it is believed that major errors must occur to significantly
co.tr._bute to risk. The accidental placement of one size, smaller than
specified steel reinforctng bars in a shear wall generally is not serious

enough to affect the overall capacity of the plant.

The risk numbers that we calculate in, seismic PRAs are small -but do not
consider the contribution of potential design and construction errors. If
contributions from design and construction errors were included, the risks
would change, but most likely still would be acceptable; however, this cannot
be concluded with complete confidence at this time.

The HCLPF capacities believed to exist by the Panel are based on the
assumption that no adverse design and construction errors exist. The
requirements for a plant walkdown and inspection provide a valuable means to
verify that a large class of errors do not exist (e.g., primarily support and

anchorage, and systems interaction concerns). The problem of design and
construction errors needs further investigation and research to determine the

size of its contribution.

5.3.2 Relay Chatter

Relay chatter has been identified as, a potentially significant contributor to

risk. There is no dispute that relaychatter can cause breakers to trip. The

concern is whether operators can reset the relays in time to return the plant
to a safe mode. In addition, different types of relays have different
physical characteristize that affect the motion levels and vibration
frequencies at which chatter can occur. If relay chatter is a problem, it is
believed to be limited to a very few among the hundreds of relays in the
plant. Research is needed to investigate the physical chattering
characteristics of relays, the effects of relay chatter on the electrical and
control circuits in a nuclear power plant, and the ability of operators to

reset the relays and correct the circuit states in a timely manner after an
earthquake has occurred.

The RCLFP capacities given in Section 5.2.12 for active electrical components
are for potential structural failure not relay chatter. Additional research
work Is required to quantify th* systems effects of relay chatter.
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5.3.3 Systems and Operator Interactions

Potential interactions exist between components and between components and
plant operators. These interactions have been discussed above to some
extent. For example, failure of the control room ceiling or equipment above
the ceiling that could fail and effect the control cabinets or injure the
plant operators. Relay chatter also requires the proper interaction between
the plant and the operators in the control room. A systematic study must be
conducted as part of any margins review to verify that no adverse situations
exist.

Three areas in a nuclear power plant are particularly vulnerable. These
include the battery room, diesel generator area and the control room. In the
battery room attention should be. directed to the enclosing block walls, space
heaters and hanging light fixtures. The diesel generator supporting
equipment, as discussed in Section 5.2.13, must be carefully inspected. As
discussed above, the control room ceiling and equipment in the space above the
ceiling are potential problem areas.

In addition to these, specific areas, the potential for non-safety related
components failing and affecting the safe operations of the plant must be
investigated. During the plant walkdown, the physical interrelationships
between components in all safety-related areas of the plant should be
investigated. The HCLPF capacities given in Section 5.2 by the Panel assume
that no adverse situations exist.
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Table 5-1

SuFAARTYor CACITY ASSEs N OF NUCLEAR IER PLAN coMPONENTS

Component Peak Ground Acceleration
<. 3 .3-.5g >.-5

1. Containments

a. Prestressed and reinforced C ' (1) (2)
concrete

b. Steel (3) (3) (3)

2. NSSS Supports C (4) X

3. Reactor Internals (3) X X

4. Control Rod Drive Mechanisms C X X

(1) The capacities of major penetrations should be evaluated. HCLPF capacity
exists for containment structure.
(2) The concrete containment structure should be evaluated for pga>O. g.
Minor penetrations should be evaluated for potential leakage for pga>O.5g.
Capacities of major penetrations also should be evaluated.
(3) Sufficient data are not available for recommendations to be made by the
panel.
(4) Evaluation should be conducted only for BWR recirculation pumps.

C High Confidence low-probability of failure (HCLPF) capacity exists for this
acceleration range.

X Margin evaluation for all potential failure modes is required to determine
the HCLPF capacity. In addition, margin evaluation (or exceptions) is
required as discussed in (1) through (4) above.
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Table 5-1

Sh••4ARY OF CAPACITY ASSESSMENT OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT OO)NOPOWTS
(Continued)

Component Peak Ground Acceleration
<.3g .3-. 5g >. g

5. Structure Failures

a. Shear Walls, diaphragms and C (5) X
footings

b. Special non-ductile details C (6) X

c. Impact between buildings C (7) X

6. Block Walls X X X

7. Piping• (8) (8) (9) X

(5) Evaluation is required only for structures that do not comply with the
requirements of either the ACI 318-71 or ACI 349-76 concrete building codes or
have not been designed for a SSE of 0.lg or greater.
(6) Review of construction drawings, design criteria, and simplified analyses
should be conducted to determine if a margin evaluation is required.
(7) Potential for relay chatter caused by impact should be evaluated.
(8) Walkdown of example piping-system runs should be conducted. Also, piping
between buildings should be inspected and margins evaluated if problems are
found.
(9) Margin evaluation should include detailed walkdovn of all critical piping
systems.

C High-confidence low-probability of failuLe (HCLPF) capacity exists for this
acceleration range.

X Margin evaluation for all potential failure modes is required to determiie
the BCLPF capacity. In addition, margin evaluation (or exceptions) is
required as discussed in (5) through (9) above.
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Table 5-1

SW4IARY OF CAPACITY ASSESSMENT OF NUCLRAR POWER PLANT COM4PONENTS

(Continued)

Component Peak Ground Acceleration

<.3g .3-. 5g >.5q

8. Valves C (10) X

9. Heat exchangers (l1)X (ll)X X

10. Tanks (12)X (12)X X

11. Batteries and Racks (13) (13) X

12. Active Electrical Equipment (14) (15)X X
(Capacities given for structural
failure mode. Relay chatter and
breaker trip failure modes must
be evaluated for all earthquakes
selected for screening exceeding
the design basis.)

13. Diesel Generators C (16)X X

14 Pumps C (17)X X

(10) Evaluation should be conducted only for motor-operated valves on lines 2

inches in diameter or less.
(11) Support and anchorage failure modes should be evaluated.
(12) Except for connecting piping, buried tanks do not have to be evaluated.
(13) Inspection during walkdown may indicate that battery supports, racks,
and anchorage are sufficiently ruqged that margin evaluation is not required.
(14) Walkdown should be conducted to verify that the cab'"ets are securely
anchored to the floor or walls, and the instruments are rigidly attached to
the cabinets.
(15) Margin evaluation should focus on cabinet anchorage and attachment of

instruments to cabinet.
(16) Margin evaluation should focus on anchorage and support (.f peripheral
equ ipment.
(17) Marqin evaluation is required only for vertical pumps with shafts
unsupported at their lower ends or casino with lateral supports greater than
20 feet apart. An exception is in cases where the shaft and casing are less

thai, 20 feet long. For this case, margin evaluation is not required for
pga < 0.5g.

C High-confidence low-probability of failure (HCLPF) capacity exists for this
accoleration range.

X Margin evaluation for all potential failure modes is required to determine
the HCLPF capacity. In addition, marqin evaluation (or exceptions) is
required an discussed in (10) throuqh (17) above.
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Table 5-1

SrK4ARY OF CAPACITY ASSESSMENT OF MUCLYAR POMER PLT'COMPONETS
(Continued)

Component Peak Ground Acceleration
<.3g .3-.5g >.5g

15. Soil liquefaction (18)X (18)X (18)X

16. HVAC Systems
a. Fans & Cooler Units (19) (20)X X
b. Ducting C (21) (20,21)X

17. Cable Trays & Cabling C (22)X X

18. Control Room Ceilings (23) X X

19. Dams, Levees, and Dikes X X X

(18) Margin evaluation is required only for plants judged to be susceptible
to potential liquefaction.
(19) Review is required for units support,.ed on vibration ' solators to
establish lateral stability.
(20) Margin evaluation should focus on anchorage systems.
(21) For ducting that spans between buildings, potential failure caused bv
large relative displacements should be evaluated.

(22) Margin evaluation should focus on anchor plate weld connections, taut
cables, and sharp edges at ends of cable trays.
(23) Inspect for adequate bracing.

C High-confidence low-probability of failure (RCLPF) c-pacity exists for t. is
acceleration range.

X Margin evaluation for all potential failure modes is required to determine
the HCLPF capacity. In addition, margin evaluation (or exceptions) is
required as discussed in (18) through (23) above.
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CHAPTER 6.

AN APPROACH 70 SEISMIC MARGIN REVIM#S

6.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter will outline the Panel's approach to developing guidelines for
seismic margin reviews for nuclear power plants. It will provide a general
description of the form that the Panel envisions for the interim review
guidelines. This includes the logic that the Panel expects to use as the
basis for the guidelines, which are to be developed in the next few months and
reported on in the next Panel report.

This discussion will cover the broad steps that the Panel believes should be
followed to accomplish seismic margin reviews. However, the discussion here
will not provide enough detail to allow an analyst to undertake seismic margin
reviews. The next report will provide that detail. The Panel expects that,
using the guidance in the next report, a trial plant review, can be
undertaken. That report will also discuss the approximate amount of effort
(person-months) thought to be required for such a trial review, and will
provide insight into the limitations inherently present in the results of the
proposed trial plant review(s).

The ob]ective of a seismic margin review for a-given nuclear power plant, as
envisioned by the Panel, is to demonstrate that there exists a high confidence
of a low probability of failure at a specific earthquake size, expressed in
terms of peak ground acceleration. This OHCLPF valuen (or the lower bound on
it) is to be determined in the course of the seismic margin review not only
for Othe plant as a whole' but also for specific sub-units of the plant.

Some of the sub-units will be specific, structures, components, and items of
equipment. Other sub-units will be specific systems, which are made up of
various structures, components, and equipment, and specific safety functions
which are comprised of groupings of systems.

Still another aspect of a seismic margin review will be the determination of
the HCLPF value or its lower bound for specific broad groups of accident
sequences (for example, plant damage states). If the review succeeds, the
analyst should be able to determine what the HCLPF value or bound is for a
certain group of transient sequences, or a set of sequences Involving failure
to scram.

Thus the result of a margin review is a determination not only of the HCLPF
value or its lower bound for othe plant as a whole, but also the principal
aspects of the plant's overall seismic behavior that contribute to the
plant-level HCLPF value. The HCLPF value is not an attribute that is
intrinsic in each plant (or each component). It also depends heavily on how
much information is available to the analyst. The very words *high
confidence" indicate that the HCLPF point is determined at any moment in time.
Oin the eye of the beholder,m and will chanqe in time as more information
becomes. available,
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Because the methodology being discussed is for screening, the approach has
embedded within it conservatisms. The HCLPF values are chosen to be
conservatively low and the actual earthquake acceleration level at which the
given reactor (or given component) will afail" will be higher than the HCLPF
value. The entire thrust of the screening approach presented here is that the
HCLPF point is only a conservative indicator of seismic performance. It
should not be understood in any other light. In particular, the HCLPF point
should not be considered as the value such that OfailureO is somehow
considered "likely" at levels only modestly higher. "Failure= is not likely
to occur until peak ground acceleration (pga) levels reach significantly above
HCLPF values, although the actual pga leading to 'failure* is not determined
quantitatively by this review method.

In developing the 'review methodology, some issues have been consciously
omitted from consideration. These have been discussed elsewhere in this
report, but will be listed here again. The analyst and the decision-maker who
may use the results of the review must remain cognizant' of the areas that are
explicitly not covered by the approach being developed here:

Design and construction errors are explicitly not covered in
the review.

-Possible adverse human response caused by earthquakes is not
covered.

Furthermore, the Panel believes that a physical walkdown of the plant under
review is required, and that various plant-specific analyses be done using
plant drawings and data. Also, the review will require the proper mix Of
experienced personnel and should be performed with care.

Finally, the review will at best provide only- very rough indication of which
groups of accident sequences are actually the main contributors to the seismic
fragility of the plant. This is because accident sequences identified in the
seismic margins review as being dominant contributors to the overall
plant-level HCLPF value are not necessarily the most important seismic
sequences in terms of offaite risk. Also, their order of importance for core
melt frequency cannot be used directly in decision-making.

6.2 OuTLIrE OF PromuxE FOR TRIAL VISE

In this section a *road outline will be presented of the procedur4 that the
Panel has established as forming the framework for the trial plant review(s).
The procedure is to be used, on a trial basis, for one or at most a tew
plants. This trial seismic margin review is intended to allow the Panel tc
understand whether the approach used is adequate, and if not, to modify the
approach based on the lessons learned during the trial.

Because the outline here does not contain enough detail yet, it is not

intended for actual-usel rather, the intent is to set down, step-by-step, how
the Panel believes the review will be structured. As mentioned earlier in the
text, the detail will be presented in the Panel's next report.

The margin review must begin with a target earthquake, in order to provide
focus. it is assumed for the purposes of the review activity that some
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external source (perhaps the NRC staff, or the utility) has designated the
earthquake level (in terms of peak ground acceleration, pga) which is the
level at which the review is aimed. This is the first STEP in the review
procedurei

STEP 1 The earthquake level to be used for the seismic margins
review must be established.

Afcer the "review level" has been established, the margin review will require
seven subsequent steps to be undertaken in sequence. They are as follows:

STEP 2 The fragility analysts will determine which information
about the structural, ýequipment, and related features of
the plant is needed to perform the walkdown (STEP 4) part

of the review. A part of this step is the use of the
information in Chapter 5 of this report. This information
is carried forward to STEP 4.

STEP 3 Beginning. with the information in Table 4-13 and other
necessary background information, the systems analysts will
determine which functions (Group B functions) need not be
considered further. These functions are screened out
(dropped). For the other functions (Group A), the analyst
should determine which systems are used in the plant to
carry out the functions, and which components are

constituent parts of these systems. Tk-se Group A
components are carried forward to STEP 4.

STEP 4 A first plantýwalkdown is carried out. This walkdown must
involve both the systems analysts and the fragilities
analysts workinq together. The physical walkdown should be
preceded by a study of drawings, a study of seismic design
analyses, and whatever else is necessary to carry out the
objective. The objective of this first walkdown is
primarily to examine components carried-forward from STEP 3
(the components Ifrom Group A) screeninq out those
components whose HCLPF values are clearly above the review
level established in STEP, 1. In addition, it is intended
that this walkdown will uncover any unusual situations that
would make a particular component or class of components
different from the "genericw component grouping that is
the basis for Table 5-1. Also, in- this walkdown there
should be substantirl effort made to uncovor 'systems
interactions, plant-unique features, or other types of
dependencies that might not have been discovered. Close
interaction between systems and fragilities analysts will
be needed in this step.: The results of this step are a
list of components carried fotward for further review.
Information on these components should be requested at this
time to allow further fragility analysis before STEP 6.

STEP 5 Taking results from CTEP 4, the systems analysts should
revise the systems relationships established in their
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earlier work in STEP 2. Fault, trees for systems, event
trees to establish relationships, and other similar systems
analysis work should be accomplished. The objective of
this step is to provide a nearly complete set of fault and

event trees that incoiporate all of the Group A components

whose fragility values have been of continuing concern.

Building dynamic analyses will be required at this point in

the margin review to define the seismic input to the Group
A components. This information will be needed for the

second plant walkdown and subsequent HCLPF calculations.

STEP 6 This task )s the Osecond plant walkdown," and is primarily
carried c,,t by the fragilities analysis team, takinq the
results of the first walkdown, the STEP c systems analysis,
and the additional information into account. it is

intended that this walkdown emphasize actual physical study
of those plant components requiring detailed fragility
analysis. Systems analysis input will be needed in a

supporting capacity. Although most systems interactions
and similar dependencies will have been discovered in STEP
4, it is likely that this step will be necessary to assure

that other such dependencies do not remain undiscovered.
The result of this step will be a categorization of the
remaining components by seismic capacity: that is, into
those components whose HCLPF value is judged to be quite
high, and those for which a detailed HCLPF determination
will be necessary In STEP 8 below. Necessary field
measurements will have been obtained to supplement the
plant documentation received after STEP 4, in order to
perform the HCLPF calculations.

STEP 7 For the components passed through from STEPS 5 and 6, the
systems analyst should determine what accident sequence
groups they participate in. From such determinations,

detailed cut sets (Boolean expressions) should be developed
for the end point of core melt.

STEP 8 For a!- the components F,
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prort, . • the functional/systemic insiqhts developed from the review of the

a vF.L:: i PRAs and the fragility insights developed from the available
fraqillty information to reduce the size of the marqgn review. By applying

these insights, it is possible to "screen out" (remove from further analysis)

>larqe numbers of components and structures. The product of this process is a

list of componcnts and structures which potentially have HCLPF values lower

than the review level (i.e., cannot be said to have a high confidence of a

low probability of failure at the review level, without performing an
engineering analy-.s) and are involved in the performance of the important

plant functions (i.e., the failure of which can lead to an initiating event or

to the failure to shut down the nuclear reaction or provide cooling to the

reactor core in the time period immediately following the seismic event).

This list of components and structures is carried forward to the other two

processes ot the review guidelines. In the HCLPF determination process,

detailed analysis is performed to derive a HCLPF value fur each of the

components and structures. In the systems analysis process, a list ic

developed 'which represents the combinations of failures of these components

and structutes which can lead to a core melt. Combining these two products

will result in one of tw'j outcomes. First, it'is possible'that there will be

no combinations of failires that have an overall HCLPF lower than the review
level. This specifically means that the overall core melt HCLPF is at leash
equal to,- and probably greater than, the review level. The second possible
outcome is that thzre will be combinations of failures that have an overall

HCLPF lower than the review level. The product in this instance will be a
numerical value of the overall core melt HCLPF, along with an identification

of wnich component and structural failures in whdt specific combinations are

responsible for these HCLPF values.

There is an alternative approach to the last two steps in the methodology just

described. In this alternative approach, SI'EPS 7 and 8 are reversed, so that

the Boolean expressionc are determined after the HCLPF values are determined.

The eight steps outlined above comprise the framework for the draft seismic

margins review methodology. As can be observed, the steps are intended to

screen in (or oit) each component, either by itself or ultimately in

combination with related components that support a system or carry out a

safety function. The basis for the screening is the component's HCLPF value,
or sometimes a 3.dgment as to its overall true capacity.,



I:
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CIAPTMi 7.

SEISKIC KAUWINS RmEmkc NMMS

7.1 liNTOCT ION

The Panel haa assembled a list of topics where further information iv0 needed
in order to better quantify seismic margin statemente. In some cases this
information exists but is proprietary; in other cases further research Is
needed to develop the information. These topics have been grouped into the
following broad categories:

SEISMIC HAZARD

* FRAGILITY

* SYSTEM AND OPERATOR INTERACTION

* DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION ERRORS

* MODELING AND ANALYSIS

7.2 BEIFMIC SAZAI

;.2.1 laplications of High Frequercy Components

it has been confirmed by the New Brunswica earthquake that unexpectedly strong
high frequency components of ground motion exist at least in the near field of
some Eastern earthquakes.

Research is needed to determine the extent to which high frequen y components
are filtered by the foundation or transmitted to components. T71,.ir effect on
relay chatter and breaker trip %*.o needs to be quantified.

7.2.2 Effect of Vertical Re.th,'eak& Component

.ecent earthquake data have indicated differenoes in spectral shape betwaen

brisontal and vertical components and vertical amplitudes could be larger
ttan originally thought. There appears to be significantly more high

frequency content for tht vertical record. The available date should be

collected and reviewed and recoendations made.

Research is also needed to determine how much foundation filterinq occurs.

7.3 VlAGILITY

1.3.1 Relay Chatter

Continuing work is needed to quantify how widespread the relay chatter problem
is. Identification of failure .o6es is needed in both , Oenergised' %nd
*de-energised* states. Fragility information is needed. Review of existing
test data end generation of new test data are also needed.
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7.3.2 Power and Control Systems

Additional fragility data are needed for on-site power systems and control

rooms.

7.3.3 Instrumentation Systems

Data and information on the behavior of critical instrumentation during
seismic events are needed. This effort would assist in assessing operator
action during and following an earthquake.

7.3.4 Component Fragilities

Work should continue to determine component fragilities by testing. We also
feel that analytical predictions by a few companies which generate fragility
information would provide useful statistics and better understanding of the

conservatisms that exist in commercial PRAs.

The effect of vertical motion and high frequency components on all fragility

data needs to be identified anrd quantified.

7.3.5 Aging

The effect of aging on the, performance of equipment, components, systems, and
instrumentation is needed. This couples closely with component fragility data.

7.3.6 Areas Where More Fragility Information is Needed

BWR containments including MARK I, II, and III, drywell/wetwell
interface.

Ice condenser containments including ice buckets and their

supports, plenum areas, and recirculation fans.

Steel containments.

Reactor internals. Data exist but are not available to the

Panel.

There are insufficient fragility data in these areas to make seismic margin

statements.

7.4 SYSTS4 AND OPERATOR R KCTO DURING AND FOLIMlNI EARTBQJAZE

7.4.1 Effect of Earthquakes on Operator Performance

Recoverability
Interaction with Instrumentation

Worry over family welfare

Increased Error Rates

Non-nuclear experience data should be gathered from heavy industrial

facilities.
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A study is suggested that would:

(1) take an existing set of fault trees (Zion was recommended) and
identify the operator/maintenance faults,

(2) analyze the existing data to identify contrc'ls and equipment
that could be upgraded to improve operator response to an
earthquake,

(3) determine the effects of these upgrades on risk,

(4) e:.,and the control room instrumentation fragilities data base,
and

(5) perform a risk analysis of the earthquake induced hazards in

the cr'ntrol room and in the plant that could injure or
incapacitate reactor operators or that could prevent operator
action.

An additional study is encouraged to:

(1) examine and .modify system models to study relay chatter,
instrumentation error, and operator intervention, and

(2) develop generic guidelines for utilities that will permit the
development of inexpensive countermeasures to offset any
problems that might be found.

7.5 DES IcH AND OTRCTION ERRORS

Identify sources/plausible errors that may affect the capacity of critical
components, and investigate their implications. (NOTE: These are errors that
increase the fragility of identified important and critical components,
systems, and structures.)

Review past experience on grogs errors within both the nucrlear industry and
non-nuclear industries.

7.6 MODELING AD ANALYSIS

The Panel believes that non-linear behavior and ductility, will allow nuclear
power plants to survive earthquakes greater than the SSE. Sophisticated
.analysis tools exist to capture nonlinear response. However, there are large
unknowns in modeling the material behavior, especially of reinforced concrete.

Large frequency shifts have been observed in structural tests on concrete

shear walls. There is L need to closely couple analytical and experimental
work in the nonlinear area. This is an important area in which further
research is needed.
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7. 7 REED FOR MM •IJIU MI

In addition to these topics the Panel also recosmors a continuing review of
new PRAs' as they become published. This infortbtiOn vould be used to
identify key contributors, expand the Fraqility Date base, provide more data
to verify the plant functions identified for review in Chapter 4 for MRs, and
develop aquivalent functional groupings for BwRs, and improve the seismic

margin screeninq approach outlined irt Chapter 6 and Under development by the

Panel.
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APPENDIX A

PANEL CHFARTR, RZ3LAWMY 17M, AND PRAM PLAM

A.1 PANEL CHARTER

The Charter for the OExpert Panel on Quantification-of Seismic Marqina" was
established by the NRC at the beginning of the Panel's work in mid-1984.
Please note that this broad charter is not the basis for the current Panel
activities, which instead are focused on the first 'regulatory need" discussed
below. The charter is as follows.

(1) To identify regulatory needs in the seismic margins area,
in the form of suggested possible modifications to the bases
NRC uses when It establishes regulatory standards and guides

and other evaluation criteria, reviews the seismic adequacy of/

plants, inspects for plant safety, or carries out other
regulatory functions.

(2) To identify gaps in technical understanding or information
that . now' impede the effectiveness of NRC's regulatory
approach. Emphasis should be on gaps for which improved
understanding or information is available or at least feasible
to develop.

(3) To recoend research and development, or similar-
activities such as further application of methods already
developed, to help fill the gaps identified in (2).

(4) To identify areas where a conservative regulatory approach
will remain essential to assuring plant safety, because in

practice our imperfect understandin or analytical methods are
not likely to be sufficiently improved soon.

The Charter includes the followirng additional coan.nt: wIt is understood that
the main emphasis of the Expert Panel's deliberationn will be on ceismic
margins for existing plants, including plants under construction. There is to
be less emphasis given to future plant designs, although these will not be
ignored entirely.0

A. 2 RZGULAORY WI

At the beginning of the Panel's work, extensive interactions- with the NRC
staff produced a list of Ore-,ulatory needsm in the area of seismic margins.
These regulatory needs provide the basic framework for the Panel's overall

effort in the longer term. The current Panel work is emphasizing the first of

these needst

(1) There is a need to understand how much seismic margin exists.

Margirt in this context is to be expressed in terms of how much
larger must an earthquake be above the SSE before it o6mpromises the
safety of the plants.
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(2) There is a need to create a seismic margin framcwork that can
filtt:, and to saoe extent absorb, the effects of changino krowledge
and hypotheses in geology and seismology. This framevork i& needed
to provide an engineering perspective and to avoid, when possible,
overreaction to these chanqes.

(3) There is a need to understand the influence of design and
construction errors, systems interactions, and effects of operator
behavior on the seismic response of plants.

(4) There is a need for research to understand the behavior of
plants under loads induced by low-magnitude earthquakes
characterized by high frequencies, short duration, and highly
localized ground notion. It id recoqnized that the response of the
plants may be qualitatively different for these earthquakes than for
those for which the plants are designed. There is also a need to
put into perspective the significance of ;ncreased high frequencies
(above 10 Hz) for larger earthquakes.

(5) There is a need to provide additional assurance aoncerning the
validity of the models and input data now used in the seismic PRAs,
so as to increase our confidence in the validity of the PRA results.

These five regulatory needs are not all of equal importance. The approximate
hierarchy is that the latter four are subsidiary to the first one. Also, the
NRC staff identified a number of other regulatory needs that could be
approached by the Panel during its work, or that could benefit from Panel
work. These were not adopted as a formal part of the Panel's scope, however.

A. 3 P3MQGAM PLAU

In October. i984 the Panel published its Program Plan, in the form of Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory Report UCID-20247, *NRC Seismic Design Margins
Program PlanO, by G. E. Cummings, J. J. Johnson, and R. ..' Budnitz. This
report is available through LLNL. Because the Panel's overall approach is
broader than the effort contained in this Interin Report, and becauso the UCID
document may nt be readily available to all renders, the first 8 pages of
that report are reproduced on the following pages. These pages introduce the
Panel's overall charter, set down the Panel's strategy, assumptions, and
objectives, and establish the scope of work for Panel activities.
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Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Peport DCM-20247

SISNMIC' DESIGH•M ARGRS PROGRM PLN*

G.E. Cusminags J.J. Johnson, A.J. Bodnits

A. INTRODUCTION

General

Recent studies such as the Seismic Safety Margins Research Program (SSKRP)

estimate that seismically induced core melt frequencies come from earthquakes

in the peak ground acceleration range from 2 to 4 times the safe shutdown

earthcruake (SSE) aczeleration. Other studies indicate that Seismic Category I

structures and PVR primary coolant piping have similar high margin against

seismically induced failure. The performance of conventional power plants in

past earthquakes confirm the existence of substantial seismic capacity in

nuclear pover plants. Bovever, from a licensing perspective, there is a

continuing need for consideration of the inherent quantitative seismic margins

because of, among other things, the changing perceptions of the seismic

hazard. A sound, practical seismic margins program, utilizing margins to

failure analysis and seismic probabilistic risk assessment techniques would

serve to minimize the need for changing regulatory requirements and licensing

action& as estimates of the seismic hazards change. In addition, it can
provide a sound basis for confidence in the seismic capacity of nuclear power

plant% and serve to indicate, if necessary, places where seismic risk should

be reduced.

The Seismic Design Margins Program (SD)(P) discussed in this Plan will provide

the technical basis for assessing the significance of design marains in terns

of overall plant, safety and will identify potenti,:l weaknesses that might have

to be addressed. This, in conjunction with past studies and ongoing

*This work was supported by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

under a Memorandum of Understanding with the United SLates Department of

Energy.
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validation and fragility efforts, should be effective in resolving the

quantification of seismic design margins issues. A general definition of

seismic design margin (SDM) is expressed in terms of how much larger than the

design basis earthquake an earthquake must be to compromise the safety of a

plant. Margin is defined at the plant level and at the level of

function/system, structures, equipment and components.

Regulatory Needs

At the June 11, 1984 joint meeting of the NRC Staff Working Group on SD~s and

the Expert Panel* on SDMs there was an extensive discussion of regulatory

needs. The regulatory needs were distilled to the following:

1. There is a need to understand how much SM exists. kargin in this
context is expressed in terms of how much larger than the SSE an
earthquake must be to compromise the safety of the plant.

2. There is a need to create a seismic ma .. j framework that can filter,
and to some extent absorb, the efft.-ts of changing knowledge and
hypotheses in geology and seiaanlogy. This framework is needed to
provide an engineering perspective and to avoid, when possible,
overreaction to thise changes.

3. There is a need to understand the influence of design and
construction errors, systems interactions and effects of operator
behavior on the seismic response of plants.

4. There is a need for research to understand the behavior of plants
under loads induced by low-magnitude earthquakes characterized by
high frequencies, short duration, and highly localized ground
motion. It is recognized that the response of the plants may be

Qualitatively different for these earthquakes than for those for
which the plants are designed. There is also a need to put into

perspective the significance of increased high frequencLes (above
10 Hz) for larger earthquakes.

5. There is a need to provide additional assurance concerning the

validity of the models and input data now used in seismic
probabilistic risk assessments (PRAa) so as to increase confidence in

the validity of PRA results.

The hierarchy is that the first need is the most important and the remaining

four are secondary.

* The Panel Is made up'of the following memberss R.J. Budnrit (Chairman),
P.J. Amico, C.A. Cornell, W.J. Hall, R.P. Kennedy, and J.W. Reed.

UCID-20247 (page 2)
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The first Regulatory Need is too broad to serve the purpose of defining scope

and should be further specified. Review of this plan should lerd to a more

focused description and highlight other potential needs. This iteration

process is necessary to assure a successful, balanced, cost-effective and

responsive SD14P. Desirable inputs would include a current list (last two

years and in Lne near future) of regulatory concerns and issues relating to

seismic margins. This list should be constructed by the NRC staff and updates

to it made as the SDMP progresses. Typical current issues might be:

Margin implication- o~f recently recorded high frequency features
of earthquakes such as measured in the New Brunswick earthquake.

Margin implications of differences found in earthquakes recorded
at anomalous sites such as shallow soil sites.

Margin implications of recently recorded earthquake spectra on
the design assumption that the peak vertical acceleration is 2/3
the peak horizontal acceleration.

The cer~tfal rzgulatory issue is that the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) used

for the design of plants can be exceeded with finite probability. This

exceedance is the result of a variety of reasons: 1) the SSE has a finite

return period and thus larger earthquakes are expected but with longer return

periods and 2) the shape of design spectra can be exceeded. The basis for the

adequacy of the seismic design of plants thus cannot rest on the size of the

SSE alone andmust also rest on there being ade'quate SDF4.

The criteria used for plant design are known to embody SDM which in most cases

is believed to be large. However: this SDt4 primarily arises from prescriptive

procedures rather than performance requilu- r, that specify the various

margins quantitatively. tka .... r tv- existence ari1 sources of SDI4s are

generally known but thcls vvlues &re generally unknown. Since

quantitative SDrs are un'i' t 4tc&l regulatory question is: "What

minimum level of sarth.,..,., ,rz'irme plant safety and where are the

weakest links?"

SD14P is intended to take the next step. it will quantify the earthquake

levels that could compromise plant safety as part of the process of assessing

SDMs. To the extent possible this will be done by quantitative studies that

UCID-20247 (page 3)
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will be planned to d-evelop results witn generic implicatiorf. To the extent

that this generic wor;c may fall short, SDM screening guidelines will be

developed. These guidelines will te used to assess the adequacy of SDEs

through various types of plant-specific reviews. Although some quantitative

results on SDMs do Exist, they are not based on sufficiently broad and varied

studies to meet NRC needs adequately.

Strategy and Assumptions

The overall strategy for the SDMP relies upon a preliminary set of conclusions

that seem to be a consensus in the community of knowledgeable experts familiar

with seismic design margin issues. Perhaps the most important consensus is a

confidence that reactors designed, built and operated according to the,NRC's

current regulations in most cases possess significant margin above the SSE

levels for which they have been designed -- stated another way, there is a

high degree of confidence that earthquakes must be significantly larger than

the SSE before they will compromise the safety of the plants.

This confidence, which the SDMP hopes to confirm through specific studies (but

is prepared to fail to confirm depending on how the studies turn out), has

been taken into ancount in the development of the Plan. There is a conviction

not only that suzh margin exists, but that it should be possible to

demonstrate the existence of this margin quantitatively. Moreover, the

strategy of the Plan is based on the assumption that it is possible to group

tne ensemble of plants into a manageable number of sub-groups, characterized

by similar properties, such that statements about SDM will be feasible for

each sub-group separately.

If these consensus opinions and convictions are borne out by the studies

contemplated, then the result will be statements about how much SDM exists for

each sub-group of plants. It is recognized that the statements about SDH

resulting from this work cannot be comprehensive -- that is, they cannot cover

all Issues involved in the planta.' seismic responses. In particular, there

are a few issues (discussed separately below) for which new research is needed

before their effect on margin can be stated confidently. wever-theless, there

is the expectation that there will be groups of plants, and qroupp cf plant

UCID-20247 (page 4)
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attributes (such as groups of structures or groups of equipment types), vhere

statements about SDM can be made confidently.

The Plan also rests on several assumptions ma~e as a starting point for the

Plan's development. These assumptions may chango as the work of the Plan

evolve3, and as the input of other knowledgeable parties is factored into the

Plan.

1. We assume that both deterministic ane4 probabilistic techniques will
be used to analyze how much SDM exists, and as tools in the SDM
screening guidelines to be developed as part of the Plan. We also

assume ttst plant risk, using the traditional risk end-points of PRAs
(core-melt frequency, offsite risk, etc.) will be used as the
figure-of-merit for determininc that plant safety is compromised in
the SDM Analyses.

2. We assume that plants, systems and components can be grouped usefully
for the purpose of studying SDM.

3. We assume that guidelines will be required to conduct plant reviews

in the event SDM adequacy cannot be resolved in a generic manner.

4. We assume that requiring plant-specific sei~mic PRAs as the principal

vehicle for analyzing SDM at various plants is not a desirabl-
solution to the task of finding a screening metbc- for SDM. We

assume that an approach can and will be found involving less
extensive analysis, although it is possible that seismic PRAs may be

needed for some plants to provide a. piece of the required technical

information.

5. We assume that 'those accident sequences that are principal
contributors to the seismic part of plant risk can be identified in a
generic way insofar as there is any pattern identified among the

plants.

6. We assume that during the execution of the SDKP the validitj of

seismic PRAs will be established sufficiently to permit confidence in

the conclusions based on their use.

a. CBJECTIVE

The objective of the Seismic Design Margin Program (,DMP) is to develop the
technical basis to resolve SDM issues. This will be accomplished through
specific studies tising both deterministic and probabilistic techniques. The

SDMP has several goals:

To define hierarchical relationships of margin at the plant,
function, system, structure, equipment and component level.

* To assess the amount of SDM.
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To- identify generic attributes related to SDM.

* To determine the adequacy of EDa4s.

* :• develop SDm screening guidelines

This SDMP Plan is to provide a comprehensive approach (set of tasks) tu

address the SDM2 objective and goals.

C. SCOPE OF WORK

The score of the SDMP has been developed in two parts. Part I encompasses

the body of the Program within six tasks. Part II tentatively identifies

eight tasks which will provide information to help resolve SVMP issues. Pait

I is split into three phases. The first phase is an intensive effort of about

six months duration leading to a preliminary assessment of margin adeauacy and

a set of trial guidelines. In Phase II trial reviews of two plants will be

accomplished. Phase III continues with further plant reviews and studies

dependent on the results of Phases I and II.

Part Is Assess Margin - Develop Guidelines - Trial Review of Plants

Phase I

Task 1.1 Assess Exist'ng Info rmation
Tank 1.2 Estimate Existing Margins
Task 1.3 Identify Generic Attributes
Task 1.4 Assess Margin Adequacy
Task 1.5 Develop Screening Guidelines anJ Methods for their Application

Phase II

Task 1.6 Conduct Trial Plant Reviews

Phase III Implementation of Plant Reviews and Continuing Studies

Part IIs Identification of Informatitn weeds

TaSk 11.1 ASsess Failure Data
Task 1142 Assess Margins Information
Task 11.3 Relate Capacity and Performance of Relays and Breakers During

Strong Motion t) Kargin Issues
Task 11.4 Relate the Behavior of Operators During and Immediately After

Strong Motion to Margin Issues

UCID-20247 (page 6)
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Task 11.5 Assess the Contribution of Design and Construction Errors to
the Compromise of Safety

Task 11.6 Assess Inherent Calculational Desigr Margin (best estimate vs.
design code)

Task 11.7 Assess the Impact of System Changes on SDM
Task II.8 Assess the Impact of Non-linear Structural Behavior on Margin

Issues

The relationship between these various tasks is illustrated in the SDMP Flow

Chart shown in Pig. A-1. The timing is aimed at resolving NRC concerns about

seismic design margins in three years. To do this effectively, two trial

plant reviews will be done during the first year with further work to be

defined following these trial reviews. Following completion of Tasks 1.1

through 1.4, the NRC staff must establish, either firmly or tentatively,

criteria whereby adequacy is to be judged, building on the work of Task 1.4,

before screening guidelines can be developed in Task 1.5. Also, NRC needs to

comment on the screening guidelines developed in Task 1.5 before the trial

plant reviews can be conducted in Task 1.6. The information needs identified

in Part II must be available in a timely manner to allow completion of the

Part I tasks.

UCID-20247 (page 7)
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APPENDIX B

IDMTIFICATIOH OF DDIIMAIIT RISK C0WMIBUTORS

M.K. Ravindra, R.H. Sues, P.J. Anico, and P.G. Prassinos

a. I I)MMUCTION

Structures and equipment items,, ranging in number from 100 to 300, are
generally included in a typical nuclear power plant seismic PRA. Based on
preliminary fragility evaluation and systems analysis, the list of components
is reduced to about 30 items. Tables B-1 through B-7 present the safety-
related structures and components from each of the seven utility-sponsored
PRAs being studied, which the PRA has identified as having median ground
acceleration capacities less than 10-15 times the plant design level (SSE).
The seismic PRA must be, centered around these items as they represent the
potential contributors to the seismic risk.

The tables show the median ground acceleration, An, that is expected to
cause the component or structure to fail, the logarithmic standard deviations
ftr and OU, representing randomness and uncertainty, respectively, in the
median, and the acceleration level for which there is high confidence of a low
probability of failure (HCLPF). This acceleration value considers both the
uncertainty and randomness variabilities discussed in Chapter 2, and is the
acceleration value for which we have approximately 95% confidence that the
probability of failure is less than about 5%. In other words, the HCLPF is
the ground acceleration level for which we have high confidence in a low
probability of failure for a particular component. This value is obtained,
.based on the fragility model formulation, as

CLP- A.m exp ( -l(0.05) SU) exp 4-l(0.05) OR)
(B-1)

An exp { -1.65 (SU + OR) }

In this section, the safety systems analysis performed in the PRA for each of
the plants will be reviewed such that those components that represent the
weaker links and dominate the seismic risk can be identified. This will be
carried out through &,• analysis of the Boolean expressions for the significant
plant-damage states allowing identification of those components whose failure
may lead directly to plant damage and those that must fail in conjunction with
other components to lead to plant damage. Thus, in reviewing Tables 3-1
through B-7, it must be kept in mind that the lover capacity items may not
necessarily be the dominant risk contributors. The dominant, seismic risk
contributors identified from each plant analysis are summarised in Table B-8.

Two key assumptions are &Me in the PRA systems analyses which should be noted
and borne in mind when reviewing the analysis for identifying significant risk
contributors. The first assumption is that chattering of electrical relays
and breaker trips are recoverable failure modes and plant operators will be
able to maintain control of the plant safety systems evenr though these
"failures' have occurred. Fo r this reason, these low capacity failure modes
have generally not been included in the PRA systems analysis. It ts clear
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that if these failure modes are assumed to be non-recoverable, these items
would be contributors to the seismic risk although a quantitative assessment
is not possible without a reanalysis of the. plant safety systems. The second
assumption is that severe structural distortion and failure of certain
structural members can incapacitate many equipment items and, in some cases,
an entire safety system. This assumption is conservative and has the effect

of amplifying the significance of certain so-called structural failures.

The plant-level fragility curves for the significant plant-damage states,
which show the probability of ending up in each plant-damage state for given
levels of peak ground acceleration, will also be reviewed for each plant.
From this process, an indication of the seismic margin against serious plant
damage can be obtained and the relationships between component margins and
plant-damage margins observed. This can aid in the assessment of the
contribution of individual component fragilities to the plant-damage fragility
and in the assessment of the adequacy of individual-component seismic margins.

Finally, the contribution of various ranges of ground acceleration to the
seismic risk will be investigated. This will illustrate those ranges of
acceleration that give dominant contribution to the seismic risk and will show

the adequacy of the plant capacity with respect to the seismic hazard.

In addition to the utility-sponsored PRAs,'we have included the results of the
Seismic Safety Margins Research Program study of Zion (Zion SS4RP). This is
considered separately from the other PRAs because it was performed in a
completely different manner. For this reason, the results are not conducive
to being presented or discussed in the same form as the utility PRAs. The
specific results are given in Section B.9. Great care must be taken in
directly comparing the SSMRP results to the other PRm, since the mathematical
manipulations and statistics were performed differently. Thus, the SSKRP
results should be compared to the other PRAs only at the level of comparing
the dominant core melt sequences and component 'failures from each to take note
of similarities and differences.

B.2 SICK

B.2.1 Plant-Level Boolean Expressions and Fragilities

Of the plant-damage states postulated for Zion, damage state BE (severe core
damage caused by small WOCA or ATWS with loss of emergency cooling followed by
loss of containment sprays and fan .-oolejs) is the only significant
contributor to &eionic core-melt or risk. This is primarily the result of
loss of all AC powr (station-blackout), which occurs at relatively low
accelerations, is taken to cause a pump-seal LOCA leading to damage state BE.
Thus, for any sequence of component failures to lead to-a damage state other
than BE, AC power must not be lost. This is not likely, sine* the capacities
of the components whose failures can cause. .osa of AC pover are relatively low.

The Doolean exprossion given in the PRA for damage stats BE 18s

BE 4 484 l, 414 + 17 + 21 + (9 * 25 * 26) (8-1)

where the numbers correspond to the components listed in Table 9-1 and the
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notation 0+0 indicates probabilistic addition (union) and indic:tes
probabilistic multiplication (intersection). Therefore, state SE occurs if
either of components 4, 8, 10, 14, 17, or 21 fail or if components 9 and 25
and 26 all fail. We have reviewed the Boolean expression and find it to be
reasonable. We note that the term for loss of offaite power is not included
but rather is assumed to have fiiled. This wakes sense given its very low
capacity. Furthermore, %-v note that some components that could cause damage
state SE, but have high capacities, are excluded. This has no effect on the
results. We can also mwke the comment that there probably should have been
some gnot-failed" components shown in the equation, such as Onon-failure" of
piping that could lead to large LOCA. These are included in some of the later
equations for other plants. While these will result in a more Oaccurates
bottom line, we do not see how they would be important to conclusions
regarding either dominant plant-damage states or margin. • (These coments
apply in gvneral to all of the Boolean expressions discusseod in this appendix
and will not be repeated in each section.) Figure B-1 shows the family of
plant-level fragility curves, that is, the probability of ending up in damage
state SE for given peak ground-acceleration values.

B.2.2 Dominant Risk Contributors and Seismic Margin

Notice that the active electrical components listed in Table B-1 do not appear
Ji the Boolean expression. Since relay chatter and breaker trip were
considered recoverable failure modes in the PRA, they do not contribute to the
seismic risk. It Is clear, however, that these components would be
significant contributors if chatter and trip were considered non-recoverable
in the plant logic analysis.

From Equation B-1 and the fragilities presented in Table B-1, we can' identify
the lower capacity structures and equipment whose individual failures can
directly lead to damage state SE (assuming that the earthquake has caused a
loss of offaite power) and dominate the seismic risk. They .areo the service
water pumps (4), auxiliary-building shear wall (8), interconnecting
piping/soil failure bervath the reactor building (10), pump-enclosure roof
(14), and the 125V DC batteries and racks (17). The median capacities of
these ccupo.oents range from 0.77g for the service water pumps to 1.24g for the
125V DC batteries and racks. The HCLPP levels range from 0.28g for the
batteries and racks to 0.46g for the pump enclosure roof. Thus, it is clear
that a seismic margin exists for these items above tte plant design level of
0.17g.

Although Equation 8-1 implies that damage state Sz may also occur if the
refueling water storage tank (9) and the containment fan coolers (25) and the
pressurizer-enclosure roof (26) fail concurrently, it should be noted that
this scenario need not be included in the Boolean expression because the
failure of the RWBT (9) at Zion in causad by failure of the auxiliary-building
shear wall (8). Failure of the auxiliary-building shear wall, however, leads
directly to damage state SE. In other 94ords, failure of Components 8 and 9 is
actually the some failure and failure of Compor-ent S, in Itself, leads to
damage state BE. Henoe, the sequence 9 * 25 # 26 need not be included in
the Boolean expression.



Figure B-I, as mentioned earlier, shows the family of fragility curves for
damage state SE. Tie median ground acceleration at which damage state SE
occurs is 0.6g and the HCLPF accelt'ration is 0.3g. Hence, we can see that
there is a margin against plant damage above the 0.17q SSE.

In terms of public risk, the same components as those discussed above are
dominant. The seismic capacity of the containment is sufficiently high such
that radioactive release (caused by a seismic initiating event) is only likely
to occur as the result of the occurrence of damage state SE followed by 9 late
overprossure failure of the containment.

B.2.3 Acceleration Rance Contribution

Figure B-2 shows the contribution of various ranges of ground accelerations to
the seismic risk. As we can see, the dominant contribution Is from
earthquakes greater than, O.35g, Indicating that smaller, more frequent
earthquakes have little chance of seriously damaging the plant.

B.3 INDIAN POINT 2

B.3.1 Plant Level Boolean Expressions and Fragilities

For Indian Point 2, two important seismic-induced damage states have been
identified, AE - severe core damage caused by large WOCA with loss of safety
injection, followed by loss of containment sprays and fan coolers; and SE -

severe core damage caused by small IWCA or anticipated transient without scram
(ATWS) with loss of emergency cooling, followed by loss of containment sprays
and fan coolers. Damage state SE, caused by an earthouake, is an important
contributor to latent fatalities (caused by late overpressure containment
failure) and seismic-induced damage state AE is a major contributor to early
fatalities (die to early overpressure containment failure). Note, however,
that the occurrence of state AE and early overpressure containment failure, is
an extremely rare event (Indian Point PRA 1982). As in the Zion PRA, loss of
AC power is taken to cause a pump seal IMCA, leading to damace state SE. This
accounts for state SE being the most frequently occurring seismic-induced
damage state. A third plant-damage state, 2 (direct containment failure), was
a minor contributor to overall core melt probability but was the dominant
contributor to early fatalities. The Boolean expressions, taken directly from
the PRA, for damage states AE and SE area

AE - 14 + |(9+33)'(2+13+16+19+20+24+26+27+29+34+0.13x5+0.05x5 +

{ 8,N17)) 1 (B-2)

BE - 9*14 0 33(2+13+16+19+20+24+27+34+0.13x5+O.05x5 +

112"(26+29+ 8"*(6+25)*17)) (B-3)

where the numbers correspond to the components listed in Table B-2 and the
notation is as previously discussed. The bars over the component numbers
indicate that, in order to result in that damage state, those components must
not fail. The decimals are probabilities that the failure of the component
will cause failure of the safety system.
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For damage state AE, failure of Components 9, 14, or 33 results in the
occurrence of a large LOCA. Failure of the othec components represents the
failure to mitigate the LOCA. Note that failure of Component 14, shear
failure of the containment wall, in itself, results in state AE. We have
reviewed this Boolean and found it to be reasonable.

For damage state SE, Components 9, 14, and 33 must not fail since failure of
any of these results in a large LOCA and would lead to the more serious damagw
state, AE. The other terms in the Boolean expression represent the logic that
state SE is caused by loss of AC power. Such a loss of AC power causes the
small LOCA and renders the mitigating systems inoperable. State SE can also
be caused by seismic ATWS with loss of the mitigating systems. In our review
of this Boolean, we did note some discrepancies in regard to mitigation of
P.TWS. They are discussed in the next section. Figures B-3 and B-4 show the
family of plant-level fragility curves for damage states AE and SE,
respectively.

B.3.2 Dominant Risk Contributors and Seismic Margin

For damage state SE, non-failure of components 9, 14, and 33 is required.
Since the capacities of Components 14 and 33 are very large, their probability
of not failing is essentially 1.0 at the earthquake levels of interest and
they will not contribute to the risk. The median capacity of Component 9 is
1.07g and the requirement of its non-failure will not significantly affect the
plant-level fragility for damage state SE at earthquake levels below 0.7g
(where the median probability of non-failure is approximately 1.0). Since the
range of earthquakes that contribute significantly to the risk is below 6.7g
(see Section B.3.3), Component 9 is not a significant contributor to damage
state SE.

The lower capacity structures and equipment whose individual failures can
directly lead to damage state SE (assuming that the earthquake has caused

a loss of offaite power and that Components 9, 14, and 33 have not failed)
and dominate the seismic risk are the control building (impactinq with the
Unit I superheater building) and the diesel-generator fuel-oil tanks
(Component 16). The median ground acceleration capacities for these
ccamponents are 1.23g and 1.40g, respectively, and the HCLPF values are 0.46g
and 0.39g, respectively. In addit':7*, the Unit 1 superbeater stack has a
median capacity of 0.89g and can, potentially, collapse on and damage the
control building (0.13 probability) or the diesel generator building (0.05
probability). This accident scenario contributes significantly to the
plant-levvl fragility at accelerations below 0.8g. Thus, it is a dominant
risk contributor.

The seismic ATWS scenario does not significantly contribute to the risk of
damage state BE, since ATWS does not, in itself, lead to core damage. in
Equation B-3, we can see that failure to scram caused by distortion of the
reactor-core geometry (Component 12) must occur concurrently with major
structural failures (Components 26 or 29) or with loss of the condensate

storage-tank water (Component 6 or 25) and refueling storage-tank water
(Component 6) and the containment fan coolers (Component 17) in order to
result in state BE. Seismic ATWS is not significant, then, since state 89
results from loss of AC power whether or not the reactor can be scrammed.
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Similarly, the RWST failure does not contribute to the risk, 'even though it is
one of the lover capacity components, since failure of several other higher
capacity components in the ANS sequence must fail concurrently to lead to
plant damage.

At this point, we note the discrepancy with the Boolean expression. it is
Questionable whether failure of "both the RWST and CST is required for core
melt in this case. The NRC ATWS rule and other analyses state that both HPI
(which requires the IMST) and the AFW system (which require!, the CST) are
needed to mitigate ATWS. Putting aside questions of timing (of core melt),
failure of either of these tanks could, therefore, be said to result in a core
melt following ATWS. However, only failure of the RWST will also result in
failure of the containment spray, which, along with fan cooler failure (17),
will result in plant-damage state SE. This would change the A'NS part of the
SE Boolean expression to:

12*(26 + 29 + [8-17|)

This may result in seismic ATWS becoming one of the dominant contributors to
plant-damage state SE, but it is unlikely to result in any significant change
in the conclusions regarding which seismic plant-damage states are most
significant to either core-melt frequency or risk.

It is interesting to note that a new term will be created in the Boolean
expression for plant-damage state SEC: small LOCA, early melt, containment
cooling available. This term would be:

12*(8*16t251)

This is not likely to affect SEC because of the relationship between the
fragilities of components 8 and 12. That is, component 8 has a much lower
capacity thar, component 12, thus, it is unlikely that 8 would succeed if 12
has failed.

For damage state AE to occur, the earthquake must cause a large LOCA. Because
of the very large capacities of Components 14 and 33, failure of the reactor
coolant system pressurizer (Component 9) is the only credible source of a
seismic-induced large WOCh. Since the dominant sequence resultinq in state AE
is large LOCA and loss of AC power, the dominant contributors to state AE are
the same as those for state SE in addition to the reactor coolant system
pressurizer. The median capacity of the pressurizar in 1.079 and the BCLPF
value is 0.38g. The other component failures, shown in Equation D-3, that can
lead directly to state BE all have capacities of 1.60q or greater and do not
significantly contribute to the risk.

Note that there are several other low-capacity co ponents at Indian Point 2
(Table 8-2) that do not appear in the Boolean expressions because they do not
contribute to the plant risk. Failure of the masonry walls in the control
room (Component 3) does not dmmaq any critical equipment and failure of the
masonry walls at Battery Rooms 23 and 24 (Component 4) is not sianiticant
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because the batteries in Roams 21 and 22, 'for which the masonry walls have
been reinforced (Co.oonent 19), can supply all tho"DC power required for a
safe shutdown. Similarly, failure of the city water-storage tank (Component 7)
does not rose a threat because the higher capacivty condensate storage tank can
supply the necessary cooling water.

We should point out that, as a result of the initial PRA effort, the
capacities of two of the dominant risk contributors were increased by
relatively simple structural modifications. The gap between the control
building and Unit I superheater building was increased and seismic bumpers
were installed to absorb the shock of the impact. This increased the median
capacity of the control building from 0.33g to the 1.23g value shown in
Table B-2. In addition to this modification, the control room ceiling panels
were connected together by wire, forming a net capable of retaining any of the
Unit 1-to-Unit 2 interface transite panels and preventing these from falling
onto the control-room equipment or operators during an earthquake. As a
result of these two modifications, the probability of seismic-induced plant
damage was significantly reduced. In addition, the PRA illustrates the
significance of unreinforced masonry walls. If the masonry walls at Battery
Rooms 21 and 22 were not reinforced, the capacity would be significantly lower
and the probability of seismic-induced plant damage significantly greater.

Figures B-3 and B-4, as mentioned earlier, show the family of fragility curves
for damage states AE and SE, respectively. The median ground acceleration at
which state A.E occurs is l.lg and the HCLPF acceleration is 0.5g. For damage
state SE, we can see that the fragility cerves decrease at the hiqher
accelerations. This is expected because the oczurrence of state JE require s
that a large LOCA does not occur (as discussed earlier). At ,the high
earthquake levels, large LOCA becomes likely; hence, the probability of the
occurrence of damage state SE is red"l..ed 'and the occurrence of state AP,
becomes more likely. Since the 50%-conriidence fragility curve never attains a
failur a probability of 500, a Omedian" capacity cannot be definedl the BCLPF
acceleration level i 0.34g. Therefore, we can see there is margin against
plant damage above the 0.15g plant-design 'level.

In terms of public risk, the components discussed above, in addition to direct
containment frilure (2), are significant. The seismic capacity of the
containment is sufficiently high (HCLPP acceleration is 1.1g) such that its
failure does not contribute significantly to overall core melt probability.
However, this mode of failure does result in very serious consequences ce-jsed
by very early, unattentuated release., Overall, this is a Lajor- contributor to
early fatalities.

B.3.3 Acceltration Range Contribution

Figure B-5 shows the contributioh of various ranges of ground accelerations to
the seismic risk of damage states AE and BE. BeDause of the large capacity of
state AE, the dominant contribution is from earthquakes greater than 0.7g.
For state SE the contribution to the median probability of' occurrence is
predominantly from eartPuakes g reater than 0.3g. This imilies that
earthquakc3 that are smaller and more likely to occur have little chance of
damaginq the plant.
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B.4 INDIAN IVI1T 3

B.4.1 Plant-Level Booleen Expressions and Fragilities

The plant logic for Indian Point 3 is similar to that for Indian Point 2. For
Unit 2, two important seismic-induced plant-damage states have Deen
identified, AE and SE (nee Section B.3.1 for descriptions and consequences).

The Eoolean expressions for damage states AE and SE are:

AE 32+[(7+33)*(154 l8 .24+28+35+l19*(11+13)}) (B-4)

SE 7"32*33"(15+24+2E1+35+<19*(11+13)I+ (10-18)1 (B-5)

where the numbers correspond to the components listed in rable B-3 and the
notation is as prev:Lously discussed (Section B.2.1). We have reviewed the
Boolean expressions and they are, for the most part, reasonable. We do note,
however, that the ATWS-related comments from the Indian Point 2 discussion
also apply here.

Figures B-6 and B-7 show the family of plant level fragility curves for damage
states AE and SE,, respectively. Two other plant-damage states worth
mentioning are TEF (this contributes to core melt frequency but not risk), and
Z (direct containment failure), which is a dominant risk contribitor but does
not have an impact on core-melt frequency.

B.4.2 Dominant Ris). Contributors and Seismic Margin

As we can see froxm the Boolean expresions (Equations B-4 and B-5), the
predominant accident sequences are similar to' those as discussed for Indian
Point 2, therefore, they will not be discussed in detail. The dominant
contributor to damage state SE is the diesel-generator fuel-oil tank, which
has a median capacity of 1.40g and a HCLPF value of 0.39g. Again, failure to
scram (C-'Azonent 10) does not in itself lead to a damage state; concurrent
failure of the control-building shear wall (Component 18), which has a median
capacity of 1.48g, must also occur to result in plant damage. However, as
noted earlier, there should be additional ATWS terms based on the ATWS
comments made in Sefction B.3.2. We do not expect this to have a significant
eff3ct on the resu:.ts. The other component failures, shown in Equation B-5,
that can lead to damage state SE directly (assuming the earthquake has caused
a loss of off cite power and that Components 7, 32, and 33 have not failed) all
have median capacities greater than 1. 7g.

For damage state AM, as in the case of Unit 2, the only credible source of a
seismic-induced large LOCA is the reactor coolant system pressurizer
(Component 7). Again, the dominant contributor to state AZ is the same as for
state SE in addition to the reactor coolant system pressurizer, which has a
median capacity of 1.07g and a HCLPF value of 0.389.

For Indian Point 3, collapse of the Unit I superheater stack does not pose a
threat since the only Unit 3 component it can potentially damage is the



condensate storage tank (impact probability was taken as 0.05) the failure of
which does not lead to either of the two significant damage rvta t es.

Table B-3 contains several, otfier low- capacity components that do not
contribute to the risk. The failure of the masonry walls in the control room
(Component 2) do not damage any critical equipment and loss of the
control-building batteries caused by failure of the enclosinq masonry walls
(Component 13) does not present a problem because of the availability of the
redundant diesel-generator buil~ding batteriee (Component 19). For Indian
Point 3, failure of the city-water storage tank and the refueling-water

storage tank did not appear in the final plant-damage state Boolean
expressions since the failure of other more critical conponents renders their
purpose superfluous.

Figures B-6 and B-7, as mentioned earlier, show the family of fragility curves
for damage states AE and SE, respectively. The median ground acceleration at
which state AE occurs is 1.2g and the HCLPF acceleration is 0.5g. As for
Indian Point Unit 2, a median ground acceleration cannot be defined for state
SE, however the HCLPF acceleration level is 0.37g.

As mentioned previously, there are two other plant-damaqe states to consider.
The first is TEF, which can be characterized as an early melt un6er transient
(no L)CA), conditions with failure of containment sprays but success of
containment fan coolers. This plant-damage state does contribute to core melt

but is not significant to risk since containment failure is much less serious
because of the effect of the fan coolers. The dominant contributor to thfs
plant-damage state is failure of the safety-system water storage tanks. This
results in the loss of all safety injection, auxiliary feedwater, and
containment-spray, systems; and leaves only the fans, which do not require a
water supply. No detailed analysis of this plant-damage state is availible at
this time, however, we would estimate that the HCLPF acceleration is around
the 0.4g level. Hence, it can be seen that there is a margin against plant
damage above the 0.15g plant design level.

The other plant-damage state is Z, which is direct containment failure. This
damage state does not contribute significantly to core-melt probability, but
it is a dominant risk contributor because of the very early release associated
with it. The HCL7F acceleration for this plant damage state is 1.0g.

As for Indian Point 2, the seismic capacity of the containment is sufficiently
high such that direct containment failure does not impact overall core-melt
frequency, only risk.

s.4.3 Acceleration Rnnge Contribution

?Jqure B-8 shows the contribution of various rangis of ground acceleration to
the seismic risk for damage states AE and SE. The results obtained are
sinilar to those fcr Indian Point 2, from which we can infer that earthquakes
smaller than about 0.3g are unlikely to cause significant plant damage at
Indian Point 3.
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B.5- LIDKRICK

B.5.1 Plant-Level Boolean Expressions and Fragilities

The approach used to evaluate the consequences of earthquakes at Limerick is

eifferent than that for the plants Already discussed. Each possible sequence
of failures that can lead to core melt is assigned to an accident class
depending on the timing of the c->re melt, the conditiun of the vontainment,
and the condition of the reactor vessel. In this way, each core melt sequence
is classified according to the severity of the accident in terms of potential
for radionuclide release. Note that some sequences are assumbed to result in
one accident class with some particular probability and another accident class
with anotbe- probability; the probabilities summing to 1.0.

The significant seismic-induced accident sequenzeq result in one )of six
accif*ent classes. At the preaent time, Boolean expressions for each of these
accid.ent classes have not been derived. However, the Boolean expression for
core melt has been obtained. For the purpose of identifying dominant risk
contributors, the cora melt Boolean will generally suffice. It must be kept
in mind, however, that certain component-failure sequenzes that occur less
frequently (i.e•.,',have a higher capacity) may not contribute to the overall
core-melt frequency, but may have more serious consequences in terms of public
risk and may warrant review in a seismic margin study. Hence, this review for
the Limerick Generating Station must be considered preliminary.

The Boolean expression for core melt is:

C•P4 4+6+(i* [(9+l0+ll+1.2+13+14+16+DGF)+{((8+SLCRF)fo0.2x3))} (B-6)

where the numbers correspond to the components listed in Table B-4 and the
notation is as previously described. Note that ra-.om failure of the diesel
generators (LIGRF) and the standby liquid control system (SLCRF) have been
included in the Boolean. This is discussed further in the next section. We
have reviewed the Boolean expression and, within the limitations discussed, it
appears to be reasonable. )

Figure B-9 shows the family of plant-level fragility curves for core melt.

0.5.2 Dominant Risk Contributors and Seismic Kargin

From Equation B-6, the lower capacity structures and equipment whose
individual failures can directly lead to severe core damage and dominate
seismic core melt at the Limerick Generating Station (assuming the earthquake
has caused a less of offoite power) are the 250V DC motor control center
(Component 9), 125V DC distributicn panel (Component 10), 125V DC fuse box
(Component 11), and the 4160V switcbgear (Component 12). In addition, failure
of either 'the reactor enclosure and control structure &hear wall or the

reactor pressure vessel will lead to core damage. The median ground
acceleration capacities for these components range from 1.02g to approximately
1.6g and the HCLPF values range from 0.33g to 0.679. The other component
failures shown in Equation 0-6, that can lead directly to core melt all have
capacities well above 1.6g and do not significantly contribute.



The active electrLical equipment listed above were significant contributors in
the Limerick Severe Accident Risk Assessment (SARA) since the recoverable
failure modes (chatter and trip) were taken as failure of the equipment. In
other words, no credit was taken for recoverability. A more detailed study Is
currently underway to identify those components for which chatter and trip may
realistically be considered recoverable. If chatter and trip are take.- as
recoverable failure modes, the capacity of these active electrical components
would be governed by structural failures (non-recoverable failure) and would
not contribute significantly to seismic core melt.

Another potential contributor to seismic core-melt is seismic-induced loss of
shroud support for the reactor internals, preventing control-rod insertion
(Component 3 - 0.82 median capacity). As we can see from the Boolean

expression,; however, the reactor scram system has a redundancy in that the
standby liquid control system (discussed in the following paragraph) can also
be used for shut down. In addition, there is estimated to be only a 20%
probability that in the event of an . earthquake the scram signal will be
received after the earthquake has caused damage sufficient to prevent
control-rod insertion. This accounts -for the 0.2 factor applied to the
failure of Component 3 in Fquation B-6. Thus, although the reactor internals
exhibit one of the lower capacities in Table B-4. this failure is not as
significant a core-melt contributor as those already discussed. Finally, we
can see from Table B-4 that the condensate storage tank has a HCLPF value of
only 0.12g. From the plant-systems analysis, however, we found that failure
of the tank will only lead to core damage if failures of other systems with
higher seismic czpacities occur concurrently. It is, therefore, not an
important contributor to seismic core melt.

The Limerick SARA also included the effects of safety-related equipment
randomly failing to perform on demand during the earthquake. The median
non-seismic failure probability of the diesel generator system (DGRF in
Equation B-6) was taken as 1.0 x 10-3. This is a significant core melt
contributor in the seismic loss-of-offaite-power accident sequences unless the
active electriLal equipment in the emergency power system Is tiken to fail at
low earthquake levels (caused by chatter or trip). Another significant random
failure occurs in the standby liquid control system (SLCRF in EZquation 9-6).
The median non-seismic probability of failure of this system is approximately
10-2 while the HCLPF acceleration value for the weakest component in the
system, SLC tank (Component 8), is 0.77g. Bence, the non-seismic failure

probability will be dominant.

Figure B-9, as mentioned earlier, shows the family of fragility curves for
core melt. The median ground acceleration at which core melt occurs Is 0.7;
and the HCLPF acceleration is 0.3g. I-zee, we can see that there is a margin

against core melt above the plant design level.

Because of the high seismic capacity of the containment, radioactive release
Is only likely to occur as a result of a seismic core melt followed by a late
overpressure failure of the containment or as 'a result of failure of the
reactor pressure vessel leading to early release.
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B.5.3 Acceleration Range Contribution

Figure B-10 shows the contribution of various ranges of ground acceleration to
the frequency of seismic-induced core melt. The major contribution to the
median core melt frequency, is from earthquakes greater than 0.35g. This
implies that smaller, more frequent, earthquakes have little chance of causing,_
serious damage to the plant.

B.6 MI[LS-NE UNIT 3

B.6.1 Plant-Level Boolean Expressions and Fragilities

For Millstone Unit 3, four important seismic-induced damage states have been
identified. These are described below.

V3 - WCA with containment bypass.

AE - Large LI)CA with failure of;, safety injection and
- containment quench sprays.

SE - Small UXCA or AIMS with failure of safety injection and
containment quench sprays.

TE - Transient (caused by loss of offsite power) with failure
of onsite emergency power or RCS heat removal.

Damage states V3 and AE contribute to the risk of early fatalities, and damage
states SE and TE rnontribute to tbe risk of latent fatalities. All damage
states except V3 are dominant contributors to core-melt frequency. It should
be noted that, for Millstone, the systems analysts have taken the seismic-
induced loss of AC power ("Station blackout") sequence as resulting in damage
state TE, rather than SE as In Zion and Indian Point Units 2 and 3. This is
the result of an assumption that loss of AC power leading to a pump seal LOCA
was not a credible sequence because of the timing required. Hence, for
Millstone, damage state TE has the greatest probability of occurrence and is
the dominant contributor to severe core. damage and latent fatalities.

It is worth noting that this position wap not supported by the NRC review of
the PRA and, in general, these Ostation blackout" secmences were reassigned to
damage state SE. However, the phenomenologies of damage states TE and SE are,
for consequence analysis purposes, identical and result in identical
consequences. In other words, they are characterized by early melt at high
RCS pressure and a total lack of containment cooling. Therefore, exchanging
sequences between SE and TE has no effect on either seismic core-melt
frequency or seismic risk.

The Boolean expressions taken directly from the PRA for the four dominant
plant damage states are given on the following page and are used to identify
the dominant contributors to each damage state.
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TE - l*ff3+5+7+12+20+31+35+R19J + ((17+R5)*4]) (B- 7)

AE w 13+4+5+7+12+20+31+35+R191* 15+30+32) (B-8)

SE - (3+445+7+12+20+31+35+Rl9] (6+9+16J (B-9)

V3 - 27 + 29 (B-10)

where the numbers represent failure of the corresponding component given in
Table B-5 and the notation is as previously discussed. As In the Limerick
SARA, the effects of safety-related equipment randomly failing to perform on
demand during the earthquake have been included. The symbols R19 and R5
represent the random failures of the onsite emergency power system and the
auxiliary feedwater system, respectively.

For damage state AE, failure of components 15, 30, or 32 results in the
occurrence of a large LOCA. Failure of the other components in Equation B-B
represents the failure of the safety systems to mitigate the LOCA. For damage
state SE, failure of Component 16 results in the occurrence of a small LOCK
and failure of Components 6 or 9 results in failure to scram (ATWS). Failure
of the other components in Equation B-9 represents the failure to control the
AIWS or small LOCA accidents. We have reviewed the Boolean expressions and,
with one exception regarding damage state TE (discussed below) related to our
TE versus SE comment, we found them to be reasonable.

Figures B-il through B-14 show the family of plant level fragility curves for
damage states TE, AE, SE, and V3, respectively.

B.6.2 Dominant Risk Contributors and Seismic Margin

The lower capacity components whose individual failures can directly lead to
damage state TE (assuming that the earthquake has caused a loss of offeite
power) and dominate the seismic risk are:

the etergency-generator encipsure building (Component 3 -

wall-footing failure is conservatively taken to cause the
failure of all attached equipment thereby leadinq to loss
.?f emergency power)

" diesel-generator oil cooler anchor bolts (Component 5),

• control building diaphragm (Component 7),

• service-water pumphouse sliding (Component 12), and

a the shear wall of the engineered-safeguard-features
building near the base mat (Component '20).

The median ground acceleration capacities for these components range from
0.88g to 1.70g and the HCLPF acceleration values range from 0.30g to 0.579.
Thus, there is a margin for these components against the 0.179 BSE.
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Note that although the refueling-water storaqe tank (Component 4) has a
comparatively low capacity, failure of the demineralited-water storage tank
(component 17), which has a relatively high capacity, must occur concurrently
to result in damage state TE. Thus, the failure of the RWST does not
aignificantly contribute to the occurrence of state TE. This is based on the
assumption that state TE would result from a station blackout. In other
words, the RCP seal LOCA is not a credible problem. As stated previously,
this has been disputed ir, review. Using the review position, Component 4
should be added directly '"-ito tte string of failures in the left-hand bracket
and the right-hand term muit be removed. Again, while this would have some
effect on the final result, it should not be considered significant given all
the other contributors. rhe conclusions regarding dominant contributors to
core melt and risk would be unchanged. The remaining components in the
Boolean expression for the plant damage state TE, (Components 31 and 35) have
very large capacities, such that their seismic failures are not credible.

The random failures, R19 (emergency power system) and R5 (auxiliary feedwater
system), must also be considered. For the Millstone Unit 3 emergency power
system, the random failure probability of 2xl0-4 is relatively low such that
the probability of any of Components 3, 5, 7, 12, or 20 failing am a result of
seismic loads is dominant. However, this low failure probability was disputed
in the review of the Millstone PRA because it appeared to be based on improper
application of test data to the determination of a failure rate. The review
used a value of 2xi0- 3 , which may make random failure more of a contributor
to plant damage. Even so, this will not significantly affect our conclusions
regarding dominant plant damage states. Also, the random failure of the
auxiliary feedwater system must occur concurrently with seismic failure of the
RWST (Component 4) to lead to damage state TE. Because the random failure
frequency is 5x10- 5 , this sequence clearly does not contribute to risk.

The damage state AE occurs if a large WOCA occurs and the mitigating systems
fail (i.e., emergency cooling systems). Among the component failures that
represent the occurrence of a large WCA (the components in the second set of
brackets), the failure accelerations of Components 30 and 32 are very high.
Therefore, failure of Component 15 (reactor coolant system piping) is the only
credible source of a seismic-induced large LOCA (this fragility is believed to
be conservative). The component failures representing loss of emergency
cooling caused mainly by loss of offsite and onaite AC power, (i.e., station
blackout, which occurs from failure of any of the components in the first set
of brackets) have much lower capacities than those resulting in large WOCA.
Thus, damage state AE is governed by failure of Component l1.

The damage state 0E occurs if a seismic-induced small W)CA or seismic-induced
failure to scram occurs and the emergency cooling system fails. Since the
capacity of the scram system (Components 6 or 9) is significantly lower than
th small LOCA occurrence (Component 16), damage state BE will be governed by
the failure of the scram system. Thus, the dominant contributors to state SE
are the reactor vessel core geometry distorting and preventing control rod
insertion (Component 6), and failure of the control rod drive *ystem
(Component 9).

Dmage state V3 will occur if either the containment crane wall -collapses
(Component 27) or a number of steam generator tubes rupture (Component 29),
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leading to containment bypass. Note that the large capacity of Component 29
takes account of the fact that a large number of steam generator tubes must
rupture in order to result in a serious release. The median capacities of
these two components are approximately 2.2g and the HCLPF acceleration values
exceed 0.5g. Therefore, there will be a margin above the SSE against the
occurrence of seismic-induced containment bypass.

Figures B-li through B-14, as mentioned earlier, show the family of fragility
curves for the four damage states, and Table B-9 shows the median and HCLPF
levels. Therefore, we can see that there is a margin against plant damage
above the 0.17g plant design level.

The seismic capacity of the containment Is sufficiently great such that
seismic-induced radioactive release is much more likely to occur as the result
of damage state TE, SE, or AE followed by an overpressure failure of the
containment.

B.6.3 Acceleration Range Contribution

Figure B-15 shows the contribution of various ranges of ground accelerations
to the seismic risk for the four significant damage states. As can be seen,
earthquakes below 0.3q do not contribute significantly to the seismic risk.
The greater contribution comes from the less frequent but more damaging
earthquakes above 0.3g.

B.7 SEABROOK

B.7.1 Plant-Level Boolean Expressions and Fragilities

The plant damage states for Seabrook are defined in terms of the time to core
melt since shutdown, RPV pressure at melt-through, initiation of safety
injection, and the condition of the containment at the start of core melt.
Two important seismic-induced damage states bave been identified:

3FP - early core melt (<6 hours), a small (<3-inch diameter)
containment opening at the start of core melt, no injection of RMST
water (dry cavity and no sprays to filter radionuclides), and high
RPV pressure at melt-through.

7FP - same as 3FP, but with late core melt (>6 hours).

Both states 3FP and 7FP contribute to the risk of latent fatalities.

The Boolean expressions for the two damage states ares

3FP - |(2+3)*(13÷19+GA-l)J*[5+ZE-2 + (8"{((12*l2"8) + EF-l))] (5-l1)

7F" - (2+3)*(13+19+GA-1. (GA-2*SWA)÷SWAB) (8-12)
/

where the numbers correspond to the components listed in Table B-6 and the
notation is as previously discussed. The bars over the component numbers
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indicate that, in order to result in the damage state, those components must
not fail. Random failures of emergency power (GA-i, GA-2), the emergency
feedwater system (EF-l, EF-2), and service water (SWA, SWAB) have also been
included in the Boolean expressions.

The assignment of these Boolean expressions to these plant damage states is
apparently based on an unexplained assumption. There is no term in either
Boolean expression to represent failureý of containment isolation, which is
required to arrive at the FP plant state (small opening in containment). A
detailed examination of the PRA found that, for some reason, the probability
of containment-isolation failure was assumed to be 1.0 for the earthquakes
that lead to the core-melt conditions characterized by the damage-state prefix
numbers 3 and 7. There is no discussion or justification for this assumption
anywhere in the PRA. If this failure is not assumed, the plant-damage state
assignments would become 3D and 7D, respectively. These plant-damaQe states
are similar to the Millstone 3 SE and TE states discussed previously. This
change would have absolutely no effect on seismic core-melt frequency, but
would have some effect on risk because the consequences associated with the
different plant-damage states are somewhat-different.

Another problem ye had involves the assignment of station blackout with
turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater available to damage state 7FP, which is a
late core melt. This is based on the unsupported assumption that the blackout
will only cause an RCP seal LDCA of 20 gpm/pump for the first ten hours, after
which time it jumps to 300 gpm/pump. No analysis or references are provided.
The NRC-sponsored review of the Seabrook PRA concluded that the LOCA would
develop much more rapidly, as has been assumed in most prior PRAs, and that an
early core melt would result. Tt.us, there should be no distinction made
between 7FP and 3FP and all blackouts should, therefore, be assigned to 3FP,
the early-melt case. Presently, 3FP Is essentially 7FP with the addition of
turbine auxiliary feedwater failure. Again, this change would have no effect
on seismic core-melt frequency, but would have some effect on risk.

We had some other problems with Boolern expressions that are discussed in the
next section,

Figures B-16 and B-17 show the family of plant fragility curves for damage
state 3FP and 7FP, respectively.

B.7.2 Dominant Risk Contributors and Seismic Margin

Damage state 7FP Is governed by the station-blackout scenario, that is, loss
of offaite power and loss of onsite emergency power. The components whose

individual failures lead directly to damage state 7FP (assuming that the
earthquake has caused a loss of offaite power, that is, the failure of either
Components 2 or 3) and dominate the seismic risk are the diesel fuel-oil day
tasks (Component 13) and the diesel generators (Component 19). The median
ground acceleration capacities for these two components are 1.03g and 1.519,
respectively, and the HCLP? values are 0.30g and 0.47g, respectively. Note
that the potential for the diesel generators to randomly fail on demand or to
fail as a result of random failure of service water is also included. The
random failures, GA-1, GA-2, OWA, and SWAB have median failure frequencies of
6.lxl0-3, 5.6x10' 2 , 1.7x10-2, and 9.5x10-4 per demand, respectively.
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The random failures will contribute to the plant level fragility of
accelerations below 0.5g and are important to the risk of state 7FP.

Damage state 3FP is caused by loss of offoite and onsite power occurring with
loss of either emergency feedwater or failure to scram and loss of the 120V AC
instrument buses. Since the reactor internals have a median capacity of 1.5g
and must fail in conjunction with the 120V AC instrument buses to enter into
the accident sequence, the failure to scram will not be a significant risk
contributor. We point out, however,- that we do not believe that the Onon-
failures" of components 11 and 12 are proper in this equation. Additionally,
there are a number of ATWS terms missing that could lead to core melt.
Nevertheless, the conclusion is not changed since ATWS core melt would still
'be governed by failure of the reactor internals, which are sufficiently
rugged. The dominant seismic failures for state 3FP are Components 13 and 19
(as ds ;ri5ed above) and the steam-driven emergency feed pump (Component 6).
(Noi-. the Boolean expression taken from the PRA indicates that Component 5,
the r~ot.r-d.iven pump, must fail. It is believed, however, that this was
inte..Ae. to read Component 6, since it is only the steam-driven pump that can
provide cooling water once offsite and onsite power is lost. The final
results are unaffected since the fragilities are identical for the two
pumps.) The median capacity of the steam-driven emergency feed pump is 0.97g
and the HCLPF level is 0.30g.

The random diesel generator failure GA-i 1(6.lx10- 3  median failure
probability) is included in the Boolean expression for state 3FP in addition
to the random failures of emergency feedwater, EFP- and EF-2 (with 3.3x10-4
tad 4.0x10- 2 median failure probabilities, respectively). Random failure
GA-i will again be an important contributor to loss of onsite power at
ancLlerations below approximately 0.5g, and the random failure EF-2 will
contribute to the freouency of loss of emergency feedwater at accelerations
below approximately 0.69.

Figures B-16 and B-17, as mentioned earlier, show the family of plant
fragility curves for damage states 3FP and 7FF, respectively. The median
ground acceleration at which state 3FP occurs is 1.2g and the HCLPF
acceleration is 0.5g. The median ground acceleration at which state 7FP
occurs is 0.Sg and the BCLPF acceleration is 0.3g. Hence, some seismic safety
margin above the 0.25g plant design level can be demonstrated.

In terms of public risk, damage states 3FP and 7FP lead to radionuclide
release throuqh a failure of containment isolation, assumed to be a
certainty. In t~e absence of this assumption, late overpressure would be
dominant. In eithor case, the seismic capacity of the containment is
sufficiently great to make direct seismic failure unlikely.

8.7.3 Acceleration Range Contribution

Figure 0-18 shovw the oonhribution of various ranges of ground acceleration to
the seismic risk for damage states 3FP and 7FP. For state 3FP the dominant
contribution to the median frequency Is from earthquakes greater than 0.4q and
for stite 7FP from eartho~vkes greater than 0.3g. This implies that mealler,
more frequent earthquakes hbvi little chance of seriously damaging the plant.



B.8 OCON=

B.8.1 Plant-Level Boolean Expressions and Fragilities

The systems analysis for Oconee assigned each accident sequence leading to
core melt to a specific core melt "bin", based on the timing of core melt
(early or late), the reactor coolant pressure (low or elevated), and the rate
of coolant loss from the primary coolant loop. Depending on the operational
status of the containment sprays and fan coolers at core melt, the plant
damage states or plant damage bins are defined. Four si-inificant
,seismic7induced plant-damage bins have been identified:

Bin IC - early melt, elevated RC pressure, coolant leakage
rate corresponding to small )LOCA, failure of sprays and fan
coolers

Bin IIC - late melt, elevated RC pressure, coolant leakage rate
corresponding to small LOCA, failure of sprays and fan coolers

Bin IIIC - early melt, elevated RC pressure, coolant leakage
,rate corresponding to cyclinq pressurizer relief valve, failure
of sprays and fan coolers

Bin VC - early melt, low RC pressure, coolant leakage rate
corresponding to large IwCA, failure of low pressure injection,
failure of sprays and fan coolers.

Damage Bin IC is dominated by the small L40CA initiating event, damage bin IIC
by failure of the Jocassee Dam, Damage Bin IIIC by failure to scram and
failure of the reactor coolant beat-removal system, and Damace Bin VC by the
large LOCA initiating event. Notice that all the significant plant damage
bins are simply the corresponding core melt bins followed by failure of the
containment sprays and fan coolers. Sinco failure of the sprays and fan
coolers occurs if AC power is lost (which occurs at relatively low
acceleration levels), it will be sufficient for purposes. of identifyino
dominant risk contributors to base the identification on the simpler core melt
bin B..olean expressions. The Boolean expressions for the four significant
core melt bins, after conceding seismic loss of offsite power aret

I 18+25+26+28+RCSRVlc*I(3+5+(12+16)*(4+11) +

10"(14÷20+21+((2+7) 18+9+15)1)] (B-13)

II - 13 (B-14)

III a 5+14+20+21+274 (fssFFvuF+22+23+24+29+32+33+34]

*13+(12+16)*(4+l1)J) + (2+7)*(8+9+15) (B-l!)

V - 30+' (1719+31)*(5+11+14+20+21+25+28+ ((2+7)*(8+9+15)J) (!-16)
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There the numbers correspond to the components listed in Table B-7, the
notation is as previously discussed, and the symbols RCSRVLC and SSFFDWF
represent non-seismic failures, discussed further in the next section. Note
that the Boolean expressions shown here were derived from the seismic core
melt ban cut-sets presented in Appendix D of the Oconee PRA (1984). We have
reviewed the Boolean expressions and, while in some cases we do not completely
understand why certain failures\ lead directly to a particular bin, we find the
expressions to be generally reasonable. We do caution, however, that they are
probably somewhat conservative.

Figures B-19 through B-22 show the family of plant level fragility curves for
the four core melt bins.

B.8.2 Dominant Risk Contributors and Seismic Margin

Prior to presenting the detailed results, the panel feels that it is important
to emphasize the conservative nature of the component fragilities. The panel
believes, based on their study of fragilitic: for the development of Chapter 5
(based in large part on the information provided in Appendix C), that the
techniques used to assess fragilities for Oconee were extremely 7-mnservative.
Thus, the absolute HCLPF values discussed in this section shoud not be
considered reasonable, and cannot be compared with HCLPF values ff, the other
plants discussed. Although the conservatisms are generic over all components,
they are more significant for equipment than for structures. Therefore, the
ordering of the camponent fragilities would not. be maintained if the
conservatisms were removed. However, considering the components included in
the Boolean expressions and in other Boolean expression for plant damage
states, the Panel believes that modifying the fragilities would not change the
perception that the four plant damage states presented here are the dominant
ones.

Core melt bin I occurs as a result of a seismic-induced small LOCA followed by
loss of coolant injection (HPI). This is not immediately obvious from the
Boolean expresaion since several of the component failures may result in loss
of more than one of the systems. Por example, failure of certain components
which cause a small LOCA also result in failure of BPI.

The components whose individual failures can directly result in Bin 'I are the
letdown coolers (Component 18), auxiliary building shear walls (Component 25),
letdown line piping (Component 26), and the auxiliary building moment frwmes
(Component 28). The median capacities of these components range from 0.Bg to
1.169 and the HCLPP values range from 0.26g to 0.40g.

Note also that the Boolean contains the random failure RCSIVLC, random failure
of either of the two pressurizer safety-relief valves (SRV) to reclose after
opening. The median probability for the SRV to fail to reclose after opening
is 3.Sxl- 2 and the mean probability is 1.OxlC- 1 .

If either the condenser (Component 3) or the auxiliary building masonry wnlls
(Component 5) fail and the SRV random failure occurs, core melt bin I results,
as we can Ase from Equation 9-13. Since Components 3 and 5 have low
capacities, it is clear that these seismic failures and the non-seismic SRV
failure are dominant contributors to the seismic risk. This accident scenario
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results in core melt since failure of Component 5 causes failure of the
reactor coolant heat removal system, requiring HPI and the pressurizer SRV to
open. Failure of Components 3 or 5, however, also causes failure of HPI and
if the SRV fails to reclose a small LOCA has ocurred. Since HPI is necessary
to mitigate a small LOCA, core melt results.

Core melt Bin II is reached if, in the event of an earthquake, the plant
safety systems function but long-term cooling cannot be maintained as a result
of failure of the Jocassee Dam. Hence, the dominant contributor to Bin II is
the Jocassee Dam (Component 13). The median capacity of the dam is 0.59g peak
ground acceleration and the HCLPF acceleration is approximately 0.17g
(estimated from the digitized fragility curves given in Appendix J of the

Oconee PRA).

Core melt Bin III is caused by failure to scram the reactor in the event of an
earthquake or by failure of the reactor-coolant heat-removal system (RCS)
followed by failure of high pressure injecticn (HPI).

From Equation B-15, the components whose individual failures can directly
result in Bin III are, the auxiliary building masonry walls Component 5), the
high voltage bus ducting (Component 14), the main feeder buses (Component 20),
the standby buses (Component 21) and the reactor interrals (Component 27).
The median capacities for these components range from 0.34g to l.4l6q and the
HCLPF values range from 0.1Sg to 0.36g. Notice that for this plant, the
systems analysts have chosen to model failure to scran (caused by failure of
the reactor internals Component 27) as leading directly to core melt. This
approach is stated in the PRA, as being conservative, although the
conservatism is felt to be only slight since the t nternals failure may also
lead to a blocking of the flow channels through the core. In addition, as can
be seen from Equation B-15, there are other lower capacity components whose
failures also lead directly to Bin III. Hence, tVie assumption that failure to
insert control rods leads to core melt will only slightly increase the
frequency of core melt Bin III. For this riason, failure of the teactor
internals is not considered a dominant risk ccntributor. The other component
failures that lead directly to Bin 1Il, mentioned above, result in failure of
the RCS and HPI systems.

The Boolean expression for core melt Bin TI1 also includes the random/human
failure SSFFDEF, failure of the standby shutdown facility auxiliary service
water. The median frequency of failure is 3.8x10- 2 per demand and the mean
frequency is 1.0x10-1 per demand. The standby shutdown facility provides
auxiliary feedwater in the event that main and emerqency steam generator
feedwater are lost. Failure of the cordenser (Component 3) and the standby
shutdown facility (auxiliary service wnter) leads to loss of the RCS heat
removal and failure of the condenser l,&ds to loss of HPI. Thus, as can be
seen from Equation B-3, core melt Bin III results if the condenser
(Component 3) and the standby lhutdowr facility both fail. Note that failure.
of Components 22, 23, 24, 29,, 32, 33, and 34 included in Equation B-IS
represent seismic failure of the standby shutdown-facility emergency power
system. However, because of the reiatlvely large seismic capacity of these
coaponents and the relatively high random failure rate of the f&ý.ility, the
random failure rate dominates. rin'ally, since the condenser has a relatively
low seismic capacity, the random failure is a dominant contributor to the
seismic risk.
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In addition to these components, transformerý CT4 (Component , 8) and the
transformer CT4 blockhouse (Component 9) are dominant risk contributors since
their failures lead to Bin III if the 10O-kV Lee feeder (Component 2), which
ha. a very low capacity (0.,25g median), fails. The median capacities of
Components 8 and 9 are both 0.38g and the HCLPF values are 0.19g and 0.15g,
respectively.

Th'e other components in Equation B-15 all involve sequences of higher capacity
c..mponents and will not contribute significantly to the risk of Bin III.

Core melt Bin V resultq from the occurrence of a large WOCA and a failure

to L;tigate the LOCA due to loss of low pressure injection (LPI). Note that
failure of the rearcor vessel supports leads directly to Bin V since it causes

L_ large LOCA and also fails the LPI nozzles. Its median capacity is
sufficiently high (1.45g), however, such that it is not a dominant risk
contributor. In addition to the 'reactor vessel failure, a large LOCA will
result if the pressurizer supports fail (Component 17), the reactor coolant
pump supports fr.ll (Component 19), or a large seismic induced break in the
reactor coolant piping occurs (Component 31). Due to the relatively high
capacity of Couponent 31, the large IWCA occurrence will be dominated by the
failure of Cosponents 17 or 19. Also, since the LPI system (components
encl-se,ý in paLenthesis after the first * in Equation B-16) has a much lower

'seismic capacity than Components 17 or 19 and since the large LOCA must occur
for core melt Bin V to occur, Componencs 17 and 19 govern the occurrence of

Bin V. The median capacities of these components are 0.76g and 0.89g,
respectively, and the HCLPF values are 0.35C and 0.26g, respectively.

_'gures B-19 through B-22 show the family of fragility curves for the four

core melt bins and Table B-10 shows the median and HCLPF acceleration levels.
In each case the HCLPF values are at least 0.15g. Hence, there is a seismic
safety margin above the 0.Ig plant design level.

B.8.3 Acceleration Range Contributions

V'igure B-23 shows the contribution of various ranges of ground acceleration to
the seismic risk for core melt Bins I, II, III, and V. For Bins I, II, and
.II, the dominant contribution to the median frequency is from earthquakes

greater than 0.15g and for B'tn V, from earthquakes greater than 0.35g. This
implies that smaller, more frequent earthquakes have little chance of

seriously damaging the plant.

B.9 SSMRP ZION STUDY

B.9.1 Dominant Seismic Accident Sequences

The methodology developed in the Seismic Safety Margins Research Program
(SSMRP) was used to estimate the seismic risk at the Zion nuclear power plant
(1). In the SSMYRP Zion study, core melt accident seauences were identified
using event trees, however, these sequences were not grouped into plant damage
states. Instead, the core melt frequency was calculated directly for each
sequence. In addition, each accident' sequence was paired with a release
category similar to those used in WASH-1400 and the risk, in man-rems

released, was determined. The most, probable accident sequences are listed
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below along with the~i .nnual frequency (2). The total seimic core melt
frequency for the SSMRP Zion study, calculated using random uncertainty for
reference to the values listed below, was 3.6 E-6 per year and the total
release was 9.6 man-rems per year. These are base-case point estimate, and
cannot be directly compared with median or mean values published in other
tables.
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RANK INITIATING EVENT ACCIDENT SEQUENCE ODRE IMELT FIRQUONCY

(PER IKAR)

1 Transient with no PCS K LB P QC

3

4

5

6

Small-Small LCCA

Small IfLCA

Small LOCA

Large LOCA

Reactor Pressure

Vessel Rupture

Large LOCA

Small-Small LOCA

K C D FKCDE

C D E

CDF

C D F

iLC'5F-H

K LC P

1.3 E-6

4.1 E-7

3.4 E-7

3.2 E-7

2.3 E-7

1.6 E-7

1.3 E-7

1.2 E-7

7

a

K
L
B
P

Q
C

U

S

Reactor Protection System
Auxiliary Feedwater System

Feed and Bleed
PORV (open)
PORV (close)
Containment Spray Injection

System and Containment Fan
Cooler System (injection)

D - Emergency Coolant Injection
J - Core Geometry
F - Residual Beat Removal System
H w Emergency Cciant Recirculation
E - Containment Fan Cooler System

(recirculation)
PCS - Powcr Covervion System

(Note: Bars over letters mean system success, no bar means failure.)
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B.9.2 Dominant Comsponents Th Seismic Core Melt And Risk

The dominant accident sequences in the SSMRP Zion study contain thousands of
Ocut sets" per sequence. In addition, initiating events and subsequent
accident sequences were considered separately before combining them into
terminal event seauences that lead to core melt. Therefore, the development
of plant-wide Boolean Expressions that contain all the components that may
significantly contribute to seismic core melt and/or risk was not performed.
The dominant components were determined by using the Vesely-Fussell importance
measure (3).

The Vesely-Fussell measure is the sum of the probability of all cut sets
containing the basic event divided by the probability of the top event.
Another interpretation is the conditional probability that the top event is
caused by one of the cut sets containino the basic event siven that the top
event occurred.

The SSMRP Zion study computed the basic-event vesely-Fussell importance
measure for both the initiating events and accident sequences at six
earthquake levels. The overall basic event importance was computed by summing
the products of the importance measure and the releare frequency for eacia
earthquake level and dividing by the sum of the release frecruencies across all
earthquake levels.

The dominant components ranked according to the vesely-Fussell importance
veasure for both core melt and risk are given in Table B-1l along with their
fragilities.

The dominant comiponents to the initiating events are loss of offsite power and
condensate storage tank failure. These components are not singletons to core
melt or risk but appear in many thousands of cut sets of higher order. The
initiating events do, however, contribute to the frequency of core melt and
risk since they are combined with may accident seauences that may result from
their occurrence.

Two of the dominant components appearing in Table B-I1 are singletons to core
melt given the loss of offaite power has occurred. These core melt singletons
are the Crib Douse Service-Water Pump Enclosure Roof, the motion between the
Auxiliary-Fluel-Turbine (AFT) and Reactor Buildings caused by basemat uplift,
and the Shear Wall between the Auxiliary and Turbine buildings. Basemat
uplift is caused by soil failure beneath the containment build'ng. Another
component that contributes significantly to core melt and risk is the Residual
Beat Removal (RFIR) Pipe SA. This component is not a singleton to core melt.
The 2.2 foot RHR piping Section runs between the containment shell and the AFT
building and is supported in each building.

The median fragilities for the dominant components ranae from 0.20Q to 1.37g
and the BCLPF values range from 0.o5g to 0.37g. The median fragility for the
Auxiliary Building Shear Wall is 1.379 with a U value of 0.19o and a' HCLPF
of 0.37g. Based on their relative importance ranking and the order of the cut
sets in which they appear, the dominant components tUP core melt and risk
determined in the SSMRP Zion study are the Crib House Service Wster Pump
Enclosure Roof and the relative motion between the AFT and Reactor Buildings
caused by Oasemat uplift with median fragilities of O.S8a and l.05, and MCLPF
values of 0.23Q and 0.28g, respectively.
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TABLE B-1

FRAGILITIES OF KEY STRUCTURES

es/Equipment Am
(q)

AND ENJIPIX~T - ZION**HI

Structur
High Confidence

AU Low Probability of
Failure Level (q)

1. Offaite Power Ceramic
Insulators

2, 125V AC Distribution Panel

0.25 0.20 0.25 0.13

Recoverable
Non-recoverable

0.74
>10 x SSE

0.37 0.50 0.18

3. 125V DC Bunwork

Recoverable
Non-recoverable

0.74
>10 x SSE

0.37

0.15

0.50

0.36

0.1R

0.334. Service Water Pumps

5. 4160V Switchgear

Recoverable
Non-recoverable

6. 480V Switcbgear

0.77

0.89
>10 x SSE

1. 35 0.47 0.23

Recoverable
Non-recoverable

0.89
>10 X SSE

0.36 0.47 0.23

7. 480V Motor Control
Centers

Recoverable
Non-recoverable

0.89
>10 X SSE

8. Auxiliary Building
Concrete Shear Wall

9. Refueling Water Storage
Tank

10. Interconnectinq Piping/Soil
Failure Beneath Reactor
Building

11. ImPAct Between Reactor and

Auxiliary Buildings

12. Condensate Storage Tank

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.36

0.30

0.30

0.28

0.47

0.28

0.28

0.33

0.41

0.29

0.23

0.35

0.35

0.33

0.56

0. af

0.96* 0.28

1.02 0.28
1.02 0.29 0.40

* Applicable only with a modian lower bound of O.lg and 6 - .29
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TABLE B-1

FRAGILITIES OF KJY STWCTURES AND
(Continued)

EQUIMNT - ZION
I ......

Structures/Equipment Am
(Q)

13R

High Confidence
IU Low Probability of

Failure Level (g)

13. 4160V Diesel Generators
Recoverable 1.06
Non-recoverable >10 x SSE

14. Crib House Collapse of
Pump Enclosure Roof 1.06

15. Safety Injection Pumps 1.11

16. Containment Ventilation
Ductwork and Dampers 1.19

17. 125V DC Batteries and Racks 1.24

18. Core Geometry 1.43

19. Reactor Coolant System
Relief Tank 1.46

20. 4160V Transformer 1.71

21. Service Water System
Buried Pipe 480 1.72

22. CST Piping 200 1.72

23. Auxiliary Building-
Concrete Roof Diaphragm 1.72

24. Failure of Masonry Walls 2.09

25. Containment Ventilation-
System Fan Coolers 2.14

26. Collapse of Pressurizer
Enclosire Roof 2.21

0.35

0.24

0.20

0.20

0.28

0.25

0.20

0.25

0.20

0.20

0.31

0.50

0.49

0.39

0.37

0.27

0.37

0.62

0.63

0.42

0.63

0.60

0.57

0.57

0.33

0.26

0.23

0.34

0.32

0.46

0.43

0.31

0.28

0.47

0.37

0.42

0.48

0.48

0.60

0.60

0.65

0.66

* Applicable only with a median lower

** Acceleration values are in terms of

bound of 0.9l1o and B - .29

peak ground acceleration
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TABLE 8-2

FRAGILITIES OF KEY STRUCTURES AND EOUIPMENT

Structures/Equipment

1. Offaite Transformer
Ceramic Insulators

2. Control Building unit 2
(Impact with Unit 1
Superheater Building)

3. Control Room Masonry Walls

4. MaSonry Walls at Battery
Rooms No. 23 and 24

5. unit I Superheater Stack

6. Condensate Storage Tank

7. City Water Storage Tank

8. Refueling Water Storage Tar

9. Reactor Coolant System
Pressurizer

10. Fuel Storage Building
Failure of Steel Frame

11. Containment Spray System

(CSS) Spray Additive Tank

12. Reactor Core Geometry

13. Cable Tray Increment

14. Containment Building Shear
Failure Containment Wall/
Auxiliary Feedwater Pump
Building

15. Containment Ductwork and
Damper a

Am
(9)

0.25

0.23

0.43

0.43

- INDIAN POINT 2r *'

High Confidence
OU Wlw Probability of

Failure Level (g)

0.25 0.13

0.89

1.57

0.31

ak 0.86

1.07

0.20

0.30

0.29

0.29

0.34

0.22

0.25

0.22

0.23

0.30

0.29

0.21

0.37

0.35

0.23

0.30

0.24

0.24

0.26

0.25

0.30

0.28

0.40

0.25

0.53

0.40

0.61

0.38

0.55

0.46

0.18

0.18

0.33

0.72

0.13

0.38

0.38

0.46

0.32

0.47

0.38

1.00

0.38

1.13

0.24

1.28

1.89

3.32

1.38

16. Diesel Generator Fuel Oil 1.40 0.26 0.52 0.39
Tank

S omponents are listed in order as originally published prior to fragility
reyviions.

• Acceleration values are in terms of peak qround acceleration.
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TABLE B-2

FRAGILITIES OF KEY STRUCTURES AN) NEIPRENT- IDIA! PIN? 2
(Continued)

Structures/Equipment AM
(01

aR

High Confidence
.6U Low Probability of

Failure Level (9)

0.38 0.5517. Containment Fan Coolers 1.43

18. Diesel Generators, Gas
Turbines (Controls)
Recoverable 1.60
tion-recoverable >15 x SSE

19. Mtasonry walls at Battery 1.60
Rooms No. 21 and 22

20. 125V DC Batteries and Racks 1.69

21. 120V AC Transformers 1.32

22. RCS Relief Tank 1.69

23. CSS Buried Pipe 120 1.72

24. SWS Buried 241 Piping 1.72

25. cST Buried 120 Piping 1.72

26. Turbine Building Steel 1.72
Frame/Control Building

27. Diesel Generator Building 1.72
Failure of Steel Building

28. RCS Pover-Actuated Relief 3.90

Valve

29. Superheater Building Steel 1.85
Framing/Control Building

30. 120V AC Distribution Panels
Recoverable 2.03
Non-recoverabl'A >15 x SSE

0.20

0.24

0.28

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.30

0.30

0.35

0.30

0.41

0.52

0.36

0.63

0.60

0.53

0.57

0.57

0.57

0.26

0.26

0.61.

0.26

0.53

0.46

0.56

0.36

0.30

0.43

0.48

0.48

0.48

0.68
r

0.68

0.80

0.73

0.43



TABLE B-2

FRAGILITIES OF Kry sT~ucTURm AimD 3aJXR(ET- rImfJ Poriff 2

(Continued)

Structures/Eqiuipment Am
(a),

OR
High Confidence

aU Low Probability of
Failure Level (g)

31. 480V AC Motor Control
Centers
Recoverable
Non-recoverable

j 2.03
>15 x SSE

32. 6,900V AC Station Auxiliary
Transformer

33. Steam 3enerators

0.37

2.26

0.41

0.30

0.26

0.23

0.53

0.46

0.43

0.24

0.43

0.11

0.72

1.0834. Buried Concrete Structures 2.34
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TABLE B-3

FRAGILITIES OF KEY STRUCTURES AND awl1P1

Structures/Equipment

I

1. Offsite Power Transformer
Ceramic Insulators

2. Control Room Masonry
Walls at Elevation 53'0

3. Unit I Superheater Stack

4. Condensate Storage Tank

5. City Water Storage Tank

6. Refueling Water Storage Ta.

7. Reactor Coolant System
Pressurizer

8. Fuel Storage Building
Failure of Steel Frame

9. Containment Spray System
(CSS) Spray Additive Tank

10. Reactor Core Geometry

11. 125V DC Batteries in
Control Building

12. 120V AC Transformers

13. Control Building Masonry
Walls 4nclosing Battery

14. Containment Ventilation
System Duct Work & Dampers

15. Diesel Generator Fuel Oil
Tanks

16. 480V Motor Control Centers
Recoverable
Won-recoverable >

An

0.26

0.59

0.89

1.57

0.31

nk 0.86

1.07

1.13

1.24

1.28

1.32

1.32

0.59

1.38

1.40

1.44
15 x SSE

M- IDIAN POINT 3"r **

High Confidence
BU Low Probability of

KFailure Level (g)

0.25 0.130.20

0.30

0.34

0.22

0.25

0.22

0.23

0.30

0.29

0.21

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.23

0.26

0.24

0.40

0.26

G.25

0.30

0.28

0.40

0.26

0.53

0.40

0.60

0.60

0.40

0.55

0.52

0.52

0.19

0.33

0.72

0.13

0.38

0.38

0.45

0.32

0.47

0.30

0.30

0.19

0.36

0.39

0.41
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TABLE i-3

FRAGILITIES OF KEY STMUCTORES AND EQUIPMENT - INDIAN POIMT 3
(Continued)

Structures/Equipment An,
(g)

High Confidence
ao Low Probability of

Failure Level (g)

17. 120V AC Distribution
Panels
Recoverable
Non-recoverable >

18. Control Building Shear
Failure N-S Wall

19. 125 VDC Batteries (in
Diesel Generator Building)

20. Diesel Generators, Gas
Turbines (Controls)
Recoverable
Non-recoverable

1.46 0.28
15 x SSE

1.48

1.59

0.16

0.28

1.60 0.24
154x SSE

1.62 0.2921. CSS Spray Headers

22. RCS Relief Tank

23. CST Buried Piping 12-

24. Service Water System
Buried 240 Piping

25. CSS Buried Piping 12-

26. CST Piping 60-120

27. RCS Power-Actuated
Relief Valve

28. Diesel Generator Building
Flexural Failure of Coz~-
crete Roof Diaphragm

29. 480V AC switchgear in-
cluding Station Service
Transformer
Recoverable

1.69

1.72

1.72

1.72

1.80

3.90

1.85

0.30

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.29

0.35

0.25

0.48

0.23

0.59

0.52

0.54

0.53

0.57

"'0.57

0.57

0.56

0.61

0.35

0.52

0.57

0.42

0.78

0.38

0.46

0.41

0.43

0.48

0.48

0.48

0.44

0.80

0.69

0.52

0.51

1.86 0.25
x BSEMon-recove rable >15

30. 6,900V AC Station Aux-
iliary Transformer

2.08 0.28
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TABLE B-3

FRAGILITIES OF KEY STiWCTMMS AID R• FMXIET- IMDIAN POIIWT 3
(Continued)

Structures/Equipment

31. RHR Pumps

32. Containment Building Shear
Failure Containment Wall/
Auxiliary Feed Pump Building

33. RCS Steam Generator

34. CSS Pipe 60

35. Buried Concrete Structures

Am
(q)

2.09

2.95

2.26

2.26

2.34

High Confidence
OU IWw Probability of

Failure Level (9)

0.34 0.93

0.33 0.98

0.15

0.34

0.26

0.30

0.23

0.43

0.54

0.24

0.-2

0.57

1.08

* Components are listed in order as originally published prior to
fragility revisions.

*0 Acceleration values are in terms of peak ground acceleration.
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TABLER B-4

FRAGILITIES Or KEY BTRUCTRES ANMD EWII4ET - LIMERICK*

Hiqh Confidence
Structures/Equipment Am OR aU Low Probability of

(9) Failure Level (g)

1. Off-site power
(500/230-kV switchyard) 0.25 0.20 0.25 0.13

2. Condensate storage tank 0.30 0.23 0.31 0.12

3. Reactor internals 0.82 0.28 0.32 0.30

4. Rtactor enclosure and
control structure 1.29 0.31 0.25 0.51

5. CRD guide tube 1.69 0.28 0.35 0.60

6. Reactor pressure vessel 1.54 0.28 0.22 0.67

7. Hydraulic control unit 1.53 0.36 0.52 0.36

8. SLC tank 1.64 0.27 0.19 0.77

9. 250 V DC Motor Control Center
Recoverable 1.02 0.26 0.43 0.33
Non-recoverable >10 x SSE

10. 125 V DC Distribution Panel
Recoverable 1.24 0.35 0.28 0.44
Non-recoverable >10 x SSE

11. 125 V DC Fuse Box
,Recoverable 1.24 0.35 0.28 0.44
mon-recoverable >10 x SSE

12. 4160 V Switcbgear
Recoverable 1.64 0.35 0.38 0.49
Non-recoverable >10 x SSE

13. 400 V Svitchgear
Recoverable 1.85 0.35 0.44 0.50
Non-recoverable >10 x SEX-

14. Diesel-Generator Reat
and Vent 1.91 0.28 0.43

0.59

15. RHR Heat Exchangers 1.77 0.31 0.45 0.51

16. 4160 to 480 V Transformer 2.04 0.26 0.49 - 0.59
* Acceleration values are in terns of peak ground acceleration



TABLE B-5

FRAGILITIBS OF KEY STRUCTURES AND rIPKNWT - kILLSU•OM - 3

High Confidence

Structures/Eqoipment Am SR OU Low Probability of
(9) Failure Level (9)

1. Loss of Offsite Power 0.20 0.20 0.25 0.10
(ceramic insulator failure)

2. Containment Recirculation 0.82 0.32 0.52 0.21
Heat Exchangers

3. Emergency Generator --- 0.88 0.20 0.46 0.30
Enclosure Building (wall footing failure)

4. Refueling Water Storage Tank 0.88 0.30 0.36 0.30

5. Emergency Diesel Generator 0.91 0.24 0.43 0.30
(oil cooler anchor bolt failure)

6. Reactor Vessel Core 0.99 0.31 0.33 0.34
Geometry Distortion

7. Control Building Collapse 1.00 0.24 0.33 0.39
(diaphragm)

8. Control Building Failure 1.00 0.24 0.33 0.39
(sliding)1

9. Control Rod Drive System 1.00 0.30 0.38 0.33

(failure to SCRAM)

10. Component Cooling Water 1.13 0.25 0.33 0.43

.System Pumps

11. Service Water System Piping 1.30 0.24 0.49 0.39
(due to pumphouse sliding)

12. Service Water Pumphouse 1.30 0.24 0.49 0.39
Failure (sliding)

13. Ebergency Generator 1.30 0.24 0.46 0.41
Enclosure Building (sliding)

14. Auxiliary Building Collapse 1.40 0.37 0.41 0.39
(shear wall failure)

15. Reactor Coolant System 1.59 0.48 0.51 0.31

Piping (large LOCA)
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TABLE B-5

FAmGLITIES OF KEY STRJCTURES AND EXmpmT - nILLSTONE 3
(Continued)

High Confidence
Strlictures/Equipment Am ZR AU Low Probability of

(g) Failure Level (g)
16. Re.actor Coolant System 1.59 0.48 0.51 0.31

Piping (small LOCA) 2

17. Demineralized Water Storage 1.60 0.25 0.43 0.52
Tank

l fJ. Turbine Driven Aux. 1.60 0.30 0.26 0.64
F. W. Pump

19. Service Water Pumphouse 1.60 0.33 0.34 0.53
(shear wall failure)

20. Engineered Safeguard 1.70 0.23 0.43 0.57
Features Building (base mat shear wall failure)

21. Containment Recirculation 1.71 0.37 0.38 0.50
System Punps

22. Power-Operated Relief 1.84 0.49 0.29 0.51
Valves (loss of operability)

23. Chemical Volume Control 2.17 0.42 0.52 0.46
System Piping3

24. Containment Recirculation 2.17 0.42 0.52 0.46
System Piping

3

25. RCP Comnponent Cooling Water 2.17 0.42 0.52 0,46
System Piping3

26. Quench Spray System 2.17 0.42 0.52 0.46
Pipin

27. Containment Crane Wall 2.20 0.39 0.38 0.62
(collapse)

28. 480V Motor Control Centers 2.21 0.28 0.57 0.54
(trip)

29. Steam Generator Tube 2.28 0.48 0.42 0.52
Rupture4

30. Reactor Vessel 2.35 0.48 0.44 0.52
(support pads fail)
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TABLE B-5

(FRAILITIES OF KEY STRUCTURMS AND NWIPMENT - MILLS7ME 3
(Continued)

High Confidence
Structures/Equipment Am SR BU Low Probability of

(g) Failure Level (g)
31. Service Water System Pumps 2.40 0.31 0.53 U.61

32. F1eactor Coolant Pumps 2.68 0.43 0.47 0.61
(large LOCA)

33. RCP Seal Water Heat 2.68 0.46 0.40 0.65
Exchangers

34. RCk Component Cooling Water 2.68 0.46 0.40 0.65
Heat Exchangers

35. Cable Trays 2.70 0.48 -0.42 0.62

36. Quench Spray System Pumps 2.93 0.23 0.68 0.66

37. Quench Spray Systeia Header 3.07 0.62 0.37 0.61
Piping

1Conservatively assumed to be the same as diaphragm.
2Conservatively assumed to be the same as large LOCA.
3Assumed to be the same as balance of plant piping.
4 Corrected from published PRA.
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ThBLE 8-6

FRAGILITIC OF 0••Y MW EQU VIENT - SzABDOoE

High Confidence
Structures/Equipment A, 8 R aU Low Probability of

(g) Failure Level (g)

1. Reserve Auxiliary 0.30 0.25 0.50 0.09

2.

3.

Transformers

Unit Auxiliary Transformers

Switchyard

0.30

0.40

4. Svitcbgear 0.41/1.52'

5. Motor-Driver Emergency 0.66
Feed Pumps

6. Steam-Driven Emergency 0.66
Feed Pumps

.7. Spray Additive Tank 0.15

8. 120V AC Instrument Buses 0.75

9. 480V Motor Control 0.78/2*

10. 480V Transformers, Buses 0.79/2-

11. RWST ; 0.86

12. COW Heat Exchangers 0.99

13. Diesel Fuel Oil Day Tanks 1.03

14. RHR Pumps 0.97

15. Safety Injection Pumps 0.97

16. Charging Pumps 0.97

17. Control Room Evaporator 1.18
Onits (diesel generator building)

18. Reactor Internals 1.50

19. Diesel Generators 1.51

20. Steam Generators 1.71

*Revisted in accordance with Campbell (I

0.25

0.25

0.32

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.42

0.36

0.37

0.40

0.37

0.39

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.16

0.38

0.36

0.16

1984)

0.50

0.54

0.31/0.48

0.31

0.31

0.32

0.36

0.61

0.72

0.33

0.36

0.36

0.51

0.31

0.31

0.50

0.44

0.35

0.39

0.09

0.11

0.14/0.40

0. 3C

0.30

0.23

0.21

Centers 0.16

0.13

0.26

0.30

0.30

0.30

0 .30

0.30

0.40

0.39

0.47

0.50
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TABLE B-6

FRAGILITIE OF KEY STRUCTURES AIM McIPriEt - SEAREJ0OK

High Confidence
Structures/Equipment An 8 R 1 low Probability of

(9) Failure Level (g)

21. Service Water Cooling 1.71 0.41 0.39 0.46
Tower Fans

22. Reactor Coolant Pumps 1.74 0.35 0.32 0.58

23. Reactor Building Crane 1.75 0.25 0.55 0.47

24. KSIVs - 1.86 0.41 0.41 0.48
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TABLE B-7

STRUCTURES AND MTEINmT - OCODWEFRAGILITIES OF KEY

(-.

Structures/Equ ipment

1. Offaite-power insulators

2. 100-kV Lee Feeder

3. Condenser

4. 600/208-V Transformer

5. Auxiliary Building Masonry
Walls

6. Transformer CT3

7. Transformer CT5

8. Transformer CT4

9. Transformer CT4 Blockhouse

10. HPSW Elevated Storage Tank

11. 4160/600-V Transformers

12. Feedvater Heaters

13. Jocassee Dam

14. High voltage Bus Ductinq

15. Keowee Dam (using east
intake fragility)

16. Upper Surge Tank

17. Pressurizer Supports

18. Letdown Coolers

19. Reactor Coolant Pump
Supports

20. Main Feeder Buses

21. Standby Buses

As

0.25

0.25

0.26

0.33

0.34

0.37

0.37

0.38

0.38

0.43

0.49

0.49

0.59

0.69

0.71

0.76

0.76

0.80

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.20

0.20

0.14

0.20

0.23

0.21

0.21

0.17

0.27

0.30

0.20

0.30

0.30

0.26

0.20

0.27

0.30

0.30

0.30

High Confidence

oU Lww probability of
Failure Level (g)

0.25 0.13

0.25 0.13

0.14 0.16

0.41 0.12

0.28 0.15

0.43

0.43

0.26

0.31

0.52

0.41

0.52

0.53

0.47

0.28

0.40

0.44

0.62

0.62

0.13

0.13

0.19

0.15

0.11

0.18

0.13

0.17

0.18

0.23

0.23

0.35

0.26

0.26

0.19

0.19
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TABLE B-7

STRucCuRs AND wIrPMENT - OflUEFRAGILITIES OF KEY
(continued)

Structures/Equipment

22. SSF 600/120-V Transformer

23. SSF 600/208/120-V

Transformer

24. SSF 600/208-V Transformer

25. Auxiliary Building Shear
Walls

26. Letdown Line Piping

07. Reactor Vessel Internals

28 Auxiliary Building Moment
Frames

29 SSF Diesel Oil Storage Tank

30 Reactor Vessel Skirt

31. Large Reactor Coolant Pipe

32. SSF Diesel Generator

33. SSF DC Batteries and Racks

34 SSF Diesel Day Tank

Am

(g)

0.90

0.90

0.90

.0.91

1.05

1.06

1.16

1.23

1.45

"1.51

1.75

1.96

2.40

-J R

High Confidence
aU LOW Probability of

Failure Level (9)

0.44 0.29

0.44 0.29

0.24

0.24

0.24

0.21

0.29

0.29

0.23

0.25

0. 21

0.32

0.31

0.30

0.27

0.44

0.25

0.50

0.37

0.28

,0.43

0.29

0.43

0.50

0.51

0.54

0.29

0.43

0.28

0.36

0.50

0.40

0.64

0.44

0.46

0.51

0.63
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TABLE B-8

DOIEMI T CONTRIBUTORS 10 SEISMIC RISK'

ZION INDIAN POINT INDIAN POINT LIMERICK
UNIT 2 UNIT 3

Service Water Pumps Control Building Diesel Generator 250V DC Motor Control
Impact Fuel Oil Tank Control Center

Aux Bldg Shear Wall
Diesel Generator Reactor Coolant 125V DC Distribution
Fuel Oil Tank System Pressurizer Panel

interconnecting
Piping Failure Reactor Coolant 125V DC Fuse Box

System Preasurizer
Pump Enclosure Roof 4160V Switchgear

Unit I Superbeater
125V DC Batteries Stack Reactor Enclosure and
and Racks Control Structure

Shear Wall

Re ac•tor P'reavre
Vessel

imactot lntermals

Random Failure of
t-be Samdb Liquid
Control System
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TABLE B-8

DCIKINAMT DWTI]BUTORS 1V SEISMIC RISK
(Continued)

MILLSTONE
UNIT 3

Diesel generator Build-
trig Wall Footing

Wiesel Generator Oil

Cooler

Control Building
Diaphragm

Service Water Pump
House Sliding

Engineering Safegrards
Features Bldg Shear
Wall

Control Rod Drive
System

Reactor Vessel Core
Geometry Distortion

Containment Crane-Wall
(Containment Bypass)

Steam Generator Tube
Rupture (Containment
Bypass)

SEABROOK OCONEE

Steam-Driven Emergency
Feed Pump

Diesel Fuel uil Day
Tanks

Diesel Generators

Random Failure of the
Diesel Generators

Random Failure of the
Emergency Feedwater
System

Condenser,

Auxiliary Building
Masonry Walls

Transformer CT 4

Transformer CT 4
Bflockhouse

Jocassee Dam

High-Voltage Bus
Ducting

Pressurizer Supports

Letdown Coolers

Reactor Coolant Pump
Supports

Main Feeder Buses

Standby Busas

Auxiliary Building Shear
Walls

Letdown Line Piping

Auxiliary Building Moment
Frames

Random Failure of the
Pressurizer BSV

Random/Hunan Failure
of the Standby Shutdown

Facility
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TABLE B-9

FRAGILITIES OF DIFrPERET PLANT DAKAGE STATES - NILLSTMNE 3

Plant Damage State Am

(g)

High Confidence
Low Probability
of Failure Level

(g)

V3 LOCA with containment bypass

AE Large LOCA with failure of
safety injection and contain-
ment quench spray

SE Small LOCA or A7WS with failure
of safety injection and contain-
ment quench spray

TE Transient (caused by loss of off-
site power) with failure of onsite
emergency power or RCS beat removal

2.05

1.22

0.60

0.45

0.77 0.40

0.61 0.26
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TABLE 3-10

FRAGILITIES OF DIFFERET CORE MELT BINS - OCO(ME

High Confidence

Core Melt Bin Am Low Probability
(g) of Failure Level

(g)

Early core melt, elevated 0.63 0.19
RC pressure, coolant leakage rate
corresponds to small LOCA

II Late core melt, elevated RC 0.59 0.17
pressure, coolant leakage rate
corresponds to small IoCA

III Early core melt, elevated RC 0.28 0.15
pressure, coolant leakage rate
corresponds to cycling pressurizer
relief valve

IV Early core melt, low RC 0.65 0.28
pressure, coolant leakage rate
corresponds to large LOCA
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TABLE B-11

SS•RP ZION DONIFAirT OMPOKENTS
&ASED ON THE VESELY-FUSSELL D4PORTA4CE MEASURE

Components Rank AM OU HCLPF *
Core Risk (g) (g)
Melt (man-rems)

Loss of offsite
Power (RZZOLOSPMP)

Condensate Storage
Tank (5TAI --------MJ)

Crib House Service
Water Pump Enclosure Roof
(ZZCR-ROOF-)

Relative Motion between
AFT and Reactor Bldgs
caused by basemat up-
lift (ZZUPLIFT----)

RHR Pipe 5A

(>100, <120 ID )

(60H1005AMJ)

1

2

3

1

2

3

0.20

0.42

0.85

0.26

0.33

0.24

0.41

0.65

0.05

0.11

0.23

0.28

0.05

4

5

4 1.05

8 0.20

RHR Pipe 4A

(>10-, <12- ID )

(60H1004AMJ)

RHR Pipe 1B

(>100, <12" ID )

(0ZOHI OOlBMJ)

6 5 1.17 0.66 0.31

7 6 1.17 0.66 0.31

R HR )Pipe IC

(>100, <12" ID

(201(10010(J)

8 7 1.17 0.66 0.31

)

# HCLPF - A * exp (-1.65 * 0.8 )
U
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Fig. B-3. Plant level fragility curves for Indian Point 2 - damage state AS.
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different acceleration ranges.
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Fig. B-16. Plant level fragility curves for Seabrook - damage state 3rP.
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Fig. B-18. Percent contribution to pDS frequencies by different
acceleration ranges - Seabrook.
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APPENDIX C

TABULATION OF AVAILABLE
FRAGI LITY INFOIRATION

X. . itvindra, R. D. Campbell, R. P. Kennedy

C. I INTRODUCTION

Thib apper,dix preseihts the seismic capacities of structures and equipment as
estimated in published and unpublished seismic PRAs. Table C-i lists the
nuclear power plants for which seismic PRAs have been published. The studies
are listed chronologically in the order they were performed. The methodology
for fragility evaluation has evolved in the last five years. These studies
reflect this evolution and, therefore, some inconsistencies are to be
expected. In order to preserve the anonymity and proprietary nature of the
fragility information from the unpublished seismic PRAs, the seismic
capacities of structures and equipment discussed in this report are not traced
to any particular plant from an unpublished PRA.

The plant name labels A, B, C, etc., in the tables for different component
categories do not refer to the same plants; hence, the Plant A in one table
could be a PWR and it could refer to a BWR Mark II in another table. Because
of the unique features of some plants, their names are included to help
understand the capacity estimates, however, such references are, limited to
published seismic PRAs.

In these seismic PRAs, seismic capacities were expressed in terms of either
the effective-peak ground acceleration or the mean-peak ground acceleration.
For comparative purposes, these capacities were multiplied by a scaling factor
as shown in Table C-1 to obtain the mean-peak ground acceleration capacities.

Seismic capacities of structures and equipment in these PRAs were estimated
based on a variety (in quality and quantity) of information. In some cases,
FSAR information was the primary source of information; in other cases, the
complete component stress reports and qualification reports were used. The
analysts have supplemented the available plant-specifi-- information with
generic information (e.g., SAFEGUARDS shock test data and SQUG data) and
engineering judgments to arrive at capacity estimates. The judgments on the
median and variability estimates have also seen revisions over the projects.
In the early projects (e.g., Zion and Indian Point), the median capacities
were estimated conservatively (i.e., lower values) and the variabtilities were
optimistically low. Following the peer reviews of some of these early PRAs,
the variability estimates have increased without corresponding increases in
the median capacities of components. In some instances, the variability
estimates may have undergone larger increases than necessary. We believe that
the median capacity estimates in recent PRAs are still conservatively low.

In seismic PRAs, emphasis is usually placed on the low capacity components;
the analyst does not devote much attention to those components that, in his
judgment, have high capacities. In most cases he may report the median
capacities of such components as exceeding 2g (or 3g). In some instances,
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where he reports the actual capacity (e.o., 2.7g) he may have used a
conservative analysis; if that component proved to be important in a
subsequent plant-system analysis, he may remove the conservatism and revise

the capacity upwards (e.g., 3.5g). We believe that the use of seismic PRA
data to screen out components is conservative because the realistic lower
bound capacities of components are generally higher than reported in seismic
PRAs.

The seismic PRAs (listed in Table C-1 and the unpublished ones) have all been
conducted on plants in the eastern United States (i.e., east of the Rocky
Mountains) in regions of low-to-moderate seismic ? Ltivity with safe shutdown
earthquakes between 0.10g and 0.25g. The comments in this appendix are thus
primarily applicable for such plants.

In addition to the component fragility information f:om seismic PRAs, this
appendix includes the data on observed performance of fossil-fueled power
plants and industrial facilities in past earthquakes collected by the Seismic
Qualification Utilities Group (SQUG).

C. 2 CODNTAIN(ENT

C.2.1 Reinforced and Prestressed Concrete Containments

Seismic capacities of containments are generally large enough such that
containment failures have not been dominant seismic risk contributors in
PRAs. Table C-2 shows the seismic capacities of several containments.
Included are BWR Mark Ile and concrete containments for PWRs prestressed and
reinforced by different vendors. The high seismic capacity of containverts
stems from the fact that they have been conservatively designed f vr
combination of SSE and design basis WDCA loads. Also, current design metlt.db
require large amounts of reinforcement to resist LOCA loads. This
reinforcement provides most of the resistance to seismic loads.

The table shows that the median ground-acceleration capacities of ctwnta 4 'imento
studied range from 2.5g to 9.2g and the HCLPF acceleration values range from
0.89 to 2.7g. The low value of HCLPF for the containment A (0.8g) is very
conservative and is influenced by the methodology used in the fragility
evaluation. The high value of 2.7g for the containment E results from the
fact that the containment is designed for a larger SSE (0.25n.) and is Terv
heavily reinforced (with a reinforcement ratio of 2.7% vertical and _/2%
diagonal). The median strength factor was estimated to be 8.4 on a 0.25g SSE
whereas this median factor was 5.7 on a 0.17g SSE for the containment A. The
fragility evaluation for the containfent E also considered an increased median
ductility ratio and the effect of duration and number of strong motion cycles
in the seismic input. This increased the effective inelastic energy-
absorption factor by 50% over that used in the fragility evaluation for
containment A.

In the follow!ng, we describe three separate studies reported in the
literature that attest to the large seismic capacities of reinforced and
prestressed concrete contaminmnts.
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Fardis (1977) has studied the reliability of containments under accident and
seismic conditions. He concludes that collapse of the containment is not
possible under any physically realizable seismic intensities. The ideal
seismic resistant shape of the containment, the heavy reinforce-
ment, the confinement of the concrete wall by the' reinforcement layers near
the surfaces, and last but not least, the lack of dependence of the
performance on the details of the structure contribute to the anticipated
satisfactory performance of the containment under extreme ground motions.

Table C-2 also shows the ultimate selsmic capacity of the containment at Maine
Yankee (Containment H). This containment is judged to be one of the weaker of
the p•4-reinforced concrete containments; it does not have radial shear
reinforcement. A detailed analysis of this containment was performed recently
(Hashimoto, et al, 1984). The capacity was estimated usina deterministic and

probabilistic techniques. The deterministic analysis was aimed at estimating
the acceleration level at which the containment is clearly not vulnerable to
structural failure based on conservative deterministic criteria. The seismic
loads were based on current licensing criteria. Concrete and steel strengths
were determined using the plant-specific data and the applicable material
specifications (ACI and AISC). Potential seismic response de-amplification
resulting from ductile non-linear behavior was conservatively not accounted
for. A conservatively biased shear strength of this reinforced concrete
containment was derived from the results of Japanee scale-model tests (Ogaki,
et al, 1981;ý Aoyagi, et al, 1981). The structure was evaluated with and
without internal pressure caused by postulated accidents. The acceleration
capacity was estimated to be l.Bg (without internal pressure) and l.Og (with
internal pressure). The probablistic seismic capacity was also calculated for
both cases (with and without internal pressure). Table C-2 shows these
capacities. The HCLPF values shown are 1.2g (with internal pressure),and 2.lg
(without internal pressure).

The seismic capacity of Indian -Point Unit 3 containment (B in Table C-2) was
also independently evaluated by Hwang, et al, (1984). A three-dimensional
finite element model was used for structural analysis of the containment. The
earthquake ground acceleration was idealized as a segment of a stationary
Gaussian process with mean zero and a Kanai-Tajimi spectrum. A modal analysis
of the structure was performed. The first and second pairs of bendinq modes
were considered significant and were included in the analysis. The
containment was conservatively considered to be distressed if it reached the
flexural limit state defined according to the ultimate strength theory of
reinforced'concrete.

A description of this limit state is as follows: at any time durig the
service life n' the structure, the state of structural response is considered
to have rear.hed the limit state if a maximum compressive strain at the extreme
fiber of tte crosai-secticn is equal to 0.003, while the yield of reinforcing
bars is permitted. Baaod on this definition, a limit state surface was
constructed in texms of the membrane struss and bending moment for each
cross-section of a finite element (Fig. C-1).

A linear elastic analysis of the containment structure was performed. It
showed that tte limit state was reached in the finite elements near the
cylindrical. shell and base mat intersection by yielding of the merldianal
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reinforcing bars. Figure C-2 is the mean fragility curve developed for this
filure mode. It can be seen that the capacity corresponding to '5 percent
conditional probability of failure (or reaching limit state) is 0.95g. In
this study by Hwang, et al, (1984), the flexural limit state was the only
limit state analyzed and the inelastic energy absorption capability of the
containment was conservatively not considered. The containment seismic
capacity estimated in this study is judged to be conservatively low.

The early failure of containment (leading to early fatalities) used in the
risk models is the result of overpressure caused by core melt accidents. The
seismic capacity of the containment cannot be directly related to Its
overpressure capacity. Seismically induced core melt accidents capable of
causing early containment breach are postulated to occur as a result of
failures of supports of major components of the nuclear steam supply system
such as the steam generator and the reactor pressure vessel. In the PRAs
studied so far, these support failures in a seismic event tend to have higher
conditional probabilities of occurrence than that for the containment. This
can be seen from the comparison of seismic capacities shown in Table C-3.

C.2.2 Steel Containment

Table C-2 includes on2 example of a steel containment (1). It is a free
standing welded steel structure with a vertical cylinder, hemispherical dome
and a flat base. It is anchored to the reactor building foundation by means
of 182 high strength anchor bolts 3-1/40 in diameter. The thickniess of the
vessel varies from I" to 0 . 6 9 m. The critical failure mode was identified as
the buckling of the cylinder wall of 3/40 thickness. It was found that the
median strength factor (i.e., ratio of median buckling capacity to desiqn
£tress at SSE) was about 23. This combined with the factors on inelastic
energy absorption and response variables, resulted in a median factor of
safety of 60 over the SSE of 0.15g. The corresponding value of HCLPF
acceleration is calculated as 3.0g.

C.2.3 Containment Penetrations

In the Millstone Unit 3 PRA, the plant damage state of wcore melt
followed by containment bypasso was shown to be an important seismic risk
contributor. This can occur through failure of the containment crane wall
which is taken to damage and produce a hole in the containment, or through
seismic-induced rupture of a number of steam generator tubes causing
containment *bypa.s. TPIs failure, however, occurs at peak ground
accelerations much higher than 0.6g, (HCLPF).

Another containment-failure mode generally considered in PRAs is the failure
of containoent isolation. Containment isolation is lost when the penetrations
are damaged or If the main steam isolation valve (MSIV) or other containment
isolation valves are stuck open in a seismic event. In fragility evaluations'
of containments, the analysts have judged that the major containment
penetrations. (i.e., equipment hatch and personnel air locks) have seismic
capacities larger than those of the rest of the containment shell. Small
piping and electrical penetrations have not been specifically analyzed in the
seismic PRAs. It is judged that they have high seismic capacities.
Experience at, Nevada Test Site supports this conclusion since penetrations
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which are typically short, stiff cylinders have not failed in extremely high
ground shock tests. However, there were instances of leakage of small (3)
cable penetrations. Seismic capacities (HCLPF) of MSIVs have been estimated,.

to be larger than Ig in the seismic PRAS.

C.2.4 Conclusion

The seismic capacity of a number of reinforced and prestressed concrete
containments has been examined in this study. Fox this category of
containments, detailed studies are unnecessary to show seismic margins for
ground motion less than about 0.8g. Our evaluation has not covered in any
great detail the seismic capacities of BWR MK I containments, freestanding
steel containnments and ice-condenser containments. Therefore, the conclusion
about the in..trent high seismic capacity is limited to reinforced and
prestressed concrete containments.

C. 3 XSSS SUPPORT5

Failure of supports of major NSSS components such as the reactor pressure
vessel, steam generator, reactor coolant pump, and recirculation pump may lead
to serious reactor accidents. In Limerick, the reactor pressure vessel is
judged to fail through loss of the upper support bracket at a median ground
acceleration of 1.54g. The loss of upper support allows the vessel to move
back and forth more freely during an earthquake since there is little
clearance between the steam pipes and the pipe whip restraints when the pipe
is in the hot condition. The ability of the steam pipes to support the- RPV
via the pipe whip restraints was examined and it was determined- that at the
earthquake level required to fail the RPV supports, the steam pipes could not
support the RPV. It is, therefore, assumed that all four steam lines would
sever and create a LOCA significantly larger than that whict the containment
was designed for. In the Limerick Severe Accident Risk Assessment, this
accident sequence dominated the risk of early. fatalities even though the
median ground acceleration capacity was more than 10 times the SSE.

In Millstone Unit 3, the plant damage state AE is assumed to occur when the
reactor coolant system (RCS) piping- or the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) or
the reactor coolant pump (RCP) fails under an earthquake followed by failure
of safety injection and containment quench sprays. The RCS piping has a lower
predicted seismic capacity compared to either the RPV or RC pump; therefore,
the failures of RPV and RC pump are not found to be important contributors to
the plant damage state frequency. Note the RCS piping fragility was developed
by the plant design AE and is deemed to be conservative in light of thot LLNL
Load Combination Program results using probabilistic fracture mechanics.

In Oconee, the core melt bin V seismic sequences are governed by failure of
the pressurizer supports, the reactor coolant pump suFports and the reactor
vessel skirt.

Table C-4 shows the seismic capacities of reactor pressure vessals. The
nczzle suppo:ted RPVs (Westinghouse design) have typically higher capacities
compared to the skirt supported designs. The large capacity of the RPV in
Zion (Plant A) is the result of detailed response and capacity evaluation
performed in the NRC funded Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Load
Combinotion Program (Ravindra, et al, 1984b).
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Table C-5 shows the capacities of steam generator supports. The HCLPF value
are larger than about about 0.50g. Note in this case, for Plant A, two
different values are given for steam generator supports. The higher value
resulted from d more deta-jed study of NSSS supports in the LLNL Load
Combination Program (Ravindra et al, 1984b). The lower value was derived in a
prior study from more conse- -ative design l]oad information (Kennedy el al,
1982) and reflects a qeneral observation that, unless very specific design
information or new analyses are conducted, extrapolation of information in
design summaries generally results in conservatively biased fragility results.

Table C-6 shows the seismic capacities of reactor coolant pump supports. The
low value for the pump at Oconee (Plant C) comes from a generic evaluation
wherein it was assored that the supports are stressed to near the ASME" Code
limits for seismic loads. Subsequently, many plr-nt-specific analyses have
confirmed that the seismic (SSE) stresses are only a small fraction of the
allowable stresses since these supports are designed to withstand loads from
postulated double-ended guillotine break in, the reactor coolant system
piping. If a specific analysis was done, the capacityj of reactor coolant pump
supports would very likely have been estimated to be higher. Oconee was not
specifically studied in the LLNL Load Combination PrograA on Babcock and
Wilcox reactors (Ravindra, et al, 1984d). However, the reactor coolant pump
supports at other B&W plants of similar design (i.e., lowered loop
configuration - Plant D is an example) were calculated to have high seismic
capacities. Therefore, we can conclude that the HCLPF values of reactor
coolant pump supports are higher than 0.50q. Note again, that for Plant A the
higher pump column support capacity results from a more detailed study of NSSS
supports (Ravindra, et al, 1984b) wherein, the lower value was derived in a
previous study from more conservative design load information.

Additional studies have been done by the NRC under Technical lActivity No.
A-12, aFracture Toughness of Steam Generator and Reactor Coolant Pump Supports
(USNRC, 1983) to assure that these supports do not fail at low earthquake
levels.

The seismic capacities of NSSS supports in PWRs discussed above include the
reactors manufactured by W and B&W. So far, no PRA has been done for plants
with CE reactors. However, studies done in the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory's load Combination Progra' has, shown larqe seismic capacities exist
for CE' reactor NSSS supports (Ra'. - -- a and Campbell, 1984) and their HCLPF
values easily exceed 0.50q.

Table C-7 shows the seismic cti'v Pump supports at a
number of BWJt plants. The m," . 3 critical element.
Since the pump and motor support, SSE, LOCA, and SRV
loading, the median ground the btF•,.rw' e of a
simultaneous LOCA load are se, , r. f I values

ate generally larqr than 0.3 n(- , ity in
'I C-7 ia for J;ant A. wa.. tIAseC on stress

I- ion ot, t -"d from trU W? uRu,,.y repcits results for
co , t I ntiv#. enr desiqrn lradiLk I' ilieu irffial dynamic lo~ads, thus, the
a ca, ' t hiis F4,: u upPOt hr ,'t would very likely be, much
h1.3r, ez. Tr,' -',st median value in ie C-7 is for Plant C. In this
case, the- mot ,rt bracket was ztr'ts, near its limit for corrt,lne•o SSE,.



, loads and the SSE indoc, st#zesa for a 0.1g' SSE was significant.
1 SSF t'en specified at a gre.at,- I•exk ground acceleration, the bracket

would hbve been designed to resist a c-e4-ter load resulting in a higher value
for median and HCLPF.

Plant E has the lowest value of HCLPP tMSAR loading and responses were used
in the fragility derivation as final se ic and hydrodynamic loadings were
not readily a%. iilable. It Was r e"-n,*d that use of the conservative
envelope loading and response from t?'0 IýPSR would result in a conservative
median capacity, therefore, detailed .aoi breakdown results from.n Plants C and
D were'usf.,d to scale and apportion pl'Ot E FSAR envelope loading for SSE and
hydrodynamic events. This scalin 4fb&-. - apportioning resulted in a more
realot.Lc median capacity but introte 9C* increased uncertainty, BU, which
tends to bias the HCLPF value.

Tlie conclusion that HCLPF 1s grster ttn .0.35q is felt to be conservatie for

C.3.] Conclusion

The large seismic cepacities of NSS- 04zpports in PWRs as observed in the
fragility evaluatirns, show these 8aupotrts do not warrant furthier
consideration .Jn studies aimed at gh<-1P-k marqins up to 0.5g ground motion.
Based upon the limited evidence exaui-'td, the recirculation pump supports in
BWRs should be evaluated if the groLrd dJc'eration is larger than 0.3g.

C. 4 REACIVR INTEPLS AND CON-L f D RIVE ASSOM(BLIES

Faliure to insert control rods has Ivn"ributed in the risk estithates for
Limerick and Millstone Unit 3. In LI'r'izck, this fa'ilure was postulated to
occur from seismically-induced yieldiw t-f the annular plate that provides
lateral stability to the shro-.d and 04o si amically-induced yielding of the
shroud supp•lrt cylinder. Failure to JrVkt was estimated to occur at a median
ground acceleration of 0.8g with a HCL"t t-ccleleration level of 0.3g. However,
fur this sequence to propagate into ' Cbro damage accident, failure of the
standby liquid control (boron InjectitsO *ystem must also occur. Failure of
the SLC system is dominated by a n&-*I*ivmic random failure frequency of
10-2 per demand. Hence, the frequencr Of core melt resulting from inability
to sh'it dowhn the reactor is approxim•at4Y two orders of maqnitude lower than
the failure freouen-:J of the control :4s, Because of the relatively low
seismic capacity of the control rod *y%, however, failure to shut down the
reactL, may still be a risk cOntri-rtwe (6ependinq upon the hazard curves)
since it contributes to the 0ore dei9% fre'qility at accelerations below
o.5q. For Millstone Uhit 3, failure of th,+ &-ran system must occur along with
failure of either the diesel 9en*rators, %'ervice water pumps or RWs? in order
t o result in a plant damage state. 51%ce there are other lower capacity
comiponents at Millstone, the fallurer 6 which can directly lead to core melt
(assuminq a seismic-induced loss o'i 'ffaIte power has occurred), the
importarcO Of the scram System is somujewut 6ovtrshadowed.

In Oconee, failure of reactor Core it4hii*nS is considered to lead to core
melt because of failure to scram and blt'"ape Of core flowpaths.
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Tables C-8 and C-9 show the seismic capacities of reactor internals and..
control rod drive mechanism and assemblies estimated at a number of nuclear
power plants with reactors made by all vendors except Combustion Engineering.
Their median capacities are generally larger than 0.8g and the HCLPF value is
in excess of 0.3g. Note that in Table C-8, the lowest median capacity value
for internals is for the Plant D shroud support. Stresses used in tht
fragility derivation were obtained from the FSAR which usually are based on
conservative envelope loads. Plants D, G, and H are all BWR-4s and have
practically identical cores. A more representative median value for BWRs
would be the value shown for Plants G or H and indicate higher capacities.
The uncertainties listed for these two plants are greater and are felt to be
more representative also. It is not sLZp icing that the median and HCLPF
values for Plants G and H are about equal. We would also expect Plant, D
capacity to be about the same if specific loadings in Ain-u of FSAR values were
uscd in the fragility derivation. Plant E is a BWR 5 and its higher cr.aicity
may be the result of differences in design although detaile3 comparisons have
not been made.

In general, there is not a large "ariatic- in derived capacity values for core
internals for the three reactor manufacturers represented in r 'le C-8.
Although no detailed compar.hsons have been made in ;as', PRAs, the capacity
similarity. likely stems fLom the fact that each manufacturer has similar
functional requirements for core design and the governing design
considerations are hydraulic, not seismic.

In Table C-9, otbir failure modes and capacities are shown that could affect
failure to scram. Common potential failure modes are bending of the CRD
housings caused by inertial effects and of the CRD guide tubes caused by fuel
bundle flexure. For all plants. except Zion and Indian Point (Plants A and B),
the median capacities and HCLP values are comparable to core support structure
components in Table C-8. In the case of Zion and Indian Point, Westinghouse
used a very conservative envelope spectrum, for generic design of many
components, thus, the higher capacity.

C.4.1 Conclusion

The failure of reactor internals has, not generally been shown to be a dominant
seismic risk contributor; however, because of the nature of the function it
performs and the seierity of accident sequences involving failure to scram it
should not be overlooked in seismic margin reviews. Based on the fraqility
data (Table C-9), the HCLPP capacity for CRD mechanism and assemblies is at
least equal to 0.3g.

C.5 STRUCTURAL FAILRE

Structural failure modes identified in the PRAS are moment failures of
structural frames, shear wall failure, impact between b-tween buildings,
failure of roof or floor slabs, and foundation failures. Seismic capacities
of structural frames in nuclear plant structures are generally hiqh ard as
such, do not neeW further evaluation in a seismic margin study.
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C.5.1 Shear Walls

Results of Seismic PRAs

Shear wall failures have contributed significantly to the seismic risk of
plants reviewed in this study. Typically, the median capacities of these
critical shear walls range from 5 to 8 times the SSE peak ground
acceleration. Despite these high capacities, the risk cnntributi.on of shear
wall failures has been significant because of the uncertainties i,nd flatness
of seismic hazard curves employed in the PRAs. Table C-10 shc-& the ground
acceleration capacities of shear walls whose failures were identified to be
important contributors to seismic risk. Note that the HCLPF acceleration
levels of these walls are generally larger than 0.3g. For comparative
purposes, the capacities of non-critical shear walls and shear walls in
non-category I structures are also shown in Table C-10.

The reasons for the important risk contribution of shear wall failures are:
1) failures of shear walls may fail the structure housing critical equipment
which leads directly to core damage - i.e., common-cause failure of redundant
equipment, and 2) inelastic deformations of the structure under seismic loads
may bee sufficient to potentially interfere with the operability of
safety-related equipment and piping attached to the structure. Note that in
the seismic PRAs very conservative assumptions are made in this regard. We
assume that all enclosed or attached equipment fail simultaneously if the
shear wall suffers severe distress.

Seis.Nic Capacities of Shear Walls

The large seismic capacity of shtar walls comes from the conservative formulas
used to predict their shear and flexural strengths according to ACI 318-71,
and the fact that current regulatory criteria do not explicitly consider the
inelastic absorption capability of shear wall structures.

Other design criteria and design practices for shear walls Liso contribute to
the large capacities. Prntection against postulated tornad- missiles require
certain minimum thicknessetr -. f walls (e.g., 18 in. to 24 in.). Some designers
may choose to use a con, cn-t thickness for all walls instead of sizing each
wall.

In fact, the capacities estimated in the seismic PRAs are deemed to be
conservative for the following reasonst

1. The limits on inelastic energy absorption capability (ductility
limits) were judged to correspond to the "nset of significant
structural damage. This damage level represents a conservative
lower bound on the level of inelastic structural deformation
which might interfere with the operability of components (i.e.,
piping and equipment) attached to the structure.

2. The capacities noted in Table C-10 are for individual shear
walls, usually corriaponding to the lowest capacity wall amo,,g
a number of walls utilized to resist lateral seismic forces in
a structure. Typically, no redistribution of lateral loads to
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the other walls has been considered in estimating the lowest
capacity in these PRAs. In some instances, such redistribution

analysis was found necessary to arrive at realistic capacities

of shear walls (Plant E).

In seismic PRAs, the shear wall capacities have been found to be generally
very high. Occasional low capacities have occurred because the wall was not
designated and designed as seismic Category I wall or because the design
approach did not provide for ductile behavior. For example, the shear wall in
auxiliary building of Zion (Plant A) is of composite construction consisting
of braced steel framing with in-fill reinforced concrete panels. Shear studs
are welded to the steel column webs to ensure a composite action between the
concrete panels and the braced steel frame and to provide continuity of the
concrete shear wall across the columns. These shear studs were considered to
be non-ductile and their failure under seismic loading was considered to break
this continuity. The entire shear wall will then behave as a system
consisting of several individual panels. This failure mechanism is estimated
to result in the low capacity of the wall; yet, its HCLPF value is 0.35g. An
independent estimate of this capacity (made by Gergley, 1984) showed the
estimate to be conservative because the shear stud failure is likely to be
ductile. Even the shear walls that are not designed as seismic Category I
walls have good seismic resistance; their HCLPF values are larger than 0.2g.

Test Results and Earthquake Experience

Los Alamos National Labcrdwory has performed scale model tests on shear
wall-type &;tructures. From a 1/10 scale model test, it was found that the.
prototypical structure would not suffer severe cracking even at a peak ground
acceleration of 2g. Visible cracking and permanent deformation would- occur at
about 2.7g peak ground acceleration. At present, the results of this test
program in regards to similitude and stiffness degradation are being
reviewed. However, the tests have shown that shear wall structures have large

seismic capacities.

Well-designed shear wall structures in fossil fuel power plants and heavy
industrial facilities have performed successfully in past earthquakes in the
U.S. and Japan. The experience data base is predominantly for concrete shear
wall-type structures which have- been designed for 0.1 to 0.2 static lateral
force coefficients. The oniy failures of shear walls in past earthquakes have
been traced to poor detailing of connections and defective workmanship.

The HCLPF acceleration values reported in Table C-10 for shear walls in modern
nuclear plants are typically above 0.5g. In some older plants designed using
the American Concrete Institute ACI 318-63 Building Code, the HCLPF capacities
have been estimated to be less than 0.5g. Generally, for Category I nuclear
power plant structures that comply with the requirements of either the. ACI
318-71 or 349-76 codes and are designed for a SSE of at least 0.1g, the HCLPF

capacity is at least 0.5g.

(onclus ion

Shear walls need not be evaluated in depth in a seismic margin study under the
following conditioner
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1. Shear walls in older plants (not designed to ACI 318-71 or
ACI-349-76 requirements) for margin evaluations up to an
acceleration of 0.30g or less.

2. Shear walls in mooern plants for margin evaluations up to
an acceleration of 0.5g or less.

In reviewing the shear walls, the effect of large ppenings and the
effectiveness of connections between panels and columns should be assessed to
confirm thet the seismic capacities are not lower than the above limits.

C.5.2 Impact between Buildings

In plants founded on alluvial soil, impact between buildings was seen to occur
at ground accjlerations larger than the SSE acceleration. In fact, at Indian
Point Unit 2, the dominant contributor to seismically initiated core damage
arnd release was initially identified in the PRA as the failure of the control
building caused by impact with the Unit 1 superheating building. At the
control building roof line, there initially was approximately a 1-1/2 inch
space between the two buildings, thus, during a large seismic event
(significantly exceeding the SSE), the flexibility of the upper story of the
control building could result in deflections that could close this gap; the
resulting impact loads could cause distortion of the steel roof and decks and
could conceivably, cause the roof structure and decking to fall into the
control room. This structural consequence of the impact is thought to be
conservatively estimated. The system analysts had modeled the los0 cf the
control room as leading to loss of control and severe core damage. As
discussed in Appendix B, since this scenario had a high frequency of
occurrence, the plant owners decided to make plant structural modificat-ions
that would increase the confidence in the control building seismic capacity
and therefore, reduce the severe core damage frequenc-J. The 1-1/2 inch roof
gap was increased to a minimum of 3 inches and rubber bumpers were provided in
a portion of the gap to absorb the shock of the impact. The median
acceleration capacity of the control building resulting from this modification
increased from 0.3g to 1.2o. This example illustrates the potential use of
the seismic PRA in identifying weak links in the plant safety system and how
relatively inexpensive modifications can enhance safety. The potential for
such impact between buildings has been observed in a number of PRA studies.
For example, the reactor enclosure building and the turbine building at
Limerick are expected to impact with each other at a peak ground acceleration
of lg or more. Little damage beyond local spalling of the concrete walls is
expected to result from the lack of substantial mass in the turbine building
roof and this wall damage is not judged to endanger any safety-related
equipment. However, such impact may, in general, subject the equipment on the
floor at the impact location to high-frequency response. If the gap between
buildings is small at the SSE level, seismic margin studies should* focus
attention on this aspect.

C.5.3 Roof/Floor Slab Failures

Failure of the crib house pump enclosure roof was considered to be a possible
contributor to seismieally-induced severe core damage at lico. This failure
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is expected to result from loss of diaphragm action of the cc ' from shear-
failure initiating from the roof cut-cuts. Tbe re.ason that th• failure was
considered to be a contributor to the core damage frequency is the
conservative assumption that the entire roof would collapse and disable all
the service water pumps. Sensitivity studies (Ravindra, et al. 1984a) have
shown that the conservatism of this assumption does not significantly affect

the results of the PRA because of the existence of other low capacity
components whose failures lead directly to core damage. Similarly, the

control building at Millstone, Unit 3 housing the reactor protection and
electric power system, control room and cable spreading area is judged to
suffer gross structural failure as a result of diaphragm failure in a floor
slab perforated by openings for a stairwell and ducting.

For margin earthquakes less than 0.3g, it is unlikely that roof/floor slab
failures would be a problem. For earthquakes larger than 0.3g, attentxon
should be paid to situations where loss of diaphragm action may occur, because
of the potential for catastrophic results.

C.5.4 Foundation Failures

Foundation failures in the form of sliding, base slab uplift and wall footing
failure have been important in the seismic PRAs of Zion and Millstone Unit 3.
Table C-11 shows the median and HCLPF acceleration values for foundation

failure modes.

Soil failure beneath the foundation slab of the reactor building at Zion was
judged to result in the failure of interconnecting piping between the
containment and other structures and also lead to impact between the reactor
building and auxiliary building. A non-linear analysis of the reactor
building at Zion (Plant A) was performed by Walser, Amin and Chen- (1984).
They have identified the bearing pressure failure of soil beneath
the reactor building arising out of basemat uplift as the critical failure
mode. The mean ultimate soil bearing capacity was estimated as 45 kips/ft.
The mean seismic capacity of the building corresponding to this soil failure
was calculated as 0.67g peak ground acceleration. In the Zion PPA, the effect
of the foundation failure on interconnecting piping between the reactor

building and other structures was evaluated.

In Millstone Unit 3, the capacity of the emergency generator enclosure
building which contains the emergency diesel generators and related eouipment
was governed by wall footing failure and sliding. The wall footinq failure
was Judged to occur from out-of-plane wall reactions on the strip footing
exerted by the lateral earth pressure loading under aeismic excitation. The
median ground acceleration capacity for this failure mode wri estimated to be
0.9g and the HCLPF acceleration level for this mode vas cu'culat#d to be
0.3g. Hence, the structure has significant capacity above '-.be design SSE
level. By virtue of the fact, however, that it ti one of the lowest capacity
components and since it was conservatively assumed that the wall footing
failure woule lead to failure of the diesel generators (caused by failure of
attached pipir• and instruments), the wall footing failure is the most
significant contributor to severe core damage for Millstone Unit 3. The

calculated capacity for this failure mode is conservative and, even if the
footing experienced severe yielding, It is unlikely that it would

significantly affect the operations of the diesel generators.
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Foundation failures of engineered buildings have not occurred in past
earthquakes with up to 0.Sg accelerations unless there was a soil failure.

Even if there is a foundation failure, there is insufficient space for the
foundation movement since it is confined on all sides.

In addition, sliding was computed to be the dominant failure mode for the
service water pumphouse at Millstone 3. This sliding failure was sinnificant
because it was assumed to cause fbilure of the connecting service water system
pipino. Sliding of engineered structureh with embedded concrete foundations
has not been observed in past eartbquaki.s; reported failures have been limited
to structures on soil slopes which become unsteble in earthquakes. Such slope
failure induced sliding is possible foL thc intek* structures in nuclear power
plants. Another factor to note is that sliding-induced failure of
interconnecting piping has a definite lower-bound ground acceleration because
of the clearance between the piping and the wall penetration, also caused by

static friction.

The non-linear analysis of the reactor building reported by Walser, Amin and

Chen (1984) has shown the mean seismic capacity of the building against
sliding failure as 0.85g.

For Category I structures that comply with AC! 318-71 or ACI 349-76 code
requirements and that have been designed for an SSE of at least 0.1g, the
HCLPF capacity against foundation failures is at leart 0.5g.

C.6 BOCX WALLS

In order to provide fire protection to the plant systeus, unreinforced,
freestanding masonry block walls (fire walls) have been erected in many
nuclear power plants. Collapse of these walls onto critical equipment may
pose a real threat to the plant safety in an earthquake. This is an example
where an atteapt to improve the safety against one kind of hazard (e.g., fire)
may have reduced the overall safety of. the plant. In Oconee Unit 3, collapse
of the auxiliary building masonry walls (A - 0.34g, HCLPF - 0.15g) which is
assumed to result in loss of all feedwater and high pressure injection systems
is seen to be the dominant seismic risk contributor. In Indian Point Unit 2
(and in Unit 3 prior to struc'tural modification), it was observed that the
seismic failure of masonry walls in the battery room is a dominant contributor
to the frequencies 'of serious release. Table C-12 shows the seismi.c
capacities of reinforced and unreinforced concrete block walls in several
plants. The externally braced walls typically have high seismic capacities.

In recent years, there has been an industry-wide effort to qualify and
strengthen these block walls. However, such reevaluation and upgrading to
plant SSE levels may have used up muse existing margins. Since we are
contemplating seismic margin evaluations for earthquakes larger than the plant
SSE, the review should look into the impact of seismic failures of block walls

on adjacent safety-related equipment.

C.7 PIPING

In the PRAs reviewed herein, piping system failures hpvs not ',*tn identified
to be significant risk contributors. The major reason for thit is that piping
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systems have very large seismic capacities -as a result of the coOpounding
effect of conservatiims introduced at different stages of design. Table C-13
shows the ground acceleration capacities of some typical piping systems
evaluated in the PRAs reviewed. The HCLPF acceleration levels of the piping
systems tabulated here are larger than 0.5g.

Because of the high seismic capacities of piping systems, they have rarely
been included in 'the plant systems/accident seauence analysis of PRA8. This
is in stark contrast to the great attention paid to the piping systems during

the plant design. In some PRAs, piping failures occurring from relative
displacements between buildings and excessive displacement of building (to

which piping is attached) caused by settlement and/or slidinq have been

considered (Zion, and Millstone 3).

C.7.1 Fragility Evaluation of Piping Systems

In the PRAs, the seismic fragilities of piping systems are estimated using
generic design information; in some special cases (e.g., RCL piping),
plant-specific information is utilized for this purpose. Piping fragilities
are derived from knowledge of design criteria, analytical methods, service
experience, etc.

Piping systems could fail &as a result of failure of some critical cross
sections in the piping or as the result of support failures. Experience in
piping analysis has shown that the largest moments usually occur at terminal
points ,in piping (anchors) whereas the highest computed stresses usually occur
at fittings such as elbows and tees. Studies of static test data were
conducted during the SSMRP program (Kennedy and Campbell, 1982) and it was
concluded that the minimum margins in the piping design code rules were for
butt-welded straight section of pipe; This results from conservatism in
specified stress indices and stress intensification factors for pipe fittings
(elbows, tees, reducers, etc.). Butt weld Joints almost always exist at
terminal points and are more likely to contain flaws than wrougqst pipe
fitting. Piping fragility, therefore, is based on the failure of butt welds
at anchor points. Seismic supports for piping can be in the form of snubbers
or rigid-type vertical and lateral supports. Lateral supports carry only
seismic load and would generally have the lowest seismic margin. Thus, the
fragility description for supports is based on such supports.

The seismic capacity of piping ham been calculated based on examining extreme
conditions of piping failure. For heavy wall piping, the upper bound on
capacity is represented by modeling the piping failure mechanism as occurring
when the entire cross-sect&on of the pipe is at the flow stress level. The
flow stress is defined &is the midpoint between the yield strength and the
ultimate tensile strength of the pipe material.

The lower bound on capacity is represented by modeling the pipe failure
mechanism an occurring on a flawed piece of straight pipe with a
circumferentially oriented throughwall flaw length equal to six times the pipe
wall thickness. A flew of this size is estimated to bound the possible flaws
which could occur at butt welded joints without in-service detection.
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Piping caspacity 'tests have shown that thick-walled pipes are capable of
reaching this flow stress, but that thin-walled pipe (Sohedule 40 or Schedule
80) buckles before this flow stress is realized. For thin-walled pir4ng, the
median shape factor (i.e., ratio of the plastic moment capacity to thz yield
moment capacity) for both stainless steel and carbon steel ranges from about

1.4 to 1.7. Based on this, the PRAs have used the median pipe capacity under
static load as 1.5 times the yield moment. The seismic capacity Is calculated
taking into account the inelastic energy absorption capability of pipinq
systems and the additional margin available for the system to collapse beyond

the failure of a single critical cross-section. A system juctility value is
selected such that there is no functional failure of the piping (i.e.
excessive ovalization and unacceptable deformation).

Fragility descriptions for piping supports are also developed generically from
knowledge of the governing code design criteria (AISC or ASME) and knowledge
of the conservatism introduced into the piping response analysis. Support
fragility usually ends up being the governing element of the piping system
fragility. This arises from the assumption that the effective system
ductility applicable to supports is less than for piping Many supports can
fail in a non-ductile mode (buckling, weld fracture, bolt failure, expansion
anchor pullout, etc.). If the piping system is completely elastic at the
point of support failure, system ductility is not applicable. However, if the
piping system is, highly plastic, the elasticity calculated support reactions
are actually much lower and a correction for piping system ductility is,
appropriate. In a practical sense, failure of a single support while the
piping system is elastic could very :&rely result in a piping system failure
whereas failure of a single support when the piping system is highly plastic
(near its functional ductility limit) could result in excessive piping
deformation and impairment of function.. Thus, some credit for ductility
should be taken for pipe supports but possibly not as great as for piping
itself.

Fragility of a multi-supported run of piping based on a single support failure
and considering limited system ductility is judged to be conservative.

In general, the system ductility selected for piping and supports is felt to

be conservative, but the lack of any significant contribution to risk caused
by piping failure, has not prompted any further effort to justify an increase
in assumed ductility. It is seen that excessive conservatism exist in the
piping response analyses and in the selection of design criteria (i.e.,
allowable stresses and support capacities). These conservatisma have resulted
in the consistently large margins derived in PRA. The VRnC Piping Review
Ossittee (USNRC, 1984) has oummarited the various stages in the piping design
at which excessive conservatism is introduced:

S Damping values used in current designso are lower-bound
values as stipulated in the NRC regulatory gtidea.

The Regul.atory Guid. 1.22 approach of broadeninq the peaks
of floor response spectra has resulted in large

conservatism in seismic piping design.

Inelastic energy absorption capability of piping systems
is not explicitly included in design.
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Allowable loads on nozzles are set low by equipment
manufacturers and credit for the flexibility of nozzles iz
usually not taken; this has resulted in additional pip:J.g
restraints.

The practice of using an envelope spectra input at
different supports of piping systems instead of using
multiple response spectra has added to the conservatism in
piping design.

Requirements of designing for an OBE with lower damping
values and stress allowables generally less than yield
tend to govern the piping design.

C.7.2 Limitations of Piping Fragility Evaluation

Most piping fragilities have been developed using generic information.
Plant-specific information may influence these fragilities; it is expected
that the median capacities of piping systems would Increase and the
uncertainties dacrease. In the PRAs, the fragility of pipinq is developed
considering one segment of piping fro2 anchor-to-anchor. The pipe support
capacity for the segment is estimated based generally on the most stressed,
support. A piping system (e.g., service water system piping) has many
segments and each segment, has a number of supports. Because a single
earthquake is exciting all the nod-es and supports of the piping system, their
responses may be expected to be positively correlated. Similarly, their
capacities are expected to be correlated because of common materials and types
of supports. A complete fragility analysis of the pipinq system should
consider the number of segments and supports, and the probabilistic dependence
between their failures. Also, it should consider the fact that failure of a
single support does not necessarily mean failure of a piping system function
or pressure boundary. A number of pipe supports might need to fail before the
piping displacement becomes unacceptable and the system fails. It is judged
that the conservative assumption of a single pipe support failure leadingto'
P.,sWm failure and the apparent unconservative approach of considering only
the pipe segment or pipe support failure in estimatina a- pipinQ system
fragility (i.e., not considering dependences) may be compensating. Therefore,
the piping fragilities In the PRAs reviewe0dare assessed to be conservative.

C.7.3 Earthquake Experience

Earthquake experience data shows that piping systems in industrial facilities,
which have little or no seismic' design k-ave performed well during ea•'thcuakes
(note, however, that industrial facility piping is significantiy more flexible
than in nuclear power plants and this may partially account for its qood
performance despits the lack of explicit seismic design). Piping failures
that have occurred in past earthquakes are the' result of one or more of the
following causesst

Insufricient flexibilitys i.e., short stiff sections of
piping between flexible equipment and straight branch
piping between header piping.
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Piping connected to unanchored equipment.

* Brittle connections: mechanical joints such as threaded
pipe and victaulic couplings.

* Use of brittle (cast iron) piping.

Piping that has been badly corroded or eroded.

C.7.4 Conclusion

Because of the large seismic capacities of engineered piping systems and
inherent flexibility of piping systems in general, they should not be focused
on in a seismic design margin review. However, a detailed walkthrough
inspection of the plants should aim to identify weak spots in the piping
systems (e.g., unanchored attached equipment, stiff sections of piping between
flexible termination points, and brittle connections).'

C.8 VALVES

Valves in all the PRAs conducted to date have been shown to be quite rugged
and have not been significant contributors to seismic risk. The fragility
parameters of valves have generally been estimated using generic analytical
approaches derived from specific analyses and limited qualification tests of
many nuclear valves. Historical performance has also been factored into
generic valve fragility derivations.

Various types of valves are used in nuclear power plants. They can be grouped
into active valves or, passive valves with or without extended operators.
Valves that are passive and that do not hava extended operators are much less
vulnerable to seismic accelerations. Their pressure boundaries are designed
to be stronger than the attached piping; thus, piping governs the pressure
boundary failur'e for these valves. Very high generic capacities for passive
valves without extended operators is demonstrated by the SAFEGUARDS (U. S.
Army Corp s cf Engineers, 1975a and 1975b) shock test data. Even though these
were shock-type tests of less than 2 seconds duration, significant Inelastic

piping deformation occurred without any evidence of valve distress, thus,
confirming design philosophy for valves that the pressure boundary is stronger

than the connecting piping.

Motor-operated active valves tend to have lower capacities. The most critical
failure mode of these valves is typically the loss of ability to change state
caused by yielding of the extended operator support. The maximum acceleration

(Smax) values derived by the suppliers are generally based on the valve
operator support exceeding an allowable stress limit less than yield.
Fragility descriptions for activa valves are, consequently, derived on the
basis of operator support failure. When a plastic hinge forms in the operator
support, sufficient misalignment is considered to occur so as to cause binding
of the ste* and failure to function. An additional failure mode resulting

from operator support yielding could be leakage past the stem seals. Leakage
through the valve is noL as likely at a seismic level which causes the
operator support to grossly yield since the valve body and disk or plug are
very compact, rugged components.
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The plant-specific data base for valve capacity evaluation consists of several
hundred different valves; their median functional capacity is found to range
from about lq to greater than 139 peak ground acceleration. In most plants,,
valves are designed to withstand 3g or mcre in any direction uith typical
capacities of double this value. These are lccal response capacities and the
capacities relative to peak ground acceleration are less. A few low-capacity
valves have been found that are an exception to the gene~ral ruggedness of
active valves. The ruggedness of valves coupled with excessively conservative
piping response calculations results in valve seismic capacities relative, to
peak grouno acceleration that are generally quite high.

Table C-14 shows the capacities of some representative valves with plant
specific fragility derivations (i.e., large motor-operated valves,
air-operated valves, reliet and check valves). It is seen that the median
ground motion capacities of these valves are, in all cases but one, larger
than 1.0' and the HCLPF acceleration values generally exceed 0.40g except for
a few isolated cases. These few cases with computed HCLPF of failure values
less than 0.4g merit some further scrutiny in light of the successful
performance of hundreds of valves in earthquakes exceeding 0.4g. All valves
in Table C-14 with HCLPF values less than 0.4g are from Plant A, which had a
safe shutdown earthquake of only 0.1g. The median peak ground acceleration
capacity and uncertainties were based on plant-specific valve capacity
information supplied by vendors but the valve response was treated in a
generic manner assuming valve response close to the allowable limit. The
generic response assumptions tend to result in lower predicted capacities as a
result of the low speified SSE level, i.e., a generic factor of safety
results regardless of the SSE level, thus, a higher SSE multiplied by the
generic factor of safety would result in a higher predicted peak ground
acceleration capacity. The generic treatment of valve response also results
in assignment of greater uncertainty. Thus, the combination of a low
specified SSE, assumed response near the vendor specified allowable and a
larger uncertainty resulting from.the use of generic response results in a
lower than normal median capacity and a low HCLPF value.

The lowest median and HCLPF value in Table C-14 is for a core spray full flow
test valve which did not meet the specified design criteria of 3c capacity in
any direction but was accepted on the basis that actual response was less than
the quallfication level. There sre 5 other valves in Table C-14 with HCLPF
values between 0.32 and 0.38. With more o'--led study of actual predicted
response, the uncertainti-- . .' 4-he r--41 : the HCLPF values increased.
For valves meeting a m L '.m. c , cn capacity In any direction, we
believe the real HCLPF v-.... -. •ne order of 0.4g or greater.

C.8.1 Earthcuake _Kri erc(

The report by EQz (l9•. I. 1-ied the data on the performance in past
earthquakes, of motor-op~fated aj b, -operated valves in fossil power plants
and other industrial facilities. ,t 14 pointed out in the reference (EQE,
1982) that the valves in the data base are similar to the valves in nuclear
power plants; in fact, the data base valves may have experienced earthquake
responses larger than that which would be expected in a nuclear plant
subjected to the same ground motion because of very flexible spans of piping
to which they were attached and because they were often located in the upper
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boiler structure of the unit, where a substantial amplifi-ation of ground
motion is expected. In spite of this, there were no reports of damage to
valven or motor operators in the data ba-3e facilities in past earthquakes. An
air operator failed at the El Centro Plant in. the 1979 Imperial Valley
earthquake. A detailed examination (E'I2E, 3982) revealed that the section of
the pipe supporting the valve was extremely flexible. During the earthquake,
the supporting pipe waE deflected to sich an-extent that the diaphragm housing
of the air operator repeatedly struck the adjacent column (located 2 inches
from it). This fractured the yoke of the operator support. This failure can
therefore be attributed to impact loids rather than to inertial loads. The
Senior Seismic Review and Advisory Panel tSSRAP - 1984) has reviewed the
information on the performance of valves in past earthquakes and has made
recommendations as to the minimum peak ground acceleration levels below which

no seismic qualification is necessary.

The actual number of valves included in the SQUG data base was 415; 370 of
these were air-operated and 45 were motor-operated. All valves with the one
exception previously noted survived earthquakes ranginq from 0.2g to 0.Sg peak

ground acceleration. The cumulative number of valves that experienced a peak
ground acceleration equal to or exceeeing stated values without damage was rot
provided in the SQUG data base. The cumulative distribution was, however,
provided for horizontal and vertical pumps whose total was 400 (240 horizontal
and 160 vertical). If we reasonably assume that the ratio of valves exceeding
specified levels of earthquake (i.e., 0.2g, 0.3g, . . . 0.5g) to the total

number of valves in the data base is the same as for pumps, we can develop
statistical arguments for a lower bound below which seismic margin studles

should not be conducted.

Taking all air-operated valves, neglecting the one impact type failure, and

usinq the ratio of pumps that survived 0.So without failure to the total
population of pumps, the number of valves surviving 0.5g is estimated to be 60.

The probability of failure at any level can be computed from:

p = l_-(l-pC) /n

where PC is the confidence and n is the number of valves surviving the
stated acceleration leve. with no failures. For 95% confidence, the

probability of failure at 0.5g is 0.042. Thus, for air-operated valves the
data base of earthquake experience supports a HCLPF of greater than 0.5q.

The data base for motor-operated valves is too small to detive any
statistically meaningful data.

C.8.2 Conclusion

The analytical PRA data base indicates that almost all valves with HCLTF

values less than 0.5g are motor-operated (Table C-14). Accounting for some
known conservatisms in fragility derivations, it was stated that the PRA data
would support a HCLPF of about 0.4g. The SQUG data base demonstrates
statistically that air-operated valves have a HCLPF of greater than 0.5g. The
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data base at this acceleration level is too small to be statistically
aignificant for motor-operated valve.,. We understand that more strong-motion
earthquake data on motor--operated valves are being collected by SQtG and it is
anticipatec, that these lata will support a HCLPF capacity greater than that
inferred from the PRA anrlytical derivations. For motor-operated valve
configurations that comply with SSRAP requiremnnts for operator weight and
length of operator support, we judge that seismic margin review is not
necessary tor earthquakes up to 0.5g. Plant walkdowns should verify that
sufficient clearance exists for all valves to avoid impact with adjacent
structures or equipment.

C.9 HEAT EXCHANGERS

Heat exchangers are horizontal or vertical cylindrical vessels usually
supported at two locations. Typical failure modes for heat exchangers are
failure of anchor bolts, weld failures in supports and occasionally, shell
buckling.

Table C-16 shows the capacities of several heat exchangers evaluated in PRAs.
Heat exchanger failures have been reported as important contributors to
spi&jic risk in Oconee (C). In other plants, they have not contributed
significantly, Table C-15. It is seen that the HCLPF acceleration values are
in many cases, less than 0.25g. In Table C-15, a very large variation in
median and HCLPF values is observed. This large variation merits.some
dctailed examination and interpretation.

Despite some relatively low capacities of heat exchangers, they have not been
a dominant risk contributor except in the case of Oconee (Plant C). The lo1
contribution to risk in most plants likely result, from system
considerations. For instance, containment spray coolers are not important if
n IW':A does not occur. In the case of Oconee (Plant C), the o•ain condenser
failure is the dominant contributor to risk which results from flood water
from an adjacent lake, not loss of function of the condenser. The condenser
is a non-seismic component. This situation is unique in Oconee and the
siqnificp.nce of condenser failure should not be construed as applicable to
other plants.

With the exception of Zion (A) and Indian Point (B), median capacities for
other beat exchangers range from 0.7g to 13.0g. If we further scrutinize the
total distribution, we find that heat exchanger median capacities derived
generically range from 0.7g to 2.4g and capacities derived specifically range
from 1.0g to approxi.mately 13.0g.

Although the number of samples is small, the trend is clear. In a generic
derivation, the stress resulting from an SSE is assumed to be near the code
allowable. When the fragility analyst accounts for the safety factor in the
governing code and in specified material minimum properties, the inelastic
energy absorption capability and for conservatism in the response analysis, he
typically develops a median fragility of 6 times the SSB or greater. If the
failure mode is brittle, this value ma" be only 3-4 times the SSE but rarely
less. Thus, the derived fragility is a direct function of the BSE specificd
for design. For plant-specific evaluations, there is usually more spread.
ror large components such as the heat exchanqers in Table C-15, the desiqner
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would tend to optimize the supports for the SSE, usually leaving some cushion
by selecting the next size larger members, etc. In t'.s case, the capacity
would again be a direct function of the specified SSE level. The CCW heat
exchanger in Plant I has a capacity of about four times the SSE. This would
indicate a near optimum for 'a brittle failure mode (anchor bolts).

There are two extreme deviations from this generalized conclusion. The high
seismic capacities of heat exchangers in Zion, A, (also Indian Point, B) arise
from the fact that the designers had used a very conservative enveloping
response spectrum in the design of supports. In the case of the Zion RHR heat
exchanger, the enveloping spectrum used in the design analysis had a spectral
acceleratinn which was ten (10) times larger than the spectral acceleration
calculated at the floor elevation for a median damping value of 5%.

With the exception of these two extremes, plant-specific derivations show
median capacities comparable to those for generic derivations. If the HCLPF
values are compared to the SSE level, it can be observed that the margin tends
to be a bit less for generic derivations than for plant-specific. This
results from the larger uncertainty typically assigned to Qaneric
derivations. In general, for large, heavy components such as heat exchangers,
the plant-specific and generic 'derivations result in comparable median and
HCLPF values with the generic values being biased to the low side. This would
not typically be the case for small, light-weight components in which case,
the actual capacity is generally many times that of a generic. derivation.
This results from the fact that there is not sufficient inertial loading on
small component supports to fall even the smallest bolts or structural members
that the designer may choose.

C.9.1 Conclusion

Since large, heavy heat exchangers may have relatively low seismic capacities
mainly through support and anchorage failures, it is recommended that seismic
margin reviews address these failure modes.

C.10 TANKS

Certain classes of tanks possess relatively low seismic capacities, while
others have very high capacities. Tank failure modes include failure of
anchorage, failure of supports, and tank-wall buckling. Typic~lly, vertical,
ground-mounted flat-bottom storage tanks have the lowest seismic capacities.

C.10.1 Flat-Bottom Storage Tanks

Table C-16 shows the capacities of some typical flat-bottom tanks. The HCLPF
acceleration levels of these tanks are, in some Instances, less than 0.2g. In
the past, these tanks were designed using the procedure outlined in TID 7024
wherein the seismic forces were calculated based on the zero period
acceleration rather than the spectral acceleration. This method is ciearly
unconservative. Note that Table C-16 also shows the "arked increase in
capacity when the t-.nk is properly anchorel to the ground (Plant C - old end

new condensate storage tanks). Failures of tanks, however, have ni.t proved to
be dominant in risk calculations because failure of a single tank has not, in
Itself, resulted in severe core damage.
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C.10.2 Miscellaneous Tanks

Table C-17 shows capacities of miscellaneous tanks that do not fall into the
general category of flat-bottom storage tanks. Most are floor-mounted in
structures but a few are buried. Tank sizes range from very small to very
large. From Table C-17, there is no significant distinction that can be seen
between small and larqe tanks nor between horizontal and vertical tanks."

There are two tanks in Table C-17 with median ca!,acities less than 1.5g and
three with HCLPF less than 0.5g. For tanks listed as having median capacities
greater than 2g, the uncertainties were not computed as these hiqh capacities
were not deemed as contributors to seismic risk. The HCLPF for these tanks is

significantly greater than 0.5g.

Fragility derivations from the two lowest capacity tanks were re-examined
to assess the validity of the lower capacity predictions. The fuel oil day
tank in Plant A is 4 feet in diameter and 18 feet long; thus, full of fuel oil
and it is quite heavy. Its 3/4-inch diameter anchor bolts were, according to
the vendor's stress summary, stressed to the allowable limit of low-strength
A-307'boIts. Bolt material was not specified and A-307 was assumed since it
would meet the requirements. This resulted in a median capacity of slightly
greater than 4 times the SSE. We see that there is a substantial margin even
for non-ductile failures where the limit of the design code is reached. The

low HCLPF value of 0.24g results from excessive conservatism in the
uncertainty analysis (SR - 0.39 and SU- 0.48). If more detailed
information on the tank support design were known, a more realistic estimate

of the uncertainties would result in a HCLPF value oi greater than 0.3g, which
is still well below the remaining tanks. A sophisticated and detailed
analytical reevaluation of the tank could change this conclusion but based on
the information at hand, we would have to conclude that the fragility estimate
is Leasonable and that the HCLPF value could be as low as 0.3g for brittle

fail.re modes.

The next lowest capacity tank is the Plant J core flood tank nozzle. Its
median capacity is 1.37g anc the HCLPF value is 0.33g. Agsin, the uncertainty
is quite high. This stems from the fact that the nozzle loads result from
piping reactions and generic uncertainties were used in defining the loading.
There is also believed to be conservatism in the stated nozzle stresses as the
vessel designers are given conservative envelope nozzle loads for design. In
conductinq a deterministic seismic margin review of a nuclear power plant, in
all cases where upward scaling of design nozrzle stresses for the seismic
margin earthquake resulted in excessive stresses, a review of actual nozzle

reactions always resulted in acceptable stresses. Based upon our experience
in that study, if actual loading were used for the core flood nozzle of
Plant J, the median capacity would have been computed to be substantially
higher, the uncertainty would be substantially lower because of the use of
actual values, and the rerulting NCLPF value would very likely exceed 0.5g.
In addition, ductile nozzles historically do ibot break off in sarthouakas up
ti 0.5g unlesa the tank supports fail first.

The HCLPF valuo for the diesel oil storage tank of Plant 3 is 0.43q. Failure
is stated to be in anchor bolts. The tanks are actually buried ane. anch.•.red
but, backfill is also applied. Benefit of backfill was not taken intc account
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in the fragility derivation; thus, we can conclude that the median and HCLPF
values are actually hiqher than stated. For other buried tanks, the HCLPF
values are greater than 0.5g. Buried tanks should hot be a problem unless
fault , movement, liquefaction, or tank sliding could result in failure of
attached piping.

C.10.3 Conclusion

From a seismic marqin standpoint, attention should be given to tank anchorage
and the seismic criteria used in its design. Flat-bottom storage tanks,
whether outdoors or in building structures, should be evaluated for margin
earthquakes above the SSz. - llI potential failure modes should be examined.
For tanks with formed heads, margin evaluations do not appear necessary for
earthquakes up to 0.5o except for failure modes of supports. Buried tanks
should be examined for the possibility of excess relative motion between the
tanks and attached piping that might result from sliding, liquefaction, or
fault movement. Otherwise buried tanks only warrant a marqin review for
accelerations greater than 0.5g.

C.ll BATTERIES AND RACMS

Table C-18 shows the capacities of DC batteries and racks evaluated in a
number of seismic PRAs. The HCLPF acceleration values are typically larger
than 0.30g.

During the Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) (1977-1980), batteries and
their racks were identified as major seismic-induced risk contributors because
of the lack of seismic bracing in the racks and lack of lateral and
longitudinal support of the batteries. Fragility testing of ;.atteries has
demonstrated that standard 125V DC batteries have substantial' seismic
ruggeeness JHCLPF ground motion estimate of about 0.7g) when properly
supported. The problems with battery racks identified in the SEP appear to
have now been corrected at nearly all U.S. nuclear power plants.

Batteries and their racks have never been identified in a seismic PRA to be
significant contributor to risk. In the Zion and Indian Point Units 2 and 3
Probabilistic Safety Studies, 125V DC batteries and racks were identified as
potential contributors to risk even though their median capacities were
qreater than 7 and 11 times the SSE, respectively. However, their failures
were not found to be significant contributors to seismic core damage or
release resulting from the dominance of other lower capacity components.

For the batteries in Plant I, the median capacity was assumed to be 1251 Of
the achieved test level. This value was considerably less than the generic
test data for batteries would indicate or the analytical derivation for racks
would point out. Thus, the estimate it considered too conservative.

V

A recent gathering of test data (ANCO, 1985) indicates that the spectral
acceleration capacity of new batteries and racks is at least 2q to 4q at 5%
damping. Fratility test data on aged batteries mounted in flexible (10-13 HS)
racks (Barson, 1984) indicates electrical failures occurring at 51 damped
spectral accelerations no lower than 1.79 and up to greater than 5.5g. The
aged battery fragility tests were oonducted on only one model of battery.
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Aged capacities were significantly lower than for unaqed batteries of the same
type but not lower than values indicated in past PRAs. The aged battery
fragility test program is continuing.

Based upon data to date, unless a seismic walkdown of a nuclear plant
identifies an obviously deficient battery rack or longitudinal support of
batteries in such racks, batteries and their supports do not appear to be a
seismic margin or seismic risk issue for earthquakes up to 0.5g.

C.12 MOTOR CONTROL CENTERS AND SWITCHGEARS

Failures of these electrical components could be caused by relay chatter,
breaker trip, or structural failures (e.g., anchor bolt or support failures).
Breaker trips are usually the result of protective relay chatter but can, in
the case of molded case breakers, result from seism inertial loading.
Structural failures generally occur at much higher ground accelerations
compared to the levels at which relay chatter may occur. Trip breakers will,
fail structurally at levels below the cabinet capacities.

In general, the system analysts have assumed that the breaker trips caused by
chattering are recoverable. Because of this assumption, these electrical
equipment failures have seldom contributed to the core damage or release
frequencies. Table C-19 compares the acceleration capacities for recoverable
and non-recoverable failures of active electrical equipment at Limerick. From'
this, we can see that the assumption of recoverability can significantly
affect the risk results. Although the reset of the system may be readily
possible at the control room under certain circumstances, some breaker trips
may require resetting at local panels. This raises the question of
reliability of operator action under the unfamiliar and stressed conditions of
a seismic event. Failure of operator action is equivalent to a breaker
failure. Yet, 'it may be too conservative to concede operator failure because
the fragilities of electrical equipment for the relay chatter failure mode are
generally derived from sparse data. The actual capacities may be much larger
but harder to demonstrate without resorting to extensive fragility testing.
Much further work is needed to properly treat the issue of relay chatter in
the seismic PRAs.

Table C-20 shows the seismic capacities of motor control centers and
switchgears evaluated in the PRAs of a number of nuclear power plants. The
HCLPF acceleration levels for the non-recoverable failure are typically larqer
than 0.40g. The performance of the electrical equipment in past earthquakes
as summarized in the SQUG and SSRAP reports very conservatively indicates that
they can survive earthquake ground accelerations of 0.33g or less and remain
operational thereafter provided the. cabinets have adequate engineered'
anchorage and the internal subassemblies are securely attached to the cabinets
that contain them.

The functionality (i.e., inadvertent change of stat" or failure to change
state on command of relays) during an earthquake has not been reviewed by
SSRAP Tab.e C-21 shows the seismic capacities of some representative motor
control centers and switchgears for the chatter failure mode. We can see that
chatter failures could occur at relatively low ground acceleration levels.
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C.12.1 Conclusion

Seismic margin studies should address the question of the potential for relay

chatter in active electrical equipment and evaluate the consequences of such
chattering, i.e., breaker trip, lock-in, or lock-out circuit. Recoverability

of trips and locked circuits should then be examined. For circuits that can
be adversely affected by device chatter, the device qualification for the

margin earthquake level should be established.

Seismic margin studies should also make sure that .the cabinets of motor,

control centers, switchgears, relay cabinets, etc., have engineered anchorage
and the internal subassemblies are properly attached to the cabinets. For

these active electrical eauipment the HCLPF capabilities are at least 0.5c if
they are properly anchored.

C.13 DIESL GENERATORS AND DISEL-SYSTDIS

In the seismic PRAs conducted so far, the diesel generators themselves have
not been the low seismic capacity components. Failures have invariably been
associated with the peripherals of diesel generators. Examples include the
diesel-generator fuel )oil tank at Indian Point Units 2 and 3, the
diesel-generator oil cooler at Millstone Unit 3, and the diesel-generator
heating and venting at Limerick. Typically, structural failure modes (i.e.,
attachment bolt fAilure and support failure) have been the causes for these
component failures. The assumption that these failures are completely
disabling and that failure, of the peripherals will lead to failure of the
diesel diesel generators is conservative.

In the Limerick and Millstcne Unit 3 risk assessment studies, the possibility
of random (non-seismic) failure of the diesel generator system to perform on
demand, given a seismically induced loss of offsite power, was considered.
For Limerick, the median non-seismic failure freque,•cy of the emergency power
system was considered to be 1.0 x 10-3 per demand. This is a significant
risk contributor and dominates the accident sequences for seismic loss of
offsite power since the seismic capacity of the diesel-generator system is
relatively high (the lowest capacity component is the heatirfg and venting with
a l.9g mxidian capacity). We should point out, however, that if relay chatter
and trip are taken as non-recoverable failure for the emergency power
electrical component*, the random failure frequency may not be dominant as a
result of the very low seismic capacity of these components. For Millstone
Unit 3, the median non-seismically induced frequency of failure of the
emergency power system was taken as approximately 2 x 10-4 per demand and
the median seismic capacity of -the diesel generators is approximately 0.9g.
This is governed by either diesel-building wall-footing failing of 0.88g
median capacity which is assumed to damage attached equipment or the diesel
generator oil cooler failing of 0.919 median c'%pacity. As a result cf the
relatively low random frequency of failure and the relatively low seismic

capacity of the- ditsel generator system, seismic failure is the dominant
contributor for the accident sequence for seismically induced loss of offaite

power for Millstone 3.

Table C-22 shows the seismic capacities of diesel generator systems in a

sample of nuclear power plants. It confirms that failures of peripherals
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(e.g., lube oil tank, day tank, diesel fuel oil transfer pump, etc.) are the
governing failure modes. The HCLPF acceleration level for diesel systems

exceeds 0.30g.

Diesel generators are generally subjected to significant vibrations during the
startup a 3 shutdown operations that may be more critical than those occurring
during earthquakes Successful performance of diesel generators in ships and&
railroad engines, and at the Nevada Test Site demonstrates their seismic
ruggedness. Diesel generators in industrial facilities have performed well in

-past earthquakes.

C.13.1 Conclusion

For a seismic design margin earthquake exceeding 0.3g, attention should only
be focused on the anchorage of diesel system peripherals (e.g., fuel oil
tanks, heat exchangers, diesel fuel oil transfer pumps). For seismic design
margin earthquakes exceeding 0.5g, the design criteria and qualification
methods for these peripherals should be examined.

C.14 PUMPS

Pumps have not been shown to be low capacity components except in the case of
the service water pumps at Zion. In this case, the qualification report was
reviewed but without a review of detailed di7awings it was not clear that the
pump modeling was correct or that the assumed case-bending failure would, in
fact, result in f-nctional failure.i Unlike some very early plants, Zion
(Plant OAO in Table C-23) service water pumps had lateral supports on their
long columns that are typical of most nuclear service water pumps and we would
expect a capacity similar to other plants whose pump capacities are shown in
Table C-23. In the case of Zion, the crib house roof was deemed to collapse
at about the same level as the functional failure capacity of the pump and
there was no incentive to improve upon the pump fragility calculation. The
chief concerns with the long-column vertical pumps (i.e., cantilevered casing
and motor) are shaft misalignment and damage to bearings caused by excessive
casing deflection caused, in turn, either by inertial loading or interfloor
displacement on multi-floor-supported pumps.

In the SQUJG Program, data on the performance of both horizontal and vertical
pumps in fossil power plants and other industrial facilities was collected.
The SQUG data show that both horizontal and vertical pumps have survived (with
no damage) peak ground accelerations up to 0.50g.

Based on this data and related field experience, the SSRAP has concluded th.At
horizontal pumps in their entirety, and vertical pumps above their flancae' are
relatively stiff and seismically rugged devices because of their inherent
design and operating requirements. For earthquakes up to 0.33g, SSRAP has
conservatively concluded that no seismic qualification is necessary. The
SSRAP recoamends thats

For horizontal pumps, one just assure that the driver
(electric motor, turbine, etc.) and pump are rigidly connected
through their base so as to prevent damaging relative motion.
Of concern are intermedimte flexible bases; these must be
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evaluated separately. Thrust restraint of theshaft must also
be assured in both axial directions. The data base covers
pumps up to 2500 hp. However, the SSRAP feels that the
conclusions are equally valid for horizontal pumps of greater
horsepower'.

For vertical pumps, the data base has many entries up to 700
hp and several up to 6000 hp. However, the SSRAP feels that
vertical pumps, -bove the flange, of any size at nuclear
plants -re sufficiently rugged to meet the Type A bounding
spectrum (Fig. C-i).

The SSRAP feels that variety of vertical-pump configurations
and shaft lengths, below the flange, and the relatively small
number of data base points in several categories, preclude the
use of the data base to screen all vertical pumps. Vertical
turbine pumps, i.e., deep-well submerged pumps with canti-
levered casings up to 20 feet in length and bottom bearing
support of the shaft to the casing are well enough representcd
to meet the bounding criteria below the flange as well. The
SSRAP recommends either individual analysis or use of another
method as a means of evaluating other vertical pumps below the
flange.

C.14.1 Statistical Evaluation of Pump Performance During Earthouakes

The SQUG data base consisted of 400 horizontal and vertical pumps with 75 of
these pumps experiencing earthquakes of 0.5g or greater. Using this
information, the probability of failure at 0.5g can be computed from:

P - I - (1-PC)l/n

where PC is the confidence level and n is the number of samples exceeding
0.5g. For 95% confidence, the probability of failure is computed to be
0.039. Thus, the HCLr? value for pumps in general is greater than 0.5g.

V

C.14.2 Conclusion

Based on the PRAa and earthquake performance data, pumps need not be
considered, for further evaluation for seismic margin reviews up to 0.50g.
Long-column vertical pumps with cantilevered casings over 20 feet in length
are exceptions to this. There are no documented experience data nor have any
nuclear pumps falling Into this category been analytically evaluated. If,
unsupported cantilevered casings exceeding 20 fee' in, length exist, they
should be examined in margin studies for accelerations above 0.3g.

C.15 SOIL LIQUEFACTION

The nuclear power plants studied t.' PRVs to date were sited such that there
was a remote possibility of liquefaction at these plant sites. Since
liquefaction has caused some of the most devastating damage of industrial
facilities and residential buildings in past sarthouakes, seismic 'margin
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studies should address the potential for liquefaction. Liquefaction occurs
under the following conditions:

During strong ground shaking, pore water pressures may

build up in saLurated .ohesionleas deposits.

If the amplitude and duration of shaking are sufficiently
large, the pore water pressure can equal the confining
pressure resulting in the loss of the shear strength of
the soil.

In this condition water flows to the surface forming
springs, sand boils, and ground cracks.

Buildings may sink with large differential settlement, and
massive landslides may be initiated.

Although several conservative assumptions are made in evaluating the potential
for liquefaction in the nuclear power plant sites at the design staqe, the
relatively low factors of safety used in design (as low as 1.1) may make the
threat of liquefaction real under earthcpakes larger than the original SSE.

Since liquefacLion can seriously damage saveral critical structures (and
interconnecting and bired piping) and compromise redundant safety systems,
seismic margin studies should evaluate the potential for soil liauefaction.

C.16 EVAC SYSTD4S

HVAC system components (i.e., fans, cooling units, and ducts) have not been
identified to be important contributors to seismic risk in the PRAs conducted
to date.

lables C-24 and C-25 show the seismic capacities of some fans and cooling

units in the nuclear power plants studied. We can see that the dominant
failure modes consist of anchor bolt failures and support failures. The HCLPF
acceleration levels for these components are typically larger than 0.30Q.
HVAC ducting is estimated to have larger seismic capacities and is not
explicitly included in the system models of PRAs.

HVAC units mounted on vibration isolators may pose a problem for earthquakes
exceeding the SSE since their motion could potentlally cause failure in
attached pipinr or electrical conduits. These systems should be evaluated for
all earthquakes exceeding the SSE.

A generic evaluation of ducting considering the inherent conservatisms in A/E
design criteria should ruffice for ducting.

C.17 CABLE TRAYS

Cable trays have not been identified as important contributors to seismic risk
in the PRA. because of their large seismic capacities. 'Cable trays in nuclear
power plants have one or more of the following supportsa rod hung, unistrut,
and cantilevered supports. Tests on unistrat-supported cable trays have shown
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very hiqh capacities (Reimer and Koss, 1979; URS/Blume, 1983). Trays hunq by
threaded rods have substantia]ly less capacity (URS/B2 jm-!, 1983). In the
PRAs, a large value of 1U ýi.e., measure of uncertaiuty in the median
capacity) is used to cover a wide number of tray configurations since the
system analysis does not specifically model each cable tray. In spite of this
large BU, the HCLPF acceleratio)n values for cable trays exceed 0.30g (Table

C-27).

Plant F has the lowest HCLPF value in Table C-26, yet it is a more modern
plant with braced unistrut cable-tray •supports. The generic derivation
resulted in a higher uncertainty that gave a much lower median (and HCLPF)
capacity than what the current test data would support.

Recent walkthrough inspections of plants have indicated large deviations in
the cable trays from the design documents. The cable trays in the plants were
found to be different from those shown on as-built drawings and design
calculations. Some of the bolts were not torqued properly; some supports had
more cable trays than designed for. Another potential problem area discovered
is that cables between buildings are sometimes clamped at the ends and may
snap as a result of relative motion of buildings during earthquakes.

In a seismic margin study, a walkthrough inspection of the plant should
concentrate on these deviations in cable trays and cabling installation.
Specific evaluations for earthquake levels exceeding O.3g should only be
necessary for conditions identified as suspect during a field walkdown. For
plants with threaded-rod-hung trays, the low cycle fatigue data from
URS/Blume, (1983) should be applied. For earthquakes in excess of 0.5g, all

failure modes should be examined.

C.18 DAMS, DIKES, AND LEVEES

In the Oconee PRA, failure of the Jocassee Dam was identified to be a dominant
seismic risk contributor because it would flood the site and result in loss of
the standby shutdown-facility cooling and long-term cooling. In the other
PRAs, failure of dams and dikes were not considered because of the specific
plant features (e.g., dry site, presence of seismic Category I dams and dikes,
plant not flooded by dam and dike failures, etc.).

In a seismic margirn study, failures of dams and dikes cannot be excluded
a priori. A review of tie design criteria, existing conditions, and potential
consequences of the failures of dams and dikes, if present in the plant
region, should be part of a seismic margin study.

C.19 DESICA AND ODUSTRUCTION ERRORS

Seismic PRAs have not included the effects of gross design and construction
errors. As such, the insights g&ined and ta_- lessons learned it. these PRAm
may have to be reassessed if potential for gross errors exits. Some limited
sensitivity utudies (1) have shown that only gross errors of very large
magnitude may have any observable influence on the seismic risk estimates.
From a seismic margin standpoint, one should examine the governing failure
modes of each critical component to see if a gross error of plausible
magnitude mignt affect its seiemic capacity. Such publicized errors as minor
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misplacement of pipe supports, wrong grade of materials used in members
subjected to pure compression (i.e., governed by buckling), or imp:oper
placement of anchor bolts for a column subjected to essential compression
loads will not significantly reduce the cap&cities of critical structures and
equipment so as to mhrkedly increase the seismic risk.

The significance of gross design and construction errors needs to be examined
in depth in order to establish criteria for seismic margin studies.

C.20 SEISMIC-INDUCED OPERATOR ERRORS

In most seismic PRAs, the analysts have assumed that plant operators perform
the needed safety functions during or immediately after a serious earthquake.
However, the occurrence of an earthquake of sufficient intensity to damage
reactor systems will initially disturb the performance of the operators and
raise doubts in their minds about th.. performance of instrumentation and
controls. The operators may not know how to respond to seismic failures -
spalling concrete, falling ceiling fixtures, ruptured tanks, etc. In the
Limerick Severe Accident Risk Assessment, the error rater for opeaster actions
required during seismic accident sequences were increased by a factor of 10.
This is a first step in recognizing the increased potential for operator
errors during earthquakes. The topic of operator performance during
earthquakes deserves much further attention.
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TABLE C-1

PUBLISHED SETSE4IC PRAS REVIEWED FOR
SEISMIC CAPACITY rRoKMATIOn

Reactor Plant Name

w

w

B&W

B&W

GE MK II

Zion

Indian Point 2&3

Oconee 3

Midland

Limerick

SSE
(g)

0.17

0.15

0.10

0.12

0.15

0.25

0.17

Acceleration
Definition for
Fraqility

Eff. Peak

EfL. Peak

Eff. Peak

Eff. Peak

Eff. Peak &
Duration Factor

Peak &

Duration Factor

Peak & Ductility
Reduction Factor

1.23

1.23

1.23

1.23

1.23

1.00

1.00

Factor*

N Seabrook

Millstone 3

* Peak Acceleration - Factor x Acceleration Defined for Fragility.
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TABLE C-2

SEISMIC CAPACITIES OF O01YTAflUNT

Plant Component Failure Am OR au HCLPF Generic or Remarks
Name Mode (g) (9) Specific -

A ont. Wall Shear 2.9 0.38 0.38 0.8 S Prestressed
Failure \ Containment
Failure 4.3 0.25 0.55 1.1 S SSMRP-Zion
recirc.

B Pr imary Shear 2.9 0.34 0.33 1.0 S Reinforced
Cont. Failure Containment

Bl 3.6 '0.35 0.38 1.1 S

C Cont. Shear 2.5 0.26 0.29 1.0 S Prestressed
Failure Containment

D Primary Shear 4.2 0.31 0.27 1.6 S Reinforced
Cont. Failure Containment

E Primary Shear 7.6 0.31 0.32 2.7 S Reinforced
Cont. Failure Containment

F Cont. 'Shear 4.9 0.-43 0.40 1.3 S Reinforced
Wall Failure Conta irment

G Primary Shear 9.2 0.49 0.48 1.9 S

Cont.

B Cont. Shear 4.0 0.35 0.36 1.2 S With
Internal

pressure

6.8 0.37 0.35 2.0 S Without
internal
pressure

I Steel Buckling 9.0 0.29 0.36 3.1 S

Cont. of b-de

Vessel wall
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TABLE C-3

OO4PARISON OF SEISMIC CAPACITIES OF

oouTAIrEzxT AN) iUSSS

A B D F

Median HCLPF Median HCLPF Median HCLPF Median 'HCLPF
(g) (g) (g) (g) (9) (q) (g) (g)

Containment 2.9 0.8 2.9 1.0 4.2 1.6 4.9 1.3

Reactor
Pressure 5.7 2.9 4.7 1.3 1.5 0.7 2.3 0.5
Vessel

Steam
Generator 3.2 1.3 2.3 0.7 N/A N/A 6.1 1.3

Reactor
Coolant 4.6 1.8 3.7 1.2 N/A N/A 2.7 0.6

Recirculation
Pump H/A N/A I/A N/A 2.2 0.55 'N/A N/A
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TABLE C-4

SEIS•4IC CAPACITIES OF REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL

Plant Name Failure Am BR a HCLPF Generic or Remarks
Mode (g) (g) Specific

Shear LLNL Load
A Failure 5.7 0.16 0.24 2.9 S Combination

of Bolts Program

Outlet
Nozzle 4.7 0.25 0.55 1.3 S SSMRP-Zion
Fracture
Outlet

B Nozzle 4.7 0.30 0.46 1.3 S
Fracture
Skirt

C Anchor 1.4 0.21 0.29 0.6 S,
Dolts
Skirt

D Support 1.1 0.15 0.27 0.5 S
Bolting

LLNL Load

E Upper 4.1 0.26 0.53 1.1 S Combination
Bumpers Program
Upper

F Lateral 1.6 0.26 0.26 0.7 S
Supports
Upper

G Lateral 1.5 0.28 0.29 0.7 S
Supports

H Support 2.5 S

Support
I Box Str. 2.5 B

Vert Plates

2.3 0.48 0.44 0.5 S

* SoWe values not calculated because of high capacity.
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TABLE C-5

SEISMIC CAPACITIES OF STEAM GENERA7TRS

Plant Name Failure Am OR aU HCLPF Generic or Remarks
Mode (g) (g) Specific

LLNL Load
- A Support 3.2 0.24 0.30 1.3 S Combination

Column Program

Support 2.4 0.26 0.54 0.6 S SSMRP-Zion

B Support 2.3 0.26 0.43 0.7 S
Column
Support

C Skirt 2.0 S
Flange

LLNL Load

D Upper 6.8 0.26 0.52 1.9 S Combination
Bumpers Program

Support 2.5. S

Lower
F Support 1.7 0.36 0.39 0.5 5

Bumpers

G Support 6.1 0.48 0.44 1.4 S

* Some values not calculated because of high capacity.

I?
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TABLE C-6

SEISMIC CAPACITIES OF REACTOR COOLhNT PUMP

plant Name Failure Am OR oU HCLPF Generic or Remarks
Mode (g) (g) Specific

Pump LLNL Load
A Support 4.6 0.26 0.30 1.8 S Combination

Column Program

Support 2.0 0.29 0.51 0.5 S SSMRP-Zion
Failure

B 3.7 0.26 0.43 1.2 S

C Pump 0.9 0.30 0.44 0.3 G Overly
Supports Conservative

LLNL Load
D Snubber 2.5 0.26 0.45 0.8 S Combination

Assembly Program
Anchor

E Bolts on 1.7 0.35 0.32 0.6 S
Column

F 2.7 0.43 0.47 0.6 S

* Some values not calculated because of high capacity.
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WAEU C-7

sEImIIC CaJpACTIES OF Rwimc£LmION K1(P

Plant Name Failure Am 8 R o DCLPF Generic or Remarka
node (g) (q) Specific

A Pump 0.9 0.26 0.28 0.4 $
Bracket
Motor

B Support 1.5 0.31 0.39 0.6 S
Bracket
Motor

C Support 1.0 0.30 0.28 0.4 S
Bracket
Motor

D Support 2.2 0.36 0.49 O.5 S
Bracket
Motor

9 Support 1.7 0.36 0.59 0.3 S
Bracket
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TABLE C-8

SEISMIC CAPACITIES OF REACTOR INTERNAS
Plant Nam~e Component A~ % % HCLPF Generic or Remarks

Plant Name Component Am ISR fOU HCLPF Generic or Remarks
(g) (g) Specific

A Core Geometry 1.4 0.25 0.42 0.5 S

B Core Geometry 1.3 0.21 0.40 0.5 S

Reactor Int 6 CRDM 1.1 0.29 0.37 0.4 S

* Shroud Support 0.6 0.15 0.27 0.3 S

E Core Support 1.5 0.34 0.37 0.4 S
Structure

F Internals 1.1 0.29 0.37 0.4 S

Core Support 1.0 0.21 0.28 0.4 S
G Aligners

Shroud Support 0.8 0.30 0.36 0.3 S

* Shroud Support 0.8 0.28 0.32 0.3 S
K

I Suirport Buckling 1.5 0.38 0.44 0.4 S

J Support Plate 1.0 0.31 0.33 0.3 S
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TABLE C-9

SEISMIC CAPACITIES OF CRD & FUEL ASSEKBLIES

Plant Name Component An AR aU HCLPF Generic or Remarks
(g) (g) Specific

A CRDM Housings 4.1 0.24 0.41 1.4 S

B CRDM Housings 3.5 0.20 0.36 1.4 S

C Reactor int & CRDm 1.1 0.29 0.37 0.4 S

D

E

F

G

H

CRDM Housings

CRDM

CRD Guide Tube
& Fuel

CRD Guide Tube

CRD Housings

0.9

1.3

0.8

1.7

1.0

0.26

0.26

0.25

0.28

0.30

0.28

0.46

0.26

0.35

0.38

0.4

0.4

0.3

0.6

0.3

S

S

S

S

S
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TABLE C-10

SEISMIC CAPACITIES OF SHEAR WALLS

Plant Component Failure Am BR AT' HCLPF Generic or Remarks
Name Mode (g) (g) Specific

Important
A Aux Bldg Shear 0.9 0.30 0.28 0.3 S Risk

Contributor
Important

B Control Shear 1.5 0.8 S Risk
Bldg - Contributor
Primary
Shear Shear 2.8 0.20 0.32 1.2 S
Walls

Important
C Aux Bldg Shear 0.9 0.21 0.25 0-4 S Risk

Contributor

Standby
Shutdown Shear 2.6 0.28 0.30 1.0 S
Facility
Standby
Gas Shear 1.8 0.20 0.31 1.0 5

D Treatment

Turbine Non-
Bldg Shear 0.5 0.23 0.29 0.2 S Cateijory I

Structure
Reactor
Building Shear 1.8 0.31 0.26 0.7 S

Aux
E Building Shear 1.5 0.31 0.26 0.6 S

Diesel
Building Shear 2.1 0.31 0.26 0.8 S

Turbine Non-category
Building Shear 0.7 0.30 0.29 0.3 S, G I Structure
Reactor Important
Building Flexural 1.3 0.31 0.25 0.5 S Risk

Contributor

Diesel
F Building Flexural 1.6 0.24 0.24 0.7 8

Spray Pond
Pump Str. Flexural 3.2 0.22 0.24 1.5



TABLE C-10

SEIDMIC CAPACITIES OF SHEAR WALLS
(Continued)

Plant Com"onent Failure As Si U HCLPF Generic or Remarks
Name Mode (9) (q) Specific

G C(nt Bldg Flexural 7.6 0.31 0.32 2.7 S

Cont Encl Shear 8.2 0.30 0.37 2.7 S
Bldg

Primary Flexural 2.6 0 30 0.33 0.9 5

Aux Bldg

SW Pump Flexural 2.1 0.17 0.29 1.0 S

House

SW Cooling Flexural 2.4 0.30 0.33 1.0 S
Tower

Control a Flexural 3.0 0.29 0.33 1.0 S
Diesel Gen
Bldg.

Fuel Stor- Flexural 5.0 0.24 0.32 1.9 S
age Bldg.

Seconodary Shear
H Cont. Failure 3.3 0.56 0.51 0.6 S

Primary Shear 9.2 0.49 0.48 1.9 S
Cont. Failure

Control Failure 1.7 0.42 0.49 0.4 S
Bldg. at Base

Aux Bldg
N/S Shear

Wall

Aux Bldg
E/W Shear
Wall

Diesel
Gen Bldg

Collapse 1.4 019 0.61

Collapse 2.5 0.17 0.63

Collapse 1.4 0.16 0.64

0.4

0.9

0.4

S

S

S

SSMRP-Z ion

SSMRP-Z ion

SSKRP-Z ion
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Tluz C-I1

2KISMIC tIPACITIMS OF R - IU.I01O FAIrWz O MMS

Plant Component Failure A OR % HCLp Generic or Remarks

Name Yode (9), (q) specific

Soil
A Reactor Failure 0.9 0.32 0.29 0.3 S

Building Beneath
?rJ.jndat ion
Slab
Foundation

B Reactor Soil 0.9 0.33 0.33 0.3 S
Bldg Failure
Diesel Wall
Generato: Footizv 0.9 0.20 0.46 0.3 S
Buildima Failure

C
Se•vice
Water Sliding 1.3 0.24 0.49 0.4 S
Pumpbouse
Service Failure

D Water of Walls 1.7 0.41 0.34 0.5 S
Pumpbouse due to

Lateral'
Soil Pressure

Reactor Base
E Building Mat 1.1 0.40 0.40 0.3 L SSMRP-Zion

Soil Failure



TABLE C-12

SEISMIC CAPACITIES OF BLOCK WALLS

Plant Component Failure Am BR BU HCL. F Generic or Remarks
Name Mode- (g) (g) Specific

A Walls 2.1 0.50 0.26 0.6 S
around
Control
Room

Reinforced,
B Aux Out-of- 0.6 0.34 0.41 0.2 S typically

Bldg plane anchored
Flexure at the top

Reactor Out-of- Reinforcej
C Control plane 0.7 0.39 0.30 0.2 S 80 thick

Building Flexure

Battery Vert. Unreinforced
D Room in-place 0.4 0.27 0.24 0.2 S Ungrouted

Collapse
As above, bjt

Battery 1.2 0.21 0.35 0.5 S strengthened
Room by steel

sections

Aux Vertical
E Building in-place 0.2 0.24 0.28 0.1 S Unreinforced

Collapse 8" thick
Reactor, Out-of-

G Building plane 1.2 0.38 0.35 0.4 S Reinforced
Flexure
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TABLE C-13

SEISV.IC CAPACITIES OF PIPIICG SYST34S

Plant Component Failure Am OR sU HCLPF Generic or Remarks
Name Mode (g) (g) Specific

Main Steam
A Piping 4.7 0.27 0.66 1.0 G

Service Water 4.1 0.26 0.60 1.0 G
Piping

RCS Piping 13.6 0.28 0.52 3.6 S

Safety Injec- 12.8 0.29 3.60 3.0 5
tion System
Main Steam

B Piping 7.4 0.31 0.63 1.6 G

Service Water 3.1 0.23 0.55 0.9 G
Piping

Cont Spray Piping 2.5 0.25 0.49 G.7 G

Main Steam
C Piping 2.5 0.23 0.55 0.7 G

Service Water

Piping 2.8 0.25 0.55 0.8 G

RHR Piping 3.2 0.28 0.56 0.8 G

RHR SW 4.9 0.29 0.39 1.6 G
D Piping 4.4 0.38 0.53 2.0 G

2.7 0.37 0.50 0.6 G

E BOP Piping 2.2 0.42 0.52 0.5 G
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TABLE C-14

SEISMIC CAPACITIE OF VALVES

Plant Component Failure As 8R f BU- HCLPF
Name Mode (g) (g) (q) (9)

A Recircu-
lation
system
( 10")

Feedwater
cbectr

Feedwater
Isolation
(240 4.O.)

HPCI Pump
sw -ton
(It.,' 1.0.)

HPCI Turbine
steam supply
(10- M.O.)

HPCI Turbine
exhaust
(20- 1.O.)

HPCI Shut-
off
(16- 1.O.)

ADS Safety
relief

RHR Suction
(24- 1.O.)

RHR HX By-
pass
(24- 1.O.)

RHR HX In-\

let
(20- 1.O.)

RHR 0o/
injection
(24* M.0.)

Bonnet
closure

Operator
bracket

Yoke
bending

I

Yoke
bending

Yoke
bending

Yoke
bending

Yoke
clamp

Function

Yoke
Support

Yoke
Support

Yoke
Support

Bonnet
studs

2.2

1.4

1.3

1.1

1.0

2.1

0.40 0.57 0.4

0.34 0.30 0.5

0.36 0.34 0.4

C.24 0.38 0.4

0.24 0.38 0.3

0.24 0.36 0.8

1.2

1.9

3.1

3.1

2.1

1.1

0.34 0.40 0.4

0.45 0.59 0.3

0.24 0J.37 1.1

0.24 0.37 1.1

0.24 0.37 0.8

0.25 0.38 0.4
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TABLE C-14

SEISMIC CAPACITIES OF VALVES
(Continued)

Plant Component
Name

Failure
Mode

Am
(9)

BR
(q) (g)

HCLPF
(g)

A RHR I/B In-
jection
(240 1.O.)

RHR full
flow admis-
sion
(18- 1.O.)

RHR Supp.
pool header
(6- 1.O.)

RHR Dry.ell
spray O/B
(12- 1.O..)

RHR Dryvell
spray I/B
(12- 1.O.)

RHR Head
spray iso-
lation
(6- M.o.)

RHR Head
spray O/B
(6" 1.O.)

RHR Head
spray I/B
(6- 1.o.)

RHR Cross
Connect ion
(24- 1.O.)

C.S. Suction
(16" 1.O.) .

Yoke
Support

Bonnet
studs

Bonnet
studs

Bonnet
studs

Yoke
support

Yoke
support

Bonnet
stud

Yoke
support

Yoke
support

Yoke
support

3.1

2.3

1.1

1.7

2.6

1.7

1.9

1.9

4.8

0.24 0.37 1.1

0.24 0.37 0.8

0.24 0.37 0.4

0.24 0.37 0.6

0.24 0.37 0.9

0.34 0.40 0.5

0.34 0.40 0.5

0.34 0.40 0.5

0.34 0.40 1.4

1.1 0.24 0.38 0.4
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TABLE C-14

SEISMIC CAPACITIES OF VALVES
(Continued) -

Plant Component Failure Au OR BU HCLPF
Name Mode (W) (q) (q) (g)

A C.S. Min. Yoke 1.1 0.34 0.39 0.3
flow to SP
(3' M.0.)

C.S.

t ion
(12"

In jec-

o/B
4. 0.)

C.S. Injec-
tion I/B
(12- M.O.)

C.S. test-
able lift
check
(12- lift
check)

C.S. full
flow test
(10" 4.O.)

RCIC Pump
auction
(60 M.O.)

RCIC Turbine
Exh. Isola-
lation
(100 M.O. )

RCIC Injec-

tion Shutoff
(60 3.O.)

DG Safety
and relief

RCIC Turbine
Steam Supply
(40 M.O.)

Misc. DG
Valves
(Dm.. 11)

support

Yoke
support

Yoke

Pipe
welds

Yoke

clamp

Yoke

Yoke

Yoke

4.0

4.0

4.8

C.8

1.7

2.0

1.6

0.34 0.39 1.2

0.34 0.39 1.2

0.42 0.48 1.1

0.33 0.40 0.2

0.24 0.37 0.6

0.24 0.37 0.7

0.34 0.40 0.5

Mounting

bolts

Yoke
Support

Function

11.1 0.17 0.21 5.9

1.1 0.25 0.38 0.4

1.5 0.27 0.42 0.5
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TABLE c-14

SEISMIC CAPACITIES OF VALVES
(Continued)

Plant Component Failure Am % OU HCLPF
Name Mode (g) (q) (q) (g)

B Main Steam Function 2.0
safety relief

HPCI turbine Function 2.0
steam line
(100 1.O.)

HPCI disch. Function 2.0

isolation
(14R M.O.)

Min. Flow Function 2.0 -
bypass (HPCI
& RCIC
(40 globe)

HPCI & RCIC Function 2.0

lube oil
cooler
(2- qate)

RCIC SP Function 2.0
suction line
(6 14.0.
gate)

RCIC Steam Function 2.0
supply O/B
isolation
(4- M.O.)

RCIC Turbine Function 2.0
steam supply
(3m 14.0.)

RCIC Pump Function 2.0

disch. iso.
(60 .O..)
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TABLE C-14

SEISMIC CAPACITIES OF VALVES
(Continued)

Plant Component Failure Am iR HCLPF
Name Mode (g) (g) (g) (g)

B CS disch.
isolation
(10- M.o.)

RHR I/B
shutdown

isolation
(20- M.o.)

RI'R shut-
down cooling
suction
(201 M.O.)

RHR O/B-
shutdown

isolation
(24- M.O.)

RHR Supp.
pool spray
(61 M.O.)

RHR recirc.
O/B iso.
(20- M.0,)

RHR I/B and
O/B core
spray
(4- M.0)

RHR Drywell
spray I/B
and O/B iso.
(10" M.O.)

RHR RX
line
(4- M.O.)

Function

Function

2.0

2.0

Function

Function

Function

Function

Function

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

Function

Function

2.0

2.0
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TABLE C-14

SEISMIC CAPACITIES OF VALVES
(Continued)

Plant Component Failure Am OR OU HCLPF

Name Mode (g) (W) (Q) (g)

B SW crosstie Function 2.0 ---

(18- M.O.)

SW DG HX Function 2.0
outlet
(6" A.O.)

RHR HX disch Function 2.0
(200 M.O.)

RB CLCW HX Function 2.0

inlet, out-
let & bypass
(12", 14, 10-)

Explosive Function 2.0
(I-l/2")

Main Steam Function 2.0 --
isolation
valve j

C Main steam Bolts 13.7 0.18 0.41 5.2
iso. valve

D Safety Opera- 2.0
relief bility

D Recirc. 2.0 0.37 0.47 0.5
flow cont.

E Recirc. Function 2.0
suct. &
disch.
(28- 3.o.)

Recirc. By- Function 2.0 -- -

pass
(2- & 4"

34.O.)
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TABLE C-14

SEISMIC CAPACITIES OF VALVES
(Continued)

Plant Component Failure Am OR HCLPF
Name Mode (g) (g) (g) (g)

F Safety 2.0
relief

G Recirc. Loop B 3.0
loop disch.

H Service Attach. 2.0 --

water @ oper.
(240 M.O.)

Cont. Function 2.0 --
spray
(16 1M.O.)

Main steam Bonnet 2.0
safety and arA
relief

Main steam Stem 2.0
air-oper. defleLt.
(4- M.O.)

Containment Yoke 2.0 ---
isolation flange
(18" A.0.)

-9
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TAkLE C-i 5

SEISMIC CAPACITIES OF BEAT EX,-&NGURS

Plant
Name

Component Failure Am
Mode (g)

BR OU HCLPF
(g)

Generic or
Specific

A RHR 8.8 0.31 0.49 2.4 S

CCW 10.i 0.22 0.38 3.8 S

B RHR 13.0 0.22 0.42 4.5 S

CCW 6.7 0.19 0.29 3.0 S

C Condenser Concrete 0.3* 0.14 0.14 0.2 S
Support
Pedestal

Letdown (Horn- 0.8 0.27 0.40, 0.3 G
Cooler zontal

Tanks)

RCP Seal Vessel 0.9 0.27 0.48 j.2 G
Return Supports
Coolers

LP Inj. Vessel 0.7 0.27 0.48 0.3 G
Coolers Supports

Component Vessel 0.7 0.28 0.54 0.2 G
Coolers Supports

SF Pool Vessel 0.7 0.28 0.54 0.2 G
Coolers Supports

D RHR Vertical 2.4 0.30 0.39 0.8 G
Supports

E CCW Saddle 1.0 0.29 0..49 0.3 S
Supports

F RHR 1.1 0.32 0.34 0.4 S

G RHR 1.8 0.31 0.45 0.5 S

(Non-seismic)
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TABLE C-15

SEISMIC CAPACITIES OF HEAT EXCHANGERS
(Continued)

Plant Component Failure Pit BRj HCLPF Generic or Remarks
Name Mode (gM (g) ,Specific

H RHR Support 1.2 0.34 0.49 0.3 G

Regener- Support 1.0 0.37 0.49 0.2 G
ative

COJ Anchor 1.7 0.28 0.35 0.6 S
Bolt

Cont Spray Anchor 1.0 0.34 0.37 0.3 S

I CCW Anchor 1.0 0.37 0.36 0.3 S Revised
Bolt

J RHR Shell 1.7 0.24 0.44 0.6 S

K RHR Tube 2.9 0.25 0.55 0.8 5 SSMRP-
Rupture Zion
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TABLE C-16

SEISMIC CAPACITIES OF FLRT-BOTTOM TAMS

Plant Component Failure Am ,R aU HCLPF Remarks
Name Mode (g) (g)

A CST Tank Wall 1.0 0.28 0.29 0.4
Buckling
Tank

B RWST Wall 1.0 0.28 0.31 0.4,
Buckling

C Old CST Tant Wall 0.2 0.21 0.34 0.1 Tank not
Buckling a.chored

New CST Tank Wall 0.5 0.25 0.34 0.2

Tank Tank not
D CST Wall 0.4 0.25 0.32 0.2 anchored

Buckling

E CST Tank Wall 0.3 0.23 0.31 0.1
Buckling

RWST Tank Wall 0.5 0.21 0.31 '0.2
Buckling
Sketch Tank enclosed

F CST Plate 1.0 0.25 0.30 0.4 by concrete
Weld Fail-' shield wall
ure

RWST Anchor 0.9 0.40 0.33 0.3
Bolts

Spray Anchor 0.7 0.40 0.32 0.2

Additive Bolts

G RWST'
Tank
wall
Ducklirni

0.9 0.30 0.36 0.3

r--
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TABLE C-16

SEISMIC CAPACITIES OF FIAT-BOT.IVS TAWKS
(Continued)

Plant Component Failure Am OR aU HCLPF Remarks
Mode (g) (9)

Ii CST Tank Wall 1.0 0.22 0.31 0.4
Buckling

RWST Tank Wall 0.2 0.28 0.29 0.1
Buckling

I Primary Tank Wall 0.3 0.26 0.28 0.1
Water Bucklinc.
Storage

BWST Tank Wall 0.9 0.26 0.28 0.3
Buckling

J RWST Tank Wall 0.9 0.32 0.41 0.3
Buckling

K CST Buckling
of Wall

0.4 0.33 0.47 0.1 SSMRP-Zion
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TABLE C-17

SEISMIC CAPACITIES OF MISCELLANEOUS TMKS*

Plant Component Failure Am SR IU HCLPF
Mode (g) (9)

A Pressurizer Shell 2.0 ---

relief at
saddle
support

A Accumulators Anchor 2.0 ---
Bolts

A Boron Anchor 2.0
Injection Bolts

A Boron Support 2.0
Injection gusset
surge plate

A F.O. Day Anchor 1.0 0.39 0.48 0.2
Bolts

B Diesel Oil 4.5 0.28 0.40 1.5
Storage

B Safety 46.0 0.20 0.48 15.0
Injection
accumulators

B Boron 11.0 0.26 0.50 3.0
Injection

Boron 3.1 0.23 0.40 1.1
Injection

C SI Accumulators 16.9 0.18 0.41 6.4

D Diesel Oil 1.5 0.27 0.24 0.6

Storage

D EDG Day 1.7 0.25 0.23 0.8

in SC-Ae cases. the actual a. andA *..~r ~,..-...A 0- tak -. 4*I

capacitias greater than 2g.
greater than 0.Sq.

Theme tanks are anticipated to have a HCLPF of
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TABLE C-17

SEISMIC CAPACITIES OF KISCETLANEOUS TANKS*
-(Continued)

Plant Component Failure AM
Mode (g)

OR HCLPF
(9)

D SDG Day 2.0 0.24. 0.24 0.9

E SLC Test Leg 5.4 0.24 0.28 2.3
Bucklina

E Nitrogen Socket 4.9 0.31 0.48 1.3
Accumulators Weld

Adaptor

F F. 0. Day Cylinder 1.4 0.10 0.28 0.8
Bottom

G DG Start Supports 2.0
air receiver

G F.O. Nozzle 2.0

storage

F. 0. Day Support 2.0 ---

G SLC storage Skirt 2.0 ---

flange

G N Accumu- Pipe 2.0
lator connec-

t ion

G RBCLW Base 8.4 0.57 0.65 1.1
Head Plate

H Pressurizer Vessel 2.5 ---
relief shell

H Component Anchor 3.2 0.21 0.36 1.2

cooling bolt
surge

In some cases, the actual 16 and a,, were not comouted for tanks with
capacities greater than 2g.
greater than 0.59.

These tan's are anticipated to have a HCLPF of
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TABLE C-17

SEISMIC CAPACITIES OF MISCELLANEOUS TANKS*
(Continued)

Plant Component Failure Am SR AU HCLPF Remarks
Mode (g) (g)

D. 0. Buckling 3.6 0.26 0.28 1.5
storage

DG Air Anchor 31.2 0.18 0.20 16.7
receiver Bolts

I DG Day Anchor 13.6 0.18 0.21 7.1
Bolts

J EBS Storage Support >2 ... ... ...
Bolting

J CCW Surge Anchor 1.8 0.26 0.32 0.7
Bolts

J In core Buckling 2.1 0.26 0.48 0.6
Instrument
removal

J Diesel Oil Anchor 1.6 '0.29 0.49 0.4
Bolts

J Core Flood Outlet 1.4 0.31 0.54 0.3
Nozzle

K Safety
Injection Tank 1.6 0.20 0.60 0.4 SSMRP-Zion
Boron Inj. Rupture
Tank

K Volume
Control Tank 1.2 0.47 0.33 0.3 SSKRP-Zion
Tank Rupture

K Safety
Injection Tank 1.6 0.20 0.60 0.4

Accumu- Rupture
lation Tank

In some cases, the actual
capacities greater than 2g.
qreater than 0.5g.

8 R and OU were not computed for tanks with
These tanks are anticipated to t-ave a HCLPF of
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TABLE C-l8

SRISMIC CAPACITIES Or BATTERIES AND RMXS

BCLPF

ý.,lant Name
(9)

1.2

1.7

2.0

1.4

1.6

1.3

2.8

3.1

0.9

1.7

5.6

2.9

ER au HCLPF
(g)

0.28 0.63 0.3

0.30 0.63 0.4

0.29 0.53 0.5

0.35 0.31 0.5

0.32 0.30 0.6

0.3C 0.61 0.3

0.40 0.37 0.8

0.4c 0.37 0.9

0.33 0.34 0.3

0.29 0.31 0.6

0.45 0.93 1.4

0.33 0.47 0.8

Generic or Remark,

Specific

S

G

G

G

G,S

G

G,S

G,S

S

S

G, S

S SSKRP-Z ion
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TABLEI C-19

(CXUPARISON OF REOVERALE AND NMO-REVERABLZ CAPACITIES OF
ACTIVE BLECTRICAL E8UIR4ENT AT LIMERICK GENERATING STATION

Recoverable Functional Non-recoverable
Failure (Chatter/,"rip) Functional Failure

Item

Median, HCLPF" Median HCLPF
(g) (9) (g) (ci)

4160 V Switchgear 1.6 0.49 3.2 0.90

480 V Swit'h-gear 1.8 0.50 4.9 1.06

250 V DC MCC 1.0 0.33 5.3 0.95

125 V DC Dist. Panel 1.2 0.44 5.4 0.90

125 V Fuse Box 1.2 0.44 5.4 0.90
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TABLE C-20

SEISMIC COLPACITIES OF MOflV CU¶ML. C~rfM

Plant Component Failure As DR dHJ HCLPF
Name Mode (g) (g)

A 4160 V 1.8 0.36 0.47 0.4

Svitchgear

480 V 1.8 0.36 0.47 0.4

Svitchgear

Motor
Control 1.8 0.36 0.47 0.4
Centers

B 480 V 6.1 0.38 0.49 1.4

Svitcbgear

Motor
Control 4.1 0.41 0.53 0.9

Centers

6900 VAC 6.9 0.29 0.60 1.6

Svitchgear

C 480 V 3.7 0.25 0.52 1.0
Svitchgear

Motor 2.9 0.24 0.52 0.8

Control
Centers

D 4160 V Breaker 1.7 0.39 0.46 0.4

Breaker Trip

480 V Cabinet 0.9 0.28 0.22 0.4

Breaker Structure

E, 4160 V Trip 1.5 0.32 0.48 0.4
Svitchgear
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TABLE C-20

SEISMIC CAPACITIES OF MOTOR CDNT)ROL CMqTM
AMD SwITCHGEARS (MM-RE(X0VERABLE FAILURE)

(Continued)

Plant Component Failure Aim R aU HCLPF Generic or
Name Mode (g) (9) Specific

F 4160 V Trip 3.1 0.28 0.81 0.5
Switchgear

480 VAC Trip 2.2 0.28 0.58 0.5
MCC

G 480 V Trip 4.2 0.45 0.70 0.6
MCC

480 V Trip 0.8 0.32 0.66 0.2 G1

MCC Structural 2.3 0.32 0.76 0.4

9 Main Anchor 2.1 0.32 0.48 0.6 G *

Power Bolt
Transformer Failure

H Main Short 3.5 0.31 0.49 0.9 G
Power to
Battery Ground
Charger.

* SSMRP-Z ion
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TABLE C-21

SEISMIC CAPACITIES OF MOTOR (X)NTROL CENTERS

-AD SWITCHGEARS (CHATTER FAILURE)

Plant Component Failure Am OR U HCLPF Generic or
Name Mode (g) (g) Specific

A 4160 V 0.9 0.35 0.47 0.2
Switchgear
480 V 2.1 0.35 0.47 0.2
Switchgear
Motor Control 0.9 0.35 0.47 0.2

Centers

B 480 VAC 3.1 0.38 0.49 0.7
Switchqear
480 VAC 2.1 0.41 0.53 0.4ý
Motor Con-
trol Ceanters
6900 VAC .3.5 0.29 0.60 1.6
Switchgear

C 480 V 1.9 0.25 0.52 0.5
Switcbaear
480 V MCC 1.4 0.24 0.52 0.4
6900 VAC 3.5 0.29 0.60 '0.8
Switchgear

D AC Power 12.1 0.43 0.82 0.1
System
Components

E 4160 V 0.4 0.32 0.31 0.1 S
Switchgear
MCC 0.8 0.36 0.91 0.2 S

F 480 V MCC 0.6 0.30 0.46 0.2 S
480 V BRS 1.9 0.42 0.48 0.4 _S
Svitcbgear

G Switchgear 1.1 0.55 0.25 / 0.3 G
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TABLE C-22

SEISMIC CAPACITIES OF DIESEL GEHFRA7URS

Plant Component Failure AM SR BU HCLPF Generic or

Name Mode (g) W (q) Specific

A D'7 System 1.1 0.35 0.37 0.3 S

B D5 System 1.6 0.24 0.52 0.5 G

C DG System 1.7 0.31 0.50 0.5 G

D DG Cooler 1.7 0.26 0.50 0.5 G

E DG System 1.3 0.27 0.25 0.6 S

F DG System 0.7 0.12 0.23 0.4 S

G DG Heat 1.3 0.18 0.21 0.7 S
Exchanger

H Skid Bolts 2.5 0.28 0.27 1.0 S

Intake & 1.3 0.33 0.53 0.3 S
Exhaust

J Foundation 1.5 0.36 0.35 0.5 6
Bolting

R L.O. Cooler Attachment 0.9 0.24 0.43 0.3 S
Anchor Bolts

Standpipe
L Bolts & 1.4 0.25 0.44 0.4 S

Stator

M * DG - Failure to run 0.9 0.35 0.45 0.3

SSMRP-Z ion
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TABLE C-23

SEISMIC CAPACITIES OF TONG CDLIN~l VIM7IC&L PUM4PS

Plant Component
Name

A Service Water

B Service Water

C RUR Service
Water

D Service Water

E RRR Service
Water

F RHR Service
Water

G* Service Water

* SSIRP-Zion

AM OR 8r HCLPF Generic or
(g) (g) Specific

0.8

3.0

1.4

1.2

2.2

2.3

1.3

0.15

0.40

0.16

0.24

0.24

0.15

0.24

0.36

0.68

0.28

0.35

0.28

0.17

0.56

0.3

0.5

0.7

0.5

0.9

1.4

0.4

S

G

G

S

S

G

S
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TA.BLE C-24

SEISKIC CAPACITIMS OF FANS

Plant Component Failure Am OR aU HCLPF Generic/Remarks
Name Mode (g) (a) Specific

A Cont. Fan 2.1 0.23 0.43 0.7 S
Cooler

B Cont. Pan 1.4 0.20 0.38 0.5 S
cooler

C Vane 2.1 0.30 0.52 0.5 G
Axial Fans
Cont. Bldg.

D Air Return 1.6 0.37 0.51 0.4 G
Fans

E SW Cooling Fan Blades 1.7 0.40 0.39 0.5 S
Fans Bending

F * Reactor Blockage 2.0 0.26 0.54 0.5 G
Contain- Rupture
sent Venti-

lation cooltr

* SSMRP-Zion

f
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TABLE C-25

SEISMIC C).PACITIES OF COOLIWG UNITS
SEISMIC

Plant Component Failure An OR aU HCLPF Generic/ Remarks

Name Mode (g) (9) Specific

A Condensate 1.1 0.20 0.62 0.3 G

Drain
Coolers

B Ventilation 1.7 0.30 0.52 0.4 G
Cooling
Coils

Air 1.3 0.30 0.47 0.4 S

Handling
C Unit

Safeguard 1.3 0.33 0.36 0.4 S

Pumproom
Coolers

D* Air Rubbing 2.8 0.30 0.50 0.7
Handling of fan on
Units housing.

* SSMRP-Zion
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TABLE C-26

SEISMIC CAPACITIES OF CABLE TRAYS

Plant Component Failure Am 8 R OU HCLPF Generic or
Name Mode (g) (g) Specific

A 5.8 0.40 0.59 1.1 G

B S

C

D

E

1.3

2.7

1.7

4.2

0.30

0.27

0.22

0.39

0.55

0.52

0.32

0.70

0.3

0.7

0.7

0.7

G

G

G

G

Diagonal
Brace
Bucklinq

Structural

F Supports 1.7 0.43 0.62 0.3 S

G Supports 1.1 0.45 0.35 0.3 G **

1.4 0.42 0.38 0.4 S

* Design
* SSMRP-Zion
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APENDI X D.

SSMRP ZION FRAGILITY DATA BASE

J. J. Johnson, B. J. Bends, R. W. Hensing, B. C. Schewe

D.1 INTr0DCTION

In support of the US NRC Seismic Design Margins Program, capacities of
structures, components, piping, and conduit are being assembled as one piece
of information from which screening guidelines may be developed. Utility
sponsored seismic probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) have provided a larce
data set of capacities all cast in terms of peak ground acceleration (PGA),
i.e. as functions of the seismic hazard curve parameter. The SSMRP fragility
data set is a valuable addition to the data base. However, the SSMRP
fragilities were originally developed and presented in terms of a local
response parameter " which is compatible with the SSMRP computational
procedure. Typical local responses are moments in pipinq systems describing
failure of piping, accelerations of valves at their location, and in-structure
accelerations (peak or spectral) at support locations of, eauipment and
components. To provide a consistent data set with the information developed
for the utility sponsored seismic PRAs, these capacities in terms of local
response were transformed to free-field PGA. The transformation is based on
two basic assumptions:

1. The logarithm of the unitless ratio of component response to component
capacity is a normal random variable with a mean which is the same for
local units and PGA units.

2. The distributions of the logarithm of response to capacity, conditional on
the PGA, are normal with parameters which depend on the PGA but which are
the same for local units and PGA units.

The results of applying the transformation are presented in the following
sections.

D.2 FRAGILITIES

D.2.1 Structures, Douipment, and Components

Table D-1 summarizes the Zion SSMRP fragilities of selected structural
elements, equi•ment, and components. Sources. for the data were several
(Refs. D-1 through D-5). The table contains several columns of data:

* Identification of structure/component.

* Failure mode and the source of this information.

Fragility number/source of the fra-ility value/generic or
specific. The fragility number ix pertinent to the SSMRP
systems analysis, i.e. BEISIM input files.
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Local fragility. The parameters describinq the fragilit-

distribution in local response units -- median and lognormal

standard deviation. All local fragilities in Table D-1 are

peak or spectral accelerations and are expressed in "g" units.
The beta values are the components of uncertainty attributed to
random variability, i.e. they do not include modeling

uncertainty.

* PGA fracility. The parameters describinci the fragility

distribution in PGA units, i.e. peak ground acceleration on the

soil free surface. As above, the beta values are the

components of uncertainty attributed to random variability.

High Confidence Low Probability of Failure Values. For

screening purposes, the high confidence, low probability of

failure acceleration level (HCLPF) is defined as the 95%
confidencn that the failure probability is less than 5% at the
tabulated PGA level. Calculationally, the HCLPF value is

HCLPF - PGA e-1- 6 5 (BR + 8BU) (D-1)

Here, Op is random uncertainty and &U is modeling uncertainty. Since only

OR has been included in the fragility transformation from local response to
PGA units, an estimate of the total uncertainty must be made to calculate the

HCLPF values.

Assuming as a reasonable estimate of the to~tal uncertainty

BR + Su D 0. 8 ,

the HCLPF value listed in -the tables is determin-.d hs

HCLPF - PGA e-I.65 X 0.8 (D-2)

Table D-1 lists two sets of fragilities for several components, e.g., steam
generator, reactor coolant pump, etc. One fragility was a generic value

derived from Zion specific data and expert opinion. The second set was the

Zion specific data generated for Phase I of the SSMRP. The Zion specific data

is most appropriate for comparison with the utility sponsored fragilities.'

D.2.2 Piping System Failure in Terms of Peak Ground Acceleration

Calculated fragility values in terms of peak ground acceleration for piping

systems at the Zion auclear power plant are listed in Tables D-2 through D-4.

Table D-2 gives the fragilities for all piping system basic events considered
in the SSMRP Zion seismic PRA. Note, in the SSSMRP, detailed piping system
response was calculated for 20 piping systems -- moments in piping elements at,

1200 locations were determined. This raw data was normalized to allow for a
comparison with a single master piping fragility distribution in terms of

local response. Also, normalization permits a comparison of like-Quantities
at a number of locations on a single piping run or over a series of piping

runs. The raw data, after normalization, was reduced to s set of 133 basic
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events based on systems considerations. A fault tree basic event
corresponding to a specific pipe failure is obtained by taking the maximum
normalized response over all potential high stress locations. In some cases,
a basic event spans more than one piping systea model because its definition

is strictly functional. Figure D-1 shows a schematic of a portion of a piping

system and illustrates the definition of a basic event. The local fragility

was defined by Equation D-3.

a 2.44 x 106 in lbs (D-3)

R- 0.18

Tables D-2 through 0-4 are similar to Table D-) in the types of' information
presented: the parameters-of the fragility distribution (median and a, where
8 represents random variability only); and the HCLPF value (Equation D-2). ,

In the data of Table D-2, one observes that, in general, the median and HCLPF
fragility values are quite high. The median value of the median PGAs is 14.2g
with a corresponding B value of 1.25. A second observation, however, is that
there are some rather low median fragilities and consequently low BCLPF
values. A further examination of 12 basic events whose median fragilities are
less than 2g PGA is warranted.

Basic Event I (Table D-2). Median PGA - 1.38g, 8 - .56.
Charging pump discharge to boron injection tank no. 1 (piping system 1), which
runs from the containment shell to the auxiliary fuel-bandlinq turbine
building (AFT) complex. Response ia the maximum over 20 elements and is
dominated by the pseudostatic component of response. Basic event is dominated
by element 1, which is adjacent to ati anchor point. The pipe element is

stainless steel, 30 nominal diameter, Schedule 160.
/

Basic event 21 (Table D-2). Median PGA - 1.40g, A a .52.

This basic event spans response in two piping systems: AMW containment
penetrations P-13, P-68, P-69, P-74 to AFW pumps (piping system 4), which runs
from containment shell to AFT complex; and APW SG-1A to containment

penetrations P-9, P-69 (piping system 3), which runs from internal structure
to containment shell. Response is the maximum over 27 elements and dominated
by the pseudostatic component of response. Basic event is dominated by
element 301 of piping system 4 which is a straight run of pipe adjacent to an
anchor point. The dominating pipe element is carbon steel, 3' nominal
diameter, Schedule 160.

Basic event 29 (Table D-2). Median PGA - 1.40g, B - .52.

AFW containment penetrations P-13, P-68, P-69, P-74, to AM pumps (piping
system 4), which runs from containment shell to AFT com-lex. Response is the

maximum over 8 elements ard dominated by the pseudostatic component of
response. Basic event ts dominated by element 231, a portion of a *To

section. The dominating pipe element Is carbon steel, 3' nominal diameter,
Schedule 160.
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Basic event 30 (Table D-2). Median PGA - 1.34g, 8 - .49.
AFW containment penetrations P-13, P-68, P-69, P-74 to AFW pumps (piping

system 4), which runs from containment shell to AFT complex. Response is the
mPximum over 12 elements and dominated by the pseudostatic component of
response. Basic event is dominated by element 239, a portion of a "T* section
(same OT" separate branch as in previous basic event). The dominating pipe
element is carbon steel, 3" nominal diameter, Schedule 160.

Basic event 45 (Table D-2). Median PGA - 1.78g, B - .29.
SW from SW013-48 to AFW pumps, heat exchangers, and containment ventilation
coolers (piping system 7), which runs in the AFT complex. Response is the

maximum over 6 elements, and dominated by the inertial component of response.
Basic event is dominated by elements 2 and 6 (elbows) near an anchor point in

the AFT complex. The dominating pipe elements are carbon steel, 40 nominal

diameter, Schedule 40.

Basic event 72 (Table D-2). Median PGA - 1.92g, I - .64.
This basic event spans response in 3 piping systems: RHR pumps LAsfnd lB to
residual heat exchangers IA and lB (piping system 8), wbich runs within the
AFT complex; RHR and SI-2 residual heat exchangerE IA and 3B to containment
penetrations P-108, P-170 (piping system 11), which runs from containment
shell to the AFT complex; and RHR and SI-I refueling water storage to
containment penetration P-22 (piping system 10), which runs from internal
structure to the AkFT complex. Response is the maximum over 13 elements and
dominated by the pseudostatic component of response. Basic event is dominated
by element 59, piping system 10, which is a straight run of pipe adjacent to
an anchor on the internal structure. The dominating pipe element is stainless

steel, 120 nominal diameter, Schedule 160.

Basic event 83 (Table D-2). Median PGA - 1.17g, 8 - .66.
RHR and SI-2 residual heat exchangers 1A and IB to containment penetrations
P-108, P-170 (piping system 11), which runs from containment shell to the AFT
complex. Response is the maximum over 16 tlements dominated by the pseudo-
static component of response. Basic event is dominated by elements 369, 370,
and 371 which are adjacent to the containment shell anchor point -- 2 elbows
and a straight section respectively. The pipe elements are stainless steel,
100 nominal dianeter, Schedule 40.

Basic event 99 (Table D-2). Median PGA - .21g, A - .65.
RHR and SI-2 residual heat exchangers IA and lB to ccntainment penetrations
P-108, P-170 (piping system 11), which runs from the containment shell to the
AFT complex. Response is the matimum over 13 elements and dominated by the

pseudostatic component of response. Banic event is dominated by element 304

which is a straight run of pipe adjacent to the containment shell anchor point
and a h&nger in the AFT complex. The dominating pipe element is stainless

steel, 10' nominal diameter, Schedule 160. Note, the distance between the

anchor point and banger Is only 2.2 ft. which is causing the problem. Note,

also, this may have been modified since the model development took place.

Basic event 103 (Table D-2). Median PGA - 1.07g, 8 - .68.

Boron injection tank no. I to containment penetration P-4 (piping system 12),
which runs from th., containment shell to the AFT complex. Response is the

maximum over 7 elements and dominated by the pseudostatic component of
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response. Basic event is dominated by element 20 which is at a OT" section.
The dominating pipe element is stainless steel, 40 nominal diameter, Schedule
120.

Basic event 105 (Table D-2). Median PGA - 1.39, 8 - .68.
Boron injection tank no. 1 to containment penetration P-4 (piping system 12),
which runs from the containment shell to the AFT compleA. Response is the
maximum over 3 elements and dominated by the pseudostatic component of
response. Basic event is not dominated by one element, however, element 28
has the largest response and is located at a OTN section (same as in previous
basic event). Pipe element 28 is stainless steel, 30 nominal Aiameter,
Schedule 160.

Basic event 106 (Table D-2). Median f .884g, 8 - .66.
Boron injection tank no. I to containment penetration P-4 (piping system 12),
which runs from containment shell to the AFT complex. Response is the maximum
over 2 elements and dominated by the pseudostatic component of response.
Basic event is not dominated by one element, however element 27 has the
largest response. It is a straight run of pipe adjacent to an anchor point on
the containment shell. Pipe element 27 is stainless steel, 30 nominal
diameter, Schedule 160.

Basic event 119 (Table D-2). Median PGA = 1.83 g, 8 - .52.
RCL and branch lines (piping system 13, 14) (internal structure). Response is
the maximum over 25 elements and dominated by the inertial component of
response. Basic event is usually due to elements 361, 365, and 381 all elbows
with 361 having largest response. Pipe element 361 is stainless steel, 40
nominal diameter, Schedule 120.

In 10 of the 12 cases with median PGAs less than 2Q, the subject piping
systems spanned two structures either on the same foundation or -on two
separate foundations. Hence, relative deformations between structures played
a major role in these cases. Being so motivated, Tables D-3 and D-4 present
basic events categorized according to Intrabuilding and Interbuilding piping
system basic events, respectively. For intrabuilding piping system basic
events (64 total), the median value of the median PGAs was 25.lg with a
corresponding B of 0.95. For interbuilding piping system basic events (69
total), 68 were itemized in Table D-4 -- all but number 99 of Table D-2 which
is clearly a special case. For the 68 basic events, the median value of the
median PGAs was 8.83g with a corresponding B of 1.20.

These twelve basic events were studied in more detail to investigate the
appropriateness of the fragility given the specifics of the situation. In
addition, the characteristics of each of the twelve were examined to permit an
assessment of generic causes for high piping failure probability.

D.2.3 Piping Basic Events with Low Peak Ground Acceleration Capacity

Of the twelve basic events considered in detail, two corresponded to
intrabuilding piping systems whose responses were dominated by the incrtial
component. To assess these two basic events 45 and 119, the S5MRP master

piping fraqility was examined since the methodology used to define the
fragility in terms of ultimate moment capacity is specifically appropriate for
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piping under inertial loadings. The calculated capacity was based on element

and system ductilities equal to 2.5. Recent studies by Campbell (Ref. D-6)

and Broman (Ref. D-7) indicate that much higher element ductility values can

be justified. Since piping capacity is proportional to the square root of the
ductility, i.e.,

C - (2u - 1)0.5

a significant increase in ductility will cause a corresponding increase in
capacity. In particular, increasing the element ductility from 2.5 to 6.0
will cause the median capacity of the two basic events considered here to
increase from 1.78 and 1.83 to 2.95 and 3.05, respectively.

The ten remaining basic events corresponded to intrabuilding piping systems
whose responses were dominated by the pseudostatic component. Several
different failure modes were considered (e.g., plastic fatigue, buckling and

plastic rupture). The linear elastic responses calculated in the SSMRP
provided the basis for the stress and strain values used in the assessment of

failure due to plastic fatigue. The calculated elastic stresses are
multiplied by stress intensity factors defined by the ASME code. These
factored stresses are then entered into the design fatigue curve to determine
the number of cycles to failure. Table 0-5 lists the results of the plastic
fatigue assessment. Under the heading, "Cycles to Failure,a there are two
columnsz Odesigna and "median.' The values in the =designo column list the
number of cycles to failure as given by the ASME fatigue curve. The values
under the Omedian" heading include a factor of twenty on the number of cycles
to account for conservatism in this design curve. As can be seen in the
table, only one basic event that was studied in detail is vulnerable to

failure caused by plastic. fatigue.

Strains required for buckling instability are based on tests of simply

supported straight pipe conducted by Gerber (Ref. D-8). In the pipe sizes
considered here, buckling will occur when peak to peak alternating strains
reach values of 0.20 - 0.23 'maximum strains of 0.10 - 0.12). As shown In
Table D-5, with one exception the calculated strains are well below those
required for failure.

Strains required for plastic rupture are a function of the ductility of the
piping system. Broman (Ref. D-7) indicates that ductilities in the range of
78 - 200 can be seen in straight pipe with lover ductility values for elbows
and other piping components. As discussed previously, these ductility values
are much higher than 'those assumed in the SSMRP fragility definition. Piping

fragilities calculated assuming these higher ductility values would have
correspondingly larger PGA capacities. Therefore plastic rupture is not a
likely failure mode for the ten basic events.

Of the basic events studied in detail, only one, basic event 257, can be

descr'bed as truly havina a high probability of failure. This basic event
corr.. >Onds to a portion of an interbuilding piping system, the RHRSI-2
system, ntar its anchor on the containment shell. The large pipe section size
(12" schedule 160), the short, two foot span of pipe from the containment



shell anchor to the first support in the ruxiliary building, and the relative
motions of the two structures combine to induce extremely high piping stresses
that pose a real threat to the reliability of rhis piping system.

Valve Failure in Terms of Peak Ground Acceleration

Tables D-6 through D-9 summarize the Zion SSAIRP fragilities of valves. The

tables are categorized according to pipe size and failure mode.

Table D-6 Large Motor Operated Valves

Large denotes >40 lines. Failure mode is 'Ass of function. Local
fragility distribution is peak accele ':Lion of the val-e -- median -

4.83g, 8 - .26, where 8 represents ran.,- variability (Ref. D-9).

0 Table D-7 Large Motor Operated VLl-es
Large denotes >40 lines. Failure mode 4e rupture of the valve
body. Local fragility distribution is peak accel.!Lation of the valve
-- median - 14.4g, 8 a .28, where 8 represents random variability
(Ref. D-9).

Table D-8 Large Relief, Manual, - d Check Valves
Large denotes >40 lines. ail',re mode is loss of function. Local
fragility distribution is pepl- Lcceleration of the valve -- median
8.90g, B = .20, where 8 represents random variability (Ref. D-9).

Table D-9 Miscellaneous Small Valves
Small denotes <40 lines. Failure mode is loss of function. Local
fragility distribution is peak acceleration of the valve -- median
12.5g, B - .33, where 8 represents random variability (Ref. D-9).

All local fragilities were based on generic data. An inspection of the data
shows significant ruggedness of valves to seismic excitation.

Not all of these distinctions in fragility, as a function of valve size and
type, were assumed in the SSMRP Zion risk analysis. With the exception of the
pressurizer safety relief valve, when valve failure was defined as a loss of
function, a lower bound fragility distribution (median - 4 .83g, B - 0.26) was
used throughout. For the pressurizer safety relief valve, the fragility
distribution for larger relief valves (median - 8.90g, a - 0.20) was
employed. When the failure mode was rupture of the valve body, a fragility
distribution with median a 14.4q and a - 0.28 was used.

Under the US NRC TAP-A45 program, SMA revisited the fragility data base
originally developed for the SSMRP. Reference D-10 presents revised generic
fragilities and, in particular, revised the fragility estimates for valves.
Tables D-10 and D-11 use these revised fragilities as follows.

Table D-10 Large Motor Operated Valves
Large denotes >4" lines. Failure mode is loss of function. Local
fragility distribution Is peak acceleration of the valve -- median -
11.04g, 6 - .21, where B represents random variability (Ref. D-10).
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Table D-1l Miscellaneous Small Valves
Small denotes <4 0 lines. Failure mode is loss of function. Local

-fragility distribution is peak acceleration of the valve -- median
4.68g, 8 - .19, where 8 represents random variability (Ref. D-10).

The general conclusion of ruggedness of valves due to seismic excitations
holds true.
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Table D-1

ZION SSMRP FRAGILITY IN TERMS OF PGA

Structure
or

Component

Failure
Mode/

Reference

Fragility "#/
Reference /
Generic or
Specific

Local
Fragility
Median/

OR

PGA Fragility

Median PGA/
SR

HCLPF

Containment

Aux Bldg
N-S Shear
Wall

Aux Bldg
9-W Shear
Wall

Diesel Gen.
Bldg Shear
Wall

Crib House

Cond. Stor.
Tank

Fail. of recirc
pump/l

Collapse/l

Collapse/i

Collapse/l

Collapse of
pump encl. roof/2

Buckling of
wall/2

Outlet nozzle
fracture/i

Support skirt
bolting/2

Support fail/2

46/2/S 13.0/0.15

43/4/S 1.10/0.12

44/4/S 2.70/0.11

45/1/S 1.10/0.07

25,'2.1S *i.86/0.24

32/2/S 0.81/0.28

4.28/0.25

1.37/0.19

3.36/0.17

1.37/0.16

0.85/0.24

0.42/0.33

4.73/0.25

2.47/0.24

1.76/0.33
2.36/0.26

1.14

0.37

0.90

0.37

0.23

0.11

1.26

0.66

0.47
0.63

Reactor
Vessel

Pressurizer

Steam Gen.

2/2/S

3/2/S

4/2/G

3/S

3.83/0.23

2.00/0.21

2.45/0.24
3.30/0.14
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Table D-1.

ZION SSMRP FRAGILITY IN
(Continued)

Fragility #/
Reference /
Generic or

-e, Specific

TERKS OF PGA

Structure
or

Component

Failure
Mode/

Referenc

Reactor
Coolant pump/2

Safety Inj.
Accum. Tank

Safety Inj.
Boron Inj Tank

Vol. Control
Tank

Basemat

RHR Tube Heat
Exchanger

Reactor Cont.
Vent. Cooler

Service Water
Pumps

RHR Pumps

Safety Inj.
Pumps

Support failure

Tank rupture/l

Tank rupture/l

Tank rupture/l

Soil fail./l

Rupture/i

Blockage/Rupture
/1

Support Connect.
/2

Support Connect.
/2

Support Conntct.
/2

12/2/G

7/s

7/2/G

7/2/G

7/2/G

6/2/S

10/2/G

10/2/G

14/2/G

/3/S

14/2/G
131S

14/2/G
/31S

Local
Fraqility

Mediaz./
OR

2.64/0.24
3.30/0.14

".46/0.20

1.46/0.20

1.46/0.20

0.70/0.40

1.84/0.25

1.84/0.25

2.21/0.22
3.70/0.14

2.21/0.22
3.20/0.05

2.21/0.22
3.40/0.14

PGA Fragility

Median PGA/ HCLPF

OR

1.62/0.35 0.43
2.03/Q.29 0.54

1.55/0.20 0.41

1.63/0.20 0.44

1.20/0.47 0.32

1.05/0.41 0.28

2.90/0.21 0.78

1.95/0.26 0.52

0.80/0.30 0.21
1.34/0.24 0.36

1.42/0.32 0.38
2.05/0.23 0.55

1.39/0.33 0.37
2.14/0.28 0.57
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Table D-1

ZION SS14RP FRAGILITY IN
,(Continued)

Fragility #/
Reference /
Generic or

:e Specific

TEIIS OF PGA

,St~ructure
or

Component

Failure
Mode/

Referenc

Local
Fraqility

Median/
BR

PGA Fragility

Median PGA/ HCLPF

OR-

Steam Gen.
Aux Feed
Pumps

Diesel Gen.

Support connect
/2

Fail. to
run/2

125V Fail. of rack/2
Batteries battens

Switchqear Rolay Chatter/2

Main Power Anchor bolts/i
Transformer

Main Power Short to grnd/2
Battery Charger

Cable Trays Support fail./2

14/2/G

20/2/G

21/2/G

22/2/G

23/2/G

23/2/G

36/2/G
/3/S

24/2/G

49/2/G

2.21/0.22

0.65/0.25

2.29/0.31

2.33/0.47

2.78/0.28

2.78/0.28

2.23/0.34
3.00/0.30

2.24/0.27

0.20/0.25

1. 40/0.32

0.92/0.35

2.85/0.33

1.12/0.55

2.09/0.32

3.45/0.31

1.07/0.45

1.44/0.42

2.79/0.30

0. 20/0.25

0.37

0.25

0.76

0.30

0.56

0.92

0.29
0.39

0.74

0.05

Air Handling
Units

Ceramic
Insulators

Rubbing fans on
housing/2

Fracture/i
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Table D-2

FRAGILITIES IN PGA UNITS - ALL PIPING EVEnT, (133)

Nu MEDIAN PGA BEIA PGA

2
3
4

5
6
7
8

19
20

i1

22

23
?4
25
26
a7
28

29

20

21
22
23
24

35

26
37

39

39

30
31
32
33
34

35
36
37
38
39
4O

42

4.3

45

46

47

48

49
50

1 313C - 0 1138E.01

I 39E o02
114E 01
190E-02
44DE-01
167E-02
254E-02
406E-02
221 BE * 02
155E-02
1 i8E-03
2 IOE-03
414E-02

163E-02
398tE01
482E 021
19*7E02
194E-02

140E.O0
178E-02
149E-02

.147E-02
630E-01
993E£01
105E -02

1OBE 02

2 34E-01
.252E * 01
.157E-02
14BE02

.249E.02
270E-03
472E-02
.994E.02
462E-02
103E*03
570E-02
497Eo02

57-E.02
654Eo02

245 -C*03
1 7eE -LI

.937E*01

.873E *01
238e[02
523C 02
263EE02

56
42
3P
44
28
42
28

- 38
29
27-

41
31
38
29
54
.56
46
52
50
54

52
.58
.40
30
47

36
33

.33

.52
49

.53
3e
39

.34

.21
33

.25

. 30
26
30

29
30
30
27

29
.36
36
314

.34
27

HE ILAN"PGA'

EAPI-i 65- B8

369E.00

218E-01

371Ei0;

50BE.01

2 2BE0 1
446E*0 1

705E -0 1

IOBE-02

582E-01
4 14E -0 1
315E.02

294E.02

212 1E02

435E.01

106E-01

129E0 I

526E.02

51BE-02

374E-00

ý76E.01
39BE01

393E.0 2

16BE.01

265E-01

280E+0 1
289E.0 I
.529E00

35BE00

673E.00

419E401

395E-0I

.665E.01

721 E *02

i2GE.02

263E.02

123E.02

2751-*02

152E.02

I133E*02

153CE02

175E 02

387Et02

476E.00

250C.01

233E-01

636E -01
140E.02

703E-01
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Table D-2

FRAGILITIES IN PGA UNITS - ALL PIPING EVENTS (133)
(Continued)

NO MILIAN PGA BEIA PGA

51
5?
53
54
55

56
57
58
59
60
F1
62
63
64

65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
13
-74.

75
76
77
78
79
Be

81
82

83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

)DI

457E-02

718E*02

481E*02

486E -02

I 12E*02

375E-02

262E102

432E402

68e3E02
466E.02'

335E102

466E102

I91E1-02

245[.02

387[-02

2b4E-02

298E-02

315E-02

248E-02

547E*02

551E102

192E.01

412E-02
404E.02

342E- 01

839E-01
141E-02

2 211 01

177E-02

276E-01
19OF-02

144E-02

I17E-01

116E-02
192E.02

589E1.0

I00E*02

I17E.03

IIIE.03

147E-03

204E102

239E101

959E.01

6551102

137E.02

399E-01

380E.01

211E02

210E-00

732E1101

MEDIAN PGA°

EXPI-I 655 81

1222*02

g92E102

2811.02

1301E02

299E101

.100E-02
7001.01

115Z-02
182E102

.124E.02

895E-01

224E*02

529E-01

654E101

103E102

705E-01

.796E-01
84211 *01

662E-02

246E-02
i47E-02

513E-00
i10£÷02

1081E02

914E.00

224E101
377E-01

564E100

-473E.01

737E.00

508EO10

385E-01

313E+00

312E010

.513E101

157E-01

267E.02

3231E02

297E102

393E102

545E102

63811-00

2561-01

175E*01
366E101

107E1O0

102E011

564E-01

56J E-01

1961-02
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Tabi.A D-2

FPRAGILITIES IN PGA UN1!S - ALL. (con ttr-ri
r~prx7'7cEvw7: (113!'

NO MEDIAN PO1A

0G2

103

I04

105

106

107

108

109
130
III

1132
113

!.14
I 15
1 16

1 17
1la

119
120

122
123

124

125

126

127

28
12p

130

131

132

133

433( -01
15917 02

107E - 001
454E7 .01

139E*0 1
0384E -00

214E .,2

22i17.( 2

2FOE '02

I 007E 02

215E1-02

220E - 02

I "'I E n2

14717 -02

18317 -02

2081 02

156E 102

183E-0 1

177-1 * 02
186L -0O

1751 1 OCe

22'1.0l

1371-702

351E-02

105IE - 02

54417.01

652E .0 1

669E - 0 1
582- *0 1

212E * 031

31 1-0 I

BE 7A POA

43

29

6,3

69

68

66

31

29

33

27

33
3.4

32

33

35

31

27

32

52

32

30

31

26

43

34

30

58

43

65

38

66

54

51

BEIA- 1 25

t,4 . :.". 11

I ,. . -. t.*

Or,r . 0',

?7..

',&48E7'U

4 5 1 L'.
393t-ri

*.EGE7 01

1ý56E - ,

5517E.Jl

5 8 9 E - ",,

473E1 - 01

502E7.01

467E7.01

926"17o " '
3&:3r +0,1

28IE 0 1

145L .0 1
74170-01

179E7 -0 1
S5519 * 5•C

56617.00

.83117.00

MEDIAN- 14 2
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Table D-3

FRAGILITIES IN PGA UNITS - INTA. BWDG PIPING EVENTS (64)

NO. MEDIAN PGA BETA PGA

15

16
17
18.

19
2O
34

35
36
37
38

.39
40
41
42
43
44
45
t+6
4"7
48
49

50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
50
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

68
69
70
71
73
74

107
108
109
110

S163E+02
398E÷0 1

.482E-0I

.197E-02
.194E*02
.701E-OI
.249Et02
.270E-03
,47ThE+02

.9B4E÷02
.462E+02
.103E+03
.570E-02

.497E+02
.572E+02
.654E+02
.145E+03
.178E+0I
.937E+01
.873E.O1

.238E+02

.523E+02

.263E+02

.718E÷02
'461E+02
.486E÷02

.1I 12E+02

.375E+02

.262E+02

.432E+02

.683E*02

.466E+02

. 335E+02

.466Eý02

.198E.02

.245E+02

.387E+02

.264E+02

.298E+02

.315E+02

.248E-02
,547E+02
.551E÷02
.4 12E+02
.404E+02
.214E+02
.222E÷02
.220E*02
* 161E+02

.54
,56
,46
.52
.51

5.4
* 34

.21
'33

.25

.26

.30

.29
.30
-.30
.27
.29
.36
.36
.34
. 34
.27

,25
• 24

.21

.46

.45

.33

.63

.37

.28

.30

.28

.32

.28

.26

.31

.29

.28

.28

.25

.21
o26
.24
,23
.31
.29

.33

.27

MEDIAN PGA*
EXP(-1I.65*.8)

.435E+oI

.I06E +0 1

.129E+01

.526E+0I

.519GE 01

.187E+01

.665Et0I

.72,1E02
.126E.02

.263E+02

.123E+02

.275E+02
,152Et02

.133E+02

.153E'02

.175E+02
.387E+02

.476E+00

.250E+01

.233E+01

.636E+0!

.140E+02

.703E.01
.122E+ 12

.192E+02

.128E+02

.130E+02

.299E+01
,IOOE+02
.700E 01 I
.115E+02
.182E+02
.124EF02
.895E+01
.124E+02
.529E+ol
.654E+0:l
.103E+02
.705E.0I
,796E+OI
.841E+0i
.662E+01
.146E+02
.147E+02
II0E+02

.IO8E+02

.572E+01

.593E+01

.SBBEOlI

.430E+01
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Table D-3

FRAGILITIEs IN PGA uNITs - rNTRA BLDG PIPInG Nvsx" (64)
(Continued)

N M MEDIAN PA BETA PGA

|I,

113

114

115

116

118

119
12r

122
123

1 ?4

I ODE. 02
215E-02

220E-02
171E-102

147E-02

1 31E -02

208E?02
156E-02

183E-01

177Eo02

I BBE * 02

175E.02
1SBE +02

221E.O1

33
34
32
33
35

.31
27
32

.52
32
30

.31

.26
43

M1EDIAN PGA'

CXP(-I 65- 0)

267Eo0l

574E.01

58BE01

.457E-01

393E-01
4BgC-ol

556E-01
.141 7E+ 1

.409EO00

47 3E- 01
502E-01

'467E o0 1

395C.0

590E-00

MEDIAN-= e5 I BETA- 0 95
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Table D-4

FRAGILITIES IN PGA UNITS - INTzR BLDG PIPING zvNT (66)

V) MEDIAN FGA BEIA PGA

3
4

5
6

8

9

to

II

12

13

14

21
22

23
24

25
26

28

29

31

32
33
"72

-s

80
El

82at

Oci

8'

88

89

90

92
93

95

I 38E-0I
81 7 *-0,1

1391:02
7141: 01

190E -02

4401 -0 -
167E -02

2641 -02
I' 6C- , *?
21& F02

155E -02
1 1B1E-03
I IOE-03

4 14E-02
140CE01
1-78E - 02

149C - 02
1 71 7E -02

530E -01
993E- 01
1305E: - 02
1 08O '02
19BE -CI
I 34E -0 1
252E-0 1
157Eo 02
,48BE 02

]92E*01
3ý2E -0

8391: .0 1
1411 02

2, IE-0O

276E.01
1 90SDE02

144Co02

I 17E.01
I 161702
1 92E1 0E
589C.01
200[ o02
II ( o03

11, -03

14-; -03
2P7-C -02

239E -0 1
ggF ° r,

rI55 •
1 

*02

*9• •01

56

42

38
4t

28

42

28

38
29
27
41
31
38

29
52
58
40
S 0
%47

36
33
33
52
49

53
3e

.39
64
50
29
32
65
32
66
33

.30

66
30
28

3c
28

26
23
20

24
29

29
34

24

35

MEDIAN PGA"

EXPI-1 65* 8)

36911-00

213 [.01
3'11E-01

191C(01

5081-01

118E.01
446E -Co1

705E-01

081[0-2

98?1?.0
4 14E. o I
315E.02

294E102

IIIE-02

3-4C'00

4'76E 01

39BE-0l

393E.01

16BED01

2651o01
280E-01

289E .0 1

529C.00
35BE00

673[-00

419E.01

395E-01

513E100

914E100

224C.01

377E101

564C*00

I73E-0 1

737E-00

508BE01

3e5E>01
313E-00

310E.01

513[.01

157* 01
267Eo01

313E102

29'7:- 02

393L-02

545[-31

638C.00

E56[1o0

1,751[ 01

366oC0s

107E-01
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Table D-4

FRAGILITIES IN PGA UNITS - INTER BLDG PIPING EVENTS (68)
(Continued)

NO MEDIAN PGA BETA PGA

9"7
98

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133

3BOE-01

21 IE-02
732EO01
433E#01

.159E.02
107E*.0
454E*-0
i39E-01
684E00
i 37E-02
351E-02
I 05E-02

.544E-01
652E0 I
669E.01
582E*01
212E-01

.31 1E.01

34
38
27
43

.29
68

.69

.68
66
.34
30
58
43
65
3e

.66

.54
51

MEDIAN PGA<,

EXP(-I 65" 8B

102E 01

564E*01

196E-01

116E-0I

425E-01
286EO0

371E+00

236E*00

366E-01

93BE.0i

145E.01

-174E-01

.179E-0i

155E'.0I

.566E.00

831E0O0

MEDIAN- 8 83 BETA- 1 .20
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Table D-5.

EVALUATION OF BASIC EVENTS FOR FAIJJRE CAUSED BY PLASTIC FATIGUE

Basic Event

21

29

30

72

83

99

103

105

106

Piping Sys. Descr. D/

Charging pumps 8
discharge to boron
inj tank 41

Aux feedwater pumps 8
to containment

AFW outside 8
containment

AFW outside 8
containment

RHRS7-I II

RHRSI-2 31

RHRSI-2 11

Charging pumps II
discharge to boron-
inj. tank #2

t E

62 KSI

.ASME

Stress/Strain

372 KSI/0.012

Cycles
Design.

42

Ave

840

116 KSI 869 KSI/0.029

79 KSI 357 KSI/0.012

117 KSI 876 KSI/0.029

0

0

0

0

20 KSI

3C KSI

410 KSI

98 KSI

133 KSI

114 KSI

36 KSI/0.001

54 KSI/0.002

2460 KSI/.082

588 KSI/.020

798 KSI/.027

684 KSI/.023

7

48

7

2x0 5

2xlO
4

<1

15

8

•11

140

960

140

4X10 6

4xlO
5

300

160

220

8

D/t - Diameter-to-thickness
strain were calculated.

ratio of element for which stress and
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Table D-6

FRAGILITIES IV PGA UNITS - LARGE MOTOR OPERATED VALVES

NO MEDIAN PGA BEtA PGA

2
3
4

5
6
.7

B

9

10
II
12
13
134
15
16
17
)B
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

38CE-01
432E.01

454E *0 1

54 3E- I0

492E+01

504E-01

536E*01
.527E.01

573E.0!

587E-01
450E-01

618E.0l

694E-01

551E-0I

675E-Di
550E+01

625E.01

.39lE-01

712E-01
73lBE *0

557E-01

523E-01

523E -01

553C.01

514E-01

556E-01
495E.0

559E-01

34
30

25

31

3.,

A3

34

.32
30

27

36

29

26
30

.27

29

27

35

26

26

2"7
30

30

28

.33

28

32

27

MEDIAN PGA°
1EXPI-I 65° 81

I02E .01.

I 35E.01
121E*0I1

145E.01

131E-01,

135E-01

14 3E-.01
141E.03

153E-01

157E-01

120E-01

i65L_101

147EZ,'

IBOE801

.147E-01

167E-0.

I 04E *J 1

190C.01
19FE-01

1414C.0 1
I Ls JE + 0j I
140E-01

'4BE*0f

I137E .01
149E 01

1 32E-0

1#9E - 0

MEDIAN- 5 40 BETA- 0 16
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Table D-7

FRAGILITIES IN PGL UNITS - LARGE MOTOR OPERATED VALVES (RUPTURE)

NO MEDIAN PEA BETA POA MEDIAN PGA*

EXPI-I 65' 82

I 113E.O0 35 302E*01

2 12g9E02 32 345E-01

3 135L-02 27 361E-01
4 162E#02 33 433E401

5 147E-02 35 393E01 "
6 •150E-02 34 40IE-0I
7 160O*02 34 427E401

6 157E-02 33 4i9E.02
9 .7i2E-02 31 45.7E*01
10 175E-02 29 467E+o1
II 134E402 37 358E.0I

12 194E+02 30 .492E-01
13 207E-02 28 553C-01
14 164C.02 31 438E01

15 20IE-02 29 537E-01
16 164E-02 31 43SE-01
1'7 186E.02 29 497E-01
18 .117E-02 36 313E-01
19 212E202 28 566E401
20 214E2>P 27 572E-02
22 .166E-02 29 443E.Di
22 156E.0 31 417E.01
23 156E>02 31 417E.01

24 165E-02 30 442E>01

25 153E-02 32 409E-01
26 166SE02 30 443E*01
27 148E02 33 395E0OI
28 167E402 29 446E-01

MEDIAN- 16 I BETA- 0 16
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Table D-8

FRAGILITIES IN PGA UNITS - LARGE RELIEF, MANUAL, AND CHECK VALVES

NO MEDIAN PGA BETA PGA

2

3
4

S

6
"7

8
9

10

12
13
14
15

16
17
IB
19
20
21

-22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

630E-01
588E - 0 1
500ED01
1 35E - 02
175E-02
145E +02
IBSEo02

I IBE-02
135E-02
190E-02
158E-02
486E.01
113E-02
179E-02
109E.02
150E-02
148E.02
144E-02
144E-02
127E-02
150E.02
584E-0I
31'3£E 01
152E.02
163E402
I64E.02"
152E#02
14BEo02
175E -02
127E-02
14 1E*02
1I16E-02
666E-01 \
570E-01
346,E.01
403E-01
725E-01
926E-01

51
52
54
39
35
40
33
44
42
32
38
.52
44
35
38
36
37
38

. 38

.41
37
54
58
33'
32
33

.38
38
34
41

37

42

.42
58
55
45
42

MEDIAN PGA"

EXP(-I 65" 8)

168E*01

157E-01

136E-01
381E*01

467E*01

367E-01
.502E.01

315E-01

361E.01

50BE-01

.422E-01

.130E-01

302E.0i

478E-01

29IEC01401*O I E0

395E.0i

.385rF01

38, -- 1

.339E+01

4012E01

.56E-01

836Eo00

.406E-01

435E*01

.438E*01

406E+01

395E.01

.467E-01

339E-01

377E*01

310E-01

.- 17BE01
152E-01

.924E-00

IOSEOI

194E*01

247E.01

MED1ANx 10 7 BEIA- 0 52
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Table D-9

FRAGILITIES IU PGA UNITS - KIBCELUL W S"MALL VALVES

NO MEDIAN'PGA- BETA PGA

3

10

4

15

6
7
B
9
I0

21

122

23

?4
25

16
17
lB
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

960E *0 1

966E-01
,124E.02
709E-0 I
652E.o1
51 IE01
626E*0I
B0IE-01

169E*01
B23E÷OI
792E*0I
759E-01
63GE-0 I

B37EOI
1100E-02
126E-02
142E-02

.12BE 02

.127E+02
I 36E-02
773E-01
B27E-0 I
13BE+02
107E402

.613E.OI

28
2B
23
30
26
33
20
19
21
20
I9
21
19
1B
217
20
16
21
21
19
33
30
le
29
35

MEDIAN PGA"

EXPt-I 65- 81

256E+t -

25BE+01

331E+01

IB9EO01
114E-01

I 37EOI1

221E*01

21I4E, 01

205EJ I

220E-31

212t.EI

2O 3E * 01

223E*C.

224E#01

.261E*01
337E#01
379E.01

342E.01

339E.0 I

363E-01
206E0 1

221E-01

369E-01

286EI01

t64EC01

MEDIAN- 9 15 BETA- 0 21
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Table D-1O

FRAGILITIES IX PGA UNITS - LARGE MOTOR OPERATED VALVES SMA FRAGILITY

NO MIEDIAN PGA BETA PGA

2

3

'4

5
6
"7

a
9

10
II

12
,13
14
15
16
17

Ie

19

20
21
22
23
24

25
26
27
28

867E+01
g8BE *OC

104E402

124E.02
I12E*02

.I 15E+02
122E.02
120DE02
131E.02
I134E-02

.I 03E-02
141IE02
159E *02
126E.02
154E(02
126E402

.143E(02

.893E-01
163E-02
164E-02

*127E7[02
.I 19E*02

120E-02
.126E.02
117E-02
127E-02
I13E-02
128E+02

30
26

.20
27
30
29
29
28
26
22
33
24
21
25
23
25
22
31
21
20
22
25
25
24
26
23
27
22.

IMEDIAN PGA*

EXP(-I 65" 8)

232E-01
264E*01

.278E.01

331E+01

299E+01

307E+01

326E(01

321E+01

350E-01

-358E+01

275E-01
377*40i

425E-01

337E-01

.41IE+0I

337E+01

.382E-0I

.239E*01

435EI01

438(E01

.339E401

318£E01
321E*01

337E-01

.313E+01
339E-01

302E-01

.342E*01

MEDIAN- 12 3 BETA- 0 16
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Table D-11

FRAGILITIES IN PGA UNITS - MISCELLANEDUS SMALL VALVES SMA FRAGILITY

NO MED1AN PGA BEIA PGA

1

2
3
4
5
6

7

6

9

I0
II

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
Iq
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

27
28
29
30
3)
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

236E-01
22DE-01
190E-01

.504E401
652E-01
540E+01
701E(01
442E-01
503E(Oi
711E(01
592E*01

182E.0!
421E+01
670DE01
40 E*01
562E(0I
555E+01
540E401

.540E-01

.474E-01

.561 E 01

.21BE401
117E(01
.568E +0 1
.61(E01
614E401
569[.01
552E.01
653C.01

.475E-01
526E(01

.435E+01

.249E-01
213E-0I

.129E+01
151E-01

.271E+01
.346E(01

-#2

44
46
29
23
31

.19
36

.33
18
27

.46
36

.22
28
?5

.26

.27

.27
31

.26

.49
55

.20
18

.19

.28
27
21
32
26
32
.32
32
52
49

.36
33

MEDIAN PGA.

EXP4-1 65. 9,

630L.00
.58(E*00
50BE00
135E*01

.174EF01
144E-01

.187E-01
II8E.01
134E(01
190E-01

.158(E01

.4•06O00

.I12E-0I
179E(01

.109E-0I

.150E.01
-148(E01

144E(01
.144E-01
127E-01
150E-0I
582E-00
3!3E00
152E-01
163E401
164E-01

.152E401
147E-01
N74(401

127E+0I
.141E-01
.116E-01
.665E-00
569E-00
345E(00

.403E(00
724E-00

.924Eo00

MEDIAN- 3 99 BETA- 0 52

D-26
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Fig. D-1. Schematic figure of piping system showing basic event definktion.
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APP IX E

SCHB4ATIC D93CRIPTION OF A SEISMIC RISK ASSESSMENT

J. B. Savy and M. K. Ravindra

E.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

E.-1. IntroductLin

The general methodology for assessing the 'risk of external initiating events
such as earthquakes is based on the natural sequence of events occurring at a
plant. These events are described in detail in the PRA procedures guide
(NUREG/CR2300, Vol. 1 & 2). A brief outline of the extreme event risk
assessment procedure is given here. As this report often refers to the
component fragilities in terms of the OR and BU values, a more detailed
description of the fragilities assessment is provided in Section V.2 of this
appendix.

Firrt, the earthquake oc.curs. Its effect on the physical components of the
plant is analyzed. All the possible combinations of failures are hypothesized
with their respective associated consequences expressed in terms of
probabilities of core-melt. Finally, the effect of possible releases is
combined with acographical, demographic, and meteorological parameters
relevant to the plant site to assess the probability distribution of public
risk. However, the final result of a probabilistic risk assessment may take
several forms, depending on the site and the objectives of the PRA. In some
cases, only the probabilities of core-melt frequencies are calculated. The

-different elements of a seismic risk analysis (shown in Fiq. E-1) in general
include:

1. seismic hazard analysis,

2. determination of the responses of the plant system and

structures to the possible seismic events,

3. component fragility analysis,

4. determination of the plant systems and accident
sequences, and

5. analysis of the consequences.

E.1.2 Seismic Hazard Analysis (SHA)

The purpose of the SHA is to quantify the seismic environment at the plant
eite by means of a probability statement. It is usually expressed by the
frequency distribution of the peak value of the ground motion parameter
(usually pga) during a specified interval of time.

E-1



Seismic Hazard Modeling involves developing a model of spatial and temporal
occurrences of earthquakes (identification of the seismic energy sources), and
a model of transmission of the energy from the seismic sources to the plant
site (attenuation). In general, the data necessary for a SHA are provided by

geologists, seismologists and earthquake engineers.. The analysis relies
heavily on catalogues of historical earthquakes, which often suffer from a
lack of completeness and other problems that are accounted for in the SHA.
This leads to substantial uncertainties in the hazard assessment.

E.1.3 Analysis of Plant System and structure Responses

The purpose of this analysis is to trans]ate the selanic hazard input into the
responses acting on different components in the plant. This generally
'involves an analysis of the structures, piping systems, and equipment. The
hazard input could, for example, be response spect'a developed for different
levels of peak ground acceleration. The output of the response analysis is
generally a set of probability distrib.tions of the responses such as spectral
acceleration, peak moment, force, and deflection at selected structural,
piping, and equipment locations.

E.1.4 Evaluation of Component Fragilities

Seismic fragility of a structure or equipment is defined as the conditional
probab11ity of its failure for a given value of the seismic response parameter
(e.g., stress, moment, and spectral acceleration). Seismic fragilities are
needed in a PRA to estimate the probability of occurrence of initiating events
(i.e., large LOCA, small LOCA, RPV rupture) and the failure probability of
different mitigating systems. (e.g., safety injection system, residual heat
removal system, containment spray system). The most frequently used model for
representing the fragility is briefly described in Section E.2.

E.1.5 Analysis of Plant Systems and Accident Sequences '

Frequencies of severe core damage and of radioactive release to the
environment are calculated using the plant logic combined with the component
fragilities and seismic hazard estimates. Event and fault trees are
constructed to identify the accident sequences that may lead to core melt and
release. In some PRA's, the severe core damage sequences identified by the
analysts are conservative in that they are assumed to lead to a fully molten
core for the purpose of estimating radionuclide release.

E.1.6 Consequence Analysis

The complete range of calculations carried out in the course of a PRA bridges
the gap between the engineering and operations associated with the reactor and
the potential risks that the reactor poses to the public. ConseQuence
analysis provides the final link in the chain of calculations and is intended
to assess th0 effect of accidental releases of radionuclides on the
surrounding population and the environment. Consequence analysis is defined
as a set of realistic calculations of the ranges (frequencies of. occurrence
and magnitudes) of adverse impacts that would follow from an accidental
release of radionuclides. These adverse impacts, commonly referred to as
"public risks," include:

E-2
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1. prompt and delayed deaths,

2. early and long-term injuries,

3. genetic damage,

4. tne contamination of property, land, and water, and

5. other economic impacts.

E.2. SEISMIC FRAGILITY EVALUATION

E.2.1 "General

The methodology for evaluating the seismic fragilities of structures and
equipment is documented in references (Kennedy and Ravindra, 1.984; PRA
Procedures Guide, 1983; Smith, et al. 1981). Seismic fragility of a structure
or equipment item is defined as the conditional probability of its failure for
a given value of the seismic input or response parameter (e.g., ground
acceleration, stress, moment, and spectral acceleration). Seismic fragilities
are needed in a PRA to estimate the probabilities of occurrence of initiating
events ( i.e., large LOCA, small LOCA, RPV rupture) and the failure
probabilities of different mitigating systems (e.g., safety injection system,
residual heat removal system, and containment spray system). In the utility-
sponsored PRAs, ýieismic fragility is expressed in terms of peak ground
acceleration (pqa).

The ob3ective of fragility evaluation is, therefore, to estimate the pga value
for which tne seismic response of a given component (i.e., structural element
or equipment) located at a specified point in the structure exceeds the
component capacity. Estimation of tnis ground acceleration value (called the
ground r acceleration capacity of the component) is accomplished using
information on plant design bases, responses calculated at the desiqn analysis
stage, and as-built dimensions and material properties. Because there are
many sources of variability in the estimation of this ground acceleration
capacity, the component fragility is described , by means of a family of
fragility curves; a subjective probability, value is assigned to each curve to
reflect the uncertainty in the fragility estimation (Fig. E-2). Note that the
probability values (qj in Fig. E-2) sum to 1.0.

E.2.2 Fragility Model

The entire fragility family for a 'component corresponding to a particular
failure mode can be expressed in terms of the best estimate of the median
ground acceleration capacity, Am, and two •random variables. Thus, the
ground acceleration capacity, A, is given by:

A - (Am)BE rRCU (E.1)

in which cR and cU are random variables with unit medians. They
represent, respectively, the inherent randomness about the median and the
uncertainty in the median value. In this model, we assume that both ER
and E are lognormally distribute] with logarithmic standard deviation,



R- and BU' respectively. The formulation for fragility is given by
Equation E.l and the assumption of lognormal distribution enables easy
development of the family of fragility curves appropriately. representing their

uncertainty. For the quantification of fault trees in the plant system and
accident sequence analysis, the uncertainty in fragility needs to be expressed
in terms of a range of conditional failure probabilities for a given ground
acceleration. This is achieved as explained below.

With perfect knowledge (i.e., only accounting for the random variability,

rR) , the conditional probability of failure fo for a given peak ground
acceleration level a is given by:

in(a/Am)

fo = 4) BR (E.2)

where 4 (P ) is the standard Gaussian cumulative distribution function.
The relationship between fo and a is the median fragility curve, an example
of which is plotted in Fig). E-3 for a component with median ground
acceleration capacity Am = 0.90g and BR = 0.30. For the median frequency
of failure range of 5% to 95%, the ground acceleration capacity would range
from 0.55g to 1.48g.

4hen the modeling uncertainty cU is included, the conditional probability
of failure becomes a random variable. At each acceleration value, the
probability of failure f can be represented by a probability density
function. The probability Q of not exceeding a frequency of failure f' is
related to f' by:

f, = f {ln [a/(Am)BE] + 8 U -I(Q) )(E.3)

BR

where

Q PIf < flial i.e., the probability that the conditional
frequency of failure, f, is less than f' for
a peak ground acceleration a.

4-I(.) = the inverse of the standard Gaussian

cumulative distribution function.

For example, the probability of failure f', at acceleration 0.4g that has a
95% non-exceedance probability, is obtained from Equation E.3 as 0.22. The 5%
to 95% probability (confidence) interval on the failure probability at O.4Q is
approximately 0 to 0.22.. Subsequent computations are made easier by
discretizinq the random variable probability of failure f into different
intervals and assigning probability qi into each interval (Fig. E-2) . Note
the sum of qi assigned to all the intervals is unity. A family of fragility
curves is developed bv this process, each with an associated probability qi.

The median ground acceleration capacity Am and its variability estimates
BR arid U are evaluated by taking into account the safety margins inherent
in the capacity predictions, response analysis, and equipment qualification.
For more details, the reader is referred to the aforementioned' references
(Kennedy and Ravindra, 1984; PRA Procedures Guide, 1983; Smith et al. 1981).
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APPENDIX F

MiLlSTONE UNIT 3 SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS

P.J. Amico

The purpose of this appendix is to provide background information on the
systems destgn for Millstone Unit 3, which is used in Section 4.4 as a plant
specific example of the identification of plant Systems that are required to
provide each plant safety function. Each system mentioned in that section is
described in some detail in this Appendix.

F. 1 REAC70R PRLrECTIOP SYSTE4 (RPS)

The RPS constantly monitors plant parameters and initiates the actions
necessary to shut down the nuclear \reaction. It shares a large portion of its
sensing and logic equipment withl the engineered safety features actuation
system (ESFAS).

The RPS examines selected plant parameters and determines whether plant
operating limits are exceeded. If they are, the system transmits actuation
signa]s to the components required to operate in order to shut down the
nuclear reaction.

The RPS consists of three discrete portions, two of which consist of
electronic circuitry and one of which consists of mechanical equipment. These
portions are as follows: 1) An analog portion consisting of three or four
redundant channels per monitored parameter, 2) a digital portion consisting of
two redundant logic trains that process the analog input to determine whether
to shut down the plant, and 3) a mechanical portion consistinq of two trains
of trip breakers and the plant control rods and their drive units. Either
train is capable of shutting down the nuclear reaction. The first two
portions of the system are shared in large measure with the ESFAS.

The RPS operates by using the circuitry portions of the system to monitor
plant conditions and determine when the plant has rxceeded allowable operating
conditions. When that occurs, a shutdown (trip) signal is. sent to the trip
breakers and they are commanded to open. The opening of either breaker train
will remove power from the control rod drive units, de-energizing the drives'
magnetic clutches. This allows the control rods to drop into the core,
effectively terminating the nuclear reaction.

F.2 POWER CONVERSION SYSTHA (PCS)

The PCS is an extrem-'" complex plant system whose function it is to convert
heat produced in t-,. RCS into electrical power. It is the major part of the
secondary side of the plant. It is always operating when the plant is at
power, and is alsa capable of removing decay heat after plant shutdown.

There are five major systems that make up the PCS: main steam, turbine,
condenser, condensate, and feedwater. The main steam system takes the steam
from the steam generators and brings it to the turbine. It: consists- of four
main steam lines (one on each steam generator) each of which has a main steam



isolation valve and other associated-valves and piping. The turbine consists

of the turbine itself with its associated turbine stop and control valves

along with their piping and control circuitry, and the turbine bypass valves

along with their piping and control circuitry. Steam passes through the

turbine during normal operation and around the turbine (through the bypass)

when a shutdown occurs. In either case, the steam is- passed on to the

condenser.

The condenser is a large heat exchanger that cools the steam by passing it

over a large number of water cooled tubes. The coolinq for these tubes is

provided by the circulating water system. The steam is condensed to water and

falls into the condenser hotwell, a kind of tank tha't provides auction for the

condensate system.

The condensate and feedwater systems take the water from the hotwell and

return it to the steam generators to be heated again. These two systems

contain a number of components, the primary of which are the motor driven
condensate pumps, motor driven condensate booster pumps, turbine driven main

feedwater pumps, and the feedwater stop and control valves. They also contain

a number of other pumps and valves, as well as piping, heat exchangers, and

control circuitry.

F.3 HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION SYSTE4 (HPIS)
I

The HPIS is an engineered safeguards system that is designed to provide

reactor core cooling and shutdown capability by injecting borated water into

the Leactor vessel at high pressure. It is automatically actuated by. a signal

from the ESFAS or manually actuated by the control room operator.

The HPIS consists of the charging and safety injection pumps, along with the
associated piping, valves, and control circuitry. There are three charging

pump trains and two safety injection pump trains. The chargina pumps are
normally aligned to be used as part of the chemical and volume control system
during normal operation. At least onecharging pump is always in operation.

Upon receipt of a safety in3ection signal from the ESFAS, these pumps are
realigned to take auction from the RWST and to discharge directly to the RCS
through safety injection lines to each cold leg. The safety injection pumps

are not used during normal operation, and are always aligned to take suction
from the RWST and discharge through the safety injection lines. The safety

in3ection signal commands all of the idle pumps (both charging and safety
injection) to start. When the RWST is empty, this system can be used to

provide high pressure recirculation of containment sump water to the RCS.

This is performed by realigning the pumps to take suction from the discharge

-.f tLhe :ccirculat.on syster" (Section F.7).

The HPIS is one of the systems shown on Figure F-1.

F.4 LO PRESSURE INJECTION SYSTE4 (LPIS)

The LPIS is an engineered safeguards system designed to provide core cooling
oy injecting large amounts of .borated water into the RCS at low pressure. It
is automatically actuated by a safety injection signal from the ESFAS.
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The LPIS consists of two redundant pump trains, each consisting of a residual

heat removal pump along with its ass'ociated valves, pipinq, and control

circuitry. These trains are normally aligned to take suction from the RWST and

to di&charqe .through the safety injection lines into the RCS cold legs. The

safety injection signal commands the pumps-to start. When the RWST is' empty,

this system has completed it mission and is shut down.

The LPIS is one of the systems shown on Figure F-1.

V.5 ACCUMULATOR SYST]EM (AS)

The AS is an engineered safeguards system that is designed to provide core
cooling by injecting very larae amounts of borated water at low pressure to
mitiqate the initial overheating , effects of large LOCAs. It is- a passive
system that does not require any actuation signals.

The system consists of four large accumulator tanks, one on each safety
injection line, along with'associAted valves and piping. These tanks contain
mostly borated water maintained pressurized by compressed nitrogen gas in the

upace above the water line. They are normally aligned such that when the
pressure in the RCS drops below the nitrogen pressure, as in the case of a

large LOCA, water is automatically injected into the RCS.

The AS is one of the systems shown on Fiqure F-1.

P..6 AUXILIARY FEE04ATER SYSTEM (AFWS)

The AFWS is an engineered safeguards system that is d-_signed to provide a
supply of water to the secondary side of the steam generators in situations
whe-re the power conversion system ' (PCS) is not avnilable. It starts

automatically upon receipt of a signal from the ESFAS indicating that
secondary cooling is not available.

The AFWS consists of two motor driven AFW pumps, one turbine driven AFW pump,

and the associated controls, piping, and, valves required to perform its
function. Each pump normally take-s suction from the demineralized water

storage tank (DWST). A backup source of water is provided by the non-safety
grade condensate storage tank (CST) through operator action. The water Is

discharged directly into the steam generators. Each motor driven pump feeds
two of the steam generators and the turbine driven pump feeds all four.

A diagram of the AFWS is shown on Figure F-2.

The RS is an engineered safeguards system designed to provide long term heat
removal from the core and the containment. It does this by recirculating and
cooling water that has built up in the containment sump because of the

operation of safeguards systems that inject water from the RWST. It is
automatically actuated by the ESFAS and in some cases requires operator action

for proper alignment.

(



The RS consists of four recirculation pump trains. Each train consists of a

containment recirculation pump, a containment recirculation cooler, and

associated piping, valveB, and control circuitry. The pumps take suction

from the containment recirculation sump and are normally aligned to inject
flow into one of two recirculation sump spray headers. The pumps are started
automatically upon receipt of a time delay signal from the ESFAS that
indicates five minutes have passed since the occurrence of a containment
depressurization actuation (CDA) signal.

Two of the pump trains are intended to recirculate water back into the core.
This mode of operation is actuated manually by the operator in the control
room. If the RCS pressure is low, the two. trai- s are realiqned to inject water
directly into the core through the safety i, 1oection, lines. If the RC'

pressure is high, the two trains are real~grjne to inject water into the
suction lines of the HPIS system, which then inj,,cts the water into the core

throuqh the safety injection lines.

The RS is one of the systems shown on Figure F-l.

F.8 QUENCii SPRAY SYSTEM (QSS)

The QSS is an engineered safeguards system that is designed to provide rapid
short term quenching of steam within the containment. It serves to help
prevent the overpressure 'failure of the containment caused by steam pressure
buildup. It is automatically actuated by the ESFAS.

The QSS cons~ists of two redundant quench spray pumps along with 'their
associated valves, piping, and control circuitry. The pumps take suction from
the RWST and inject the water into the" containment through ring headers

located near' the containment dome. The system is normally aligned for its
safety function, so all that is required is for the pumps to start. The pumps

are started upon receipt of a containment depressurization actuation (CDA)
signal from the ESFAS. When the RWST is empty, this system has completed its
mission and is shut down.

The QSS is one of the systems shown on Figure F-i.

F.9 PRIMARY SAFETY/RELIEF VALVE SYSTEM (PS/RVS)

The PS/RVS is designed to protect the RCS from the rupture of any part of its
pressure boundary, thus preventing a LOCA caused by overpressure. It does
this by proyiding a group of valves that open when the RCS pressure is too
high, removing heat and maintaininq RCS pressure within design limits. The
-v:iVa Zien reclo3e, raturning integrity to the press"Ze boundary.

The PS/RVS consists of two power operated relief valves (PORVs) and three code
safety valves along with associated piping, other valves, and control

circuitry. The valves are located on top of the pressurizer and are set to
open at a' series of increasing setpoints, all below the maximum allowable RCS

pressure. The PORVB are set to open first. These valves open when control
circuitry senses high pressure, opening a pilot solenoid on each valve that
admits pressurized air to open the pneumatically actuated relief valve. These
valves can also be opened by the operator from the control room, and can
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therefore, be used to reduce RCS pressure manually. The safLty valves are

spring loaded and open directly from •the RCS pressure applied to the valve

d isks.

In order to prevent a LOCA, the valves are designed to reclose automatically

when the RCS pressure returns to the operatinq range. Additionally, if a PORV

sticks open, the operator can close a motor operated isolation valve

associated with the stuck PORV. This action, which is performed from the

control room, has the same effect as the reclosing of the PORV. It should be

noted that if the operator opened the PORVs from the control room, the

automatic circuitry is overridden and the only' way to reclose the PORVS is by

the operator returning the valve control to automatic.

F.,10 SECONDARY SAFETY/RELIEF VALVE SYSTEM (SS/RVS)

The SS/RVS is designed to protect the secondary side of the plant in the same

way as the PS/RVS protects the primary. The system consists of four PORVs

(one on each steam generator) and 20 code safety valves (5 on each steam

generator).

F.11 REACTOR COOLANT PUMP SEAL COOLING SYSTEM (RCPSCS)

The RCPSCS is designed to provide coolinq to -the RCP seals so that they

mainti-in their integrity as a part of the RCS pressure boundary. The system is

internal to the RCPs themselves and consists only of an internal heat

exchanger and some tubing and other seal water pathways in each pump. The

cooling is provided by the reactor plant component cooling water system

(RPCCW).

F.12 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM (ESFAS)

The ESFAS constantly monitors plant parameters And initiates the action
necessary to mitiqate the consequences of any accidents. It shares a large

portion of its sensing and logic equipment with the RPS.

The ESFAS examines selected plant parameters and determines whether plant

protection limits are exceeded. If they are, the system transmits actuation

signals to the systems (actually to the individual components within the

systems) that are required to operate for the indicated plant conditions.

The ESFAS consists of three discrete portions cf circuitry: 1) An analog

portion consisting of three or four redundant channels per monitored

parameter, 2) a digital portion consisting of two redundant logic trains that

process the analog input to determine which systems should be actuated, and 3)
another digital portion consisting of two logic trains that determine the

order in which systems should be actuated and transmit the actuation signals
to the components. Either train is capable of actuating all required safety
equipment.

F.13 AC POWER SYSTEM (ACPS)

The ACPS is a major support system that supplies power to the normal mnd
emergency systems in the plant. The normal power system supplies power from



the offsite power grid c,r the output of the main generator to all plant

systems. If these power sources are not available, the emergency AC power

system is capable of supplying power to those systems that ar'e rer4uired to

ensure safe shutdown or to mitigate the effects of any accidcnt condition.

During normal operation, power is supplied to the electrical system through

the normal station service transformer (NSST) from the main generator. In the

event o,. a unit trip, the generator breaker opens to isolate the main
generator from the grid. Continuous power is maintained since offsit- power

now flows bac" through the NSST to the plant. In the ý4erit of a f3ilure of
the NSST, an automatic transfer takes place that causes offsite power to be
ted to all the plant bus-see using the reserve station service trarsformer
(RSST).

When offsite power is not available, the emergency .C system prevides a

limited amount of power directly to emergency busses 34C and 34D. The

emergency AC power source consists of two redundant diesel/generator units.

Each D/G unit is dedicated to one of the two emergency busses and is capable
of supplving power to all engineered safety features and safe shutdown

equipment fed from that bua. They are started and tied to the emergency busses
automatically upon receipt of a loss of offsite power signal from the ESFAS.
Cooling to the D/G units is supplied by the service water system.

A diagram of the ACPS is shown on Figure F-3.

F.14 DC POWER SYSTEM. (DCPS)

The DCPS iq a ma]or support system that supplies control and instrument power
to all normal and emergency plant systems. It is a four-train system, each
train centered around a main DC bus, a battery, and a battery charger. When

AC power is available in the plant (-ither normal or emergency) , DSC power is
supplied to the main DC busses through the associated battery chargers

connected to the AC powe system. When AC power is lost, the batteries
autor.,atically pick up the DC loads. The normal system alignment is that both

the cha:ger and battery are connected to their respective mair. DC bus. In
thin way, the batteries are kept charged and there is no need to realign
system breakers to supply DC power to the main -busses.

F.15 CHARGING PUMP X3OOLIIG SYSTEM (CPCS)

The CPCS cools the bearing and gear oil of the charging pumps. This coolinq
system Is safety related since it must be available to maintain the
operability of part of the HPIS. It is a normally operating system (to cool
the normfally opetatiag ftanrying pump) that also receives an automatic start
signal from the ESFAS.

The CPCS consists of two charging pump cooling pumps, two charging pump

coolers, a divided charging pump cooling surge tank, and associated valves,
piping, and control circuitry. Either of the two cooling pump trains iq

capable of providing cooling to all of the charging pumps. The standby
cooling pump is started automatically upon receipt of a safety injection
signal from the ESFAS. in addition, the crosstie valves that are normally
open to allow one pump to cool all of the charging pumps are commanded to
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close. This realigns the system such that each charging 'pump train used for

high pressure injection has its own independent source of cooling. The

ch"rging pump coolers in each train are heat exchangers that are cooled by the

service water system.

F.16 SAFETY INJECTION PUMP CaOOLING SYSTEM (SIPCS)

The SIPC3 is nominally identic.l to the CPCS except that each SIPCS pump train

is dedicated to a particular safety injection pump and none of the pumps is

operating prior to the receipt of a safety in)ection signal.

F.17 REACTOR PLANT COMPONENT COOLING WATER SYSTE•M (RPCCW)

The RPCCW is the support system that coo]s most of the equipment on the

primary side of the plant. It does this by circulating water in a closed loop

to each of the components that require cooling, and then discharging the heat

picked up to the service water system. It is a normally operating system. The

components of interest to the analysis of accidents that are cooled by the

RPCCW are the reactor coolant pump seals.

The RPCCW consists of three RPCCW pumps, three RPCCW heat exchangers, and
associated piping, valves, and control circuitry. The three pump/heat

exchanger pairs are arranged into two trains. The middle pair can be aligned,

to either one of the two trains. The trains are inte-connected in such a way

as to allow flow from any pump to reach all cooled components. The pumps

in3ect flow to each of the cooled components in its associated train. The

water is then returned to the pump suction header of the oppositr' train. Heat

is removed Lhrough the RPCCW heat excnangers, which are cooled by the service

water system.

F.18 TURBINE PLANT COMPONENT COOLINQ WATER SISTEM (TPCCWI)

The TPCCW is the support system that cools most of the ma)or rotating
equipment on the secondary side of the plant. It does this by circulating

water in a closed loop to each of the components that require coolinq, and
then discharging the heat picked up ,to the service water system. It is a

normally operating system. The important cooled components for accident

analysis are the major PCS components, which cannot operated without TPCCW

cooling.

The TPCO'W consists of three TPCCW pumps, three TPCCW heat exchangers, and

associated piping, valves, and control circuitry. All three pump/heat

exchanger pairs are tied into the same header and thus flow trom any pump can

reach all cooled components. The pumps inject flow through that header to each

of the cooled components. The ueter is then returned to the pump suction

header. Heat is removed t'rough the TPCCW heat exchangers, which are cooled by

the service water system.

F.19 CIRCULATION WATER SYSTEM4 (CS)

The CWS is a support system that provides cooling to the main condenser in the
PCs to cool the secondary plant cycle. It does this by in)ectinq cool water

throuqh the tubes of the main condenser. It is a normally operatinq system.



The CWS consists of six circulating water pumps, along with piping, valves,
and control circuitry. The pumps take suction directly from the tong Island

Sound and inject it through the circulating water piping to the main

condenser. The water is then discharged back into the Sound.

F.20 SERVICE WATER SYSTEM (SWS)

The SWS is one of the major plant support systems. It provides cooling water

to prevent equipment from overheating. Cooling is provided to the following
plant systems and equipment: charging pump cooling heat exchangers, safety
injection pump cooling -.eat exchangers, containment recirculation coolers,
emergency deisel/generator coolers, circulating pump lube water, RPCCW heat
exchangers, and TPCCW heat exchangers. Cooling is provided to other plant
systems, but these are not of interest in the evaluation of accidents.

The SWS consists of two trains, each of which contains an in-service pump and
a, standby pump, along with associated piping, valves, and control circuitry.
The pumps take suction directly froaw the Long Island Sound and inject water
through the service water piping to each of the heat exchangers which it
cools. The water is then discharged back to the Sound. The standby pumps are
blocked on the discharge side by normally closed motor operated valves. For
equal wear, each pump is used in the service mode 50 percent of the time. If
the in-service pump falls, the downstream pressure drop is sensed and the
associated standby pump is started automatically and the discharge valve is
automatically opened.
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